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Synopsis 
Agricultural production is associated with land degradation and depletion, deforestation, envi-
ronmental pollution, deterioration of water and air quality, etc. 
According to soil scientists of the Moscow State University during the entire period of agricultural 
activity (about 10 thousand years), the world lost 2 billion hectares of arable land, which is much 
higher than the presently arable land area of - about 1,5 billion hectares. And the intensity of losses 
increases: 700 million hectares are lost over the past 300 years, with an average annual rate of 2,3 
million hectares, and 300 million hectares are lost over the past 50 years with an average annual 
rate of 6 million hectares. According to modern estimates, approximately 1.2 billion hectares, out 
of 1,5 billion hectares in the turnover of farmland, are now in a state of degradation. 
Such consequences of human agricultural activity are the result of a mismatch between his inter-
ests and the "strategy of nature". With the aim of concurrence of human interests with the "strategy 
of nature" and preserving the invaluable gift of the nature of soil fertility, mankind develops soil 
protection technologies for cultivating agricultural crops and technical means for the implemen-
tation of these technologies in relation to specific soil and climatic conditions. At the same time, 
the following basic principles are laid down in the basis of the performance of any technological 
operation in the cultivation of crops in soil conservation agriculture: minimal spraying of the 
treated soil layer; reduction of airflow velocity in the surface layer; maximum accumulation and 
rational use of moisture in the soil. 
The principles of the soil protection system of agriculture and the specific working conditions of 
agricultural machinery exclude the possibility of using machinery designed for the classical (dump) 
farming system. This led to the emergence of a new type of machinery and tools to protect the soil 
from wind erosion and to combat drought. 
The need for intensification of agriculture in hard arid regions, the formation of a system of an-
ti-erosion measures taking into account zonal features, changed energy resources and forms of 
labor organization predetermine the expediency of developing new or improving existing machi-
nery and tools for soil-protecting agriculture. The construction features of such machinery and 
tools, their adjustment and operating features are widely covered in the literature. However, to this 
day there is no generalized material in which the results of the main theoretical and experimental 
studies that form the basis for the creation of machinery and tools for soil conservation agriculture 
would be concentrated. Studies are scattered and published in scientific works of many different 
countries. This complicates work of researchers and designers aimed to improve and create new 
machinery for soil protection agriculture, hampers training of specialists in higher and secondary 
educational institutions. 
In this book, an attempt is made to systematize the main results of numerous studies that are the 
basis for creation of machinery and tools for soil-protecting agriculture. In it the following circle of 
questions is considered: operating conditions of anti-erosion machinery and agrotechnological 
(initial) requirements to them; the main theoretical and experimental provisions for the selection of 
rational values for the parameters of operative parts and structural and technological circuits for 
erosion control machinery and tools for soil cultivation, accumulation and rational use of moisture 
in soil, intrusion of mineral fertilizers and herbicides,seeding of crops, accumulation of moisture in 
the soil at the expense of winter precipitation. 
The research results presented in the book are used as the basis for the development in the former 
USSR of a complex of anti-erosion machinery and tools, which were produced in large volumes by 
the industry. This made possible to apply soil-protective agriculture in the USSR on an area of 
more than 60 million hectares, incl. in the Republic of Kazakhstan - on 22 million hectares. 
Currently, the results of these studies are used in the Republic of Kazakhstan in developing of new 
and improving of existing machinery and tools for soil-protecting agriculture, which predetermines 
the necessity and expediency of writing of this book.The List of literature at the end of the book 
does not pretend to give the complete coverage of relevant publications profile and contains only 
works directly used in the creation of new and improving existing machinery and tools for soil 
conservation agriculture. 
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      1.About Soil-Protecting Agriculture 

 
Soil protection system of agriculture is one of the varieties of soil-protective, intensive and re-
source-saving agriculture. World experience in their development has shown that the provisions 
and principles of soil conservation do not depend on economic and social conditions but are de-
termined by the natural and climatic conditions and the biological possibilities of agricultural crops 
cultivated under such conditions. At the same time, the basic requirements to the technologies of 
crop cultivation were clearly formed: 
- soil protection from wind and water erosion; 
- preservation and improvement of soil fertility; 
- obtaining of the maximum yield with minimum energy, labor and financial costs;  
- obtaining of high-quality products; 
- environmental protection in order to ensure safety of human life. 
Therefore, all technological operations of cultivation of crops with soil-protecting agriculture 
should solve the following main tasks. 

1) Optimization of soil density and its structural state 
On soils, the equilibrium density of which is close to optimal for cultivation of certain crops, the 
task of its loosening is shortened. In such a case, zero processing is possible if other tasks of tillage 
are replaced by other means (for example, the use of herbicides). The criterion for assessing the 
density and structural state of soils is the presence of water-resistant aggregates of more than 0.25 
mm. For different soil types this scale has not yet been developed. But roughly, in loamy soils such 
aggregates should be more than 40%. 

2) Regulation of water balance of soils 
It is necessary to ensure the transfer of atmospheric precipitation into the soil thickness, to reduce 
their surface runoff, and to reduce the physical evaporation of moisture from the soil surface. 

3) Prevention of water and wind erosion of soil 
It is achieved by regulating the surface runoff of water and by reducing the wind speed in the sur-
face layer of the soil by creating on its surface of various roughness’s (small crests, stubble residues, 
etc.). 

4) Regulation of the regime of organic and biogenic elements, placement of fertilizers and me-

liorants in the plow layer 
It is established that the intensity of mineralization of organic matters depends on the nature and 
frequency of mechanical tillage. This process is most active during plowing, less intensively - with 
no-till processing, i.e. the biological activity of the soil decreases, since the entire microflora is in a 
small layer of soil. 
It is clear that fertilizers and meliorants must be introduced into the root layer of the soil, and not 
scattered, in the truest sense of the word, on the surface of the field. Then, from the surface of the 
field, they are washed into water bodies, rivers, lakes. The consequences of it are well known. 

5) Regulation of phytosanitary conditions 
In the technology of cultivating crops before the appearance of pesticides, the mechanical treat-
ment of the soil also carried out the task of combating weeds, diseases and pests. Today, with the 
increase in environmental requirements for crop production technologies, the role of mechanical 
tillage to maintain the proper and phytosanitary condition is increasing. 

6) Creation of optimal conditions for seeding and obtaining of amicable shoots 
When pre-seeding cultivation of soil, it is necessary to ensure conditions under which the seeds 
would lie on a densified wet bed, and from above would be covered with a loosened layer of soil. 
While seeding, the required number of seeds should be distributed evenly and strictly at a given 
depth. 

7) Energy saving and economy 
Along with the soil protection orientation and the desire for the biologization of agriculture, soil 
cultivation must ensure a minimum of inputs of energy, labor and financial resources. 
The above tasks, correlated with different natural conditions and with the biology of growth and 
development of cultures, serve as a guide for selecting possible options for mechanical tillage and 
performing a particular technological operation in the cultivation of crops, and a set of certain 
mechanical treatments forms a system for cultivating the soil for a particular crop in the rotation. 
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Based on the analysis of domestic and world practice in use of mechanical types of soil treatment in 
the world today, the following classification of soil treatment systems is applied. 

a) Dumping system of agriculture - full or partial wrapping of soil layers. Two types of it are used: 
different in depth and minimal. 
The different in depth: deep - more than 24 sm, ordinary - 18-24 cm, small - 8-16 cm and superficial 
- up to 8 sm. 

The minimal: surface - up to 8 sm and shallow - 8-16 sm. 
Currently, the most widespread is the different in depthwith a tendency to minimization. 

b) Mulching system - processing of soil without a turn of a layer with preservation of crop residues 
on the surface of the field. 

Three types of it are used: deep, shallow and minimal. 
The deep - systematic tillage of the soil to a depth of more than 24 cm without recirculation (on 
solonetzes, solonetsous soils and heavily compacted soils, on erosive soils). 
The shallow depth - the alternation of shallow and deep tillage, depending on the crop cultivated in 
the crop rotation and soil conditions, for example, soil protection technology for the cultivation of 
cereals, developed under the guidance of Academician A.I.Baraev [44]. 
The mulching - shallow tillage of the soil without turnover of the formation (on light soils in tex-
ture). 
c) Combined system - various combinations of dump soil treatments with no-tillage to various 
depths (usually in crop rotations with corn and in forest-steppe conditions). Can be used in com-
bination of deep treatments, shallow or minimal. 

d) Zero system - the soil is not subject to any kind of machining, except for the impact on it of the 
working organs of the sowing units. This system is called the system of the future. The condition, 
problems and prospects of this treatment system will be described below [4]. 

e) Ridge system - for cultivating only a certain type of crops on sliced ridges or ridges. It is com-
monly used in cold and humid climate. 

f) Band-cultivation of soil with sowing of seeds into it. This system includes positive elements of 
minimal and zero soil protection technologies and is used mainly for cultivating tilled crops. 
Intensification of agricultural production, regardless of the soil treatment systems, is usually ac-
companied by an increase in energy costs and productivity of agricultural units. An increase in the 
depth of soil cultivation, an increase in the number of operations in the soil treatment system in-
tensify such negative phenomena as spraying of soil aggregates, excessive loosening of the treated 
soil layer and compaction of its underlying layers, loss of moisture, water and wind erosion [1]. 
World experience of agriculture shows that intensification of cultivation of crops leads to an in-
crease in yields. But at the same time, energy costs per unit area of their cultivation are sharply 
increased, for example, at 2 - 3 times the increase in yield, energy consumption grows 5 - 20 times 
[2,3]. That is why the last 40 - 50 years in all developed agrarian countries in the world is searching 
for the most effective soil treatment system. The impetus for the search for a new soil treatment 
system was the following two factors. 
The first factor is not the indisputable statement of scientists in the first half of the last century that 
the most important requirement,for any soil preparation system is effective control of weeds, and if 
the soil is practically free from weeds, then the requirements of the crops for processing quality are 
not very high. But the regulation of the phytosanitary state of the fields is only one of the six tasks 
mentioned above. In what way will the other five functional tasks be solved? This was the whole 
point and purpose of carrying out complex studies in different soil and climatic conditions of the 
countries of the world. An analysis of the results of these studies shows the following. 
The abandonment of a large number of postharvest remnants on the surface of the field with zero 
tillage system, the absence of mixing of its layers and the spread of fertilizers on the field surface 
lead to large differences in the physical, biological and agrochemical properties of the soil along the 
profile (horizontally).  
Ten-year research (Canada) on the effectiveness of zero processing on dark chestnut heavy loam 
soil showed that in the grain-steaming crop rotation the greatest changes were observed in the 0 - 6 
sm layer - water permeability and useful water retention capacity decreased, the bulk density in-
creased. But these indices in the 6 - 12 sm layer did not reach the limits that prevent the normal 
development of the root system of plants. However, most soils do not possess such favorable 
physical properties, and they can deteriorate, for example, compaction is possible, and the number 
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of air-filled pores is reduced. It is for this reason, as established by research in Australia, that the 
length of the roots of wheat per unit volume of soil in zero processing compared to the dump was 
less by an average of 21%. 
With zero processing, the accumulation of organic matter occurs predominantly in the surface 
layer of the soil.After 13 years of zero processing (Australia), the organic matter content in the 0 - 
10 sm layer was 3.13%, with the dumping treatment – 2,87%. Although it is generally believed that 
when planted in the soil, the mineralization of plant residues, due to good aeration and high mi-
crobiological activity, proceeds faster than with zero treatment. 
For this reason, there is a differentiation in the profile of the biological properties of the soil, which 
has a strong effect on the nutritional regime of the soil. The presence of an abundance of carbon 
sources and energy in the form of post-harvest residues in the surface layer leads to activation of 
microbiological activity, to a sharp increase in microbiomass in comparison with other methods of 
soil cultivation. Studies (USA, New Zealand) found that in the 0 - 5 sm layer with zero processing, 
the biomass for carbon was 1,6 times greater, and for nitrogen, 1,5 times. But already at a depth of 
10 sm, the nitrogen content in the microbiomass becomes equal or even less at zero processing than 
in the dump. This trend was observed both in medium loamy and heavy loam soils. 
In general, it has been experimentally established that the content of humus, total nitrogen, mobile 
forms of nitrogen, potassium and some trace elements is much higher in the surface layer of the 
soil, higher microbiological activity. However, due to stronger soil compaction, weakening of 
aeration, and often lower temperatures, the availability of nutrients is lower. Therefore, it is be-
lieved that with zero processing, the demand for mineral fertilizers may be higher. 
With zero processing, the use of organic fertilizers causes great difficulties, since they are supposed 
to be plowed into the soil, and not left on the surface of the field. 
The second factor is the introduction of herbicides into production, which make it possible to 
ensure the purity of fields from weeds. 
In modern agriculture, with its intensification, the means of chemicalization play an important role 
in increasing the production of agricultural output. However, they have a negative impact on the 
environment. For example, world experience has shown that with an increase in the yield of grain 
by 3,5 times, the introduction of mineral fertilizers is increased 25 times, and chemical protection 
equipment 14 times. When the yield of grain is increased by 6,5 times, the application of mineral 
fertilizers is increased 125 times, and of protective equipment 100 times [2]. How can the envi-
ronment sustain this load at all? As a result, gradually, but inevitably and continuously, the natural 
composition of the atmosphere, water, soil, etc. changes. 
With an increase in the volume of application of chemical plant protection products, they can be 
washed into groundwater. Moreover,this process depends not only on the properties of chemical 
preparations, but also on the physico-mechanical properties of soils. Thus, 33% of the US area, 
where intensive agricultural production is conducted, coincide with zones where soil, climatic and 
hydrological conditions promote the washing out of chemical plant protection products in 
groundwater. According to the results of research in the USA, 10% of public and 4% of rural pri-
vate wells contained chemical plant protection products, and in 13% of them the content exceeded 
the permissible levels. The close location of groundwater to the surface, irrigation, torrential rains, 
mistakes with the use of chemical protection agents accelerate their penetration into ground and 
drinking water. There have been no such studies in the Republic of Kazakhstan. Therefore, from 
the point of view of ecology, one should be cautious about the use of chemical means of plant 
protection. Where possible, you need to do without them or severely restrict their use, especially as 
according to research conducted in Canada [2, 3], the total costs of caring for "chemical vapor" 
depending on the degree of contamination are quite high and amount to 52 - 100 US dollars per 1 
hectare, and for an ordinary ferry - 37 - 60 dollars per 1 ha. According to the Kostanai Agricultural 
Research Institute, the application of mechanical or chemical treatments on steam fields is prac-
tically the same, amounting to approximately $ 42 per hectare. 
It was suggested that these factors make it possible to minimize mechanical tillage of the soil, 
which will allow [1]: 
- to receive an economic effect (economy of a labor, combustive-lubricating materials, material 
resources and money resources); 
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- minimize loss of moisture under conditions when its content in the surface layer of the soil is 
critical; 

- to preserve organic matter in the upper 5-sm layer of soil; 
- reduce the risk of water and wind erosion; 
- maintain the main advantages of the undisturbed structure of the treated soil layer. 

Thus, the results of long-term foreign studies in general have confirmed the expected benefits of 
zero tillage. But at the same time, the following main shortcomings were revealed [4]: 

- higher costs for chemical plant protection products from weeds, pests and diseases; 
- additional costs for the maintenance of special equipment while maintaining the traditional, as 
usually  
not all soils in one farm are suitable for zero processing; 
- not all crops produce high yields with zero processing; 
- higher requirements for the qualification of farmers, especially with regard to the use of chemical 
plant  
protection products, mineral fertilizers and soil ameliorants; 
- difficulties with the use of organic fertilizers, since their effectiveness is not low in soil. 

For these reasons, despite very optimistic forecasts for the introduction of zero processing, it is still 
used on a small area, and in the past 15 years, the growth in areas has slowed or stabilized (in the 
US, the share of use is just over 6% of traditional tillage systems, and in Canada by 0,2% of arable 
land) [4]. This indicates that in the production environment, zero processing has already found its 
niche. But intensive research is continuing on its improvement and possibilities for expanding its 
use. An extensive experimental material has been accumulated on the feasibility of combining zero 
tillage with other systems, especially where soil properties deteriorate with prolonged zero 
processing. This makes it possible to realize the advantages of zero processing on soils that are not 
resistant to compaction. 
In connection with the above research on the development of technologies and technical means of 
soil conservation in Kazakhstan, which has huge arable land in various soil and climatic condi-
tions, should be continued, which predetermines the usefulness and usefulness of the material in 
this book. 

 

2. Machinery and tools of soil-protecting agriculture for soil treatment 
 

2.1. Working conditions and agrotechnological (initial) requirements for machinery and tools 
 

As noted in the previous section, for solving technological problems of soil conservation agricul-
ture, optimization of soil density and its structural state; regulation of water balance of soil; pre-
vention of wind and water erosion; regulating the regime of organic matter and nutrient elements 
and placing fertilizers in the plow layer; regulation of phytosanitary conditions; creating optimal 
conditions for sowing; maintenance of energy saving and profitability are applied dump, mulch, 
combined, zero, comb-bedding and strip systems of processing of soils or their certain combina-
tions. 
In soil conservation agriculture for the cultivation of some tilled crops is used dump soil treatment 
system. The complex of machines of this system is well known, and the conditions of their work 
and agrotechnological requirements (initial) to them are taken into account when creating them. 
Numerous and long-term research results in the development of these machines and tools and their 
improvement are widely covered in numerous literature and therefore are not included in this 
book. 
Technology of cultivation of crops on soils subject to wind erosion, provides for the following types 
of its processing without turnover of the formation with the maximum amount of crop residues 
remaining on the surface of the field with minimal spraying of the treated layer: 
- processing to a depth of 8 - 16 sm (autumn plowing, first and intermediate steam treatments, 
pre-sowing treatment, treatment of perennial grasses); 
- loosening to a depth of 20 - 27 sm (autumn plowing, first or last steam treatment, treatment of 
perennial grasses); 

- cultivation of pure steam to a depth of 6 - 8 sm; 
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- surface treatment of soils to a depth of 4 - 6 sm (early spring loosening of the soil, stubble harr-
owing, care of crops of perennial grasses); 

- stubble disc of soil after harvesting of crops; - cracking; 
- chiseling. 

For each of these types of soil cultivation in soil conservation agriculture, special machines have 
been developed. 
The working conditions of soil-cultivating machines in soil-protecting agriculture are extremely 
difficult. They should be efficient with a considerable amount of crop residues on the field surface 
and operate within a wide range of moisture and hardness of soils of different mechanical com-
position; The blades of their working organs move in the soil layer, in which the main mass of 
plant roots is located. These working conditions of soil-cultivating machines are combined with 
rigid agrotechnological (initial) requirements to them [5, 6]. 
Thus, for shallow cultivation of soil to a depth of 8 - 16 sm, the deviation from the specified shall 
not exceed ± 1 sm. At least 85% of the crop residues should be left on the field surface with com-
plete cropping of the weeds. The height of the ridges and the depth of the furrows should not be 
more than 6 sm. The best quality of soil treatment is obtained with its humidity (16 -21) %, which is 
approximately (55 -65) % of the total field moisture capacity. 
When carrying out small-scale cultivators, it is allowed to keep crop residues on the field surface up 
to 55%, but the height of ridges and furrows should not be more than 4 sm. 
With a deep (20 - 27 sm) loosening of the soil, deviation from a given depth is allowed no more 
than ± 2 sm, and the weeds must be cut completely. Stubble residues on the surface of the field 
should remain at least 75%. On the leveled surface of the field, only grooves behind the struts of 
working organs with a depth of not more than 8 sm are allowed. The soil should loosen mainly on 
fractions from 2 to 10 sm, and the number of blocks of more than 1 sm does not exceed 20%. 
After treatment with rod or rod-paw cultivators, the surface of the field should be level - ridges and 
furrows not more than 4 sm, weeds are completely cut, the depth and width of the furrow behind 
the ridges are not more than 4 and 7 sm, respectively. 
When surface treatment of the soil with needle discs and other tools to a depth of 4 - 6 sm, the value 
of individual lumps and ridges should not exceed 5 sm. To protect the soil from erosion it is im-
portant that stubble on the field surface remains at least 90% and the number of unstable wind 
fractions of soil size less than 1 mm. When performing this operation, the height of the comb ridges 
and the depth of the furrow grooves should not exceed 5 sm, and at least 80% of the weed seeds 
should be embedded in the soil.  
Working in such difficult conditions, tillage machines and soil conservation tools should ensure 
not only the fulfillment of the specific agrotechnological (initial) requirements specified above, but 
also reduce energy, material and financial costs. This predetermines the need for a careful choice of 
the type of working bodies, justification of their geometric parameters and operating modes; ar-
rangement of working elements on the frame of the machine; basic schemes of machines and the 
justification of their design and kinematic parameters. For the same reasons, the use of existing 
results of theoretical and experimental research, which is the basis for the creation of conventional 
tillage machines, is limited in some cases, in others it is unacceptable. 
 
2.2. Types and parameters of operative parts of soil-cultivating machinery and tools of 
soil-protecting agriculture 

 
2.2.1. Flat-cutting paws 

 
On re-compacted or waterlogged soils with a large number of root-off weeds with fine planar cut-
ting, it is advisable to use lance paws of small width of capture (Fig. 1). Such paws with spring 

struts are installed on heavy cultivators, for example, KPE-3,8A, KT-10-1 and KT-10-2, etc. The 
choice of the values of their optimal geometric parameters does not cause difficulties, since heavy 
cultivators are subject to less stringent requirements for spraying the treated soil layer and pre-
serving crop residues on the field surface. Rational values of the geometric parameters of such 
paws and spring bars are sufficiently substantiated in [13,14,19,25,45] and are given in GOST 
1343-82. 
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 It is not recommended to use heavy cultivators with such lancet paws on soils highly susceptible to 
wind erosion, as they seal up residues in the soil and spray the treated soil layer [25, 27] (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 1. Working body of heavy cultivators 

 
Fig. 2. Removal of erosion soil particles (<1 mm) from the surface of fields,  

treated with a heavy cultivator and a flat cutter (sandy loam,t = 5 minutes, air speed 12 m/s);  
1-raw stubble; 2 - flat-cutting; 3 - treatment with a heavy cultivator 

 
In connection with this, special cultivators for small (6-8 sm) tillage - tools for preseeding 

processing OP-6 were developed for tractors of different classes; OP-8; Oĝ-10; OP-12. They were 
equipped with a lancet foot with geometric parameters of the working organs of seeder-cultivators, 
but with a width up to 330 mm. The justification of its parameters and the type of suspension will 
be given in the section of sowing machines. 
The most fully satisfies the conditions of work and specific requirements for the planning of soils, a 
wide-cut planar paw, which consists of two dihedral wedges placed at an angle to the direction of 
movement in the plane, having a common edge obtained by crossing two planes (knives) (Figure 
3). The transverse profile of the working surfaces of the knife paws can be flat or curved. The main 
geometric parameters of such paws are: the angle between the installed knife and the bottom of the 
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furrow É, lying in a plane perpendicular to its blade; height of soil formation - h; width of the knife 

- )(ll


, angle of the blade solution - 2㢸; the radius of curvature of the working surface of the knife is 

r and the width of the grip is 2b *. Geometrical parameters of the paw are interconnected by de-
pendencies ·² 㢶 ᩛ  Ή     (1) ¸« 㢶ଶ ᩛ ¸«㢶 ·² 㢸Ζ     (2) 

 
and in the case when the transverse profile of the section of the working surface of the knife has a 
curved (convex) shape [7, 8]  

  ᩛ 㨽￦ ቂ§³· ቀ㢶  ଵ଼భగ ቁ  §³· 㢶ቃ.  (3) 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Basic geometric parameters of the flat-paw 
 

Based on the correlation-regressive analysis of the experimental data obtained in the most char-
acteristic conditions of the operation of plane cutters, the influence of each geometric parameter 
and the speed of the flat-topped paws on the quality indicators of their work and traction resistance 
is given. It was found that the stubble conservation on the surface of the field and the spraying of 
the treated soil layer depend more on the speed of movement (the coefficients of pair correlation 
are respectively equal to (-0,623 and 0,446), the height of the formation (-0,357 and 0,252), the 
angle of inclination of the knife to the bottom furrows (-0,357 and 0,421), the angle of the paw 
solution (-0,159 and 0,154), and to a lesser extent depend on the radius of curvature (-0,0118 and 
-0,032) and the blade width (0,082 and 0,0209). The largest positive correlation is observed be-
tween the traction resistance of the flat-topped paw and the speed of its movement (the coefficient 
of pair correlation is 0,541), the height of the rise of the formation (0,211) and the angle of the knife 
setting relative to the furrow bottom (0,531). An inverse correlation is observed between the drag 
force of the paw and the radius of curvature of the cross section of the profile of the working surface 
of the knife and its width (-0,137-0,248). 
The rationale for the optimal values of these geometric parameters and modes of operation of 
wide-cut planar paws has not received due attention until recently. Their choice was carried out on 
the basis of the results of theoretical and experimental studies carried out in substantiating the 
parameters of passive working elements based on the trihedral wedge used on machines for dum-
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In order for the paw to not un
ensuring the movement of t
taken parallel to the working

 

where:а – depth of loosening;
b - the width of the cla￦￦￦￦￦㣆ŧŜ - ultimate resista

However, studies [9, 29] have
the undercut is distributed u

surface of the paw and on th
the movement of the elemen㩁ىcross-sectional area on w
force of the backwater (the re㩁ى￦ţŖ￦ũthe inner friction head

 

and for the paw with 2㢸 180

 where:㢶ᇱ-is the actual cutting a
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goals of these studies, the methodology and the con
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 can be stated that the geometric parameters of the
 of ensuring minimum traction resistance. 
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relative velocity of soil movement along the work
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Fig. 4. Soil immersion by labour body 

t unload the soil, the cut under it should create the ne
f the soil along the working surface. The direction

king surface of the paw, and its magnitude was determ

㨢 ᩛ 㨬  㨭  㣆ŧŜ,    

ing; 
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ead 㣋ଵ and for the paw with 2㢸￦=180° is equal to  ￦￦￦￦￦㨢ఈబ ᩛ ڹΖڴ  㨬  㨭  㣆ŧŜ￦ϑ §³· 㣆 §³· 㣋ଵ,   
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  (4) 

 in the cross-section of 
dary with the working 

working surface. Since 
f absolute velocity, the 

y 1/§³· 㣆. The equal 
. 5) from the normal to 

   (5) 

§³·㣋ଵ ·² 㢸, (6) 

 be given below. 
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Fig. 6.  The magnitude
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By Euler's theorem, the chan
lume and surface) forces acti
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is small. Consequently, the m㩁ى. Since 㩁ى ᩛ 㩁ى  㩁ى, thus
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In the special case, when  Ά
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onnection, it is proposed to find the formula for de
stance of the working member due to the inertia force

itude and direction of the force 㨗ఈబ௨  acting on the

nging the direction of movement of the soil layer, dep
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ayer of soil with thickness aand widths 㨭㨬￦¼￦㨭)  (Fi
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㨗തŤŗ  㨗തťŤŘ ᩛ 㨞㩁ى 㨞㩁ى.  
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hus 㨗തťŤŘ ᩛ￦㨞ŧ  㩁ىΖ Ŗ￦￦Ά㩁Ά (see Fig. 4) is determined 

Ά㩁Ά ᩛ Ά㩁Ά ·² 㢶 ϑ §³·൫㣆ఈబ  㢶൯ .  

 be assumed that  Ά㨗௨Ά  Ά㨗ťŤŘΆ,  then        

Ά㨗௨Ά ᩛ 㨬  㨭  㣆  ௩మ ୱ୧୬ఈబ￦ୡ୭ୱ൫ఘഀబିఈబ൯￦Κ   
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ain the well-known formula Ά㨗௨Ά ᩛ ڶ  㨬  㨭  㣆  㩁ଶ ·²
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                           (7) 
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 Thus 㨗തťŤŘ  ￦㨞ŧ￦㩁ى 
ed from formula 

  (8) 

  (9) 

 of an incompressible ·²㢶 ϑ￦ڶ. 
 within 㢶ଶ  㢶ᇱ  㢶,  

   (10) 
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of soil along the knife of the p
7).  

The value of the angle
 

 

  where:㢹 - is the angle character
working surface of the paw knif

 

F i g .  7.
 

To determine the calculated 

rection of the absolute veloc
Fig. 7), the following relation

 ¸«㢹 ᩛ
ቐாഀబ୲ఈబା￦ഀబିഀଶഀబ௧ఈబ

㣆ఈబڵΖڶ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮㨿㨲
￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ ாഀబା￦ഀబ୲ఈబഀబ୲ఈబ ൨భమൡ

 

where: ēఈబ ᩛ
￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨜ఈబ ᩛ

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨓ఈబ ᩛ
㨔ఈబ ᩛ ΖହఙŧŜୱ୧୬ఊ ୡ୭ୱఝభ; 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨕ఈబ
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e paw from the direction of its movement 㢺 to the ho

gle 㢺௫ is found from 

￦㢺௫ ᩛ￦ ␡㨬㨽㨮 ¸«§㨿«㢹 §³· 㢶␡  ￦㢸 ,     

cterizing the deviation of the relative velocity of soil m
knife from the perpendicular to its blade. 

7. To the analysis of the work of the flat-paw (2㢸 
ed values of the angle 㢹, as well as the angle 㣆ఈబ Ζ￦ ch

city of soil movement under the influence of the kn
tionships are proposed: 

ᩛ ￦ 㨱㨱ଵ  㨱 §¸«㢸 §³· 㢶  㨱㨱ଵ  㨱 ·²㢶 §¸«㢸 ᦹ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ 
 

ഀబ ￦ቈ൬ாഀబ୲ఈబା￦ഀబିഀబଶഀబ୲ఈబ ൰ଶ  ாഀబା￦ഀబ୲ఈబഀబ୲ఈబ భమቑ￦Ή￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦

㨬㨽㨮㨿㨲 ቐ ாഀబ୲ఈబା￦ഀబିഀబଶഀబ௧ఈబ ￦ቈ൬ாഀబ୲ఈబା￦ഀబିഀଶഀబ୲ఈబ
൨ ൡ,                                                                  
ᩛ Ďఈబ  Đఈబ ·²㢶  㣋ଵ  㨔ఈబ㨮㨺㨾 㢶  㣋ଵΉ 

 ᩛ Đఈబ §³·￦㢶 㣋ଵ  㨔ఈబ㨾㨴㨹 㢶  㣋ଵ 
 ᩛ ΖହఙŧŜభାୱ୧୬ ఊ ୡ୭ୱఝభ ; 

 

 ᩛ ␡㨬㨭㣆￦㣑ଶ ·² 㢶␡  ·² 㢸Ή 

 horizontal plane (Fig. 

  (11) 

il movement along the  

 180°) 

characterizing the di-

e knife of the paw (see 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦(12) 

 

ഀబ൰ଶ 
                (13) 
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 㨒ఈబ ᩛ ￦ఙŧŚୱ୧୬ఊ ௦ ఏഀబ ൣ㨱ଵ  㨱 ·²￦൫㢶  㢽ఈబ൯  §³·൫㢶  㢽ఈబ൯൧+ 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ gal ൬ 㨭·² 㢸  㨷ctg￦ڵڹΖڴ 㢷൰ ␡㨱ଵ  㨱 §³· 㢶  ·²㢶␡ ￦ 
 㨬㣆￦㩁ଶ㨱ଵ  㨱㨭 ·² 㢶 ·² 㢸Ή 
 

where: ￦㨱Ζ 㨱ଵΖ㣋Ζ 㣋ଵ- respectively, the coefficients and angles of external and internal friction of the 

soil; 㣆ŧŜΖ 㣆ŧŚ - soil resistance to compression and shear; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦« - acceleration of gravity;  㣆 - density of soil;  ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㢽ఈబ- the shear angle of the formation element, which is found from the known re-

lationship ￦￦￦￦￦￦㢽ఈబ ᩛ గଶ ￦ఈబାఝାఝభଶ ;  㢷 - the angle of the cutter's knife and 㢷 = arctg (tg㢸ϑ §³· 㢶). 

 
–––– - design; 
– – –  -  experimental, obtained in soil channel; 

– ͛–͛–experimental, obtained in the field 

 

Fig. 8.  The dependence of the angle Î on the angle of the paw solution 

and its velocity translational motion - for Î ᩛ 㨱Í:  É = 6 sm,  㩁 = 2,1 m/s, É=25°; 

for   Î=㨱㩁Ό 2Í= 180°, É=25°, ¬=35 mm. 
 

The reliability of the proposed dependence (12) was confirmed experimentally (Fig. 8):  㢹 ᩛ 㨱㢸 
and 㢹 ᩛ 㨱㩁. In the field, the experimental values 㢹 ᩛ 㨱㢸 differ slightly from the calculated 
values, which is apparently due to the presence of plant roots in the treated soil layer and the worst 
conditions for their descent from the knife-blade blades. 

The experimental verification of the dependence for the determination of the angle 㣆ఈబ was 

made indirectly through an angle 㣍, since there is a relationship between them (see Fig. 4) 㣍 ᩛ 㣆ఈబ  㢶Ή ￦￦㣍 ᩛ 㢶 ￦㣆ఈబ Κ 
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Fig. 9. The change in the angle æ cha-
racterizing the direction of the absolute dis-
placement velocity of the soil as a function of 

the angle ÉΌ￦ 
1-1 - according to N.V. Grischenko;  
2-2 - according to M.M. Severnev;  
3-3 - according to M.E. Demidko;  
4-4 - according to the proposed formula (13); 
5-5-experimental 
 

 
From Fig. 9 is seen that the dependence (13) in comparison with those proposed by other re-
searchers is more in line with the experimental data. 
Formulas (12) and (13) allow us to derive a relationship for determining the relative rate of soil 
movement along the working surface of the knife of the paw  

 

㩁 ᩛ ௩ ୡ୭ୱఊభା൫ୡ୭ୱఈబା୲ఘഀబ ୱ୧୬ ఈబ൯ ቂ㨱ଵ  㨱ଶ¸㨲ଶ㢸  㨱ଵଶ൫§³· 㢶  ¸«㣆ఈబ￦ ·² 㢶൯ଶ ቃభమ , 
 

and, consequently, a formula for finding the coefficient of soil unloading by a planar paw 
 

㨶ఊ ᩛ 㨱ଵ  㨱൫§³· 㢶  ¸«㣆ఈబ ·² 㢶൯
ቂ·²ଶ㢸㨱ଵ  㨱ଶ  㨱ଵଶ §³·ଶ 㢸 ൫§³· 㢶  ¸« 㣆ఈబ￦ ·² 㨬൯ଶ ቃభమ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڵ 

 

For a paw with an angle 2㢸 = 180° this formula takes the form of  
 㨶ఈబ ᩛ￦ §³·㢶  ·²㢶 ¸« 㣆ఈబ     (15) 

 

and it will be possible to determine the effect of Ũonly the angle of inclination of the working sur-
face of the knife relative to the bottom of the furrow on soil unloading. 
The results of calculated and experimental values of the coefficients of soil unloading as a function 

of the angle of inclination of the blade knife 㨶ఈబ ᩛ 㨱㢶, the angle of the solution㨶ఊ ᩛ 㨱㢸 and 

the speed of its movement 㨶 ᩛ 㨱㩁are shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12, respectively.  
 
 

The actual cutting angle of the plane-cut paws is determined by the ratio  

¸« 㢶ᇱ ᩛ ·² 㢶￦ ൬ భశ൰ §¸«ଶ 㢸൫§³· 㢶  ¸« 㣆ఈబ ·² 㢶൯ଶ  §³·ଶ  㢶൨ି
భమ
.      (16)  
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Fig. 10. Soil loading depending on the angle of 
inclination of the paw knife relative to the 

bottom of the furrow (㨬=6 sm, 㩁 ᩛ 0,8 m/s) 
 

1– – –1 –the estimated; 

3–ū–ū-3 – experimental; 
 
2-•-•-2 – the estimated; 
4 - - -4 – experimental. 

 
 

 

Fig. 11. Soil pumping with the paw, depending on 

the angle of its solution (㨬= 6 sm; 㩁 ᩛ2,1 m/s). 
 

1 – ū –ū-1 – experimental (soil channel); 
2 –––– 2 – the estimated; 
3 – –ͦ–– ͦ–3 –experimental (field conditions). 

  

 
 
 
 

Fig. 12. Loading of soil by a paw 

 (1,2)–￦㨶ఈబ  Íڶ ᩛ ڸΖڷΉ ڴڼڵ  Íڶ    depending on speed ofڴڼڵ
movement - for 2Í￦= 1800:É=25°, 

h=35 mm, 㨷￦=100 mm; for ڶÍ ڴڼڵΌ Íڶ ᩛ   ,, h=35 mm, É=250ڴڼ
l=80 mm. 

1––––1- the estimatedwedge; 

2– –ū– –ū–2 experimental wedge; 
3–͛–͛–͛–3–the estimatedpaws; 

4 –͛͛ū–͛͛ū–4 experimentalpaws. 
```````````` 

l - const 

h - const 
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Taking into account the coefficient of soil unloading by the planar paw, its actual cutting angle at ڶÍ   Ζ￦and also assuming that the resistance of the rack can be neglected, since its thickness isۂڴڼڵ
1 - 3% of the width of the claw of the paw and it works in the loosened layer of the soil, the hori-
zontal and vertical components of the total soil resistance of the paw it is proposed to determine by 
the formulas: 

 㨣ఊ௫ ᩛ 㨴㨭qڵ  §¸« 㢸 ¸« 㣋   ୱ୧୬ఈᇲାఝୱ୧୬ఌೣାఊୡ୭ୱఝ ୱ୧୬ఊ ￦ᦹ ൜Ζହ￦ொŧŜ ୱ୧୬൫ఈᇲାఝభିఘഀబ൯ୡ୭ୱఘഀబ ୡ୭ୱఝభ ୱ୧୬ ఊ � 
 � ఙŧŚ ୱ୧୬൫ఈᇲାఏഀᇲ൯ୱ୧୬ఏഀᇲ ୱ୧୬ఊ  㨷㣆㨼㨶ఊ ᦹ￦ቀ ଵୱ୧୬ఊ  Ζହ ୡ୲ఉ ቁ §³· 㢶ᇱ  ఘ௩ మ ୱ୧୬ఈᇲ ୱ୧୬ఊୱ୧୬మఌೣା￦ఊ ൠ;   (17) 

 

㨣ఊ௭ ￦￦￦ᩛ ￦￦￦￦￦ 㨬㨭 ·²㢶ᇱ  㣋§³· 㣋 ቊڴΖڹ￦㣆ŧŜ ·²㢶ᇱ  㣋ᇱ 㣆ఈబ§³· 㣆ఈబ §³·㣋ଵ ·² 㢸 ￦㣆ŧŚ ·²㢶ᇱ  㢽ఈᇲ·² 㢽ఈᇲ ·² 㢸  㨷㣆㨼㨶ఊ� 
 � ቀ ଵୱ୧୬ஓ Ζହ ୡ୲ఉ ቁᦹ §³·㢶ᇱ  ఘ௩ మ ୱ୧୬ఈᇲ ୱ୧୬ఊୱ୧୬మఌೣା￦ఊ ቅ,  (18) 

 

where: i – knife blade thickness; 
 㢽ఈᇲ ᩛ ￦గି൫ఈᇲାఝାఝᇲ൯ଶ ; 

 㨼 - specific soil resistance to the introduction of the paw blade; ￦㨷 - the length of the knife blade. 

At 2㢸= 180°, formulas 17 and 18 are transformed into dependencies that allow one to analyze the 
influence of the angle of inclination of the knife relative to the furrow bottom on 㨣௫బ  and 㨣௭బ , 

therefore if 㢸= 90°, then 㢶ᇱ ᩛ 㢶;§¸« 㢸 ᩛ 㢺௫= 0; ·² ;ڴ 㢸 ᩛ 㨶ஓ ;ڵ ᩛ 㨶ఈబ Κ 
For the operation of flat-cutting tools at speeds up to 12 km / h, the values of the geometric pa-
rameters of the feet should lie within the following limits: the angle between the knife and the 
bottom of the groove is 22 - 27 °, the angle of the groove is 60 - 800, the height of the formation is 25 
- 35 mm, the width of the knife 75 - 80 mm, the shape of the working surface is rectilinear (the 
radius of the transverse profile of the knife is equal to infinity). 
Increasing the width of the claws helps improve the quality of their work, since with a smaller 
number of racks per 1 m of gripper, more remains on the surface of the field of stubble residues and 
less sprayed the treated soil layer. However, with an increase in the width of the claw, its deeper 
ability decreases, which follows from an analysis of the relationship between  㨣ఊ௭ 㨣ఊ௫   the results 

of the experiment (Table 1). 
Analysis of the data of Table 1 shows that the paws, having a working width of 700 - 1100 mm, 
satisfy the agrotechnological (initial) requirements for stubble conservation on the field surface and 
have sufficient deepening ability. When carrying out certain technological operations, for example, 
during pre-sowing treatment, when the soil moisture content is high and the field surface is rapidly 
covered by shoots, the width of the claw grip can be reduced to 300-500 mm. 
 

Table 1 - Influence of the width of the capture of flat-topped paws on stubble conservation and 
strength characteristics 

Width of 
capture 
of 
paws, 
2 b*, mm 

The amount of stubble on the 
surface of the field, pcs / sq. m 

Percent of 
preservation 
of 
stubbles on 
the surface of 
the field 

Indicators of power 
characteristics 

before 
passage 

after 
passage 

㨣ఊ௫Ζ￦￦￦Šě 㨣ఊ௭￦Ζ Šě 㨣ఊ௭ 㨣ఊ௫
500 154 5 100  3 65,0 

 
0,76 

 
0,44 

 
0,58 

760 254 7 1845 72,5 1,0 0,54 0,54 
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1100 214  6 1674 79,3 1,14 0,58 0,51 

1400 2107 181 5 86,2 1,43 0,64 0,45 

 
The cut-off paw (Fig. 13), having the values of the above-mentioned geometric parameters, was 

installed on: ￖￔ-4, ￖ¬-5, ￖ¬-9, ￖ¬-11 flat-top cultivators; tools for the non-perforated 

treatment of a layer of perennial grasses -OPT-3-5; flat-cutting cutters ￖ¬-3 and ￖ¬-5; universal 

soil-cultivating tools ￖￕ-4. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. The working body of ￖￔ-4, 
ￖￎ-5, ￖ¬-9, ￖ¬-11, OPT-3-5flat-top 

cultivators, ￖ¬-3, ￖￎ-5and ￖￕ-4 slitting 
cutters 

 

 
The working conditions of machines when processing soils without a turn of the formation to a 
depth of 20 - 27 sm are slightly different from the working conditions of flat-top cutters intended for 
small (8 - 16 sm) loosening of soils. Thus, a large depth of loosening provides sufficient soil sup-
port, necessary to move the paw of the cut formation without reloading and completely cutting the 
roots of weed plants with knife blades. This allows to increase the angle of the paw solution 
without any detriment to the quality of the work. To the deep loosers, there is an increased re-
quirement to ensure a sufficient degree of crumbling of the crop undercut by a considerable 
thickness of soil, which determines the need to increase or increase the height of the bed of the paw 
or the angle of inclination of the knife. In addition, the large energy intensity of the process of deep 
loosening of the soil without turnover of the bed predetermines the need to create a sufficiently 
robust construction of the feet of the deep loosener, which is most easily achieved with a large 
angle of the paw solution and the height of the formation. Therefore, when choosing the optimal 
values of the basic geometric parameters of the paws for the deep loosener, the loading pheno-
menon is not taken into account, and they are selected from the condition of ensuring a sufficient 
degree of crumbling of the soil, minimum traction resistance and best burying ability. 
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Fig. 14.  Labour body of flat-cutting planers ￖￍ-250, 

ￖￍΟڴڹڶￇ, ￖￍ-3-5, ￖￍ-3-100 and universal tillage tool ￖￕ-4 
 

Proceeding from this, the following values of their geometric parameters must be taken for the 
paws of the deep loosener: the angle of the paw solution is 100°, the pitch of the ploughshare is 25° 
relative to the bottom of the furrow, the height of the formation is 65 mm, and the blade width is 
155 mm [33]. The construction of such a paw is shown in Fig. 14 and is used on flat plows-deep 

loosersￖￍ-3-5, ￖￍ-250A and ￖￍ-3-100, as well as on flat-top fertilizer plows ￖￍ-2,2 and ￍￔ-4 
and on universal soil-cultivating toolsￖￕ-4. 
To calculate the traction resistance of the flat-groove paw of the deep plow, the relation [30,33] is 
derived: 

 㨣ఊ௫ ᩛ 㨣௫ŧŨ  㨣௫ŚśŪ  㨣௫ŨŦ  㨣௫šśŝŘ  㨹㨣௫ŗ,   (19) 

 

where: 㨣௫ŧŨΖ 㨣௫ŚśŪΖ 㨣௫ŨŦΖ 㨣௫šśŝŘ - horizontal components of the forces of resistance, due to the stable, 

deformation of the formation, separation, transportation of the formation along the working sur-
face of the knife, introduction of blades into the soil;  ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨣௫ŗ- horizontal component of the resistance force of destruction of the soil in the lateral limits 
of the furrow (capture of the paw);  

п  – an indicator that takes into account working conditions (when п  = 2 unfree working condi-

tions, п= 1  semi free and n = 0 free working conditions). 
Analytic determination of the magnitude of the components of the soil resistance forces to a flat 
three-edged wedge with sufficient support and without taking into account soil unloading does not 
cause difficulties. The dependencies for their determination have already been derived [30]. 

To determine the   㨣௫ŗ  the dependence is proposed,  
 

㨣௫ŗ ᩛ ￦ںڵΖڴ  㨬ଷ㣆￦ ቈ§¸«ଶଵ  㣆ŤŨŦڷ  㣀ڶ  㢶㣆  ￦㨿㨲㢶  㣋Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڶ 
 

where: ଵ– angle of formation separation in the lateral plane;  㣆ŤŨŦ - temporary resistance of soil to tearing; 

а – is the depth of loosening of the soil; 
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 – coefficient of proportionality, depending on the angle of separation of the formation in the 
lateral plane, and is found by the formula: 

 

 ᩛ §³·￦￦ଵ §¸«ଵ ൭ڴΖڵڻ￦ §¸«ଵ  㨬㨽㨮 ·²ඥڵ  ڵଶଵඥ»¸§￦ڹΖڴ  ଶଵ»¸§￦ڹΖڴ ൱￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڶ 
 

Values , calculated by this formula for different values ଵ(35, 40, 45, 50, 55Ş 60), are equal, 
respectively: 2,34; 1,73; 1,25; 0,93; 0,68; 0,49. 
The strength of the lateral resistance in an explicit form depends on the depth of loosening in the 
cube (see formula 20) and does not depend on the width of the claw. 

 At a constant depth of loosening 㨣௫ŗremains constant throughout the entire range of variation of 
the width of the claw (400 - 1600 mm), and the specific weight of the lateral force in the total vo-
lume of its resistance decreases with increasing capture width, which is advantageous from the 
point of view of energy expenditure. However, an increase in the width of the clamping of the paw, 
as indicated above, leads to a decrease in the penetrating ability of the paw. 
When designing planar cutter-deep plows to determine their traction resistance, it is expedient to 
use the rational formula of Academician Goryachkin V.P., having determined from the results of 
their testsin different regions of the country for the main types of work the averaged values of the 

coefficients included in k и. 
As a result of long-term tests of flat-cutting plows with the same working organs, a large amount of 
experimental material has been accumulated on machine testing stations located in different soil 
and climatic conditions according to their specific traction resistance, depending on the type of 
work, soil type, physical condition, depth of loosening and speed. These data determine the coef-

ficients 㨶 and Κ rational formula of Academician Goryachkin V.P. 
Analysis of the averaged values of the indicators characterizing the working conditions of 
flat-cutting planers in the areas of activity of different MIS over a 10-year period shows that in the 0 
- 30 sm layer soil moisture (carbonate chernozems) was significantly higher in steam treatment 
than in the fall (55,4 - 81,7)% and (13,9 - 72,0)% of PPV, and the hardness is accordingly lower 
(0,03 - 3,67) and (0,14 - 4,17) MPa. 
The material consumption of flat-top cutters at 1 m of the width of the gripper ranges from 226,2 to 
343,4 kg. Therefore, in order to calculate the traction resistance of these guns at 1 m of their capture 
width, the average value of their material capacity can be taken as 270 kg/m. 
Specific tractive resistance of flat-top cutters with steam processing (curve 1) and autumn plowing 
(curve 2) at depths of 15 - 20 sm (average for calculation of 17,5 sm), 20 - 25 sm (average for cal-
culating 22,5 sm) and 25 - 30sm (average for the calculation of 27,5sm) depending on the speed of 
movement is shown in Fig. 15. 
These dependences are based on the averaged data of the specific traction resistances, the values of 
which were in the intervals of velocities from 1,4 - 1,5 m/s, 1,5 - 1,6 m/s, etc., up to 2,9 - 3, 0 m/s 
for each depth of loosening. In each interval of the depth of loosening and speed, the averaged 
point plotted on the graph was determined by not less than five values of the specific traction re-
sistance. When processing steam and fallow at a depth of 17,5 sm, specific traction with increasing 
speed increases more intensively than at depths of 22,5 and 27,5 sm. 
This is explained, in all probability, by the large expenditure of energy on the rejection of the small 
thickness of the undercut soil, rather than on its deformation. With an increase in the thickness of 
the crop undercut without a turn of the bed, the spread of the soil by the working organs decreases, 
but the energy expenditure on its deformation increases. In this case, the difference between the 
values of the specific traction resistances during the processing of steam and fallow at a depth of 
17,5 sm reaches a significant value. When processing steam and fallow for a great depth, this dif-
ference decreases, and at a processing depth of 27,5 sm reaches the smallest value. This regularity 
is explained by the fact that according to the accepted technology of processing pure stubble steam 
in these zones, several of its first treatments are carried out to a depth of 8 - 14 sm and only the last 
one - to a depth of more than 20 sm. In this regard, the hardness of the soil in the 20 - 30 sm layer 
the steam and the fall-out become almost the same. 
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– – –couples 

–––– winter plowing (17,5 sŢ) 

– – ––  couples 

––––winter plowing (22,5 sŢ) 
 

 

 
– – –couples 

––––winter plowing (27,5 sŢ) 
 

Fig. 15. Specific tractive resistance of flat-top cutters-deep-loosers when processing steam 

 and autumn plow at a depth of 17,5; 22,5 and 27,5sm (1,2 - MPA, 3,4 - kN/m) 
 

Knowing the average specific traction resistance in the processing of steam and autumn plowing at 
different mean depths of loosening by deep-ripper plows for operating speed values with an interval 
of 0,2 m/s, the values of specific traction resistances per 1 m of the tool grip width (see Fig. 15, 
curves 3, 4). These graphical dependencies of the specific traction resistance on 1 m of the width of 
the tool grip on the speed of motion were approximated by the rational formula of Academician 
Goryachkin V.P. [12]. 

The valuesof the coefficients k and  for each of the average calculated depths of loosening and the 
type of soil cultivation were the least squares method (Table 2). The difference between the expe-
rimental values of the specific resistance of flat-ripper-deep loosers per 1 m of the capture width 
and the calculated values found by the rational formula of Academician Goryachkin V.P. with the 

values of the coefficients k and given in Table 2 does not exceed 5%. 
 

Table 2 - Values of the coefficients k and 㢺 for determining the traction resistance of the plan-
ter-deep ripper according to the rational formula of Academician Goryachkin V.P. 

Depth of loo-
sening, sm 

Type of treatment 
of soil 

k,ě/m2 , ěs2/m4 

17,5 fallow 1240,46 6182,90 

22,5 =//= 23849,90 2900,00 

27,5 =//= 20536,10 4031,56 

17,5 autumn-plowed 5198,30 6771,70 

22,5 =//= 25918,70 2933,90 

27,5 =//= 21175,60 4156,40 
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Analysis of the values of the coefficients k and   shows that when processing steam and fallow at a 

depth of 17,5 sm, the value of the coefficient , taking into account the influence of the speed of 
movement on soil resistance is much larger than k due to deformation of the soil formation. When 

the soil is treated to a depth of 22,5 sm and 27,5 sm, on the contrary, k is greater than, as indicated 
above, a more intensive increase in the specific traction resistance with increasing speed of the unit 
at a shallow depth of loosening. 

 
2.2.2. Chisel operative tools 

 
In recent years, world-wide practice has been widely used in the cultivation of chisel type tillers. 
This is due to the fact that their use can reduce excessive soil compaction and increase its infiltra-
tion and erosion properties, as well as reduce fuel costs when replacing plowing plowing. 
Agrotechnological (initial) requirements envisage the creation of chisel plows as universal ma-
chines operating in a wide range of loosening depths (20 - 45 sm), widths of traces (30, 40 and 50 
sm) and which can be equipped with other types of working tools. 
The working body of the chisel plow is a straight or curved stand with a removable tool, and 
sometimes with a pointed paw. The quality and energy intensity of the loosening of the soil by the 
chisel working organ mainly depend on the parameters of the nosepiece and the post [20,21]. 
The nosepiece acts on the soil layer similarly to the dihedral wedge. At the same time, the front 
working elements operate in conditions of blocked cutting. The profile of the loosening zone of the 
soil by the chisel working organs in the transverse-vertical plane is shown in Fig. 16. Qualitative 
loosening with the lowest energy costs occurs under the condition that the given working depth H 

does not exceed the value of the so-called critical cutting depth 㨙 Κ Otherwise, the zone of de-
formation of the soil decreases, and the energy intensity of the process increases. 

 
Fig. 16.  The profile of the loosening zone of the soil by the working 

Bodiesof chisel plow 
 

The working element, moving below the critical depth of cut, creates an additional soil compac-
tion. Therefore, to ensure high-quality soil cultivation with a minimum of energy consumption, the 
parameters of the chisel organ are chosen such that the required depth of loosening does not exceed 
the critical depth of cutting, which is the boundary of the transition zones of the cutting process 
with the separation of the chips when the soil is crushed by the nosepiece. 
At this depth, the resistance of the soil to the separation of the elements of the formation is equal to 
the resistance of the soil to crushing. Assuming that separation of the chips under the influence of a 
dihedral wedge at a greater depth of cutting occurs by separation, the dependence of the critical 
cutting depth on the physico-mechanical properties of the soil and on the parameters of the nose-
piece is found. 
When the chisel working element is operating in the soil monolith, the resistance of the formation 
to the detachment of the doctor under the condition of a maximum of normal stresses is deter-
mined by the dependence [20, 21] 

 

㨣௫ ᩛ 㣆ŤŨŦ￦㨶㨙￦㨭￦ڶ  㣅￦㨶㨙￦ڹΖڴ  㨬·²ڶ 㢽  ￦㣁 §³· 㢽 ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶڶ￦
    

 where:㣆ŤŨŦ – temporary soil resistance to stretching;  
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H – depth of loosening;  
b – width of wedge;  
a – the length of the path traversed by the wedge until the moment of detachment of the element of 
the soil;  

 – the angle of inclination of the resultant forces of soil resistance to the horizon; 

 – Poisson's ratio (0,30 - 0,35);  
k  =  ( Н - h ) ϑh = 0,70-0,87 – coefficient characterizing the ratio of the depth of the zone of clea-
vage of the soil to the depth of the wedge;  
h – the minimum height of the wedge lift, necessary for chipping the soil with a thickness equal to 

the depth of loosening ě. 
The strike angle æ of the formation in the longitudinal and lateral sections, in which the maximum 
normal stresses are observed, can roughly be assumed equal to 45°. 
The resistance of the soil to wedge crushing is determined by the equation 

 㨣௫ ᩛ 㨭￦￦㨥Ζ     (23) 

where:㨥 – specific resistance to crushing. 
 

For approximate calculations, the value 㨥can be taken from a solidogram recorded using a stand-
ard technique using a hardness meter. 
Equating the forces of resistance to the crushing and tearing of the seam of the soil with a dihedral 

wedge and substituting the valueа  =  㨙ڵ  §¸«￦ and  ￦ ᩛ ￦㨙￦ڵ￦￦㨶ŗŤŠ, as well  = 0,33 and㨶ŗŤŠ = 0,8,  found 
 

㨙 ᩛ 㨭￦ൣڴΖڵ￦ڵ  㣍￦㨥ϑ㣆ŤŨŦ൧￦»¸￦ڷ  ڶΖڸڹΖڶ  §¸«￦㢷 Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڶ￦
 

where:  – angle of crumbling of nosepiece. 
From this equation it can be seen that the critical depth of processing is directly proportional to the 

width of the nosepiece and the ratio 㨥ϑ㣆ŤŨŦ, characterizing the mechanical properties of the soil. 

For dry solid soils, the critical depth of cut is greater than for loose ones. 
Fig. 17 shows the dependence of the critical depth of loosening on the angle of crumbling and the 
width of the nosepiece, obtained with the value of the angle of cleavage of the soil  㣍 ᩛ గଶ  㢷  㣋 , 

 

where:  – angle of soil friction against steel.  

 
Fig. 17.  Critical depth of loosening depending on the angle of crumbling 

 and the width of the handle of the chisel working organ 
 

The highest values of 㨙 at  ᩛ 20 - 300 Obviously, this value of the cutting angle of the nosepiece 
will be optimal from the point of view of the complete loosening of the formation. 
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For a given value of the depth of processing using formula (24), can be determined the optimal 
width of the nosepiece - 㨭. Taking a ratio 㨥ϑ㣆ŤŨŦequal to an average of 125 for a processing depth 

of 20 and 40 sm, we obtain the optimal width of the doctor, corresponding to 30-40 and 40-60 mm. 

One of the main indicators of the quality of soil cultivation by chisel tools is the depth㨙ଵof the 
continuous processing of the upper layer (see Fig. 16). This indicator determines the stable work 

for the operations of presowing soil preparation and sowing. The value of 㨙ଵ mainly depends on 
the total depth of loosening and the distance between the traces of the chisel working tools. The 
minimum depth of loosening should be no less than the depth of the presowing soil treatments (12 
- 14 sm). 

The calculated width of the in-between can be determined from equation 
 㨓 ᩛ 㨶㨙￦ڶ ￦㨙ଵ㨮㨿g￦㣍Κ     (25) 

 

Fig. 18 shows the calculated and experimental values of the thickness of the 㨙ଵloosened layer as a 
function of the width of the intersection at different depths of treatment㨙. With a 30-40 sm inter-
crossing, the thickness of the loosened top layer is in the range 16 - 20 sm, and with an increase in 
the cross-section over 40 sm it decreases to 5 - 10 sm. 

 

 
 

Fig.18. The thickness of the loosened layer of soil by the chisel working organ H1, depending on 
the width of the interfacial and the depth of treatment: 1,2-㨙 = 40 sm; 3 - 㨙 = 30 sm; 4- 㨙 = 25 sm;  

1,3,4 - experimental, 2-computed (width of the nosepiece 70 mm) 
 

The tractive resistance of the chisel working tools operating in semi-free cutting conditions is 83%, 
and in free-cutting conditions it is 46% of the tractive resistance of the chisel working member 
operating in conditions of blocked cutting. At the same time, the depressurizing force of the chisel 
working tools with free and semi-free cutting is reduced by approximately 1,5 - 2 times. 
Based on the results of the research [20,21], the following values of the main parameters of the 
chisel working tools for soil tillage to a depth of up to 45 sm are recommended: 
- struts of working elements - straight with an angle of inclination to the vertical 25 - 300); 
- height of the rack 700 - 750 mm; 
- width of the nosepiece 60 - 75 mm; 
- the angle of installation of the nosepiece to the bottom of the furrow is 25 - 300; 
- the width of the grip of lancet paws is 240 - 350 mm; 
- for additional crumbling of the soil, use needle discs in the form of separate sections for each  
rack. 
Chisel working tools with such parameters are the basis for the creation of the plow chie-
selￖￎ-4,5. 
Thus, with the soil protection system of agriculture, tools for deep loosening of the soil without 
turnover of the seam are used for wide-grasped lancet paws and chisel working organs with the 
above parameters. 
However, in the dry years or with long-term application of minimum or zero soil treatments, as 
well as the movement of very massive agricultural aggregates along the field at high speeds, soil is 
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compacted. This causes a decrease in the infiltration capacity and aeration of the soil and leads to a 
violation of the thermal and biological regimes, and, consequently, to a decrease in the yield of the 
cultivated crop. At the same time, the technical and operational performance of the units is also 
sharply worsening - the traction resistance and fuel consumption for processing one-hectare in-
crease. Therefore, at the present time, chisel working bodies of the Paraplou type are widely used 
for deep loosening of compacted soils without recirculation of the formation, the principal scheme 
of which is shown in Fig. 19. 

 
 

1-pillar; 2-cutting element; 3-chisel; 4-field board; 5-plane cutting knife 
 

Fig. 19.  Schematic diagram of a working organ of the Paraplou type 
 

The Paraplou-type workpiece consists of a post 1, to which the chisel 3, a field board 4, a cutting 
element 2 and a flat-cutting knife 5 are attached. The stand has a complex shape - the upper part of 

it is vertical, and the lower part is bent to an angle to the horizon in a transversely vertical plane 

and to an anglefrom the vertical in the direction of motion. Cutting elements with a cutting angle 㢸are installed on the inclined lower part of the rack, and it also provides for the possibility of in-
stalling a flat-cutting knife. 
In order to optimize geometric parameters, the laboratory of mechanization of cultivation of 
agricultural crops of KazNIIMESKH [40] produced a set of such working elements, in which the 

parameters varied within the limits of: = 24-45 and = 24-38. In this case, the angle = 75 
was left constant, and the parameters of the plane-cutting knife-the capture width of 27,2sm, the 
height of the rise of the layer of 6,5 sm, the angle of installation of the blade of the knife to the di-

rection of motion 50, and the angle of inclination of the knife to the horizon in a plane perpen-

dicular to its blade 25. 
The energy parameters of the experimental working bodies were determined in the soil channel by 
means of a spatial dynamometric frame at speeds of 6 - 10 km/h, a soil loosening depth of 25 sm 
with its humidity in this layer 45 - 47% of PPV and hardness 1,8 - 2,4 MPa. 

The minimum tractive resistance is noted at the working element with the parameters  = 45; = 

24. The index of deepening capacity (㨶=㨣௭ϑ㨣௫, regardless of the parameters of the working 
element, was in the range 0,17 - 0,20. Wide trials of such a labor organ in various field conditions 
have shown that it satisfies the specific agrotechnological (initial) requirements for this operation 

and provides: a loosening depth of up to 35 sm with a standard deviation  of 4,0 sm; continuous 
loosening of the upper soil layer to a depth of more than 20 sm; the height of the ridges not de-
stroyed in the cross-track is less than 20% of the maximum depth of loosening; average margin of 
the surface of the field within 1,5 - 2,0 sm; preservation of crop residues on the field surface is at 
least 85%; the content in the treated soil layer of the fraction 0 - 5sm 80 - 90%. 
A labour organ of the Paraplou type with such parameters was used in the development of the 
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ripper of the chisel Ğĥ-4,4 and the universal soil-cultivating tool ￖￕ-4. 
 
 

2.2.3. Working bodies of the ￖ¬-3; PSh-5 
 

Depending on the physical and mechanical properties of the soil and climatic conditions, each 
soil-climatic zone needs its own optimal technology for basic soil cultivation. For some zones, 
improvement of the soil structure and increase in the yield of agricultural crops in comparison with 
planar cuttings of the soil to a depth of 12-16sm or 22-27sm is noted when using a combined 
machine - a plane-splitter. 
Its application in comparison with deep loosers and plane cutters promotes the creation of a looser 
layer along the entire depth of the layer being treated. In the zone of the Southern Urals, the den-
sity of the soil after processing it in autumn with a flat-blade or deep-loosener is usually 1,03 - 1,09 
g/sm3, and after a plane-cutter it decreases to 0,95 - 0,97 g/sm3. This ensured better retention of 
moisture during melting of snow and increased its total reserves in a meter layer of soil for 500 - 
630 t/ha, which gave an increase in the yield of cereals by 0,15 - 0,22 t/ha. 
The working bodies of the plane-cutter are a flat-topped foot and a slit, from geometric parameters 
of which and their relative location depends not only the fulfillment of the agrotechnological initial 
requirements for planing the soil and splitting, but also the traction resistance of the machine. The 
rationale for the parameters of the planar paws is set out above. 
In order to select the optimum values of the slit parameters, formulas (22) - (25) can be used, in 
principle, used to justify the parameters of the working part of the chisel plows. However, the work 
of a slit-cutter in combination with a flat-topped paw and the absence of a rigid need for continuous 
loosening of soil lying below its plane of blades impose a number of significant restrictions on the 
application of these dependencies. In this connection, CHIMESKH conducted studies to subs-
tantiate the parameters of the plane-cutter [22]. To study the influence of the structural parameters 
of the slit on its traction resistance, a calculation scheme was compiled (Fig. 20).  

 
 

Fig. 20.  Calculation scheme of a plane-cutter 
 

Analysis of the forces acting on the plane-cutter made it possible to obtain the following depen-

dences for determining the horizontal 㨣ūţ and vertical 㨣௭ţ components of soil resistance to the 
slit-cutter: 

㨣ūţ ᩛ￦ 㨬㨭ଶ·² 㢷 ൭㣆ଵ  㣆ଵ￦㨱￦㨮㨿㨲￦ 㢶ڶ  㣆ଶ￦㨱  㨯㨭ଶڶ  㣆ଶ￦㨱￦㨿㨲￦ ఈబଶ ൱ ڴΖڹ￦㨼￦㨭ଷଶ
㨿㨲￦㢷 ·²㢷  㣋§³· 㣋 Ή￦￦￦￦ںڶ 
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㨣௭ţ ᩛ 㨼￦㨭ଷଶ￦ڹΖڴ 㨿㨲￦㢷 ·²㢷  㣋§³·㣋 Ή￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڶ￦
 

where: 㣆ଵ and 㣆ଶ – specific soil pressure, respectively, in front and laterally on the rack of a 
slit-cutter; 㨱 – coefficient of soil friction against steel;  㣋 – angle of friction; 㨼– coefficient of volumetric crushing of the soil;  ￦– the path traversed by the bit during compression; 㢶, 㨭ଶ, , 㨯, 㨭ଷ, 㢷  – constructive parameters of the plane-cutter (see Fig. 20). 

Calculations on dependences (26) and (27) and the results of experimental studies show the fol-
lowing. 

With an increase in the thickness of the rack of the slit㨭ଶ, the traction resistance of the tool in-
creases, the soil's crests and the width of the furrow furrow increase, which leads to a decrease in 
the degree of stubble conservation on the field surface. 

It has been established that the angle of inclination of the slit to the bottom of the furrow 㢷￦influ-
ences the traction resistance of the tool and the deformation of the soil in front of the working 

organ. It is recommended to take the inclination angle 㢷 equal to 90o. 

 
Fig. 21. Traction resistance of the slit cutter 㨣ūţ and the depth of soil treatment 

 (а2, 㣆ఈమ)  depending on the angle of the groove of the groove with respect to the furrow bottom 0 

 
Analysis of Fig. 21 shows that by changing the angle of bit placement to the bottom of the furrow 㢷 , it is possible to reduce the pull resistance of the slit-cutter 㨣ūţ by 20 - 30% compared to the pull 
resistance of a slit-cutter 㨣ūţᇱ  without a chisel. The minimum value 㨣ūţ and the best stability in 
depth (㣆మ- the minimum) provides the angle of bit setting 㢷= 23 - 270. 

As the bit width b3 increases, the forces 㨣ūţ and 㨣௭ţ increase, which leads to a certain increase in 
the depth of the slit a2 and its stability 㣆ఈమ (Fig. 22).  

 
Fig. 22. Power and agrotechnological parameters of a buckler, depending on the width of the 

bit 
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However, the indicator 㨔ଵ- the degree of stubble conservation on the surface of the field - is 

reduced. It is recommended to adopt the bit width b3￦￦50-70 mm. 
The minimum distance between the legs of the paw and the slit is determined from the condition 
that the zone of deformation of the soil in front of the slit does not have to reach the blade of the 
feet. At recommended CHIMESKH [22] constructive parameters of the sclerosis this distance 
should be not less than 0,57 m at a depth of loosening of the soil with a scraper of 15 sm and not 
less than 0,76 m at a depth of loosening of the soil with a 20 sm slit-cutter. 
So, high-quality planar cutting of the soil simultaneously with its creasing at the minimum traction 
resistance is possible with the following values of the slit-cutter parameters: the angle of the racking 
of the splitter to the bottom of the furrow is 90 °; angle of sharpening of the leading edge of the rack 
of the slit 45-60°; thickness of the rack of the slit 20 - 25 mm; the width of the rack of the scraper at 
the base is 100 mm, and in the upper part 100 mm; angle of bit placement to the bottom of the 
furrow 23-27 °; the width of the bit is 50.. 70 mm; length of the chisel 150-200 mm; the thickness of 
the bit is 20 mm. 

These parameters are the basis for the creation of flat-cutters ￖ¬-3, ￖ¬-5 and ￖￕ-4. 
It follows from the foregoing that under the soil protection system of agriculture for deep loosening 

of the soil without rotation of the bed, the flat-grooved plows ￖￍ-5, plow chisels ￖ¬-4,5, subsoiler 

¬-4,4 and flat cutters ￖ¬-5 are used. These implements are energy-intensive and are only ag-
gregated with class 5 tractors. 
The use of tools with different types of working tools is due tothe fact that when performing spe-
cific technological operations in the cultivation of crops on different types of soils, their moisture 
and hardness, as well as the weediness of fields, are determined by weather conditions that change 
not only every year, but also during the agrotechnical period of operations. Depending on the 
condition of the soil and fields, tools are used with one or another type of working organ that 
provides the required quality of soil treatment in these specific conditions. It is not possible to 
create a single working body for the performance of all specific technological operations. 
The disadvantage of each of these tools is the impossibility of installing on their frames other types 
of working organs for processing soils that have different physical and mechanical properties, 
humidity, density, and contamination. The construction of the frame of each of these tools pro-
vides for the installation of only one type of working tools for a specific technological operation for 
the cultivation of soils, which makes each of these tools not universal, which forces the farms to 
acquire them for high-quality execution of technological operations, depending on the state of the 
field. In this connection, attempts have been made to create a universal frame with the possibility 
of installing replaceable above-mentioned working bodies. However, placing them on a single 
frame of different types of replaceable working elements for tillage without a turnover of the bed 
causes the cumbersomeness and complexity of the construction of the frame, the high material 
consumption of the tool, and the process of replacing one type of working tools by another is very 
difficult and almost impossible to accomplish by one tractor driver because of the large mass of 
each of them (up to 100 kg). 
In connection with the foregoing, it appeared expedient to develop a universal tillage tool (Fig. 23), 
which makes it possible to apply the appropriate working tools to perform various technological 
operations for processing soils, depending on their type and physico-mechanical state [10]. 
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a) a species in excess; b) side view 

 

Fig. 23. Universal tillage tool ￖￕ-4 
 

The tool consists of a frame 1, a hinge 2, support wheels with mechanisms for their adjustment in 
height 3, replacement frames 4, each of which has appropriate types of working tools for per-
forming technological operations for processing soils. 
Disengagement and attachment of exchangeable frames to the frame of the universal attachment 
takes place with the help of grippers 5, latches 6 mounted on this tool frame, and traps 7 installed 
on each of the exchangeable frames and allowing the gun frame to center relative to the longitu-
dinal axis of symmetry of the replacement frames. 
The track of the support wheels on the attachment - the coupling is constant and equal to 3600 mm. 
The support wheel mechanism provides a stepless adjustment of the required soil loosening depth 
from 15 to 45 sm. 

Thus, the universal soil-cultivating machine ￖￕ-4, containing a frame of a universal hitch device, 
a hitch and support wheels with mechanisms for their adjustment in height, in contrast to the sin-

gle-shot tools ￖ¬-5,ￖￍ-5, ¬-4 and ¬-4,5, is equipped with modular frames, each of which has 
different types of working elements for performing a certain technological operation for tillage, and 
the frame of the universal attachment - the coupling and the frame of the interchangeable modules 
are made with a removable connection with other. The introduction of plug-in tools into the design 
has made it possible to give the gun a versatility, and a detachable assembly consisting of guide 
brackets (grips), grippers and retainers provide the ability to replace modules with one tractor 
driver. 
The advantage and competitiveness of the proposed universal tillage tool in comparison with 
several single-operation tools is provided mainly by reducing the material consumption from 1080 
to 3715 kg (Table 3) and, consequently, the cost of their production. 
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Table 3 - Indicators of the material consumption of single-purpose and universal tool 

Single-operation  

tools 

Universal tool 

  
Working width, 

m 

 
Weight, kg 

 
Working width, 

m 

Weight, kg 

Mak
e 

 
of module 

of suspended 
coupling device 

PSh-5 4,40 1420 4,57 770  

PG-5 5,30 1830 5,10 800 600 

PCh-4 4,66 2750 4,00 945  

PCh-4.
5 

4,50 1860 4,00 1000  

TO-
TAL 

 7830  3515 600 

 
In addition, due to the qualitative and agrotechnical terms of performing deep loosening of the soil, 

the yield and quality of agricultural products will increase, i.ś. an indirect effect will be obtained. 
 

2.2.4 Disk and needle operative parts 
 

Disc and needle operative parts have found wide application in machines intended for cultivation 
of agricultural crops in soil-protecting agriculture. 

Solid spherical disks are used on seed drills (for example, ￒￊ-6) when sowing grain crops simul-
taneously with the treatment of stubble backgrounds with high soil moisture, as well as on the 

stubble cleanersￒￊￍ-10, ￒￊￍ-15 and ￒￊￍ-20 and others when performing them operations of 
stubble peeling, spring surface treatment of stubble backgrounds, and presowing treatment of 
heavy soils with a mechanical composition. Performing the same operations on lightly mecha-
nically treated soils is also carried out by lancers, where solid spherical discs are replaced by flat 
ones, since the latter considerably less spray the treated soil layer and leave more residue on the 
surface of the field. Before the flat-topped paws on the tools for the non-waste treatment of the 

perennial grasses (ￕￖￚ-3-5), flat discs are also installed, which cut the sod in front of the paws, 
which allows to significantly reduce the furrows behind them. Cut-out spherical disks are used on 

heavy disc harrows such as ￊￚ-7, which are used for discarding soil after tilled crops. 
Needle disk working bodies are used on harrows (ￏￍ-3A, ￓ¬-15, ￓ¬-20, etc.) used for 
stubble peeling, spring surface tillage, which is carried out to close the moisture, smooth the field 
surface and weed seeds to the soil with purpose of acceleration of germination and their destru-
ction at preseeding processing, and also for care of crops of perennial grasses. 
Investigations of the processes of interaction between disk working organs and the soil made it 
possible to identify the main parameters of these bodies that affect the qualitative and energy 
performance indicators. Methods and analytical relationships are proposed that allow to optimize 
the values of geometric parameters and operating modes of disk working bodies both from the 
point of view of ensuring the specified quality of the technological operation being carried out and 
in terms of ensuring minimum energy costs. 

The main parameters of spherical disks (Fig. 24) are: 㨕 - is the diameter of the disk; r - is the radius 

of the sphere of the disk;  - angle of attack (angle of installation of the disk to the direction of 

movement of the unit);  - the angle of inclination of the plane of rotation of the blade to the ver-

tical; ڶ - the central angle of the arc of the circle, formed as a result of the section of the disk by the 

equatorial plane;  - the given angle, i.e., the angle between the back side of the cutting edge of the 

disc and the furrow wall; 㢸 - cutting angle; i - angle of sharpening of the cutting edge of the disk. 
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where:㣊 – forward speed; 㨿  – time of motion; 㣎 – angular velocity of the d㣎㨿  – angle of disk rotation. 
 

If in (28) we put 㨽 㨾㨴㨹 㢽 ￦ᩛ 㨣
obtain the equations defining 
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where:Da – the chord of the immersion of the disk to depth a and can be found by relation 㨕 ᩛ ඥ㨬￦㨕￦ڶ  㨬Κ     (35) 

 
Analysis of dependencies (33) and (34) shows that for a given disk installation determined by an 

angle , the values 㢸, and, consequently, also 㢺  vary in the height of the sections. With in-

creasing height 㨬 the value 㢸increases, and 㢺 - decreases. Therefore to ensure normal operation 

of the disc at depth 㨬 angle 㢺 must be positive (㢺> 0). For 㢺<0, the disc rests with the back side 
on the bottom of the furrow and will tend to roll out onto the surface of the field. Considering the 
crushing of the soil by the back side of the disk, the minimum allowable value of the occipital angle 

in the plane of the disk section by the horizontal at a distance 㨬 from the bottom of the furrow 
should lie within the range 㢺 = 3-5°. The angle of sharpening of the cutting edge of the discs of the 

harrows and scallops is usually taken to be equal to 㨴 = 10-20°. 

From the given values  and 㢶 with the help of formula (33) we determine 㢸, taking into account 

which, by (34) we find 㢸. At  =  - i (see Fig. 25) and the received sharpening angle of the disc (i) 

determine the angle . Knowing the angle and diameter￦㨕 from (31), find the radius of curvature 

of the disk sphere. The thickness of spherical disks is determined by empirical dependence  = 

0,008D (mm). For disks on heavy duty soils 㢹￦= 0,008㨕 +1 [11]. 
The cut-out parameters of the cut-out spherical disks (see Fig. 24) along the edge of the blade are 

equal: ē=1,5 㨓ଵ㢼cutting height ŧ ᩛ 㨕ϑڼ. The number of cuts is 8, the shape of the notches is rou-
nd [13]. 
When the discs move in the soil at a depth a bottom of the furrow is uneven, since each disc forms 

a furrow grooved profile. The theoretical height of ridges is determined by the formula [11] 

㨔 ᩛ ଶ ටమସ  మସ￦௦మ￦ఈ ,     (36) 

 
 where: b - is the distance between the disks (B) in the projection to the frontal plane. 

This formula is used for the depth of processing 
 

㨬 ᩢ ටమସ  మସ￦௦మ￦ఈ ,     (37) 

but at 㨬 ᩢ ටమସ  మସ￦௦మ￦ఈ   ridge height С = а. 

 
When the condition (37) is satisfied, the area of the cross-section of the soil formation by the disk is 
given by formula 

 

㨤 ᩛ 㨭㨬  㨮  㨕ଶڸ 㨾㨴㨹 㢶￦ ᦹ ൜㨬㨽㨮㨾㨴㨹  㨭㨕ଶ㨾㨴㨹ଶ㢶 ᦹ ቀ㨕 㨾㨴㨹 㢶  ඥ㨕ଶ㨾㨴㨹ଶ㢶  㨭ଶቁ൨ൠΚ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڼڷ￦￦￦￦ 
 

When the stubble cleaner or harrow is working in conditions ￦㨬￦ ᩛ ŧ 
 㨤ଵ ᩛ మସ 㨬㨽㨮 㨮㨺㨾 ିଶ  ସ 㨕   㨬Κ                    (39)ڶ

   
Elemental soil resistances, arising on the working surface and blade of a vertically mounted 
spherical disk, do not have a single resultant force [14,15]. They can be brought to the dynamo, as 

well as to two crossing forces 㨣and 㨣 (Fig. 26).  
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Fig. 26 - Forces applied to a spherical disk 
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ometry, and the desired 㨣, 㨣and angle v, then according to Fig. 28 for their definition we  find 

 

 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨣 ᩛ ට㨣௭ଶ  ൫㨣௫௬൯ଶ, 

㨣 ᩛ ට㨣௫ଶ  㨣௬ଶ  ൫㨣௫௬൯ଶ,    (42) 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㩁 ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮㨿㨲 㨣௭㨣௫௬ 

 

 
        where:㨣௫௬ᇱ =㨣௫㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨣௬㨾㨴㨹㢶. 

 
Fig. 28. Scheme for determining forces R and R and angle 

 
To determine the components 㨣௬Ş㨣௭harrows and stubble cleaners according to the known traction 

resistance㨣௫￦￦, which requires no complicated instruments and equipment, it is recommended [15] 

to use the coefficients 㨸 ᩛ 㨣௭ϑ㨣௫￦￦￦ and 㨹 ᩛ 㨣௬ϑ㨣௫￦￦, the averaged values of which are given in 

Table 4. 
The technological process of deformation of the soil by a needle disk working with a given angle of 
attack proceeds in the following sequence. Each disc needle that operates in a closed or open on 
one side groove, penetrating into the soil, creates in it a gradually increasing compressive stress. 
When the compression stress of the value corresponding to the ultimate strength of the soil is 
reached, a sliding body of curvilinear form is extracted from the treated formation leaving a de-
formation shell on the bottom of the furrow. With further advance of the needle in the soil, the 
sliding body is crushed, and its individual parts are shifted away from the line of motion of the 
center of the disk. Then the needle goes out of the soil, describes an arc in the air, and then the 
process repeats itself many times. 
The dimensions and location of the shells determine the relief of the bottom of the furrow (Fig. 29), 
and, onsequently, the uniformity of the depth of the treatment; The fractional composition of the 
treated layer depends on the fragmentation of the sliding body; the displacement of the soil ele-
ments determines the quality of the leveling of the surface profile of the field, the percentage of 
stubcble conservation and the quality of seeding of weeds in the soil. 
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Table 4 - Average values of the coefficients of the disc harrow spines andstubble cleaners 

Diameter 
of the 

disc, mm 

Angle of 
installation 

, grad. 

Depth of 
processing, 
а, sm 

 㨸 ᩛ 㨣௭㨣௫ 

 㨹 ᩛ 㨣௬㨣௫ 

Dia- 
meter of the 

disc, mm 

Angle of 
installation 

, grad. 

Depth of 
processing,а, 

sm 

 㨸 ᩛ 㨣௭㨣௫ 

 

㨹 ᩛ 㨣௬㨣௫ 

Harrows Stubble cleaners 

  6 1,38 0,40 

450 

 6 0,72 1,24 

 10 9 1,28 0,16 25 9 0,58 1,13 

450  12 1,50 0,00  12 0,56 1,24 

  6 1,06  0,92  6 0,53 1,15 

 15 9 1,03  0,73 30 9 0,44 1,07 

  12 1,10 0,56  12 0,50 0,94 

  6 0,92 1,20  6 0,44 0,98 

 20 9 0,78 1,03 35 9 0,40 0,97 

  12 0,80 0,88  12 0,37 0,84 

  6 2,00 0,54 

510 

 6 0,76 1,11 

 10 10 1,57 0,21 25 10 0,61 1,00 

  14 1,56 0,12  14 0,56 0,96 

  6 1,55 0,79  6 0,58 1,09 

 
15 10 1,20 0,52 30 10 0,50 1,03 

510  14 1,17 0,38  14 0,45 0,91 

  6 1,10 0,97  6 0,44 0,98 

 20 10 0,83 0,79 35 10 0,40 0,91 

  14 0,76 0,69  14 0,37 0,76 

 
When the needle discs are operating under open furrow conditions (under these conditions, the last 
row of disks is used when they are arranged in multiple rows on the frame of the machine), to 
ensure the admission of agricultural demands for uneven processing depths, the needles must be 
buried in the soil in areas already loosened by the foremost working organs. Therefore, they cannot 
create limiting stresses in the same volume of the reservoir as the foremost discs. Their task is re-
duced to a local deformation, consisting in cutting ridges that remain at the bottom of the furrow 
after the front row of discs, additional crumbling and displacement of the crushed soil particles (see 
Fig. 29). 
The nature of the deformation of the soil with a needle disc changes with the growth of soil density 
and the angle of attack of the batteries. In the overwhelming majority of working conditions, it 
deforms the soil, chipping its elements. With this in mind, the following dependencies are pro-
posed [16] for determining the dimensions of individual wells 㨝 ᩛ ڶ  㨬  㨰ቀସହାകమቁ௧￦ఝ  㨾㨴㨹 ቀڹڸ  ఝଶቁ  㨬  㨿㨲￦ ቀڹڸ  ఝଶቁ Ζ  (43) 

 ￦￦㨷 ᩛ 㨾㨴㨹ඥڶ㨽  ଶΉ    (44) 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨭 ᩛ 㨯   㨜Ū,     (45)ڶ

 

  where: 㨝 – estimated length of the shell in the cleavage area of the soil; 㨬 – depth of processing;  – 

angle of internal friction of soil;  – admission of agricultural requirements for irregular depth of 

processing;– battery angle of attack; r – radius of disk; 㨯￦– needle width; ￦￦㨷– estimated length of the 
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penetration zone of the needle; ￦㨭– estimated width of the loosening zone; 㨜Ū – coefficient that takes 

into account the effect of the curvature of the needle on the width of the deformation zone. 
 

 
Fig. 29.  Scheme of soil deformation by needle batteries: a) scheme of deformation in plan; b) 

the limiting section of the deformation shell formed by the needle of the front row of batteries; c) 

the cross section of the deformation shell; d) the cross-section of the treated formation (1, 2 is the 
front and rear row of batteries, respectively; 3, 4 is the deformation shell created by the needle of 

the front and rear row of batteries). 
 

For the needle disk, the harrows ￏￍ-3A, ￓￎ-15, ￓ¬-20 with passive operation (the curvature 
of the needle is set forward in the course of rotation of the disk) 㨜Ūis proposed [16] to be found 

from the relation  
 㨜Ū = – 0,0005а2+ 0,0394а+ 0,3589,    (46) 

 
and, with active work 
 㨜Ū = – 0,00006а2+ 0,0084а+ 0,0855.    (47) 

 
The location of deformation zones, determined by the angle between the direction of motion of the 

tool and the axis of deformation  (see Fig. 29), has a great influence on the qualitative characte-

ristics of the needle disk. The results of the research showed that the value of the angle Í is affected 
by the sliding of the needle discs, the soil moisture, the proximity of the open sulcus, which de-
pends on the interdisk distance. 

Analytically, the magnitude of the angle  can be determined from expression 
 

￦ ᩛ ￦㨬㨽㨮￦㨿㨲￦㨾㨴㨹￦㨮㨺㨾Κ (48) 
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Taking into account the formulas (43), (44) and (48) for determining the parameters of deformation 
shells formed by the disc needles, and for a given interdisk distance (B), the angle of attack for 
single-row batteries is chosen from the relation 

 㨓  㨮㨺㨾㢶 ᩛ 㨝㨾㨴㨹￦㢸  㨾㨴㨹￦㢶￦ඥڶ㨽  ଶΖ            (49) 

 
but, for multi-row 㨓  㨮㨺㨾㢶 ᩛ 㨻  㨝㨾㨴㨹￦㢸ڵ  㨻  㨽ڶ㨾㨴㨹￦㢶￦ඥڵ  ଶΖ  (50) 

 

where:㨻 - is the number of consecutively arranged rows of batteries on the machine. 
The width of each needle should be taken within 20 - 30 mm, because with a smaller width the 
needle will simply crush the soil into the furrow walls without chipping it, and with a larger width, 
the metal capacity of the disc grows faster than the width of the deformation zone, which is eco-
nomically impractical. Increase the width of the loosening zone with a needle can be achieved by 
using the effect of parallel profiles, in which neighboring disks form a common zone of deforma-
tion of each individual needle. With a circumferential step of about 90 mm, the disk deforms the 
soil almost as a continuous one. The critical step, when the effect of parallel profiles ceases, is a 
step of 180 mm. Directly to determine the number of needles on diskzfollows from the dependence 

 㩅 ᩛ ￦ ଶగఒ௧ ୡ୭ୱఈ                                                                                                       (51) 

 

where: 㣀 - coefficient of sliding of the needle disk; 㨿- is the circumferential spacing of the needle. 

Optimum value  for needle discs of harrows ￏￍ-3A,￦ ￓￎ-15 and ￓ¬-20 is recommended to 
be equal to 1,02. 
According to the experimental data [16], the optimal value of the circumferential pitch is 150 - 160 
mm, the disc diameter is 550 mm, the interdisk distance is 200 mm, the angle of attack of the 
batteries is 17 - 22°. Taking into account these studies, the geometrical parameters of the needle 

disk (Fig. 30) are chosen, which is currently installed on the harrows ￏￍ-3A, ￓ¬-15 and 
ￓ¬-20. 

 

 
 

Fig. 30.  Working organ of harrowsￏￍ-3A, ￓ¬-15,ￓ¬-20 
 

At present, research works are continuing to refine the shapes and geometric parameters of the disk 
needle working organs. It is believed that the rational shape of the needle at a disk radius of 275 
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mm for treating the soil at an average depth of 8 cm is a hyperbola. At the same time, not only 
qualitative performance indicators are improved, but the tool will have better soil penetration and 
greater stability of the working parts in depth. 

 
2.2.5. Rod operative tool 

 
The rod operative tool is a horizontal shaft (square, hexagonal or circular cross-section) installed 
perpendicular to the direction of movement of the unit. The shaft is supported by several bearings 
located in the shoes of the mills (racks). With the help of a propshaft or chain transmission, the rod 
is rotated from the tool wheel in the direction opposite to the direction of rotation of the drive 
wheel. The length of the path of the machine for one turn of the rod is 0,7 - 1,3 m. 
The rod body is used on machines designed for preseeding till the soil to a depth of 5 - 10 sm and 
care for couples. In the fields with smooth terrain and loose soil, the quality of the rod cultivator is 
better than the paw cultivator. It eliminates weeds without passes, leaves a flat bottom of the fur-
row and the surface of the field, does not mix wet and dry soil layers and is almost unaffected by 
weeds even in heavily clogged fields. For these reasons, the rod member can be used to create 
special anti-erosion machines for tillage, i.e., it will insignificantly fill up the stubble residues in the 
soil and spray the treated soil layer. 
When the rod hits the root, the weed is first bent and then pulled out, after which the bent weed 
begins to move along with the soil. The bar is gradually released from the weed during rotation. 
With a shallow arrangement of roots and a greater depth of the rod, there are cases when the weeds 
will be almost undamaged. If the bar goes finely, and the weed has a long root, then only the "smo-
othing" of the weed occurs - the rod damages its stem and leaves but does not cause significant 
harm to the root. 
The most suitable for work is the square and hexagonal section of the rod [17]. Ribs on the surface 
of a square or hexagonal bar contribute to a better grip of the weed rod and pull them out. But 
because of the variable angle of inclination of the lower face of the rotating bar of square or hexa-
gonal sections, the compaction of the bottom of the furrow proves to be unstable, cyclically 
changing during the turn of the rod by 90° or 60°. The rod of the same round section more stably 
affects the soil and more evenly compacts the bottom of the furrow. This is especially important in 
cases where the work of the machine with the bar immediately precedes the sowing. 
Bucket cultivators poorly copy the relief of the field because of the large width of the rod and practi-
cally do not recline on compacted soils. The experience of their operation indicates the advisability 
of combining in one unit the paw and rod-type working organs. 
To smooth the surface of the field and destroy the weeds after the passage of the lancets of the 
heavy cultivator ￖￋ-3.8A type, a removable device ￖￎￖ-3.8 was designed for it, the rod of which 
had a round profile of the cross section. Its drive is carried out from two needle discs from the 

harrow ￏￍ-3A. However, this device, satisfactorily performing agrotechnical functions, is metal 
consuming, energy-intensive and makes it difficult to transfer the unit to the position of 
long-distance transportation. 
Investigating the process of interaction of the rod of the circular section with the soil, came to the 
conclusion that the drive to it is not necessary and it itself will rotate in the desired direction [18]. It 
is justified by the following. The circumferential velocity of the points of the rod surface is ap-
proximately one order of magnitude less than the speed of its translational movement. Therefore, 

the instantaneous center of rotation of the rod 㨞 is located above its center (0) on the extension 
of the diameter perpendicular to the direction of motion, and the absolute velocities of the points of 

the rod surface㩁ى will be directed along the normal to the radius vector (㨞㨒), connecting the 
instantaneous center of rotation of the rod and the point under consideration (Fig. 31). Then the 

angle É between the normal to the surface at point 㨒 and the vector 㩁ى will be greater than the 

angle â,  since the angle Í,  determining the position of the radius vector 㨞㨒, is greater than zero. 
This means that the resultant of the normal pressure force and the frictional force ∆㨣Ů applied to 

the soil particle at point 㨒,  is deviated from the normal to the surface at this point by a maximum 

angle equal to the friction angle â and coincides in direction with the direction of rod movement. 
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Fig. 31. The interaction of a 
rod with a circular 

cross-section with soil 
 

On the surface of the AB rod, the angle between the direction ª㨣Ů and the horizontal radius at 

each point varies from 0° to (90° -â). Therefore, the soil particles adjacent to the rod in this section 

will move in the direction 㨣തŮ and be crushed by the bar. On the section of the surface of the rod 

AC, the angle between the vectors 㩁ى and㨣തŮ  also varies from 0° to (90° - â), and the soil par-
ticles adjacent to the rod in this section will be lifted by it and pass under the bar. The layer at the 

height of the point А ,  is usually called the separating layer. Its position is determined by the angle 

â. 
It was established [18] that when the rod moves, the position of the soil separation layer at the 

height of point А  (see Fig. 31) is determined by the internal angle of friction of the soil, both when 
the surface of the rod is stuck with soil, and without it. Therefore, the height of this layer is found 
from formula 

 

).sin1(  rh       (52) 

 
This phenomenon is explained by the fact that during movement the rod acts on the soil particles 
lying in front of it not by its surface, but by the soil layers adjacent to the rod, since the movement 
of the particle begins much earlier than the bar approaches it. In this case, in the initial period of the 
motion of the particle, the distance to which it moves is considerably less than the path of the rod 
during the same period of time. This suggests that at first compression takes place, the compaction 
of soil layers adjacent to the rod, and then the compacted layers act on other, lying ahead of them 
soil particles. Thus, a plane of sliding of the particles relative to each other is formed, and the 
densified core itself takes the form of a wedge, the vertex of which is in the separating layer. In the 
future, the rod acts on the forward lying soil particles by means of this soil wedge. The filming of 
this process [18] showed that the soil wedge under the action of the forward lying soil rotates and in 
its rotation outruns the rotation of the rod, and the soil particles that make up the soil wedge move 
relative to the surface of the rod with slip. 
Therefore, it was assumed that the soil wedge, rotating under the action of a counterflow of soil, 
can rotate the rod at the expense of the clutch forces without supplying the torque from outside. 

In both sections of the 㨓㨒and㨒ğ rods the soil particles move with slip and the resulting tangential 
friction forces the rotation of the rod and will be proportional to the forces of normal pressure. 
Therefore, knowing the law of normal pressure on the surface of the rod, depending on the angle of 
its rotation, it is possible to determine the amount of torque that arises on the rod from frictional 
forces. 
The relative diagram of the dependence of the specific normal forces on the rod surface on the 
angle of its rotation is shown in Fig. 32. 
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Fig. 32.Relative diagram of specific normal forces on the surface of the rod depending on the angle 

of its rotation 
 

An analysis of this diagram shows that the maximum pressure practically coincides with the di-
rection of rod movement and has a linear dependence on the angle of rotation.  
Taking into account the numerical values of the central angles characterizing the sections of the 
rod circumference below and above the distribution layer and in general the whole section, de-
termined from this diagram, the following dependence is proposed for finding the magnitude of the 
torque on the rod [18] 

 

㨞ŠŦ ᩛ 㨽ଶ㨷Ů㨡㨱ڶΖڼڶ ںڴΖڸ␡  ڵΖڽڷ  㣋ଶ  ڽڷΖڵڶ  㣋ଷ␡￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷڹ 
,                

where: 㨽- is the radius of the rod; 㨷Ů- the length of the rod; 㨡- maximum hardness of the soil in the 

horizontal direction; 㨱- coefficient of adhesion. 

The idea of the non-drive rod is realized in the form of adaptation to heavy cultivators ￚ-10-1 
and ￚ-10-2 and machines for preseeding soil cultivation ￕￖ-8 and ￕￖ-12. The test results showed 
that a non-drive rod with a diameter of approximately 30 mm rotates in the layer of soil loosened 
by lancet paws and satisfactorily copes with its functions. 

 
2.3. Placement of labor organs on framesof tillage machines and tools 

 
From the parameters of the location of working organs on the frames of machines and implements 
of soil-protecting agriculture, it depends not only on the fulfillment of the agrotechnological (ini-
tial) requirements to the quality of soil cultivation (the profile of the bottom of the furrow and the 
surface of the treated field, weed cutting, stubble conservation on the field surface, etc.) but also 
their patency (working capacity). The latter is explained by the fact that they work on stubble 
backgrounds containing a significant amount of crop residues on the surface of the field. In these 
conditions, the passability of machines in which the working bodies are flat-moped lancet paws is 
provided only if the distances from the plane of the paw blades to the lower point of the gun frame, 
between the working elements in the row and between the rows of paws are sufficient for passage 
of stubble residues and deformed soil. Otherwise, either the soil is jammed between the working 
organs, or a "grabbing" effect from the paws appears. 
The distance between the working elements in the series depends on the number of rows, the width 
of the grip and the zone of deformation of the soil under the influence of the paw, the dimensions 
of which depend on its geometric parameters, the physical and mechanical properties of the soil 
and the depth of loosening. Therefore, knowing the width of the grip of the paw, which has the 
optimal values of geometric parameters, it is possible to find the minimum permissible distance 
between the paws in the row, and, consequently, the minimum allowable number of rows on the 
frames of flat cutting machines. 
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sary that, after flying a certain distance, the formation fell before the beginning of the zone of 
deformation of the soil by the working organ of the subsequent series. If this condition is not ob-
served, the soils of the soil are "lapped" with all the ensuing negative consequences: increased 
spraying of the treated soil layer, stamping of stubble residues in the soil, etc. Therefore, the 

working member must be offset by a distance АА0 = ВВ0. 

Consequently, the total displacement by the flat-paw of the rear row relative to the front row will 
be 

 㨝 ᩛ 㨒ଵ㨒ଶ  㨒ଶ㨒  㨒㨒Κ                                           (56) 
 

From Fig. 33, taking into account formula (55), it follows that 

㨒ଵ㨒ଶ  㨒ଶ㨒 ᩛ 㨒㨒ଵ ᩛ §¸«￦㢸 㨭  㨬ڶ  ¸« ቀఏഀᇲଶ ቁ§³·Éᇱ  㣋￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ ڻڹ￦
 

Distance 㨒㨒 is determined by the range of flight of the soil, coming at an angle to the horizon 
with some initial velocity, and is equal to 

 

㨒㨒 ᩛ 㣊ଶ㨾㨴㨹ڶ㨬ᇱ« ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڼڹ 
 

where: g - is the acceleration due to gravity. 

 
In the final analysis, the quantity L0 is determined from relation 

 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨝 ᩛ §¸«㢸 㨭  㢶ᇱ￦·³§ڶÉ¸«Òᇱϑڶ  㣋൨  ⣛ ଶ  »É§³·ଶÍڶ²· ¼ 

￦
￦¼ ቈ ¸«ଶ㢸§³·É୭  㨿«Ý  㨾²É୭ଶ  ൬ 㨱㨱ଵ  㨱൰

ଶ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڽڹ 
 

where:Ý  - is defined by formula (13).   

 The distance between rows of paws for cultivators-flat-croppers, heavy cultivators, etc. found by 
formula  
(59) should lie within 400 - 600 mm. 

To determine the minimum permissible overlap (㨭), consider the following. Let the cultiva-
tor-planar having a two-row arrangement of working elements with a distance between their rows - 㨝 ᩛ, under the influence of some external disturbance deviate from the direction of motion in the 
horizontal plane so that the overlap 㨭 =0 (Fig. 34),i.ś. the point of the foot С of the front row and 

the point of the foot Аof the rear row coincided with the direction of the speed of movement, i.ś. 㱴㱲￦⣛ . Then from the triangle㱲㱴㱳. 
 

 tgLb 0 ,      (60) 

 

where:   - is the angle of deviation of the machine from the direction of motion in the horizontal 

plane at which b  = 0. 
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Fig. 36. Technological schemes of heavy cultivator: 㨒) wedge-shaped single-row;  㨓) frontal three-row; 㨔) double wedge 

 
Comparison of the results of the agrotechnical evaluation of these options showed that the quality 

of the cultivator at 㨷= 700mm is much better than at 㨷￦= 400 mm: by the combing of the field in 1,3 
- 2,7 times, the width of the furrows is 1,1 - 1,75; according to the depth of the sulcus 1,1 - 1,8, to 
maintain stubble in 1,1-1,75 times. Further studies of the circuits were carried out at l = 700 - 800 
mm. 

The results of the investigation of the circuit variants at㨷 = 700 - 800 mm showed that the best 
leveling of the field surface was after the passage of the installation with a wedge arrangement of 
the working bodies. However, as noted, none of the studied schemes for this indicator, as well as 
the degree of crumbling of soil on solid backgrounds, does not correspond to agrotechnological 
(initial) requirements. Therefore, heavy cultivators must, in order to improve these indicators, be 
equipped with a special device. In the presence of such a device, three-row paw placement on the 
frames of heavy cultivators is preferred. This arrangement of the paws was used not only on heavy 

cultivators (ￖￋ-3.8A, ￚ-10-1, ￚ-10-2, but also on machines for presowing soil cultivation on 

stubble backgrounds (ￕￖ-8 and ￕￖ-12). 
When working on dry soil with a large amount of plant residues, in order to prevent clogging of the 
chisel plow, it is necessary to place the operating elements in the row at a distance of not less than 
500 mm and along the way - at least 700 mm. In this case, the height of the racks of the chisel 
working element must be at least 700 - 750 mm. 
It is established [20, 21] that the arrangement of the chisel working bodies affects the quality of 
work and the patency of the machine. Thus, a frontal two-row arrangement of chisel working tools 
can be used on chisel cultivators designed to work at a depth of not more than 27 sm. The 
three-row frontal arrangement of chisel working tools on the frame with the above parameters of 
their placement provides the machine with a high-quality technological process and patency at a 
loosening depth of up to 40 sm. The main drawback of this arrangement of working tools is the 
bulky tools and the large material consumption. 
The wedge-shaped arrangement of the chisel working bodies allows to shorten the length of the 
tool and reduce its material consumption. However, when treating heavy compacted soils to a 
depth of more than 33 sm, the soil is blocked in the spaces between the posts of the three middle 
paws following the track of the tractor. Clogging is eliminated if the front chisel body is pulled 
back. 
The parameters of the relative location of the flat-topped paws and the scrapers depend not only on 
the qualitative characteristics of the machine as a whole, but also on its traction resistance [22]. 
The rational depth of the splitting should be 10 - 20 sm below the depth of the flat-paw, and the slit 

is located behind the paw at a certain distance 㨝ᇱ  (see Fig. 20). 

The minimum distance 㨝ᇱ  between the legs of the paw and the slit is selected from the condition 

that the zone of deformation of the soil in front of the splitter does not have to reach the blade of 
the foot. Therefore, 㨝ᇱ it is proposed to determine by the formula [22] 

㨝ᇱ ᩛ 㨷  㨬ଶ㨿«㢷  㣋  㨷ଵ  㨭ଷڶ㨿«㢸  㨬ଶ㨿«㣋§³·㢷  㣋㨿«㢸 㨷￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷں 
1.    

The decoding of the quantities included in this formula is given in Section 2.2.3 "Labor organs of a 
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plane cutter". The value of the constructive parameter of the slit-cutter 㨝ᇱ , found from (63), will 

be 0,38; 0,57 and 0,76 m with the difference between the depth of loosening of the paw and the 

slit-cutter  㨬ଶ respectively equal 10;15 and 20 sm. 

 
  

Fig. 37. Horizontal RūţŞRūš 

and vertical RzţŞ Rzšcomponents of the resis-
tance of the soil of the slit and paw, depending 

on the limiting distance between them L' 

Fig. 38. Influence of the longitudinal distance 
between the slit-cutter and the paw L' on the 

depth and stability of loosening of the soil with 
the paw (㨬ଵΉ ￦㣆భ￦) and the slit-cutter 

(㨬ଶΉ ￦㣆ଶ￦), and the effect on stubble preserva-
tion. 

 

From the analysis of the results of experimental studies to determine the effect of the magnitude 㨝ᇱ 
on the power (Fig. 37)and agrotechnological (Fig. 38) performance of the plane slit-cutter follows 
that with increasing distance, the traction resistance increases, and the stability of the stroke of the 
working organs is improved in depth. However, this increases the width of the furrow groove and 
reduces the degree of stubble conservation. Thus, if the depth of the splitting is greater than the 
depth of loosening of the planar cutting foot by 10 - 20 sm, then it is recommended to place the slit 
behind the paw at a distance of 35- 54 sm. 
Presence of stubble residues and weeds on the surface of the field contributes to the possibility of 
molding the soil between the discs. Therefore, the heavier the working conditions, i.e., the proba-

bility of occurrence of pressing the soil between the discs, the greater the coefficient 㨶 in deter-
mining the diameter of the disc (see formula (32). In order to avoid seizing the formation and in-

dividual blocks of soil between the discs, the size В should be greater than the depth of the disc 

stroke [14], i.e., В≥1,5а(Fig. 39). 

However, when choosing the value for 㨕 and 㨭 the harrows and stubble cleaners, one should keep 
in mind not only the clogging of the discs, but also the receipt of the bottom of the groove of the 

given profile. The height of the ridges ğ at the bottom of the furrow depends on the diameter of the 

disc, the angle of installation α and the distance㨓 is theoretically determined by formula (36). 
 

With the battery placement of disks: 
 㨓㨮㨺㨾㢶 ᩛ 㨕㨾㨴㨹㢶.      (64) 
 

ButinDC there is an average proportionality between 㨕  㨔 and 㨔 (11,14,15) 㨕 ᩛ ඥ㨔㨕ڶ  㨔.                                                               (65) 

 
Solving jointly (64) and (65), we obtain 

 㨓 ᩛ 㨿㨲㢶ඥ㨔㨕ڶ  㨔Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦                                                 (66) 
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perform several technological operations qualitatively and in agrotechnical terms and predeter-
mine in principle a basic constructive scheme of combined tools for shallow processing of soils. 
The most widely used semi-mounted combined tools for shallow soil treatment with the ar-
rangement of transport wheels behind the frame (Fig. 42). According to this scheme, a number of 
models of soil-cultivating combined tools have been developed:  ESA TUME 4000; Agro-

pak-RABE; MARS-UNIA; EUROPAK AMAZONE; ￇ¬-6; ￖ￠-9.7; models 450ￌ, K500A, 
K600A, Gigant 800, Gigant 1000 from LEMKEN and others. 
 

  
a) side view;b) back view 

 
Fig. 42 Schematic diagram of semi-mounted combinedtools for shallow processing of soils 

 
Such tools consist of a central section (5), on the rear bar of which the transport wheels (1) are in-
stalled, providing a given ground clearance, and on the front bar the scele (8) with a 
height-adjustable trailer point. To increase the width of the grip, the side sections (10) are hingedly 
attached to the frame of the central section, which, when the implement is moved to the position of 
long-distance transport, is lifted and fixed in a transversely vertical plane by means of the me-
chanism (9). In the near-transport position, the side sections are supported by stops (restraints) ri-
gidly connected to the frame of the central section. 
The frames (3) with the front (7) and rear (2) support-rolling unrolling rollers are attached to the 
main frames of the central and side sections by means of longitudinal-horizontal joints (12). 
The hinges (12) allow the frames (3) to oscillate in the transverse-vertical plane, which allows them 
to copy the relief of the field surface in a given plane. This makes it possible to attach several such 
frames to the wide and rigid frame of the central or lateral sections of the gun.  The position of the 
rollers (2 and 7) relative to the main sections of the sections does not change and they are the 
supports in the process of work, between which are placed special frames (6) with the loosening 
working elements fixed to them (11). The specified depth of loosening of these working elements is 
established by means of a parallelogram mechanism (4).  
Such tools have the following advantages: 
- the weight of the implement does not depend on the load capacity of the tractor attachment; 
- to frames (3) with rollers, it is possible to hinge frame (6) with various types of working elements 
for loosening, laying, additional crumbling of the treated soil layer; 
- longitudinal-horizontal joints allow lateral sections (10) and frames (3) to oscillate in the trans-
verse-vertical plane, which provides wide-cutting tools with copying the relief of the field surface in 
this plane; 
- placement of working elements (11) between two supports (2 and 7) at the minimum distance 
allowed from them provides the tool with satisfactory copying of the field surface in the longitu-
dinal-vertical plane; 
- hinged articulated frames of the central and lateral sections and articulated suspension to them of 
frames (3) of small width of capture, as a rule, no more than 2 meters, allow to create 
block-modular highly-rated units to tractors of various classes. 
The shortcomings of the guns executed under this scheme include:     
- a large mass of the gun 550 - 760 kg per 1 m of capture due to the presence of guns located in three 
horizontal planes;  
- a large number of the same type of adjustment mechanisms (4), the number of which is equal to 
the number of frames (6) with working elements (11); 
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- as the front row of rollers (7) compacts the soil, and afterwards the loosening working elements 
are installed, their traction resistance sharply increases.  
A basic design diagram of some semi-mounted combined tools for shallow soil treatment, for 
example, UNIA VIKING, ￖￓ-4, etc. (Fig. 43), differs from the one shown in Fig. 42 as follows.   

 
Fig. 43. Schematic diagram of semi-mounted combined implements for shallow soil treatment 

with height-adjustable height adjustmentof transport wheels 
 

Instead of the front row of support rollers, support wheels for height-adjustable wheels (5) are in-
stalled, which makes it possible to set the required depth of loosening of the soil (h) and to transfer 
the implement to the transport position with a given ground clearance (H). In this case, as a rule, a 
pair of support wheels is installed in the middle section, and on the side sections, pivotally con-
nected to the middle section, one at a time. 
There are no frames located in different horizontal planes hingedly connected to each other.  The 
loosening work tools (4) are rigidly attached to the tool frame (2), and the leveling (3 and 7) and 
supporting-tightening (1) operating members are pivotally attached to the frame (2), spring-loaded 
and height adjustable. In this case, the depth of loosening of the working elements (4) only changes 
with the help of support wheels (5). 
In case the roller (1) can be rigidly fixed with respect to the frame (2), the required soil loosening 
depth is set by adjusting the position of the individual roller (1) and the wheel (5) separately. 
Advantages of such tools:   
- replacement of the front row of support rollers with support and transport wheels eliminates the 
compaction of the soil throughout its width, before loosening it, which reduces energy consump-
tion; 
- the absence of frames in different horizontal planes allows to reduce the material consumption; 
- the adjustment of the loosening depth of the soil is simplified if the roller (1) is not rigidly fixed 
with respect to the section frames, since in this case the depth of loosening is established only with 
the help of wheels (5). 
       The shortcomings of the guns executed under this scheme: 
- the absence of frames hingedly connected to the main frames of sections, limits the possibility of 
increasing the width of the tool, the copying of the relief of the field surface in the transversely 
vertical plane will deteriorate;  
- the depth of loosening of the soil becomes more complicated if the roller (1) is rigidly fixed with 
respect to the frames of the implement; 
- if the soil loosening depth is established only by means of the wheels (5) and the rear rollers (1) are 
spring-loaded, then when the distance of the working elements (4) from the wheels (5) increases in 
the longitudinal plane, the stability of the loosening depth will deteriorate; 
     - a large load on the wheels (5) in the transport position, because the center of gravity of the gun 
will be shifted back relative to them by a considerable distance. 
A schematic diagram of the hinged combined tillage tools is shown in Fig. 44. According to this 

scheme, Combinator II guns of Kverneland, APK-3, ￖ¬-8, KBM-4,2 etc. were created. Loo-
sening work tools (9) and the planner (8) are attached to the main frames of the central (3) and side 
sections. The rolling roller (1) is pivotally attached to the same frames and spring-loaded. There-
fore, the depth of loosening is regulated only by means of support wheels (4) and a special me-
chanism (5). 
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Fig. 44.  Schematic diagram of hinged combined guns for shallow soil treatment 

 
The gun, made on a hinged scheme, has the following drawbacks: 
- strict requirements are imposed on the total mass of the implement, since it is limited by the 
weight of the tractor hitching mechanism and, in general, the controllability of the implement. At 
the same time, such a scheme is acceptable for the creation of narrow-block block-modules, which 
allow the creation of wide-swing aggregates with the help of a special hydroficated coupler 
equipped with mechanisms for hinging them.  But such an approach is effective only when such 
units for tractors of different traction classes will be manufactured in the factory conditions, i.e. at 
the request of the consumer;  
- to ensure the stability of the movement of the unit in the longitudinal-vertical plane and its con-
trollability, the center of gravity of the implement should be as close as possible to the axis of 
suspension of the tractor attachment mechanism or to the suspension axis of the hitch linkage 
mechanism.  
In order to increase the stability of the working bodies in depth along the longitudinal and trans-
versely-vertical planes, many firms (ECA TIME of Soume Sakeri, UNIA KOMBY, System Ko-
rund of LEMKEN, etc.) developed hinged combined tillage tools according to the scheme shown 
in Fig. 45. 

 
Fig. 45. Schematic diagram of hinged combined tools for shallow soil treatment with a 

height-adjustable frame with loosening working bodies 
 

The stability of the loosening of the soil in such tools is achieved in them due to the fact that the 
loosening working elements (6) are connected to a frame (3), adjustable in height relative to the 
frame (8) by means of a parallelogram mechanism (4).  The frame (3) is located between two rows 
(1, 9) of support rollers rigidly attached to the frames (8) of the main or side sections to which the 
planners (2, 10) can also be attached. 
The main shortcomings of guns executed under this scheme are: 
- increased material consumption of the tool due to the use of a double frame. This imposes re-
strictions on the increase in the width of the tools because of the weight of the tractor hitching 
mechanism or the hitching mechanism of the special hydraulic coupling and ensuring proper sta-
bility and controllability of the unit; 
- the energy intensity of the loosening process of the soil increases, since the soil is compacted 
before the loosening working organs. 
Many firms and enterprises (Models TTA-firm Kverneland, COIL TINE MULCHER-firm CASE 

CANADA CORPORATION, Mulch Finisher-firm Iohn Deere, founders of tools ￇￖ-7,2, 

ￖￜ-3,6, ￖￜ-7,2) developed trailed combined tools for shallow processing of soils, which differ 
from those described above only by the way of connection with the tractor.The shortcomings of the 
guns executed under this scheme include: In this case, the depth of tillage by loosening working 
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bodies is regulated by a change in the height of the support wheels relative to the frames of the 
main and side sections. The position of the rollers and the planners, hingedly connected to the 
frame sections and spring-loaded, with respect to the frames is set taking into account the depth of 
soil loosening by means of a special mechanism. 
 Trailed combined tools for shallow soil treatment have the following drawbacks: 
- the supporting, height-adjustable wheels should be as close as possible in the longitudinal-vertical 
plane to the loosening working bodies, otherwise their depth stability will deteriorate; 
- the number of the same type of adjustment mechanisms is increasing, since the position of the 
rollers and the planners relative to the frame must be changed with the next change in the depth of 
loosening of the soil; 
- the working width of the sections is limited due to the need to ensure the proper stability of the 
stroke of the working bodies in depth in the transverse-vertical plane; 
- when transferring the side sections to the position of long-distance transport, the load on the 
support wheels sharply increases, so the wheels are placed on the central section either reinforced 
or doubled (tandem). 
Thus, the analysis showed that the creation of combined tools for small-scale soil cultivation is 
promising, justified, and they have found wide application in the practice of farmers in various 
countries of the world. However, the analysis made it possible to identify a number of significant 
shortcomings of such tools, carried out according to various fundamental constructive schemes, 
which predetermines the need to search for new schemes in which the advantages of existing ones 
are used and their shortcomings are eliminated as much as possible. So, for example, it is advisable 
to use the block-modular principle in creating wide-spread combined tools for shallow tillage, 
which allows creating aggregates to tractors of different traction classes with the help of unified 
narrow-clamping modules and couplers.  To ensure the necessary stability of the stroke of the 
working organs in depth, the module must have a working width of 1,5 - 2,0 meters. This will 
eliminate the need to use multi-tiered tool frames in the horizontal plane and reduce the material 
consumption. To simplify the connection of the module to the hitch, it must be trailed. 
To transfer the module to the position of long-distance transport, use special transport wheels 
mounted on one axis of the frame of the rear skid roller. During operation, the transport wheels are 
installed with a special mechanism so that they do not touch the surface of the field. 
In order to avoid collision of adjacent frames of trailing modules in the process of work, to prevent 
the formation of flaws at their joint, to provide for the possibility of transporting wide-angle ag-
gregates in the transverse direction of the frame of adjacent modules, they must be connected by 
special hinges that enable the modules frames to move relative to each other in at least three mu-
tually perpendicular planes. 
To implement these provisions, the principal constructive scheme of the trailed narrow-gripping 
module is proposed (Fig. 46).  
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a) - top view; b) - side view 

 
Fig. 46.  Schematic diagram of a narrow-grabbed trailing module of a combined tool for 

shallow soil treatment 
 

The basis of the module is a flat frame (4), on which are mounted:  
- a sledge (1) with a trailer height adjustable;  
- the front support-transport self-aligning wheel (3), moved in height relative to the frame by means 
of a parallelogram mechanism (2), adjustable along the length of the rod (5), the hydraulic cylinder 
(6); 
- loosening (9) and leveling (11) working bodies; 
- the supporting and compacting roller (12), hingedly connected to the frame of the module, whose 
height position is adjusted by means of a pull rod (5) and a hydraulic cylinder (6) in synchroniza-
tion with the front wheel-drive wheel (3). 
A frame with transport self-aligning wheels (8) is pivotally attached to the suspension axis of the 
frame of the rollers (12). These wheels with the help of a special mechanism (7), locks of 
self-aligning wheels (13, 14) and intermodular hinges (15) allow to transfer the wide-grip unit to the 
position of long-distance transport. The location of the center of gravity of the trailing module 
between the three points of support in the position of long-distance transport provides him with the 
necessary stability and allows to exclude the mechanism for blocking the frames of adjacent 
modules during transportation of the gun to a long distance. 
Wide-gripping units from such modules are formed with the help of trailing hinge-sectional 

couplings or wheelless (coupling units of seeders￠-6/12) or with support wheels (coupling type 
ￖ-16).  
The use of a coupling without support wheels necessitates the installation of markers with a large 
shoulder of the furrow-forming body at the extreme narrow-clamping modules (sections), which 
sharply worsens the stability of the course of their paws in depth in the transverse-vertical plane. 
Therefore, to exclude a permanent tilt in this plane, the extreme modules in the unit are mounted 
on them from the markers side, height-adjustable support wheels, and with adjacent modules they 
are connected by additional connecting devices with a limited number of degrees of freedom. 
In the position of long-distance transport, this coupling does not allow detaching modules from it.  
In this case, the adjacent modules in the horizontal plane are connected by a rigid triangle - two 
points of the trailer on the coupling and a connecting link between the modules, which drastically 
reduces the maneuverability of the unit in the horizontal plane and its safety.  
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The use of a single hydraulic cylinder on the module to extract the paws at the end of the paddock 
and when transferring it to the position of long-distance transport by means of a single rear 
transport wheel causes the use of a special and kinematical mechanism that increases the time 
required to perform this operation and reduces the overall reliability of the unit. The presence of 
only two points of support in the position of long-distance transport causes its instability in the 
longitudinal-vertical plane, which predetermines the need for rigid fixation of the frames of the 
extreme modules with adjacent special locking devices. 
The above disadvantages of such units are eliminated by replacing the unsupported coupling with 
a trailing hinge-section hitch with the support wheels, and also by replacing one rear module 
transport wheel with two. 
The presence of support wheels on the coupler makes it possible to mount markers on its outer 
sections when forming an assembly of 4, 5, 6 modules, and in the middle section, when forming an 
assembly of 2-3 modules. This makes it possible to eliminate the misalignment of the extreme 
modules in the transverse-vertical plane during operation and to exclude from the module design 
the support-limiting wheels and special connecting devices between the frames of the extreme and 
adjacent modules. When the unit is moved to the position of long-distance transport, the modules 
are disconnected from the coupling, which eliminates the presence of a rigid triangular coupling in 
the horizontal plane between adjacent modules and increases maneuverability of the entire unit in 
the horizontal plane and safety during transportation. 
The use of two transport wheels instead of one in the module ensures a stable position of the 
module, since its center of gravity will be located within the three support points and allows to 
eliminate the blocking device connecting the rigid frames of the extreme and adjacent modules 
from the unit construction. 
The use for lifting and lowering the transport wheels of a separate mechanism with a hydraulic 
cylinder, kinematically not connected with the mechanism and the hydraulic cylinder of recess and 
penetration of the working elements, greatly simplifies the design and reliability of the module and 
shortens the time for performing the transfer of the unit to the position of long-distance transport. 
The use of the hinged sectional coupling with the support wheels makes it possible to install a 
centralized tank for seeds and fats and dosing, distribution and pneumatic conveying devices to the 
openers on its middle section. it is possible to create wide-block block-modular tillage-seeding units 
for tractors of various classes. 
The stability of the progress of the working organs in the depth of soil-cultivating machines and 
implements of soil-protecting agriculture depends not only on their type of constructive scheme 
and its parameters, but also on the statistical characteristics of external perturbations acting on 
them in the course of work.  
With the soil protection system of agriculture, changes in the height of the unevenness of the fields 
and the hardness of the soil in the treated layer are random quantities with a distribution close to 
the normal law. The height of the unevenness of the investigated fields varies from 2,9 to 10 sm 
with a variance of 0,74 - 11,5. The hardness of the soil in the treated layer varies from 0,82 to 4,35 
MPa with a dispersion of 0,39 - 3,75. The frequency of the perturbing influences is characterized by 
a wide range: for uneven fields, it lies in the range 0 - 9 m-1, and for soil heterogeneity by hardness - 
0 - 8 m-1. With the movement of soil-cultivating machines and tools in fields with a soil hardness of 
more than 0,1 - 1,0 MPa, the nature of the variation in the irregularities as an external disturbing 
factor under the influence of a support wheel with a load of 4,0 - 5,0 kN remains practically un-
changed. 
It is assumed that the width of the section of tillage machines, in which the working members are 
rigidly fixed to the frame, is limited by the uniformity of the loosening depth in the trans-
verse-vertical plane. The width of the grip of the machine with a rigid attachment of the working 
element to the frame should not exceed 2,5 m, and for fields with an even microrelief - not more 
than 3,5 m [14].  
A further increase in the width of the grip of the machine leads to a deterioration in the lateral 
stability of the movement of the working organs in depth, especially in shallow processing. On the 
other hand, it is almost impossible to achieve the optimum loading of the tractor engine and obtain 
the most advantageous economic and operational indicators with such a small catch width of til-
lage machines and tools. To reconcile these two opposite but fundamental requirements, one can 
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either proceed along the path of creating narrow-engaging trailer machines, or along the path of 
creating hinge-section no-tractor machines to tractors of different traction classes. But in both 
cases, it is necessary to solve the problem of the permissible width of the gripper of the machine 
(section) with a solid frame with rigid attachment of working parts to it. 
When justifying the recommended capture width of a rigid section of conventional cultivators, the 
random nature of the effect of unevenness on the support wheels [23]. The replacement of mi-
croroughness by macroroughness is illegal for the steppe zone, since the length (radius) of the latter 
is incommensurable with the width of the grip of the machine. The length of the arc, described by 
such a radius, will fit the machine with a width of 4 - 5 m, and the height of the segment will be 
several times less than the permissible deviation from the average depth of loosening. From our 
point of view, the deviation of the depth of loosening, for example the cultivator-plane, in the 
transverse-vertical plane is largely influenced by the microroughness of the field surface, which can 
be copied by supporting wheels. 
To justify the allowable width of the grip of the rigid section and the track of the support wheels, 
taking into account the unevenness of the fields and their random nature, it is expedient to use the 
relations [37]: 

 

㨕ġŧ ᩛ 㨕௭㨓ଶڶ ␡㨬ଶ  㨬㨓  㨓ଶ  㨬㨓  㨬ଶ  㣆㨓  㨬㨓  㣆㨓  㨬 � 
 㨓ଶ  㨬㨓  㣆㨬]                                              (67)

         
but for the console (radius) 

 

㨕ġ್ ᩛ 㨕௭㨓ଶڶ ൣ㨷ଶ  㨓ଶ  㨓㨷  ൫㨷ଶ  㨓㨷൯  㣆㨓  㨓㨷  㨓ଶ  㣆㨷 � 
 

 㨓㨷  㣆㨓  㨷␡                                      (68)    
 

where:  㨕௭- dispersion of the height of the unevenness of the field; 㨕ġŧ-dispersion of the vibration 

of the midpoint of the frame relative to the surface of the field, provided that the wheel gauge is 

equal to the width of the tool;㨕ġ್-  dispersion of the vibration of the frame point at the outset with 

respect to the support wheel; 㣆㨓,㣆㨬, 㣆㨓  㨬Ζ 㣆㨓  㨷 - the values of the normalized 
correlation functions of the irregularities for the corresponding values 㨝equal 㨓, 㨓  㨬etc. 

The corresponding values㣆㨝  are taken in the direction perpendicular to the movement of the 
tool. Using the values of the functions 㣆㨝for the unevennesses of the fields investigated, the 

statistical characteristics of which are given in our works [8,26], dispersion 㨕ũ  is calculated as a 

function of the width of capture of the rigid section both along and along the previous treatments 
(Fig. 47). 
Analysis of these data shows that the oscillations of the mid-point of the frame relative to the 
surface of the field, and, consequently, the depth of loosening, depend mainly on the variance of 
the height of the unevenness of the field. With an increase in the width of the tool, the gun in-

creases from 0,5 to 1,5 m, 㨕ũ while at 㨓<1,5 m it remains practically unchanged. When the 

machine moves across the previous machining, i.e., when the profile of the unevenness of the fields 

of the previous treatments is applied to the support wheels, the variance 㨕ũ is substantially smaller 

than when the machine moves along the machining. This once again confirms the feasibility of 
implementing the generally accepted truth that the forthcoming treatment must be conducted 
across the previous one. With an allowable deviation of the loosening depth from the specified± 
1.5 sm (D-2,25 sm2) machine with a working width of 0,5 - 6 m, it will not meet the demand if the 
dispersion of the unevenness of the fields is more than 1,5 - 2 sm2. Therefore, to obtain acceptable 
deviations it is not advisable to reduce the width of the gripper of the machine, but it is necessary to 
level the field surface. This will allow not only to create wide-spread tillage machines of simple 
construction and convenient in operation, but also will allow the units to operate at higher speeds. 
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Otherwise, the tolerance is ± 1,5 sm, which is clearly visible from Fig. 47. is unreal and needs to be 
clarified, since the variance of the height of unevenness of the stubble backgrounds lies mainly in 
the range 3 - 6 sm2. 

а) b) 

 
a) - movement of the aggregate across the direction of the previous treatment 

              b) - movement of the aggregate along the previous treatment 

  
Fig. 47. Dispersion of the deviation of the mid-point of the frame relative to the surface of the field, 

depending on the width of its capture  
(1-8 - stubble of wheat after sowing with various seeders; 
 12, 13 - uncontrolled plowing; 21,22 - five-year-old fat) 

 
The insignificant effect of the width of the grip of the machine with a rigid frame on the dispersion 
of the depth of the working bodies is confirmed by the state tests of flat-top machines with different 
working widths (from 2,2 to 4,5 m) conducted by the Tselinnaya, Siberian, Altai and Pavlodar 
MIS in 1962 - 1975. Thus, for example, according to long-term data, the dispersion of the loo-
sening depth in the transverse-vertical plane of the plane with a capture width of 2,2 m lies in the 
range 2,27 - 12,32 sm2; from 3,0 m – 1,7 - 13,76 sm2; 3,5 m -1,48 - 8 sm2 and with 4,5 m – 1,21 - 8 
sm2. Of course, these data were obtained without taking into account the unevenness of the field 
surface in each specific case, but in general they confirm the assumption that the width of the 
capture is insignificant in these limits for the stability of the stroke of the working organs in depth in 
the transverse-vertical plane and the need for alignment (repair) of the fields. 
To reduce the deviation of the stroke of the working bodies from a given depth of loosening in 
wide-angle machines with a rigid section, it is possible by selecting the optimal track of the support 
wheels. The deviation of the extreme point of the frame, depending on the length of the departure 
relative to the support wheel and the width of the gripper of the machine, is reflected in Fig. 48. 
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–––the movement of the unit 

transversely of previous treatment 
(profile 5, Fig. 47) 

– – – the movement of the Assem-
bly along the previous treatment 

(profile 6, Fig. 47) 

–––the movement of 
the unit across the 

preceding treatment 
(profile 7, Fig. 47) 

– – –the movement of 
the unit along the up-

stream processing 
(profile 8, see Fig. 47) 

–––the movement of the unit 
across upstream processing 

(profile 3, Fig. 47) 
– – –the movement of the 
unit along the upstream 

processing (profile 4, 
see Fig. 47) 

 
 

Background – the stubble of wheat, sowing of ￠-9, North of Kazakhstan 
 

Fig. 48.  Dispersion deviation of the frame console is relatively 
surface of the field, depending on the shoulder of its departure and thewidth of the section  

 
As can be seen, with the increase in the arm of the arm of the console, the dispersion 㨕ġ್increases 

substantially: when it is out, equal to half the track wheel track, it reaches its greatest value; With a 
larger machine width, the arm of the console can be extended. Dispersion 㨕ġ್depends, as in the 

previous case, on the direction of travel of the machine, hence, the arm of removal of the console 
relative to the support wheel should be minimal. However, this minimum value should, with an 
adjacent passage of the machine, ensure that the support wheel rolls over the untreated surface and 
that there is a sufficient overlapping area, i.e., the ratio of track to the width of the gripper should 
be approximately 0,8 - 0,9. 
The stability of the stroke of workers, organs along the depth of the trailing section of the plane 
plane depends not only on its width and the track of the support wheels, but also on the parameters 
of the structural scheme. Therefore, we [8,26] carried out research to determine the optimal values 
of the parameters of the trajectory section of the plane cutter (Fig. 49). 
Considering the forces acting during the operation of the trailing section of the plane cutter (see 
Fig. 49), using the assumptions made for vibrational systems with small deviations, and also as-
suming that the perturbing forces change according to a periodic law, the physical values of which 
in the analysis of such systems can be replaced spectra of the first harmonic we obtain the diffe-
rential equation of motion of the machine 

 㣋Ⅶ ᇱ  㨹㣋Ⅵڶ ᇱ  㨶ଶ㣋ᇱ ᩛ 㨦ଵ㨱㨿,                      (69) 
      

where:㨹 ᩛ 㨓ϑڶ㨷- index characterizing the attenuation of the oscillations of the trailing section 

(1/s);㨶 ᩛ ඥ㨔ϑ㨛- natural frequency of the system (1/s); В- coefficient taking into account the re-

sistance of the soil when the position of the section is changed (ě͛m͛s/rad);С- hardness coefficient 
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(Н·m/rad); 㨛— moment of inertia of the section relative to the trailer point (ě͛m͛s2/rad);㨛 ᩛ 㨛 ீబ Ή ￦㨷ଶ ᩛ 㨷ଶ+㨙ଶΉ ￦㨦ଵ- shoulder of application of perturbation forces (m);㨱㨿 ᩛ 㨗㨿ϑ㨚 - per-

turbing function of a periodic nature; g - acceleration of gravity. 

 
Fig. 49. Schematic diagram of a trailed plane cutter 

 
The stationary solution of this equation, which describes the forced oscillations of the steady mo-
tion under the influence of the disturbing force, made it possible to establish a relationship between 
the displacement of the machine in the longitudinal-vertical plane and its parameters 

 㣋ᇱ㨿 ᩛ 㣆  㨗¸Κ                                        (70) 

 
The value of 㣆 is the displacement of any of the points of the frame of the machine (amplitude) in 

radians under the action of a perturbing force 㨗=9,81 㨙, applied on the arm 㨦￦= l (m), and is 
equal 

 㣆 ᩛ 㢼ϑ␡㨶ଶ 㣎ଶଶ   㨹ଶ㣕ଶ␡భమ                    (71)ڸ
 

where:  - frequency of the disturbing force (1/s);   - generalized constructive parameter, which, 

with the accepted Ur=l, depends on the mass of the machine and the moment of inertia of it relative 
to the center of gravity 㢼 ᩛ ቀାಸౝ మቁ￦                                                          (72) 

Analysis of the dependencies (71) and (72) shows that to reduce the displacement, it is necessary to 
increase either the mass of the machine (to load with ballast) or the moment of inertia of it relative 

to the center of gravity. At ￦㨷> 1,9 m, the constructive parameter decreases more intensively with 

increasing G0 than with increasing￦㨛 but at l<0,8 - otherwise. Consequently, the displacement 

value Ý * also changes accordingly. The displacement decreases with an increase in the damping 
coefficient and a larger difference between the circular frequency of the natural oscillations of the 
system and the frequency of external perturbations. 
The effect of the values of the parameters of the scheme of flat-top machines on the position of the 
center of gravity, the magnitude of the moment of inertia, and the frequency of natural oscillations 

is investigated [26].  It is established that changing the parameters of the plane cutter ￦㨷 and ￦㨷 
(see Fig. 49) has a significant effect on the position of the center of gravity in the longitudin-
al-vertical plane and its moment of inertia, but it does not significantly affect the mass and fre-
quency of natural oscillations. 
A comparison of the frequencies obtained for the natural vibrations of the plane with the fre-
quencies of external perturbations shows that, depending on the speed of its motion and the pa-
rameters of the circuit, a resonant phenomenon may arise. To eliminate it, it is necessary to in-
crease the frequency of the natural oscillations of the plane cutters and to reduce the frequency of 
external disturbances. 
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In laboratory studies carried out with the help of a special installation with various parameters of 

the planar plane scheme, for each variant of which are determined 㨛Ζ ீబ Ζ 㨶Ζ 㢼. Their analysis 

showed that the deviations of the section, as a function of the values of the parameters and the 
frequency of external disturbances, are analogous to those calculated from (70), (71), and (72), 
(Figures 50, 51). 

 
Fig. 50. Calculated (- - -) and experimental (-) changes㣋ᇱ and ￦㨬 depending on the size of 

the circuit parameters ￦㨷and ￦㨷at external perturbation from the unevenness of fields (1, 2, 3- re-
spectively ￦㨷- ￦㨷 ᩛ￦+0,29; -0,21; -0,71 m) 

 
Fig. 51. Calculated (- - -) and experimental (-) changes 㣋ᇱ and 㨬 depending on the fre-

quency of external perturbations of the unevenness of fields and the parameters of the circuit ￦㨷 

and￦㨷 

I - ￦㨷= 2,78 m;  ￦㨷 = 3,07 m; 
II -￦㨷= 3,18 m;  ￦㨷 = 2,87 m; 

III - ￦㨷= 3,58 m;  ￦㨷= 2,97 m. 
 

Laboratory studies have established that the deviation of the section under external disturbance 
from the heterogeneity of soils is almost 2-3 times less in hardness than in the unevenness of the 
fields. Therefore, in the field conditions, the effect of the values of the circuit parameters on the 
deviation of the section was studied along the channel by the profile of the surface of the field-the 
profile of the bottom of the furrow, i.e. 㨫㨿  㨫ŗ㨿. From the analysis of the nature of the 

changes in the correlation functions and the spectral densities of these processes and their numer-
ical statistical characteristics obtained under real operating conditions, it follows that the trailing 
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section of the plane cut is a dynamical system with a narrow frequency bandwidth that enhances 

the low-frequency components at ￦㨷  㨷. 

The results of field experimental studies have shown that the change in the parameters of the cir-
cuit does not have a significant effect on the processes of the vertical and horizontal components of 
the paw resistance. However, the magnitude of the circuit parameters has a large effect on the 
response coefficient of the reaction on the support wheel ￦㨟,  and, consequently, on the stability of 

the course of working organs in depth, which, when ￦㨷  㨷and ￦㨷>3,5 m is in the allowable zone 
(Fig. 52). 
On the channel 㨫భ㨿  㨫ఋ㨿, the correlation coefficient between them reached 0,4, for each 

installation variant, the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the dependence㨤௫௬ ᩛ 㨨㨴㣎 㨤௫㨴㣎Ζ￦ where㨤௫㣎 and 㨤௫௬ ᩛ ç) respectively, the spectral density of the process and the mutual 

spectral density of the input and output processes, 㨨㨴㣎 - frequency function of the system. Based 
on these amplitude-frequency characteristics, the values of time coefficients 㨥ଵ and 㨥ଶ , characte-

rizing the dynamic properties of the trailing section of the plane cutter are found (㨥ଵ  - inertial, 㨥ଶ - 

damping). An analysis of these coefficients shows that if 㨷ϑ㨷> 1, then 㨥ଶϑڶ㨥ଵ> 1, i.e. section of 

the plane cutter works like an aperiodic link, and when 㨷ϑ㨷<1 the ratio 㨥ଶϑڶ㨥ଵ<1 - in this case the 
system works as an oscillating link. 

 

 
Fig. 52. The change in the vertical reaction on the support wheels and the depth of loosening 

 of the soil, depending on the values of the parameters plane cutter scheme 㨷  㨷 ￦
 

To determine the influence of the values of the time coefficients of the transfer function 㨥ଵand 㨥ଶto 
change the dispersion of the output process, an analysis of the work of the model of the section of 
the plane cutter on the ABM was carried out. The results of these studies (Fig. 53) showed that the 

coefficient 㨥ଶhas a greater effect on the variance of the output process and its numerical value for 㩁 = 2,1-2,4 m/s should lie within 8 - 12 s, and the magnitude 㨥ଵchosen out of the working condi-
tion of the tool as an aperiodic link. 
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machines with a small working width and a rigid one-section frame were considered, and, as a 
rule, these studies were carried out using static methods. Only recently there have been works on 
justifying the parameters of the hinge-sectional tillage tools. In them, soil-cutting flat-saw machines 
were considered as non-conservative systems for which the question of Lyapunov instability does 
not arise, since in such systems the accumulated energy is dissipated mainly due to the damping 
properties of the soil. 
However, during operation, the operating elements rigidly fixed to the frame of the sections can 
change their position in the longitudinal and transverse-vertical planes. In this regard, the forces 
arising on them can introduce additional energy into the dynamic system, which is clearly insuf-
ficient to dissipate the damping properties of the soil. The account of such forces can lead to a 
qualitatively new conclusion about the operation of flat-topped sectional machines, since these 
forces can create instability. Therefore, the results of previous studies do not allow to fully justify 
choosing the optimal parameters of a hinged sectional cultivator-plane cutter.  
The dynamics of a wide-angle hinge-section cultivator-plane moving along the field, which is in-
homogeneous both in the hardness of the soil and in the microrelief, is considered in [8, 38]. 
Therefore, most of the forces acting on the machine during operation vary in magnitude and di-
rection, thus causing deviations of the working bodies from the specified depth of loosening. Such 
forces include the components of the resultant forces of soil resistance to the working bodies and 
the rolling of the support wheels of the cultivator-plane along the unevenness of the field. In this 
case the cultivator-plane is considered as a three-section system in which the soil resistance forces 
to each working organ are concentrated in the reduced centers of their resistance with the coor-
dinates 㨷௫Ζ 㨷௬(Fig. 55). 

 
 

Figure 55 - Calculation scheme of the hinge-sectional flat cutter with three sections 
 

In this case, the following assumptions are accepted: the soil layer is pushed to the machine along 
the 㨠㨩 axis with a constant speed of the gun 㣊 and is cut by the working bodies to a given depth а, 
which is limited by support wheels rolling over the uneven surface of the formation; the deflection 
of the working elements, and consequently of the rigidly connected frames of the machine sections 

relative to the steady-state position (㣋 = 90° and 㢽 = 900)) remain sufficiently small, that is, the 
linearization of the nonlinear dependences is permissible; the rigidity of the tires of the support 
wheels has a practically linear characteristic and during operation they do not detach from the field 
surface and, finally, the influence of the oscillations of the tractor on the point of the trailer of the 

machine is insignificant. The considered system in the adopted coordinate system 㨩㨪㨫 will per-
form forced oscillations with respect to the ￓ.  The movement of the cultivator-plane is cha-
racterized by four generalized coordinates (see Fig. 55): 㢟㣋 - angular movements of sections of the machine in the longitudinal-vertical plane relative to the 

axis 㨠㨪; 㢽ଵ - angular movements of the central section of the machine in the transverse-vertical plane with 
respect to the axis passing through its center of gravity and the MCW; 
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㢽and 㢽ଶare the angular displacements of the left and right lateral sections of the flat-blade cul-
tivator in the transverse-vertical plane cutter relative to the axes passing through the centers of the 
longitudinal joints connecting these sections to the central one. The origin of the coordinate system 
is connected with the MCW of the machine - point 0. The dynamics of such a system is most fully 
described by means of the Lagrange equation of the second kind. 

Taking into account the values of the functions Т, П, Ф and 㨢ௗ, obtained using known methods, 
the Lagrange equations take the form: 
 㨛௬￦￦㣋Ⅶ  㨭ଵ㣋Ⅵ  㨮ଵ 㣋  㨭ଵଵ㢽Ⅵ+㨮ଵଵ㢽ା㨭ଵଶ㢽ଵ㨮ଵଶ㢽Ⅵଵ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨭ଵଷ㢽Ⅵଶ  㨮ଵଷ㢽ଶ ᩛ￦㨗ଵ㨿Ή 

 㨛௫ 㢽Ⅶ  㨭ଶ㢽Ⅵଵ  㨮ଶ 㢽ା  㨭ଵଵ㣋Ⅵ+㨮ଵଵ㣋㨭ଶଵ㢽Ⅵଵ ￦㨮ଶଵ㢽ଵଶ ᩛ￦㨗ଶ㨿Ή                         
(73) 㨛㢽Ⅶଵ㨭ଷ㢽Ⅵଵ  㨮ଷ㢽ଵ  㨭ଵଶ㣋Ⅵ㨮ଵଶ㣋 +㨭ଷଶ㢽 

 㨮ଷଶ㢽+㨭ଷଷ㢽Ⅵଶ㨮ଷଷ㢽ଶ ᩛ 㨗ଷ㨿Ή
  㨛ଶ௫మ 㢽Ⅶଶ  㨭ସ㢽Ⅵଶ  㨮ସ 㢽ଶା  㨭ଵଷ㣋Ⅵ+㨮ଵଷ㣋㨭ସଵ㢽ଵ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨮ଷଷ㢽ଵ ᩛ￦㨗ସ㨿Ζ 

 
where:    

㨭ଵ ᩛ 㣁  㨷௫ଶଽ
ୀଵ  

 

㨭ଵଵ ᩛ 㣁  㨷௫  㨷௬ଷ
ୀ

 

 

㨭ଵଶ ᩛ 㨷ଵ㣁  㨷௫  㨷ଵ 㣁  㨷௫ସ
ୀଵ

ଽ
ୀ

 

 

㨭ଵଷ ᩛ 㣁  㨷௫  㨷௬ଽ
ୀ

 

 

㨭ଶ ᩛ 㣁  㨷௬ଶଷ
ୀଵ  㨭ଶଵ ᩛ 㨷ଵ㣁  㨷௬ଷ

ୀଵ  

 

㨭ଷ ᩛ 㨷ଵଶ 㣁  㨷ଵଶସ
ୀଵ 㣁ଽ

ୀ

 㨭ଷଶ ᩛ 㨷ଵ㣁  㨷௬ଷ
ୀଵ  

 

㨭ଷଷ ᩛ 㨷ଵ 㣁  㨷௬ଽ
ୀ

 

 

㨭ସ ᩛ  㣁  㨷௬ଷ
ୀଵ  

 

㨮ଵ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଵ௫ସ
ୀଵ

 

 

㨮ଵଵ ᩛ 㨮  㨷௫  㨷௬
 

㨮ଵ ᩛ 㨮ଵ  㨒 
 

㨮ଵଶ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଵ㨷ଶ௫  㨷௫
 㨮ଵଷ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଶ௬ 㨮ଶ ᩛ 㨮  㨷௬ଶ

 㨮ଶ ᩛ 㨮ଶ  㨒ଵ 
 

㨮ଶଵ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଵ  㨷௬ 

㨮ଷ ᩛ 㨷ଵଶ 㨮ଵସ
ୀଵ

 

 

㨮ଷ ᩛ 㨮ଷ 㨒ଶ 
 

㨮ଷଵ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଵ㨷ଶ௫  㨷ଵ௫ 㨮ଷଶ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଵ  㨷௬ 
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㨮ଷଷ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଵ  㨷ଶ௬  㨮ସ ᩛ 㨮ସ  㨒ଷ 
 

㨮ସ ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଶ௬ଶ  

㨒 ᩛ㨜 ଽ
ୀଵ

㨷௫ 㨒ଵ ᩛ 㨜ଵ ଷ

ୀଵ

㨷௬ 

㨒ଶ ᩛ㨜ଵ 

ୀସ

㨷௬ 㨒ଷ ᩛ㨜ଵ ଽ
ୀ

㨷௬ 

 
 

㨗ଵ㨿 ᩛ 㨮␡㨷ଵ㨿 㨷ଵ௫ଶ㨿 㨷ଵ௫ଷ㨿 㨷ଶ௫ସ㨿␡ 㨣௭௧  㨷௫Ήଽ
ୀଵ

 

㨗ଶ㨿 ᩛ 㨮  㨷௬ଵ㨿 㨣௭௧  㨷௬ଷ

ୀଵ

Ή 
㨗ଷ㨿 ᩛ 㨮␡㨷ଵସ㨿 㨷ଵଷ㨿  㨷ଵଶ㨿  㨷ଵଵ㨿␡ 㨣௭ସ௧  㨷ସ௬  㨣௭௧  㨷௬Ή 
㨗ସ㨿 ᩛ 㨮  㨷ଶ௬ସ㨿㨣௭௧  㨷௬ଽ

ୀ

Ή 
 
where: 㨛௬￦Ζ 㨛௫భΖ㨛ଶ௫మ￦Ζ￦￦￦㨛- moments of inertia, respectively of the whole machine relative to  the axis 

OУlateral sections relative to the axes хо—хо and х2 — х2, the given moment of inertia of the ma-

chine with respect to the axis passing through the CT and the MCW, 㨟  㨸  㨾ଶ; 㨭 ￦coefficients 

that take into account the dissipative forces of the system, 㨟  㨸  㨾Ή ￦㨮   coefficients that take 

into account the rigidity of the system, 㨟  㨸; 㨒  - the forces acting on the working parts of the 

cultivator-plane cutter, which appear when the sections deviate from the equilibrium state, 㨟  㨸; 㨗㨿- generalized forces acting on the cultivator-plane cutter, 㨟  㨸Κ 
The solution and analysis of the system of differential equations (73) presents a significant diffi-
culty. To simplify its solution, the following assumptions are made. 
1. Under the support wheels of the middle section, the perturbations are the same in amplitude and 
phase, that is, the machine moves across the previous treatment. Therefore, the depth of loosening 

4 and 6 of working bodies will be equal. Assuming that 㨣௭௧it is mainly a function of the change in 

the depth of loosening, 㨣௭ସ௧ ᩛ 㨣௭௧ ΚTherefore, 㢽ଵ ᩛ  Κڴ
2. Since the side sections are identical and are relatively symmetric about the mean, in the system 
(73) the corresponding coefficients of the second and fourth differential equations and their 

non-homogeneous parts 㨗ଵ㨿 and 㨗ସ㨿are equal to each other, and the functions 㢽㨿 and 㢽ଶ㨿satisfy the same differential equation. In addition, the initial conditions are zero, hence, for 

t￦0 is a true condition 㢽㨿 ᩛ 㢽ଶ㨿ΚThe identity of these functions makes it possible to replace 
in the first equation 㢽㨿 by 㢽ଶ㨿 when solving system (73) and take into account only one of 
the two equations, for example, the fourth one. 
In view of the foregoing, system (73) simplifies and takes the form 
 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨛௬￦㣋Ⅶ  㨭ଵ㣋Ⅵ  㨮ଵ 㣋  㨭ଵସ㢽Ⅵଶ  㨮ଵସ㢽ଶ ᩛ 㨗ଵ㨿Ή     

       ,         (74)  ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨛ଶ௫మ 㢽Ⅶଶ  㨭ସ㢽Ⅵଶ  㨮ସ 㢽ଶ  㨭ଵଷ㣋Ⅵ+㨮ଵଷ㣋 ᩛ 㨗ସ㨿￦
 

where:㨭ଵସ ᩛ 㨭ଵଵ  㨭ଵଷ;   ŧଵସ ᩛ ŧଵଵ  ŧଵଷΚ 
 
From this system of differential equations, it can be seen that all the oscillations of the dynamical 

system under consideration are related, that is, the generalized coordinates (㣋 and 㢽ଶ) will vary 
simultaneously. This relationship can lead to instability, that is, system (74) for certain values of its 
parameters will become inoperative and its oscillation amplitudes will increase with time. In 
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connection with this, it is necessary to investigate the given system for stability, which can be es-
timated using the Routh-Hurwitz criteria, which for the system under consideration have the form: ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨬ଵ  㨬ହ ᩢ ଵᩛ ڴ 㨬ଶ㨬ଷ  㨬ଵ㨬ସ ᩢ ଶᩛ￦ ;ڴ 㨬ଶ㨬ଷ㨬ସ  㨬ଶଶ㨬ହ  㨬ଵ㨬ସଶ ᩢ ; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ଷᩛڹڻΉ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴ 㨬ଶ㨬ଷ㨬ସ㨬ହ  㨬ଶଶ㨬ହଶ  㨬ଵ㨬ସଶ㨬ହ ᩢ  ;ڴ

 
where: ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨬ଵ=㨛ũ  㨛ଶ௫మ ; 㨬ଶ ᩛ 㨛ũ㨭ସ+㨛ଶ௫మ㨭ଵ; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨬ଷ ᩛ 㨛ũ㨮ସ  㨭ଵ㨭ସ  㨛ଶ௫మ㨮ଵ  㨭ଵଷ㨭ଵସ; 㨬ସ ᩛ 㨭ଵ㨮ସ  㨭ସ㨮ଵ  㨭ଵଷ㨮ଵସ  㨭ଵସ㨮ଵଷ; 㨬ହ ᩛ 㨮ଵ 㨮ସ  㨮ଵଷ㨮ଵସΚ 

Criteria allow in general to assess the stability of a dynamic system for various values of its para-
meters and determine the range of their admissible values. However, this does not mean that this 
dynamical system, provided that conditions (75) are met, will have the necessary stability of the 
stroke of the working organs in depth. 
In the study of dynamic systems, amplitude-frequency characteristics (AFC) have the greatest 
practical significance. To find them, we represent the system of differential equations (74) in 

Laplace images, that is, ൣ㨝ũ㨤ଶ  㨭ଵ㨤  㨮ଵ  㨒൧  㣋  ␡㨭ଵସ㨤  㨮ଵସ␡  㢽ଶ ᩛ 㨗ଵ㨤 

.                    (76) ൣ㨛ଶ௫మ㨤ଶ  㨭ସ㨤  㨮ସ  㨒ଷ൧㢽ଶ  ␡㨭ଵଷ㨤  㨮ଵଷ␡  㣋 ᩛ 㨗ସ㨤 

 
Then 

 
 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㣋㨤 ᩛ㨨ఝᇱ 㨤  㨗ଵ￦㨤㨨ఝᇱᇱ 㨤  㨗ସ㨤  㨰ି௦ఛ 
      ,                     (77) 㢽ଶ㨤 ᩛ㨨ఏమᇱ 㨤  㨗ସ￦㨤  㨰ି௦ఛ 㨨ఏమᇱᇱ 㨤  㨗ଵ￦㨤    

 
where 㨨ఝᇱ 㨤Ή￦￦￦㨨ఝᇱᇱ 㨤Ή￦㨨ఏమᇱ 㨤Ή ￦￦￦㨨ఏమᇱᇱ 㨤- operators of the system: 

 
 

 
 

㨨ఝᇱ 㨤 ᩛ 㨚ଶ௫మ㨤ଶ  㨭ସ㨤  㨮ସ  㨒ଷ㨬ଵ￦㨤ସ￦  㨬ଶ￦㨤ଷ￦  㨬ଷ￦㨤ଶ￦  㨬ସ￦㨤 㨬ହ￦ Ή￦ 
 㨨ఝᇱᇱ 㨤 ᩛ 㨭ଵସ㨤  㨮ଵସ㨬ଵ￦㨾ସ￦  㨬ଶ￦㨤ଷ￦  㨬ଷ￦㨤ଶ￦  㨬ସ￦㨤  㨬ହ￦ Ή 

    (78)
 㨨ఏమᇱ 㨤 ᩛ 㨛ũ㨤ଶ  㨭ଵ㨤  㨮ଵ  㨒㨬ଵ￦㨤ସ￦  㨬ଶ￦㨤ଷ￦  㨬ଷ￦㨤ଶ￦  㨬ସ￦㨤  㨬ହ￦ Ή 

 

㨨ఏమᇱᇱ 㨤 ᩛ 㨭ଵଷ㨾  㨮ଵଷ㨬ଵ￦㨤ସ￦  㨬ଶ￦㨤ଷ￦  㨬ଷ￦㨤ଶ￦  㨬ସ￦㨤  㨬ହ￦Κ 
 

Formulas (77) contain transcendental terms of the form㨰ି௦, which show that perturbations from 
the surface profile of the field arrive with a delay on the support wheels of the sections by an 

amount㣉 ᩛ 㨝ϑ㩁, where 㨝 - is the distance between the support wheels of the lateral and middle 
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sections in the direction of travel. Replacingin (77) s by㨴㣎 and taking into account that 㨗ଵ㨴㣎 ᩛ㨗ସ㨴㣎 ᩛ  we obtain the amplitude-frequency characteristics (AFC) ,ڵ
 

￦￦￦㨨ఝ￦㨴㣎 ᩛ 㨬ൣ㨮ସ  㨒ଷ  㨛ଶ௫మ㣎ଶ  㨮ଵସ  㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨭ଵସ  㣎㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉൧㨬ଶ   

 ￦㨭￦㨭ସ  㣎  㨭ଵସ  㣎㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨮ଵସ㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉㨭ଶ  㨴 㨬㨭ସ￦ 㣎  㨭ଵସ￦￦㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨮ଵସ  㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉 㨬ଶ   

 ା￦ൣூమೣమఠమାభర௦ఠఛାభరఠఛିరబିయ൧ାమ (79)
 

 

   

㨨ఏమ㨴㣎 ᩛ 㨬ൣ㨮ଵ  㨒㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨛ũ㣎㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨭ଵ㣎㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉  㨮ଵଷ൧㨬ଶ   

㨭ൣ㨭ଵ 㣎㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨮ଵ  㨒㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉  㨛ũ㣎ଶ  㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉  㨭ଵଷ 㣎൧㨭ଶ  

㨴 㨬ൣ㨭ଵ  㣎㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨮ଵ  㨒㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉  㨛ũ㣎ଶ  㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉  㨭ଵଷ 㣎 ൧㨬ଶ   

 㨭ൣ㨮ଵଷ  㨮ଵ  㨒㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨛ũ㣎  㨮㨺㨾㣎㣉  㨭ଵ㣎㨾㨴㨹㣎㣉൧㨭ଶ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڼ 

 

where:㨬￦ ᩛ 㢶ଵ㣎ସ￦  㢶ଷ㣎ଶ￦￦  㢶ହΉ ￦㨭 ᩛ￦㨬ସ㣎  㨬ଶ㣎ଷ￦￦Ζ
 Denoting the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response in (79) and (80), respectively 㨣ఝ㣎Ή ￦￦㨣ఏమ㣎Ή ￦￦㨚ఝ￦㣎Ή ￦㨚ఏమ㣎, we obtain the dependences for determining the am-

plitudes of the vertical displacements of the working elements as a function of the frequency of 
external disturbances: 
— for the working parts of the middle section 

㨒㣎)=ቄൣ㨷௫㨣ఝ㣎൧ଶ  ൣ㨷௫  㨛ఝ㣎൧ଶቅభమ ￦Ζ￦￦￦㨴 ᩛ 4,5,6                                                 (81) 

 
    -  for the working parts of the side sections 

㨒ŗ㣎 ᩛ ቄൣ㨷௫㨣ఝ㣎  㨷ũ㨣ఏమ㣎൧ଶ  ␡㨷ũ㨛ఏమ㣎  㨷௫㨛ఝ㣎␡ଶቅభమ, (82) 㨴 ᩛ￦1,2,3,7,8,9. 
Dependencies (81) and (82) make it possible to estimate and select ranges of rational values for the 
parameters of hinge-sectional tillers with known numerical characteristics of harmonic external 
disturbances. It is advisable to refine the found values with allowance for real input disturbances by 
simulating the AVM system (74) and verify them in the real operating conditions of the machine. 
Therefore, before carrying out field studies, profilograms of surface irregularities and solidograms 
of the heterogeneity of the soil layer in terms of hardness were recorded. Statistical characteristics 
and these processes were by implementing well-known algorithms on a computer. 
For experimental studies, a laboratory-field installation with varying parameters of the circuit was 
designed and manufactured (see Fig. 54): a0 = +350;  0;  -350;   㨷௬=￦㨷ଶ௬=1,05-2, 65m;  㨯￦= 

0,5-1,5m [8,38].  
 The coordinates of the center of gravity of the installation were determined by the method of 
suspension, and the moments of inertia by the method of pendulum oscillations. Determination of 
the coefficient characterizing the resistance of the soil to the flat-topped paw when it was deepened 
or buried was carried out in the soil channel by a specially developed method, the essence of which 
was as follows. In the process of work, a certain speed of movement of the working element in the 
vertical direction was set and vertical components of the total soil resistance were recorded at the 

(81)
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same time. One way to obtain a given speed of movement, rigidly connected to the frame of a 
flat-topped paw, is to hit absolutely rigid support wheels onto absolutely rigid irregularities, for 
example having the shape of a trapezoid. By varying the parameters of the trapezoid and the 
translational speed of the machine, it is possible to obtain a predetermined rate of displacement of 
the paw when it is recessed or buried. Recorded on the oscillogram, the process of burial or burial 

of the paw was divided into equal time intervals 㨿 = 0,05 s. During this period of time, the path of 
the deepening (deepening) is determined by the difference in the ordinates of the process of 
changing the depth of the working organ at the beginning and at the end of the accepted time in-
terval. According to the known path and time, the speed of moving the paw in the process of pe-
netration (deeper penetration) is determined. At each of these time intervals, the ordinates of the 
vertical component of the soil resistance of the flat-topped paw, as a function of the vertical speed 
of its movement when receding or buried, were taken, respectively, with a change in the speed of 
movement. 
Analysis of the dependences characterizing the change in soil resistance of a flat-topped paw as a 
function of the speed of its movement during burial or burial (Fig. 56) shows that with certain 
assumptions the form of this dependence can be adopted linearly viscous, and the numerical value 

of the coefficient Ø is equal to 20 kN s/m. 

 

 
 
● Vyhlasenie 

ХPenetration 
 

Fig. 56 Resistance of the soil to 
a flat-topped paw, depending on the 
speed of its movement in the process 
of penetration or deepening (the 
depth of loosening is 12-14 sm) 
 

The determination of the vertical component on the working organ as a function of the angle of its 

inclination   was 㢽ଶ carried out in a soil channel in a special installation (Fig. 57). The angles 㣋 and 㢽ଶ varied within the range 0 - 6° with an interval of 2°. The process of change 㨣௭ was 
recorded with the help of strain gauges. 
 

 

 1 - spatial strain gage; 2 - working body; 3 - strain gauges 
 
Fig. 57. Scheme of installation for determining the vertical component of soil resistance to the 

working body, depending on its position in space 
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Analysis of experimental dependencies 㨣௭ ᩛ 㨱㣋; 㢽ଶshows (Fig. 58 a, b) that with an in-
crease in the angle of inclination of the installation frames in the longitudinal and trans-

verse-vertical planes, the vertical component of the total resistance of the soil 㨣௭ ᩛ 㨱㣋; 㢽ଶincreases in direct proportion. At the same time, an increase in the angle of inclination of the 
lateral sections in the transverse-vertical plane 㢽ଶhas a greater effect on the increase and intensity 

of growth 㨣௭ than with changing the angle 㣋. 
 

 
Fig. 58 Dependences of the vertical components of the soil resistance of the flat-topped paw 

(kop4=kop6=kop8; kop5=kŤp7=kop9) as a function of the angles   and, 㢽ଶ respectively, a) and b) 

 

Taking into account the experimentally found values of the coefficients (μ, Kopi) and the para-
meters of the twenty-seven variants of the setup, the Routh-Hurwitz criteria were found. Their 
analysis showed that of all the variants of various combinations of the parameters of the setup 
circuit, the stability conditions are satisfied only for eighteen variants (1-6,10-15, 19-24), for which 㨷௬=㨷ଶ௬  㨷ŧ௬ ᩛ 㨷ŧଶ௬(see Fig. 55) . 

In these cases, the recovery moments from the support wheels of the side sections will be greater 
than the moments caused by the forces appearing on the working bodies, while in the other va-
riants, on the contrary. Therefore, the lateral sections' working members in the latter variants will 
be monotonously buried and, acting through the intersection hinges, "squeeze out" the middle 
section of the cultivator-plane upwards, i.e., there will be a "fracture" of the sectional frame, which 
was confirmed by field tests of these variants (see Fig. 54). 
For the sixth and ninth working bodies of all installation options for which the stability criteria (75) 
are fulfilled, the calculated AFCs were obtained from formulas (81) and (82), the analysis of which 
allowed to reveal the influence of one or another parameter of the circuit on the deviation of the 
working elements from the equilibrium position. As an example, Fig. 59 shows the calculated AFC 
response for 1, 4, 10 and 19 installation options. 
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Fig. 59 Theoretical (-) and experimental (- - -) amplitude-frequency characteristics of the 

hinge-section cultivator-plane cutter, depending on its parameters from the c circuit (1,4,10 and 19 
variants of the installation) 

 
The maximum amplitude-frequency characteristic of the sixth working organ along the 

nelଷ㨿  㨫ď㨿is much less than the ninth organ working through the channel ସ㨿  㨫ďଽ㨿.  
This indicates that, in comparison with the lateral, the middle section performs angular vibrations 

with a smaller amplitude, since its moment of inertia relative to the axis㨠ġ is in 2 - 3 times more 
than the moments of inertia of the lateral sections performing angular vibrations in the trans-

verse-vertical plane relative to the axes of the intersection hinges х 0 — х 0  and х 2 — х 2 .  In addition, 
the damping properties of the middle section are enhanced by the side sections. 
Using the calculated frequency response of the sixth and ninth operating bodies, the values of the 
time coefficients of the transfer functions were calculated, the analysis of which showed that the 
hinged sectional plane, cutter depending on the parameters of the circuit 㨷￦ϑ㨷, processes input 

effects as an oscillatory ቀೖ￦￦ ᩛ 㨻 ᩛ Ġଶ￦ϑڶĠଵ￦ ᩢ ቁor an aperiodic (㨻ڵ ᩢ  link. To improve the (ڵ

quality of planing, it is necessary that the internal structure of the process 㨫ď㨿on the spectral 

composition in the low-frequency region approached the structure of the input process ¸Κ At the 
same time, the amplification amplitudes of the displacements are desirable to have <1, since the 
plane plane must fulfill the role of the "scheduler". These conditions are most fully met by the 
hinged sectional plane, in which the side sections are displaced relatively to the average in the 

horizontal plane backwards (㢶ۂ￦ ᩛ  Ζ and their support wheels are as far removed from theۂڹڷ￦
intersection hinge axes㨷௬ ᩛ 㨷ଶ௬   mŖū.) and have a minimum outreach in the direction of 

movement relative to the working bodies, i.e.￦㨷௫  㨷௫. 

Similar results were obtained in the simulation of the system (74) of the operation of the hinged 
sectional plane along the minimum of the dispersion of the sixth and ninth working bodies on the 

AVM, taking into account the real characteristics of the input disturbances. Dispersions of the 
depth of stroke of these working organs, operating under the most unfavorable conditions, can be 
obtained as  ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨕 ᩛ 㨥න␡㨬㨿␡ଶڵ  㨯㨿 

(83) 㨕ଽ ᩛ 㨥න␡㨬ଽ㨿␡ଶڵ  㨯㨿Κ 
 

Discrete values of processes 㨬㨿Ş㨬ଽ㨿 
 㨬㨿 ᩛ 㨫ďΚ㨿 ଷ㨿Ή 

(84) 
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㨬ଽ㨿 ᩛ 㨫ďΚଽ㨿 ସ㨿Ζ 
 

where: 㨫ďΚ㨿Ζ 㨫ďΚଽ㨿   furrow bottom profiles for the sixth and ninth working bodies; ଷ㨿,ସ㨿  field surface profiles entering the third and fourth support wheels. 

Formation of a disturbing signal, analog of the process [￦¸], was carried out as follows. Parallel 
to the surface of the field, at a certain height, rails up to 60 m long were installed. Along them 

with㣊 ᩛ ￦㨮㨺㨹㨾㨿 rolled a rolling cart with a fixed rheochord, the wheel of which copied the relief of 
the field. The resulting electrical signal was applied to the magnetic tape. This analogue signal was 
then repeatedly fed to the input of the dynamic model. A signal analog of the process of changing 

the soil resistance [㨣௭㨿] was also recorded on a magnetic tape. 
Drawing up the structural diagram of the dynamic model of the cultivator-plane cutter for the 
AVM study was carried out by the method of decreasing the order of the derivative. 
As a result of the simulation of the system (74) on the AVM, it was established that the minimum 
of the variances of the vertical displacements of the working members of the hinged sectional plane 
cutter is observed under condition㨷௫  㨷ଵ௫≈ 0,35 m for sixthworkingtool, for ninthtool￦㨷ଽ௫ 㨷ଶ௫≈0,25 m. 
Field studies were conducted to verify the values of the parameters of a wide-angle hinged sec-
tional cultivator-plane cut, selected on the basis of an analysis of the mathematical model of its 
functioning according to the Routh-Hurwitz criteria, AFC, the ratios of the time coefficients of the 
transfer function, and the results of the AVM studies. According to the obtained data, experimental 

frequency response curves for the sixth and ninth working organs have been constructed, the na-
ture of their variation and their numerical values close to the calculated ones (see Fig. 59).  By these 

frequency response, the time coefficients of the transfer functions and their ratiosр=㨥ଶϑڶ㨥ଵΚIn this 
case, the experimental and calculated values of p unambiguously show for what set of numerical 
values of the parameters of the circuit the hinge-sectional plane cuts out the input disturbances as 
an oscillatory or as an aperiodic link. 
Analysis of the statistical characteristics of the changes in the depth of stroke for the sixth and ninth 
working bodies obtained in the field showed that the variants of a wide-angle hinged sectional 
cultivator-plane with the recommended values of the circuit parameters provide the uniformity of 
the course of their working organs in depth determined by the agrotechnological (initial) re-
quirements. 
Determination of the stability of the stroke of working organs in the depth of narrowly-mounted 

hinged ones (ￖￔ-4, ￖ¬-5, ￕￖￚ-3-5,ￖￍ-250A, ￖￍ-3-100, ￖￍ-3-5) and trailed (ￖￍ-2,2) culti-
vators plane cutters and flat-plows-deep-loosening is not difficult, because the methodological ba-
sis for its calculation is described in detail in the literature [14]. 
The stability of the stroke of the disk working organs is symmetric to the stubble cleaner, provided 

[11,15] 㨣௭  0,5͛㨣ū, determined by the formulas (40) and (41). However, in order to ensure the 
installed depth of the discs, the working weight of the asymmetrical discs should be twice the value 㨣௭. 
Influence of the parameters of needle batteries (inclination and length of the battery lead to the 

center of its gravity -㨷, weight - 㨘, working width - Ħ), speed of movement (㩁) and the height of 

the profile of the unevenness of fields characterized by dispersion - 㨕 and obtained by approx-
imating the normalized correlation functions of the process of changing the irregularities by the 

coefficients a and 㢷, the uniformity of the depth of loosening and other qualitative indices was 
considered in [16]. The following is established (Fig. 60): 
- the initial (constructive) angle of inclination of the frame, varying from 0 to 45°, does not affect 
the performance of the battery; 
- lengthening the battery's battery frame improves the uniformity of the depth of processing, but 
does not affect the quality of the profile alignment of the field surface; 
- increase in the translational speed of the machine improves the quality of the equalization of the 
field irregularities by the battery, but worsens the stability of the processing depth and the safety of 
the stubble; 
- with the increase in the width of the battery, the quality of its equalization with the unevenness of 
the field surface improves, but at the same time the uniformity of the depth of processing is dete-
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Fig.60.  The dependence of the battery oscillations㣆௩ , the coefficient of decrease in the height of 

the unevenness of the field profile 㨜 and the uniformity of the depth of processing 㣆௭on the 

width of the battery: 1 and 2 - theoretical dependences  Ýఔ respectively at a = 0,075 m and a = 

0,0965 m; 3 and 4 - the coefficient 㨜 - respectively, in the presence of pressure springs and in 
their absence; 5 and 6 - uniformity of the depth of treatment 㣆௭, respectively, in the presence and 

absence of pressure springs 
 

Taking into account the most common statistical characteristics of stubble backgrounds, during the 
period of their processing with needle-shaped harrows, the width of the capture of batteries should 
be taken within 1,2 - 1,6 m. 
 
2.5. Stability of the movement of soil-cultivating machines and tools of soil conservation in the 
horizontal plane 

 
With the increase in the width of the grip of machines, the stability of their movement in the ho-
rizontal plane deteriorates. This is because the instant center of application of the reduced drag 
force of a wide-angle machine does not generally coincide with the traction line of the tractor due 
to soil heterogeneity in hardness and different depth of loosening along the width of its capture. In 
this case, a moment is created that tends to deflect the machine from rectilinear motion. 
Taking into account the well-known assumptions made in the analysis of small oscillations of 
mechanical systems, the movement of the machine in the horizontal plane is described by a dif-
ferential equation of the form (69). In this case, to determine the coefficients n and k2, we proposed 
[39] the dependences: 
for a trailer with symmetrical working elements, for example, lancet paws 

 㨹 ᩛ 㨯㢶㨣  㨯  㢷￦ϑڶ㨛  㩁Ή (85) 㨶ଶ ᩛ￦ 㢶㨣  㨯  㢷￦ϑڶ㨛 

 

but for an attached machine 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦㨹 ᩛ 㨕㢶㨣㨕  㢷￦ϑڶ㨛  㩁Ή￦ (86) 

 㨶ଶ ᩛ 㢶㨣㨕  㢷￦㨛￦ Ζ 
 

where:  㨯 - the distance between the trailer's point and the center of application of the reduced re-

sistance of the machine;㨣 - the main vector of forces of resistance of working bodies;㩁 - forward 
speed of the machine; 㨛 - the moment of inertia of the machine relative to the vertical axis passing 

㩐㲥㨊㨄㩐㩌㷤  
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through the trailer point; 㢶Ζ㢷- power parameters of the working body; 㨕 - distance from the in-
stantaneous center of rotation of the machine to the center of application of the reduced force of 

resistance of the working bodies and is equal to 㨕 ᩛ 㨯  㨭￦㨮㨺㨾㢶  
௧ఈ

; b - the length of the lower 

links of the tractor linkage; É - angle between the axis of symmetry of the tractor and the lower links 
of the tractor hitch mechanism; a- half the distance between the hinges of the lower links of the 

tractor hitch at the point of attachment to the tractor, 㨛moment of inertia of the machine relative 

to the instantaneous center of rotation 㨛 ᩛ 㨛 㨸㨙ଶ; m - weight of machine; Н- distance from the 
instantaneous center of rotation of the machine to its center of mass and is found from the rela-

tion㨙 ᩛ   㨭￦㨮㨺㨾￦㢶  ఈ

௧ఈ
 ; h - distance between the axis of the suspension of the machine and the 

center of its mass.   

It is seen from (85) and (86) that the coefficients 㨹 and 㨶ଶ of equation (69) are positive and con-

stant for 㩁 - const and 㨣 - const. Consequently, the motion of the machine for all values of these 
coefficients is asymptotically stable according to Lyapunov (㢟㣋  㨿￦¶³￦ڴ  ∞). It is known that, 

depending on the ratio of these coefficients
￦ ᩛ 㢽, the nature of the machine's motion after ob-

taining initial perturbations￦㢟㣋and ª㣋Ⅵ  can be different: for 㢽 ᩢ it is vibrational; 㢽 ,ڵ ᩛ  limit -ڵ

aperiodic; 㢽 ᩢ  aperiodic. From the practical point of view, the degree of stability of the - ڵ
movement of the machine in the cases considered can not be considered the same. At different 

values of the ratio 㢽 ᩛ 㨹ϑ㨶, to achieve acceptable deviations, a different time is required, and the 
machine undergoes a different path during this time - S. The path for different values of the ratio 㨹ϑ㨶for the trailer is found from the dependences 

 

㨤 ᩛ 㨛㩁ଶ㢶㨣㨯ڶ  㢷￦㨯  㨷㨹㨟￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦»¸¬￦￦㢽 ᩢ  Ήڵ
 

(87) 
 㨤 ᩛ 㩁㨷㨹㨟ඨ 㨛㢶㨣㨯  㢷￦ ￦»¸¬￦㢽￦   Ήڵ

 

but for an attached machine 
 

㨤 ᩛ 㩁ଶ￦㨛ڶ 㨸㨙ଶ㨬㨣㨕  㢷㨕  㨷㨹㨟￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦»¸¬￦㢽 ᩢ  Ήڵ￦
 

(88) 㨤 ᩛ 㩁㨷㨹㨟ඨ 㨛 㨸㨙ଶ㢶㨣㨕  㢷￦ ￦»¸¬￦㢽￦   ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦Ήڵ
 

where: 㨟 - is a number characterizing, under damped oscillations, a decrease in the amplitude after  
the i-th number of strokes. 

For the case 㢽 ᩢ  the path is determined by the approximate formula ,ڵ
 

㨤 ᩛ ڶڵ 㨯㨷㨹㨟ቌڵ  ඨڵ  㨛㩁ଶ㨯ଶ㢶㨣㨯ڸ  㢷ቍ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڽڼ 
 

It follows from formulas (87), (88) and (89) that the minimum path - 㨤Ζ achieved at a given 
speed of the machine is proportional to the velocity and depends on the parameters of its circuit. 

The path 㨤 in the non-optimal mode of motion is proportional to the square of the velocity and 
also depends on the parameters of the circuit of the machine. To increase the stability of the ma-

chines in the horizontal plane, that is, to reduce the path 㨤, it is necessary to strive to reduce the 
moment of inertia 㨛, increase the length d and the resistance force R. 
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The angular deviations of the machine from the direction of motion for known n and k are de-
termined by equations 

with 㢽 ᩢ1:  㣋 ᩛ 㨰ି௧൫㨮ଵ㨮㨺㨾㨶ଶ  㨹ଶ㨿  㨮ଶ㨾㨴㨹㨶ଶ  㨹ଶ㨿Ή￦൯Ή 
(90) with 㢽  1:    㣋 ᩛ 㨰ି௧㨮ଵ  㨮ଶ㨿); 

with 㢽 ᩢ1:   㣋 ᩛ 㨰ି௧㨮ଵ㨰మିమ௧ +㨮ଶ㨰మିమ௧ ); 
 

where:㨮ଵŞ㨮ଶ - constants of integration. 
 
It is recommended that the parameters of the machine scheme be chosen under the condition 㨹  㨶Ζ that is, 㢽   .ڵ
The numerical values of 㢶and 㢷, which appear in formulas (85) and (86), are experimentally 
based on the following considerations. In a symmetrical planar paw, the system of soil reactions 
reduces to a single resultant force if it moves translationally in the plane of its axis of symmetry. If 
the velocity vector of the center of reduction of the forces of resistance to the motion of the 

flat-topped paw from the plane of its symmetry by an angle 㢹 deviates, the system of forces acting 
on the paw is already reduced to the principal vector R and the principal moment 㨞, and R de-

viates from the plane of symmetry by an angle 㣌 (Fig. 61). The modulus of force R, the angle 㣌 and 

the moment 㨞are functions of the angle 㢹 characterizing the location of the velocity vector á0 
with respect to the plane of symmetry of the plane cut paw as it rotates, i.e. 
 㨣 ᩛ 㨣㢹Ή ￦￦￦㣌 ᩛ 㣌㢹Ή ￦￦￦￦￦㨞=㨞㢹Κ 

 
Expanding these functions in a series in powers of the small parameter Î, we obtain 㨣㢹 ᩛ 㨣㨺 㨣ᇱ㨺㢹  㨣ᇱᇱ㨺㢹ଶڶڵ  

㣌㢹 ᩛ 㣌㨺 㣌ᇱ㨺㢹  㣌ᇱᇱ㨺㢹ଶڶڵ  

㨞㢹 ᩛ 㨞㨺㨞
ᇱ㨺㢹  㨞ᇱᇱ㨺㢹ଶڶڵ  

 
 

Fig. 61. Scheme of the installation for determining the force parameters 

É0 and Êo of the planar paw 
 

Since 㨣㨺 ᩛ 㨣 - is a finite value, the remaining terms of this series, small first and higher orders, 

can be neglected. In the series for 㣌㢹 and 㨞㢹, there are no finite terms, i.e., 㣌㨺= 0 and 㨞㨺= 0, therefore we retain only terms of the first order of smallness in them. Then for small 

values of the angle 㢹㨣  㨣 ᩛ 㨮㨺㨹㨾㨿Ή 㣌  㢶  㢹Ή ￦￦￦㨞  㢷  㢹, where 㢶 ᩛ 㣌ᇱ㨺and 㢷 ᩛ 㨞ᇱ㨺 
are the constants for the given velocity (㩁) and the loosening depth ). 
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Each of these coefficients is proportional to the tangent of the slope of the tangent to the corres-

ponding curve [㣌 = 㣌㢹] or [㨞 ᩛ 㨞㢹] at its initial point, that is, 㢶ఋ ᩛ ൬㨯㣌㨯㢹൰ఋୀ Ή ￦￦￦￦￦￦㢷ఋ ᩛ ൬㨯㨞㨯㢹 ൰ఋୀ￦
 

Thus, to determine the force parameters of the plane cut foot É0 and 㢷 in the function of the angle 㢹, it is necessary to know the dependencies 㣌￦and 㨞 in the function 㢹. However, 㣌㨞 will depend 

not only on the angle 㢹, but also on the speed of movement (㩁)) and the depth of loosening ). In 
this case, the force parameters of the planar paw are similarly found in the dependences 
 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㢶௩ ᩛ ൬ 㨯㣌㨯㩁൰௩ୀ Ή ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦Ê௩ ᩛ ൬㨯㨞㨯㩁 ൰௩ୀ Ή 
 㢶 ᩛ ൬㨯㣌㨯൰ୀ ￦￦￦￦￦ Ή ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦Ê ᩛ ൬㨯㨞㨯 ൰ୀΚ 

 

Theoretical determination of the dependences 㩃 ᩛ 㨱㢹Ζ 㩁Ζ )  and㨞 ᩛ 㨱㢹Ζ 㩁Ζ ) is complicated 
because of the difficulties of the process of interaction of the planar paw with the soil. These de-
pendencies should be found experimentally. 
For this purpose, a laboratory installation was developed (see Fig. 61), which is a trolley moving 
along a rail track [8,38,40]. 
To the trolley is attached a strain gauge, on which a planar paw is mounted. The design of the 

mounting of the strain gauge allows the installation of the paw at any angle Î to the direction of 
movement of the trolley 㣊0ى, and the variation within certain limits of the loosening depth of the soil 
h. 
When moving the trolley, the values of the components 㨣క and 㨣ఎ the main vector of the hori-

zontal forces of resistance to the motion of the flat-topped paw were determined, as well as the 

principal moment 㨞 of these forces with respect to the vertical axis of its rotation. From the data 

obtained, for each value of the angle Î, the angle 㣌 ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮㨿㨲 ோோആ and modulus of the principal vec-

tor㨣 ᩛ ට㨣కଶ  㨣ఎଶwere determined. Angle Î varied from 0 to 12° with an interval of 3°. 

In Fig. 62ashows the experimental dependences 㨣 ᩛ 㨣㢹Ζ㣌 ᩛ 㣌㢹 and 㨞 ᩛ 㨞㢹 at a con-

stant depth of tillage (12 sm) and speed (2,5 m/s). The graphs of the function￦㩃 ᩛ 㣌㢹and 㨞 ᩛ 㨞㢹 have a form close to linear. Therefore, it is not difficult to determine the force para-

meters￦￦㢶ఋ ᩛ of 2,98 and ￦￦㢷ఋ ᩛ 2,18 Nm. Analysis of the dependence 㨣 ᩛ 㨣㢹 shows that the 

increase in R with increasing values of the angle 㢹 is explained by the deterioration of the cutting 
conditions of the soil with a flat-paw, although the accepted working width of its gripping some-
what decreases. 

Then the values 㨣క Ζ㨣ఎand M0 were determined at a constant speed of the trolley 㩁 and a constant 

angle 㢹, but at different depths of tillage Ζwhich varied within 8 - 20 sm with an interval of 4 sm. 
Fig. 62b shows the dependencies 㨣 ᩛ 㨣Ζ 㣌 ᩛ 㣌￦and  㨞 ᩛ 㨞. They determined the 

power parameters 㢶 ᩛ - 1,1 and㢷 ᩛ1,8 ěm. An analysis of these relationships shows that with 

increasing depth of soil treatment, the values of 㨣 and 㨞increase, but the values of the angle å 
decrease. The increase in 㨣 and 㨞 is associated with an increase in soil density when the paw is 

buried, and a decrease in the values of the angleχis due to a redistribution of the values of the 
components 㨣క  and 㨣ఎ the principal vector 㨣, that is, a decrease 㨣కand an increase 㨣ఎ. 

Then the values 㨣క Ζ㨣ఎ and￦㨞were determined at constant values of the angle 㢹 and the depth of 

soil treatment h. The speed of the trolley's movement varied from 1,0 m/s to 2,5 m/s every 0,5 

m/s. Fig. 62cshows the dependencies㨣 ᩛ 㨣㩁 . They determined the parameters ￦￦㢶௩బ= 3,33 

and￦￦㢷௩బ ᩛ￦9,33 Nm.  Analysis of these dependencies shows that when the rate of soil cultivation is 

increased by the flat-topped paw, the values of㨣, å and 㨞 increase. 
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The above dependencies are used to analyze the influence of the type of connection with the tractor 
of flat-top machines (hinged or trailed) and their design parameters (the width of the grip, the lo-
cation of the working bodies, etc.) on the stability of movement in the horizontal plane. Calcula-
tions and experimental studies were carried out on a laboratory installation, the design of which 
allowed it to be aggregated with tractors of the K-700 type in a hinged or trailed version, to change 
the working width from 2,8 to 13,6 m, to place the front bodies in two rows and at an angle to the 
direction movement (wedge), work with supporting self-aligning wheels or with fixed in the di-
rection of motion [8,38,40]. 
The results of experimental studies on the determination of the root-mean-square value of the 
deviation angle of the installation from the direction of travel and its path in the deflected state are 
given in Tables 5 and 6. 
Summarizing the results of calculation and experimental studies on the stability of the motion of 
flat-milling machines in the horizontal plane, we can draw the following conclusions: 
- with the increase in the width of the capture of the flat-cutting machine from 3,6 to 13,6 m, the 
stability of its movement decreases; 
- clinical placement of working elements on the frame of the flat-cutting machine, in comparison 
with the front one, reduces the root-mean-square values of the angular deviations from the direc-
tion of motion, but at the same time its path in the deflected state increases; 
- when the flattening machine is trailed to the tractor, the root-mean-square value of the angle of 
deviations from the direction of movement is reduced in comparison with the hinged machine, and 
its path in the deflected state increases; 
- with an increase in the speed of movement from 1,6 to 2,46 m/s, the root-mean-square values of 
the angular deviations from the steady motion increase, and the path traversed in the deflected 
state decreases; 
- fixation of self-aligning support wheels allow to increase stability of movement a little. 
 
 

Fig. 62 Dependency graphs 㨣 ᩛ 㨣㢹Ζ Ζ 㣊Ζ㣌￦ ᩛ ￦㣌￦㢹Ζ Ζ 㣊ΖŞ㨞 ᩛ㨞㢹Ζ Ζ 㣊):  
a) with constant =12 smand 㣊=2,5 m/s; 

b) with constant 㣊=2,5 m/s and 㢹=ڽ; 
c) with constant h=12 sm and 㢹 ᩛ  .ڽ
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Table 5 - Mean-square values of the deviation angle (㣆ఝ in the horizontal plane of the instal-

lation variants from the steady-state motion and the path (S) traversed by them in the deflected 
state 

 (㩁 = 1,6mϑs). 
Working 
width of 
the de-
vice, m 

Accommodation 
of working bo-
dies 

Connecting 
the unit to 
the tractor 

Supporting wheels 

self-aligning fixed 㣆ఝ, 

grad. 
S, m 

㣆ఝ, 

grad. 
S, m 

13,6 wedged trailed 3,61 31,20 3,49 30,20 

 suspended 3,90 28,00 3,82 27,40 

fron trailed 4,87 17,30 4,46 17,00 

taled suspended 5,67 16,50 5,53 14,50 

 wedged trailed 0,93 18,20 0,84 14,60 

8,2  suspended 0,99 10,70 0,99 10,00 

 fron trailed 1,33 8,20 1,23 8,00 
 taled suspended 1,36 7,60 1,38 7,10 

 wedged trailed 0,52 '4.30 0,40 3,40 
  suspended 0,64 3,10 0,59 3,10 

3,6 fron trailed - - - - 
 taled suspended - - - - 

 

Table 6 - Mean-square values of the deviation angle (㣆ఝ in the horizontal plane of the instal-

lation variants from the steady-state motion and the path (S) traversed by them in the deflected 
state, at different speeds (the capture width of the installation is 8,2 m) 

Speed 
of 
move-
ment, 

m/s 

Accommo-
dationof 
working-
tools 

Connecting 
the unit to 
the tractor 

Supporting wheels 

self-aligning fixed 㣆ఝ, 

grad 
S, m 

㣆ఝ, 

grad 
S, m 

 wedged trailed 0,93 18,20 0,84 14,60 
  suspended 0,99 10,70 0,99 10,00 

1,60 fron trailed 1,33 8,20 1,23 8,00 
 taled suspended 1,36 7,60 1,38 7,10 

  trailed 1,46 21,00 1,39 15,10 
 wedged suspended 1,62 11,40 1,54 10,70 

 fron trailed 1,95 8,90 1,67 8,60 
2,00 taled suspended 2,02 8,00 2,00 7,20 

 wedged trailed 2,53 25,00 2,16 16,30 
  suspended 2,78 12,50 2,79 12,40 

2,46 fron trailed 3,10 10,70 3,98 9,80 
 taled suspended 3,30 9,80 3,05 8,30 

 
Thus, to improve the stability of the movement of wide-cutting flat-top cutting machines in the 
horizontal plane, it is advisable to use the wedge arrangement of the working elements on the 
frame of the machine and the hinged (semi-mounted) way of connecting it to the tractor, to provide 
the possibility of fixing the self-aligning support wheels during operation. Most of these provisions 

are implemented in the designs of wide-cutting flat-cutting machines - ￖ¬-9, ￖ¬-11, ￖￍ-3-5, 

ￚ-10-2 and others. 
The stability of the movement of wide-spread soil-cultivating machines, in which the working 
bodies are disks, are examined in sufficient detail in the works of G.N. Sineokov and V.F. Strel-
bitsky [14,15] as with a symmetrical arrangement of discs (stubble cleaners, harrows), and asym-
metrical (raking-seeder). The dependences obtained in these studies, obtained when considering 
the equilibrium conditions of disk machines, allow us to choose the valuesof the parameters of the 
circuits of these machines and their operating modes, which provide the necessary stability of 
motion in the horizontal plane. 
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2.6. On the unevenness of traction resistance of cultivators-flat cutters 

 
The process of traction resistance of soil-cultivating machines is uneven and depends on the type 
and parameters of the working organs, the physical and mechanical properties of the soil and the 
operating modes of the unit. It is established that each percent increase in the unevenness of the 
traction resistance of the machine causes a drop in the effective engine power by an average of 
0,8% with a similar increase in fuel consumption [41]. Large fluctuations in load on the hook of the 
tractor lead to an unstable operation of the engine and a decrease in effective power to 20 - 30%. To 
reduce the unevenness of the traction resistance between the tractor and the technological ma-
chine, it is expedient to introduce an elastic element with a damper. In this connection, it became 
necessary to carry out the following works: 
- explore the dynamic characteristics of the tractor-planar system - the soil and the unevenness of 
the tractive resistance with a rigid connection between the tractor and the flat-cutter; 
- select the parameters of the elastic element with a damper; 
- evaluate the efficiency of the introduction between the tractor and the flat-cutter of an elastic 
element with a damper and its effect on the dynamic characteristics of the system and the un-
evenness of the traction resistance. 
The investigations were carried out on the autumn soil cultivation with the help of a trailing la-
boratory-field installation made on the basis of the KPSh-9 flat-top cultivator [31]. The unit was 

aggregated with a tractor K-700A at a speed of㩁 = 2,18 m/s. The background of the field is an 
untreated stubble of barley. The soil is sandy loamy. Its moisture content in horizons 0-5 and 0-10 
sm, respectively, was equal to 5 and 9% of PPV, and hardness – 2,4 and 4,5 MPa. 

Traction resistance 㨡㨿 was recorded using a tensometric dynamometer installed between the 
tractor and the movable link of the parallelogram frame to which the tractor attachment mechan-
ism was connected. Simultaneously with the traction resistance, changes in the hardness of the 

soils in the working area 㨻㨿and in the loosening depth㨿 were recorded with a tensometric 
hardness meter and a rheochord sensor attached to the frame of the installation. When recording 
and analyzing these processes, the method of magnetographic tensometry was used, which made it 
possible directly during the experiments to monitor the received realizations for stationarity and 
approximation of systems to linearity conditions. 
To investigate the effect of elastic and damping elements and their parameters on the dynamic 

characteristics of the system and the nonuniformity of the 㨡㨿process, a special device was de-
veloped, the scheme of which is shown in Fig. 63. The processes of displacement of the damper 
piston and springs were fixed by the rheochord sensor 7, and the pressure in the hydraulic cylinder 
behind the throttle 8 - with the help of strain gauge pressure sensor 9. 
 

 

 
 
1 - elastic elements; 2 - hydraulic cylinder CS-75; 3 - the tides of the lower links of the tractor 

hitch; 4 - tips of the lower links; 5 - retainer for traction tips; 6 - trailer hitch bracket; 
7 - rheochord sensor; 8 - throttling hole; 9 - pressure sensor 
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Fig. 63. Scheme of the device for studying the effect of the parameters of the elastic and 
damping elements of the tractor-planar-soil dynamic system on the nature of the traction resistance 

 
Dynamic characteristics of the tractor-planar-soil system: mutual spectral planes 㨤㣎, 㨤,  
mutual correlation functions - 㨣㣉,㨣㣉amplitude-frequency characteristics 㨨㨵㣎 ; the 

coherence functions 㨜ଶ㣎) were determined from two channels: in one case, the unevenness of 
the hardness of the treated soil layer p (t) and the output process 㨡㨿), i.e. ␡㨻㨿  㨡㨿␡, and in 

the other -␡㨿  㨡㨿␡, where 㨿is the process of changing the depth of loosening. 
In studying the transient processes of the system, a stepwise change in the output quantity was 
taken as the disturbing effect 

 
 0 t 1  ġ￦㨿 =   (91) 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ġ￦㨿 㨿￦ ᩢ0.  

 
Such a perturbation most fully characterizes possible cases of maximum rise and fall of the load 㨡㨿 on the hook of the tractor. For some idealization (91) such a perturbation was achieved as 
follows:  
- the installation was buried at a predetermined depth (h = 10 sm), which was monitored on the 
15-20 m path; 
- after the penetration, the installation was displaced backward by 0,1-0,15 m; 
- with the help of a tractor, all gaps in the joint of the sample were selected with a slight tension; 
- the rated frequency of the tractor engine was set; 
- the beginning of the movement was carried out by a sharp touch, then the unit moved on the road 
15-20 m. 
When recording transients, an oscillographic method was used to record the traction resistance 㨡㨿move the piston of the hydraulic cylinder H (t), and the oil pressure 㨡㨿From the obtained 

oscillograms, the duration of the transient process 㨿 and the overshoot 㨱 㨱 ᩛ
㨒ଵ㨒   ڶڽ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ܫڴڴڵ

 

where:  㨒ଵ - exceedance of the maximum value of 㨡㨿over the mean value at the time of mo-

tion:㨒￦ is the average value of 㨡㨿. 
 
When choosing the parameters of the elastic and damping elements, the criterion was taken to be 
the dynamism factor of the system 

 㣆ௗ ᩛ 㨥ଵϑ㨥ଶ,       (93) 
 

where:㨥ଵ¥²¨㨥ଶ  are the time coefficients characterizing respectively the damping and inertial 
properties of the system. 
 
In this case, in the case 㣆ௗ<1, the system will have vibrational properties, and if 㣆ௗ> 1 - the cha-
racter of the oscillation will be aperiodic. 
The time constant㨥ଶis found from formula 

 㨥ଶ ᩛ ටమ  ,                                                 (94) 

 

where: 㨔ଶ- coefficient of elasticity (stiffness); m - is the reduced mass of the aggregate, which with 
some assumptions is 
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㨸Ũ 㨸Ţ

㨸Ũ  㨸Ţ

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹڽ 
      

where: тŨŞтŢ - are the mass of the tractor and the machine, respectively. 
 㨥ଵ  is found as the ratio of the damping coefficient 㨔ଵ to the stiffness coefficient of the elastic ele-
ment c2. 

 㨥ଵ ᩛ 㨔ଵ㨔ଶ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ںڽ 

         
The coefficient 㨔ଵdepends on the load 㨡Ŭ (the pressure in the cylinder before the throttle) and the 

speed á1 of displacement of the piston of the cylinder and is found from the relation 㨔ଵ ᩛ 㨡Ŭ㩁ଵ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڽ 
      

At the same time, 㩁ଵis determined from the graphic display (oscillogram) of the transient process 

of piston displacement 㨙㨿. For this purpose, a tangent to the inflection point of this curve is 
carried out and, taking into account the scale factors, 
 㩁ଵ ᩛ 㨙ϑ㨿Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڼڽ 
 

where:㨙— the amount of displacement of the piston beyond t is the time of this displacement. 
 

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the introduction of elastic coupling between the flat-cultivator 
and thetractor, as well as the identification of the main perturbing factors on the character of the 

formation of㨡㨿, were carried out by the identification method using magnetographic tensometry 
and computation. 

Graphs 㨤㣎, 㨨㨵㣎Ζ 㨣㣉and㨜ଶ㣎 dynamic system tractor-planar-soil with a rigid con-

nection between the tractor and the plane cutter through the channel 㨻㨿  㨡㨿.)  are shown in 
Fig. 64. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 64. Graphs ￦㨤㣎; 㨨㨵㣎Ή 㨣㣉and㨜ଶ㣎 dynamic systemtractor-planar-soil  

with a rigid connection between the tractor and the flat-cutter through the channel㨻￦㨿 ￦ ￦㨡￦㨿 
 

These graphs clearly reveal the periodicity (oscillations) of the changes in traction resistance and 
the relatively high mutual interrelation of these oscillations with the hardness of the soil. In this 
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case, at a frequency ç = 6s-1, the effect of soil hardness on the character of traction resistance ap-

proaches a linear one, as 㨜ଶ㣎≈0,8. At a frequency 㣎≈15s-1, this connection practically disap-
pears, which indicates that the given channel of transmission of the disturbing effect is nar-
row-band. 

At the maximum interconnection of soil hardness ￦㨻㨿) and traction resistance 㨡㨿in the range 㣎 = 

0 - 15s-1, the real㨾ௗ 㣎and imaginary 㨾 㣎components of the energy spectrum of the frequen-

cies have negative values. This indicates that the module of mutual spectral density㨤㣎 lags 

behind the effects on the hardness plane of the soil by 90 - 180° and is in the third quadrant. Such a 
delay angle is highly undesirable. 
The graph of the mutual correlation function 㨤㨿)  indicates the presence of a latent periodic 

component of the mutual bonds㨻㨿 and 㨡㨿. The maximum of positive interrelation is observed 

at￦㣉￦= 1,5s, and negative - at￦㣉￦= -0,75s. The complete loss of the connection between these processes 
occurs at à = 0,35s, which corresponds to the path 㨝 = 0,76 m passed (at 㩁 = 2,18 m/s). 
Analogous graphs are obtained for the dynamical system under consideration by the 

channel㨿  㨡㨿. With a rigid connection, the dependence of 㨡㨿 on 㨿 is negligible. The 

maximum value of the coherence function 㨜ଶ㣎  does not exceed 0,16, and the energy spectrum 㨤㣎modules are located in a wider range ç = 0 - 24 s-1. 

Thus, for these conditions and operating conditions, the unevenness of the traction resistance is 
largely due to the process of changing the hardness of the treated soil layer than the change in the 

depth of processing. On the channel￦￦㨻㨿→㨡㨿the dynamical system under consideration, with a 
rigid connection between the tractor and the flat-top cultivator, processes the input disturbances 

unsatisfactorily. The output process 㨡㨿 has a large nonuniformity, since the system itself has 
oscillatory properties in the transmission of input disturbances. In order for this system to operate 
in an aperiodic mode, it is advisable to introduce an elastic element with a de-shaping device be-
tween the tractor and the flat-cutter. 
The choice of the rigidity of the elastic element and the diameter of the throttling damper hole was 

based on the obtained values of the mean value of the process 㨡㨿) 㨞
ᩛ 24 kN), the dispersion 

(㨕= 4 kN2), the energy spectrum 㨤㣎㣎 ᩛ 0-12 s-1 ), and also the permissible sizes from the 

point of view of constructive design of the device. For these conditions, the total stiffness of the 
elastic elements was assumed to be c2 = 500 kN/m, and the cross-sectional area (Sd) of the throt-

tling opening of the hydraulic damper (hydraulic cylinder CS-75) should be within 㨤ௗ = 10-80 
mm2. 
With the known masses of the tractor m = 13,500 kg, the cultivator-plane cutter m = 2,800 kg and 

the accepted value of 㨔ଶ according to (94) and (95), we find that 㨥ଶ≈0,068s. The results of processing the oscillograms, as well as the calculation of the coefficients 㨥ଵ and 㣆ௗ according to the formulas (93, 96, 97, 98) for various areas of the cross section of the 
throttling holes are given in Table 7. 
 

Table 7 - Dynamic variation of the system under consideration when an elastic element with a 
damping device is inserted between the tractor and the flat-top cultivator plane cutter, depending 

on the cross-sectional area ofthe throttling device 
Name of 
indicators 

The values of the exponents for the areas of the 
cross-section of the throttling hole (mm)2 

78,50 20,00 10,00 

Piston movement - N, m 0,0286 0,0467 0,0411 

Travel time - 㨿, s 0,060 0,110 0,093 

Piston travel speed - á, m/s 0,476 0,592 0,411 

Traction resistance in time t - 㨡, kN 42,75 51,40 46,60 

Coefficient of damping - 㨔ଵ, kN s/m 90,28 101,10 106,00 

Coefficient of elasticity - 㨔ଶ, kN/m 500 500 500 

Time coefficients, s    㨥ଵ 0,180 0,242 0,212 㨥ଶ 0,068 0,068 0,068 

Dynamical coefficient - 㣆ௗ 1,33 1,78 1,56 
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An analysis of the data of this table shows that within the limits of the investigated 

areas of the cross section of the throttling damper hole, the process of oscillations of the 

system under consideration is aperiodic (㣆ௗ> 1). However, with a cross-sectional area of 
the throttle opening of 20 mm2, the system is closer to the properties of a first-order 

aperiodic link. Such a change in 㨡 ￦㨿 as an output process of a dynamical system is 
clearly confirmed by transient processes along the channel 㨻￦㨿→㨡 ￦㨿)(Fig. 65). 

 
Fig. 65. Transient functions of the dynamic system with rigid and elastic couplings with a damper 

between the tractor and the plane cutter through the channel 㨻￦㨿→㨡 ￦㨿 );1 - rigid connection; 
2,3,4 - elastic connection with the damper, respectively, with the cross-sectional area of the throttle 

78,5; 20 and 10 mm2 
 

With a rigid connection between the tractor and the flat-top cultivator, the amount of overshooting 

of the system reaches 㨱భ ≈ 58%, and the duration of the transient process is 㨿ଵ ≈1,0 s. The intro-

duction into the system of an elastic element with a damper with a cross-sectional area of a throt-
tling opening of 78,5 mm2 leads to the appearance of the properties of aperiodicity (a gentler de-
cline with a decrease in the amplitude of the oscillations). Although the overshoot value varies 
insignificantly 㨱మ≈ 48%, however, the transient time decreases to 㨿ଶ ≈ 0,6s. With a decrease in the 

cross-sectional area of the throttle to 20 mm2, the overshoot is reduced to 㨱య≈ 32%, and the tran-

sient time to 㨿ଷ￦≈ 0,35s. At the same time, the aperiodicity of the process decline is more pro-
nounced. Further reduction of the diameter of the throttling hole to 10 mm2 leads to an increase of 㨱ర≈ 40% and t4 to 0,5s. In this case, the rigidity of the coupling of the plane to the tractor increases 

and the attenuation coefficient relative to the current average value of㨡￦㨿 ); decreases, and the 
oscillatory properties of the output process begin to appear again. The introduction of an elastic 
licking hole (20 mm2) between the tractor and flat-nose significantly and positively affects the 

magnitude and nature of the drag process. This follows from the comparison of the graphs 㨤㣎; 㨨㨵㣎and 㨜ଶ㣎of the dynamical system with the rigid (see Fig. 64) and elastic with the dam-
pener (Fig. 66) by the connections between the tractor and the machine.  
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Fig. 66. The graphs 㨤㣎,  㨨㨵㣎Ζ 㨣ഐ㣉, and 㨜ଶ㣎of the tractor-planar-soil dynamic 

system, when an elastic coupling with a damper is introduced between the tractor and the machine  
with the cross-sectional area of the throttling hole 20 mm2 along the channel 㨻￦㨿→㨡 ￦㨿 

 

The values of the mutual spectral density module 㨤㣎 are shifted to the region of infra-low 

frequencies. If, in the case of a rigid coupling, the maximum value of㨤㣎is 0,156 at 㣎 = 6 s-1 

(see Fig. 64), then the introduction of an elastic coupling with the damper reduces 㨤㣎at the 

same frequency to 0,02, and its maximum value reaches only 0,04. Similarly, the value of the 

transfer function decreases from 㨨㨵㣎 = 0,226 for a rigid coupling (see Fig. 64) to 㨨㨵㣎Ζ= 0,12 
when an elastic coupling with a damper is introduced into the system (Fig. 66). This is explained 

by the fact that the mutual connection between the processes 㨡㨿and 㨻￦㨿practically disappears, 

since the coherence function 㨜ଶ(㣎decreases at a frequency ç = 6 s-1 from 0,8 (see Fig. 64) to 0,06 

(Fig. 66).  The maximum of the coherence function between the processes 㨡￦㨿 and 㨻￦㨿 does not 

exceed 㨜ଶ(㣎 = 0,2. 

 The connection of the input perturbation h (t) and the output process 㨡 ￦㨿 with an elastic 

coupling is practically absent 㨜ଶ(㣎≤ 0,1. 

The resultant coherence function㨜ଶ 㣎 between the output process 㨡￦㨿, the input processes 㨡㨿 and  㨿(Fig. 67) shows that in the case of a rigid coupling in the system, the nature of the 㨡㨿 process is mainly due to changes in these perturbations 㨜ଶ 㣎௫  0,92.  The influence 

of these perturbations on the character of㨡 ￦㨿, is mainly observed in the frequency range 㣎 = 0-21 
s-1. 
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Fig. 67. The resulting coherence function㨜ଶ 㣎 of the output process 㨡￦㨿,of the system from 

external perturbations 㨻￦㨿and h (t) in the connection between the tractor and the machine is rigid 
(-) and elastic with a damper (- - -) 

 

In the region of frequencies ç = 3 - 9s-1, they practically completely form the character of the drag 

process of the cultivator-plane, since the total coherence function in this case is 㨜ଶ 㣎> 0.8. 

The introduction into the system between the tractor and the flat-top cultivator of the elastic 

coupling with the damper narrows the frequency range to￦￦㣎 = 0 - 6s-1. Moreover, at a frequency 㣎 

= 0 - 6s-1 (㨱 1 Hz), where practically linear dependence of 㨡 ￦㨿,on [㨻￦㨿+ ￦㨿␡was observed, 

the coherence function㨜ଶ 㣎  and at infra-low frequencies㣎 ,ڵΖڴ   㨾ିଵ, the interrelationڵΖڴ

of these processes does not exceed 㨜ଶ 㣎   .ڷΖڴ

Thus, the introduction between the tractor and the installation of an elastic connection with the 
damper should, in comparison with the rigid coupling, reduce the unevenness of the traction re-
sistance. The results of the experimental verification confirmed this position. With approximately 
identical operation modes of aggregates, the introduction of an elastic coupling with the damper 
between the tractor and the flat-top cultivator made it possible to reduce the standard deviation of 
the drag process by 22,2 - 35,7%, and the coefficient of variation - by 14,4 - 34,1%. At the same 
time, there has been a tendency to reduce the average value of traction resistance by 2,5 - 9,2%. 
 
2.7. Choosing the optimal combination of working width and speed of soil-cultivating machines 
and soil conservation tools 

 
To obtain the best operational and economic performance of soil-cultivating machines and tools of 
soil-protecting agriculture, when assembling them with a tractor of a certain class of traction, it is 
necessary to choose the optimal gripping width and speed of the machine. It is known that in order 
to choose such an optimal combination, it is necessary to establish not only the laws governing the 
variation of the traction resistance of the machine and the required power when operating at spe-
cified speeds, but also the effect of the working width and speed on the unit's productivity and di-
rect operating costs when performing a particular technological operation. 
When considering the questions of aggregating tractors with agricultural machines, it is necessary 
to distinguish, according to the degree of importance, the agrotechnological and operation-
al-economic indicators by which comparative evaluation of aggregates can be made. Undoubtedly, 
any aggregate must correspond to agrotechnological (initial) requirements. Operational and eco-
nomic indicators should be considered together, highlighting the main and auxiliary ones 
[32,34,41,42]. The main operational and economic indicators include unit capacity and labor 
costs, fuel consumption per unit of work performed, direct operating costs, unit investment and 
reduced costs, determined taking into account the return on investment. The traction efficiency of 
the tractor, the utilization factor of the shift time, the specific fuel consumption, the tractor skid-
ding, etc., are included in the auxiliary ones. 
There are several criteria for choosing the optimal grasp width of the unit: for minimum labor costs 
or reduced costs. When developing and implementing new technology, when selecting the most 
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cost-effective options, the main indicator of economic efficiency is the cost that includes direct 
operating costs and capital investments, taking into account the industry standard efficiency factor. 
The indicator of productivity growth, although it refers to the main indicators of economic effi-
ciency but does not serve as a criterion for choosing the most cost-effective options but is mainly 
used in planning to determine to what extent the introduction of measures for the development of 
technology affects the performance of the plan for productivity growth, the number of workers and 
their wage fund. 
The productivity of the machine-tractor unit exerts a significant influence on the costs of living 
labor, the cost of production, specific investment and reduced costs. But when choosing the most 
cost-effective options for new technology, there are cases when one option has the best perfor-
mance indicators (labor costs) and the worst for the given costs, and the second - on the contrary. 
In this case, preference is given to the second option, since the main and the main economic in-
dicator of choice are the reduced costs [34]. 
On the basis of the foregoing, it is advisable to take the minimally reduced costs per unit of work 
done as a criterion in choosing the optimal combination of the width of capture and the speed of 
movement of soil-cultivating machines and implements of soil-protecting agriculture 㨦[8]. At 

the same time, it is necessary to determine and analyze indicators such as productivity per hour of 
shifting time - 㨨, living labor costs - ĕŨ, fuel consumption - 㨢 and material consumption per unit 

of work performed - 㨞 Κ 
The process of soil cultivation by machines and implements of soil-protecting agriculture is cha-
racterized by the following indicators that affect the values of the criterial indicators 

 ￦￦㨡 ᩛ 㨱ଵ㨓Ή ￦㩁Ή 
(99) 

￦￦㢹 ᩛ 㨱ଶ൫㨡Ή ￦㨘൯Ή ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨡 ᩛ 㨱ଷΉ 㨱Ή￦㨘Ή ￦㨟ௗ௩ ᩛ 㨱ସ൫㨡Ή ￦㨡Ή 㢹Ή 㩁൯Ή ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨨 ᩛ 㨱ହ㨓Ή ￦㩁Ή㨝Ή 㣉௦Ζ 
 

where: 㨡- pulling resistance of the machine; ￦㢹- coefficient of slipping of the tractor; ￦￦￦㨡- the 

effort to roll the tractor; 㨟ௗ௩- engine power required to overcome the resistance of the soil to the 

machine and the rolling of the tractor, taking into account the skidding ratio; 㨓is the grip width of 
the machine; 㨘Ũ - is the weight of the tractor; 㨱Ũ - is the drag coefficient of the tractor rolling; 㨝 -the 

length of the rut; 㣉௦ - coefficient of working time use of a shift. 
Criteria (goal functions) are generally equal 

 㨦 ᩛ 㨱㨨Ή￦㨓Ή ￦㨓௧Ή ￦㨿௧Ή ￦㨼Ή ￦㨟ௗ௩Ή㨓௨ௗΚΉ￦ 㨿; 
 

ĕŨ ᩛ 㨱㨨Ή ￦╍ŨŢΉ 㨢 ᩛ 㨱଼ 㨼 Ή ￦㨟ௗ௩Ή                                                    (100) 
 㨞 ᩛ 㨱ଽ㨓Ή㨨 

 

where:㨓௧- is the book value of the tractor; 㨓௨ௗΖ - the price of 1 m of the capture machine; 㨿௧ and 㨿 - annual load, respectively of the tractor and the machine; ╍ŨŢ- number of personnel serving 

the unit. 
The change in the traction resistance of the machine, depending on the width of the grip and the 
speed of its movement, is expedient to determine by the rational formula of Academician V.P. 
Goryachkin, represented in the form 㨡 ᩛ 㨓㨱㢸  㨶ଵ㨬  㢺㨬㩁ଶ    ( 1 0 1 )  

where: 㨱 - is the sum (reduced) coefficient of friction; 㨶ଵ - coefficient characterizing the resistance 
of the cross-sectional area of the deformation soil layer;㢸 - weight of the flat-cutting machine, per 

1 m of grip; 㢺 - is the coefficient characterizing the resistance resulting from the transfer of kinetic 
energy to the soil layer during its transfer. 
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The pull resistance of the machine (㨡 is determined depending on the type of work, the depth of 
processing and the speed of movement, based on the results of field tests. Thus, for example, 
analysis and systematization of such data made it possible to reveal the dependence of the average 
resistivity of flat-crop cultivators (per 1 m of capture) on the speed of movement for three types of 
technological operations (Fig. 68). The obtained dependences were approximated by the rational 

formula (101). The coefficients 㨶ଵ and 㢺 were determined by the method of least squares and are 
given in Table 8. 

 
Fig. 68 Average specific (per 1 m of grip) the resistance of the cultivator-plane from 

 the speed of movement in the performance of various technological operations: 
1 - pre-sown loosening a = 7 - 8 m;2 - processing of steam a = 10 sm; 

 3 - processing of steam and autumn plow a = 12 cm; 

 4- processing of autumn plow а = 16 sm. 
 

Table 8 - Values of the coefficients k1 and ɛ0 

Operation 
 

Depth of loosening, sm 㨶ଵ,  N/m2  㢺, N͛s2/m4 

Presowing tillage 
7 9340,01 790,45 

10 10750,39 800,01 

Fallow land cultivation 12 11710,12 800,22 

Basic autumn cultivation of 
soil 

12 11710 800,22 

16 13840,18 740,28 

 
The coefficient of slip depends mainly on the load on the hook of the tractor, the type of its 

propulsors, the physical and mechanical properties of the soil, its state, etc. Therefore, the values of 
the tractors slipping coefficients should be determined by the formula [34] 

 㢹 ᩛ 㨬ᇱ㨡ϑ㨘Ũ  㨭ᇱ㨡ϑ㨘ŨᇱΖ                                               (102) 

     

where:㨬ᇱ;㨭ᇱ; 㨮ᇱare the empirical coefficients characterizing the design features of tractors' tractors 
and the conditions of their operation. 
The values of the coefficients of skidding are taken from the traction characteristics of tractors 

constructed from experimental data on various backgrounds. The experimental data 㢹 ᩛ㨱㨡are approximated by an expression of the form (102). 

To do this, according to these dependences, the coefficients ￦￦㢹ଵ; ￦㢹ଶ; ￦㢹ଷfor the corresponding 
forces on the hook of the tractor 㨡ŠŦభΉ ￦㨡ŠŦమ Ή ￦㨡ŠŦయand a system of equations 

 㢹ଵ ᩛ 㨬ᇱ㨡ŠŦభϑ㨘Ũ  㨭ᇱ㨡ŠŦభϑ㨘ŨᇱΉ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㢹ଶ ᩛ 㨬ᇱ㨡ŠŦమϑ㨘Ũ  㨭ᇱ㨡ŠŦమϑ㨘ŨᇱΉ      (103) 㢹ଷ ᩛ 㨬ᇱ㨡ŠŦయϑ㨘Ũ  㨭ᇱ㨡ŠŦయϑ㨘ŨᇱΉ 
 

The solution of this system with respect to c' has the form 
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 㨡ŠŦభୀᇲ (㢹ଶ㨡ŠŦయ  㢹ଷ㨡ŠŦమ ￦㨡ŠŦమᇲ (㢹ଷ㨡ŠŦభ  㢹ଵ㨡ŠŦయ  

+㨡ŠŦయᇲ ൫㢹ଵ㨡ŠŦమ  ￦㢹ଶ㨡ŠŦభ൯ ᩛ  Κ                          (104)ڴ

 
To simplify the solution of (104), the values 㨡ŠŦభ; 㨡ŠŦమ; 㨡ŠŦయare represented as power numbers with 

one base, but with different exponents 㨡ŠŦଵ ᩛ 㨒ଵŠభŧᇱ; 㨡ŠŦଶ ᩛ 㨒ଵŠమŧᇱΉ 㨡ŠŦଷ ᩛ 㨒ଵŠయŧᇱΉc', where㨜ଵ ᩢ 㨜ଶ ᩢ㨜ଷby the number 2, 4, 6, etc. For the knownC' coefficients a' and b' are found from the expressions 

㨭ᇱ￦ ᩛ 㢹ଶ  㢹ଵ ൬ŠŦమŠŦభ൰ ቀŠŦమŨீ ቁᇱ  ￦ŠŦమ
ŠŦభ ቀŠŦమீŨ ቁᇱ൨ିଵ; 

 

㨬ଵ ᩛ ீŨ
ŠŦభ ቈ㢹ଵ  㨭ଵ ቀŠŦభீŨ ቁŧభ . 

The results of calculating the coefficients a', b' and c' for equation (102) from the experimental 
data㢹 ᩛ 㨱㨡ŠŦ are given in Table 9. 

 
Table 9 - Values of the coefficients a', b' and c' 

Operation Background Tractor 
class 

Type 
of propul-
sor 

㨬ᇱ 㨭ᇱ 㨮ᇱ 
1. Presowing 
tillage 

Processed field 3 crawler 0,017 3,20 5,30 

5 wheeled 0,228 11,80 5,914 

2. Fallow 
land cultiva-
tion 

Processed field 3 crawler 0,017 3,20 5,30 

5 wheeled 0,228 11,80 5,914 

3. Basic (au-
tumn) culti-
vation of soil 

Untreated field 
(stubble) 

3 crawler 0,040 21,00 14,20 

5 wheeled 0,213 23,95 6,065 

     

 
The engine power required to overcome the resistance of the tiller and the self-movement of the 
tractor, taking into account slippage, is determined when the efficiency of the propellers and 
transmission is 0,88 by the formula 

 㨟ŚŘ ᩛ ڵΖڷ  㩁㨡  㨡ϑڵ  㢹Ζ  (105) 

 
where:㩁  travel speed (km/h), and 㨡 ᩛ 㨱Ũ￦  㨘Ũ.  
 

The capacity of the unit (㨬ϑof the shift time was determined from equation 㨨 ᩛ ںڷΖڴ  㨓  㣊·㣉ŧŢ￦Ζ 
where:㨓 - is the working width of the tool. 

Since 㨓 ᩛ 㨓  㨓Ζ Ŗ￦￦㣉ŧŢ ᩛ 㣆ᇱ㨸ᇱ  㨹ᇱ㣊బ, then 

 㨨 ᩛ 㨓ںڷΖڴ  㨓㣊  㣆ᇱ㨸ᇱ  㨹ᇱ㣊బ Κ    (106) 
 

The factors 㣆ᇱ, 㨸ᇱ, 㨹ᇱ take into account the natural conditions, the length of the gong, the size of 
the field, the technological and technical requirements and parameters of the unit. The average 
length of the gon is assumed to be 1500 m as the most common in the steppe regions of Ka-
zakhstan.  
Therefore, according to the developments of the All-Union Mechanization Institute (VIM), the 
following values of the coefficients entering into the formula (106) for the determination of W are 
adopted: 㣆ᇱ ᩛ0,925;    㨸ᇱ = 1,001;  㨹ᇱ= 0,00703. 

 
The resulted expenses for processing of 1 hectare of area are defined by expression 
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 㨦ťŦ ᩛ ĕ  Ď  㨣ŝ  㨔ř  㨩௫  㨜,     (107) 

 
where:ĕ - payment of labor of machine operators; Ď - depreciation charges; 㨣ŝ - costs for 

capital and current repairs and technical care; 㨔ř - expenses for fuel and lubricants; 㨩௫ - 
storage costs; 㨜-norm efficiency investment. 
To find the quantities that determine the reduced costs, use the known formulas, and the values of 
the regulatory ratios included in them are taken according to normative documents. 
For cultivators-flat cutters, for example, formula (107) takes the form 

 

㨦ťŦ￦ ᩛ ￦㨨ڵ ቈڵΖڸڶڵ  ￦㨓ںڷڻڷΖڴ  㨓Ũ㨿ଶŨ￦ ቆ㨬
ᇱ￦  㨽Ũ  ڴڴڵڹڶ ቇ  ڻںΖڴ  ସ㨼￦㨟ŚŘିڴڵ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڼڴڵ￦

 

where: 㨽Ũ - is the normative percentage of the deduction for the repair of the tractor; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨬ᇱ￦ - the normative percentage of deductions for the tractor's amortization; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨼￦ - is the specific fuel consumption per unit of power. 
Additional criterial indicators - living labor costs, fuel consumption and material consumption 
were calculated by the ratios 
 

ĕŨ ᩛ ଵௐ; 㨢 ᩛ ଷ㨼śିڴڵ  ேŚŘௐ Ή㨞ś ᩛ 0,8͛㨓ϑ㨨.        (109) 

 
To solve the problem numerically, a mathematical model is constructed on the computer for 

choosing the combinations 㨓㩁, which represents a structural diagram expressing in the enlarged 
form the relationship between the variables of the functions being solved (99). The structural 

scheme for selecting 㨓㩁, flat-top cultivators is shown in Fig. 69. 

 
Fig. 69. Structural diagram of mathematical model for investigation and choice of working width 

and speed of motion of flat cutting units. 
The resulted expenses are defined at admissible loading of engines of tractors on capacity,  㨟ŚŘΚŚŤť ᩛ(0,85-0,95)͛㨟ŚŘΚţŤŢΚ 
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On the basis of the obtained results of the solutions for each tractor traction class, type of work and 
depth of loosening, the dependences are constructed; 㨟ŚŘ ᩛ 㨱㨓Ή ￦㨨 ᩛ 㨱㨓Ή￦  and 㨦ťŦ ᩛ㨱㨓for all given values of the argument 㣊. For example, in Fig. 70 shows these dependences for 
the K-700 tractor when plowing is processed to a depth of 12 sm and a length of the race is 1500 m. 
At appropriate scales on the graphs of the dependencies 㨟ŚŘ=￦㨱㨓Ή￦; we build zones of permiss-

ible capacities for tractors, for example,㨟ŚŘ= 148 and 222 kW. The intersection points of straight 

lines and the curves of the dependences 㨟ŚŘ ᩛ ￦㨱㨓Ή￦ give possible combinations of the capture 

width and the speed of movement of the aggregates (￦㨓㩁) that optimally load the tractor. Below 

the allowable zone (line), any combination of (￦㨓㩁) will be underloaded by the tractor, and above 
- overload. Having lowered the intersection points on the abscissa axis (￦㨓) we obtain for each 

value of 㩁 the corresponding capture width of the aggregate. Thus, we get optimum combinations 
of ￦㨓㩁 for loading the engine for each tractor, type of work and depth of loosening. Knowing the 

value and the corresponding optimum speed from the graphs of the dependences 㨨 ᩛ 㨱㨓and 㨦ťŦ ᩛ 㨱㨓, we determine the productivity and the resulted costs corresponding to this capture 

width of the unit. Using equations (109), we calculate for optimal combinations the values of the 

additional exponents - ĕŨ,㨢Ζand㨞śΚ￦ According to the results of these data, for optimal combina-
tions, dependences 㨦ťŦ ᩛ 㨱υn); 㨨 ᩛ 㨱υn); 㨢 ᩛ 㨱υn); ĕŨ=￦㨱υn); and 㨞ś =￦㨱υn), for each class 

of tractor, type of work and depth of loosening.  

 
Fig. 70. Productivity (W), reduced costs (㨦ťŦ) and engine power (㨟ௗ௩), depending on the width of 

the gripper (K-700, plowing - a = 12 sm, 㨝￦= 1500 m) 
 

As an example, Fig. 71 shows these dependences for the tractor "Kirovets" (㨟ௗ௩ = 148 kW).The 
nature of the change in the parameters 㨨Ζ㨢 Ζ ĕŨΖ㨞ś, which mainly determine the amount of the 

reduced costs, will determine the minimum for each class of tractor, type of work and the depth of 
loosening of the reduced costs, which corresponds to a certain optimal engine load combination 㨓Ζ 㩁(for cultivators flat-cutters, see Table 10). 
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ŖťŖŦ– steamtreatment; 
 

ŖťŦ – pre-treatment; 
 

Ŗŝ - autumntreatment 
 

 

Fig. 71. Productivity (㨨), fuel consumption (㨢௧), labor input (ĕŨ) and material consumption  (㨞ś), 
the reduced costs (㨦ťŦ) of the flat-topping unit as a function of υn,  with the optimal ratio of 

￦㨓㩁(㨜-700, 㨟ŚŘ = 148 kW) 

 

 

Table 10 - Minimum reduced costs (RUR / ha) of flat-topped units with tractors of Class 3 and 5, 
having different engine capacities 

Class of 
tractor and 
engine 
power, kW 

Preseeding 
processing, 
 a = 7 - 8 sm 

Fallow land treatment Summer plowing 

а= 8 sm а= 10 sm а= 12 sm а= 16 sm 

3  55,5 1,071 1,200 1,306 1,225 1,447 

3  66,6 0,958 1,078 1,183 1,107 1,312 

3 111,0 0,887 0,968 1,041 0,988 1,156 

5 148,0 1,2290 1,3325 1,4473 1,3473 1,5760 

5 222,0 1,0896 1,1802 1,2446 1,2110 1,3871 

 
In the investigated range of engine power and the speed of movement of flat-topped aggregates, the 
minimum reduced costs for tractors of one class of traction, depending on the type of work and the 
depth of loosening, decrease with increasing (forcing) the engine power. 
The points of inflection of the functions 㨦ťŦ ᩛ 㨱㩁) for the aggregates under study with an in-

crease in the energy capacity of the planar loosening are shifted at the optimal combination 㨓Ζ 㩁 
toward lower velocities (see Fig. 71). Moreover, for tractors with higher power the magnitude of 

this displacement increases. So, for flat-topped units with tractors 㨜-700 and T-150, the dis-
placement of the optimum speed lies in the range of 18 - 23%, and for DT-75 it is only 9%. 
According to the method described, optimal combinations of the width of capture and the speed of 
movement of such soil-cultivating machines and implements of soil-protecting agriculture as 
flat-top cultivators, flat cutters and deep loosers to tractors of various classes are determined. 
The width of the cultivation of flat-top cultivators to tractors DT-75, T-150 and Kirovets should be 
respectively within the limits of: 4,6-5,00; 6,4-7,00 and 8,50-10,50 m. Optimum speeds of move-

ment of such units are equal: for tractors of DT-75 type with 㨟ŚŘ = 55,5 kW - 7-9 km/h, and at 㨟ŚŘ= 66,6 kW 8-11 km/h; for the tractor T-150 -10,0 - 13,5 km/h; for tractors of the "Kirovets" 

type with the engine㨟ŚŘ= 148 kW -13,6 km/h, and for￦㨟ŚŘ = 222 kW -10,0 - 13,6 km/h. At the 

same time tractive efficiency of tractors in different types of work is: for tractors of the type DT-75 
with 㨟ŚŘ = 55,5 kW – 0,40 - 0,67, and with 㨟ŚŘ = 66,6 kW – 0,42 - 0, 68; for T-150 – 0,50-0,71; for 

the "Kirovets" with 㨟ŚŘ = 148 kW and 㨟ŚŘ = 222 kW – 0,43-0,62.When processing steam and 

autumn plow at a depth of 17,5-27,5 sm, the width of the take-up of flat-cutting plows for Class 3 
tractors, which have a power of 55,5 kW and 66,6 kW, lies within 2,6-3,5 m at speed movements 
5,4 - 7,2 km/h; for tractors of Class 5, which have a power of 148 and 222 kW engines, the width of 
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the gripper of the machine should be 4-5 m at a speed of 7,2-9,9 km/h. At the same time, tractive 
efficiency of tractors of class 3 and 5 lie, respectively, in the range 0,5-0,7 and 0,42-0,65. 
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3. Seeding machinery for soil conservation agriculture 

 
3.1. Operating conditions and basic agrotechnological (initial) requirements for seeding machines 
for soil conservation agriculture 
 
Soil-protective agriculture is widespread in many countries of the world, in huge areas and, as a 
rule, in such arid conditions where the leguminous crops are cultivated. Therefore, let us consider 
the results of theoretical and experimental studies, which are the basis for creation of machines for 
sowing of the leguminous crops. 
With the use of soil-free tillage methods, up to 70-80% of crop residues remain on the surface of the 
field, about 20-30% of them were been sealed by the working bodies of tillage machines to the 
depth of seeding. Under such conditions, the two-disc coulters and packing devices, which are 
used in the dumping system of agriculture, become practically inoperative. Small distances be-
tween the two-disc working elements in the row and between the rows, between the field surface 
and the frame of the machine, between the rings of the rollers, contribute to clogging the machines 
with crop residues and deformed soil-such seeders lose "patency" and performance on stubble 
backgrounds. Consequently, when choosing the type of sowing machines for soil-protecting 
agriculture, and the parameters of the working elements and their arrangement on the frame, the 
working conditions should be taken into account. 
For each zone and type of culture, the optimal timing of sowing was determined. In practice, they 
vary slightly in terms of years and soil conditions. Therefore, seeders in the soil protection system 
of agriculture work either on dense dry soils, or in conditions of excessive moistening. In the first 
case, the working organs of the sowing machines do not penetrate the soil, but in the second - the 
openers and the rollers will be stuck in the soil. Therefore, when creating sowing machines for soil 
conservation agriculture, it is necessary to strive to ensure that they are to some extent less "sensi-
tive" to sharp fluctuations in indicators characterizing the physico-mechanical properties of the 
soil, i.e. the parameters of working elements and the design diagrams of the seeders must ensure 
the depth of the coulters and efficiency of the seeding machines in general. 
Anti-erosion seeding machines are used, as a rule, in steppe arid regions. Therefore, they must not 
only protect the soil from wind erosion before emergence of sprouts, but also must perform the 
technological process of sowing in such a way that moisture is rationally used. This necessitates a 
careful choice of the rational method of sowing, the depth of seeding, the determination of per-
missible unevenness of feeding them into the openers and between the openers, the method of 
post-sowing of crops and the degree of compaction of soil. All these issues have been considered by 
many authors [4,5,6,28,36,48,49,50,51,52,53,54] and are presented in the form of recommenda-
tions. Proceeding from the principles and tasks of soil protection agriculture, working conditions 
and requirements for the technological process of sowing seeds of leguminous crops, the main 
agrotechnological (initial) requirements for seeding machines are as follows: 
- seeding of cereals and legumes on stubble backgrounds should be carried out in a rowwise 
manner simultaneously with pre-plant cultivation, or without it, row seeding of the sowing and 
application of granular mineral fertilizers, and with re-equipping of seeders with special openers 
and rinks - use of strip sowing with continuous packing; 
- work should be performed on soils with different moisture content at a moisture content of 
35-75% of the maximum field water capacity; 
- the sowing apparatus should provide a seeding rate set for each soil-climatic zone with a devia-
tion of not more than ± 3%; 
- unevenness of sowing along the seed drill tubes and the instability of seeding should not exceed ± 
(3-6) %; 
- crushing of the sown seeds of grain crops can not exceed 0,3%, and legumes - 1%; 
- to seed the seeds to a depth of 4-8sm, with 90% of them should be in the horizon, corresponding 
to the average specified depth, and two adjacent horizons 0,5 sm; 
- to ensure the rate of sowing of granular mineral fertilizers within 50-200 kg/ha with the general 
instability and unevenness of their sowing by the seed drill tubes not more than ± 10%; 
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- after passing the seed drills, at least 70% of the crop residues from the original quantity should 
remain on the surface of the field, and the content of erosion-hazardous fractions (<1 mm) of soil 
in the 0 - 5 sm layer should not increase against the original one; 
- to create the optimal soil density when it is rolled up after sowing in the seeding zone. 
The diverse and severe soil and climatic conditions and insufficient supply of moisture in the main 
grain-producing regions of the United States, Canada, Australia, Russia and Kazakhstan prede-
termine the need for cultivation of cereals by various technologies, for having numerous models of 
sowing machines with various types of working organs. Moreover, the development and produc-
tion of sowing machines in these countries are concentrated in numerous firms, which, as a rule, 
specialize in certain types of leguminous seeders (Table 11). 
For example, in the US, 10 firms are engaged in the development and production of grain seeders, 
which produce 38 models, respectively in Canada 16 and 63, in Australia 8 and 26, in the CIS 
countries 5 and 29. At the same time, the main working bodies of grain seeders in these countries 
are lancet paws and disks. Pointed paws with large spacing allow sowing on stubble backgrounds, 
and discs - on backgrounds that have no crop residues on the surface of the field. For cultivation of 
leguminous crops in the conditions of Northern Kazakhstan, seeders-cultivators of the type SZS-6 

(SZS-12) were developed and mastered for sowing on stubble backgrounds, for seeding in pairs - a 
seed drill SZP-3,6, and on wetlands - tiller-seeder machine LDS-6. 
In Germany, France and Great Britain, soil and climatic conditions and moisture supply make it 
possible to obtain a higher yield of wheat 62,5-81,7 s/ha, and sowing is done practically only by 
seeders with disk working organs. 
 
Table 11 - The main technical characteristics of grain seeders produced by the leading companies 

of the world's grain-producing countries 
 
 

Country 

The total number 
of firms that pro-

duce seeders, incl. 

the key ones 

Number 
of pro-

duced 

models 
of sowing 
machines 

Type of working 
body and the 

number of models 

produced with it 

 
 

Space be-

tween rows, 
sm 

 
 

Width of 

grip, m 

USA 

10 

John Deere, 

Concord, 
International 
Harvester et al. 

38 Disk – 19 

Narator - 9 

Arrow- 
foot - 5 
Chisel - 2 

Anchor - 2 
Cutter - 1 

16,0-30,5 

15,2-17,8 

 
15,0-30,5 
7,7 

17,8-20,3 
20,3 

2,2-12,6 

2,2-15,3 

 
10,7-27,4 
7,0-14,0 

13,7 
2,4 

Canada 

16 
Massseu 

Ferguson, 

Morris, 
Flecxi-Coil, 
Case et al. 

63 Disk - 16 
Narator– 8 

Arrow- 

foot - 36 
Anchor - 3 

15,0-30,5 
20,8-30,5 

 

15,0-36,0 
18,0-25,0 

2,1-14,4 
4,1-16,4 

 

3,0-19,6 
2,1-3,2 

Australia 

8 

Connor-Shia, 
John Sherer, 

Symonds et al. 

26 Disk – 8 

Narator– 1 
Arrow- 

foot - 16 
Blade - 1 

15,2-33,0 

18,5 
 

12,6-18,0 
15,2 

4,0-14,2 

5,9 
 

3,1-19,5 
2,3 

France 

3 

Roger, Huard, 

HodetGougis 

12 Disc – 11 

Foot - 1 

10,0-22,0 

18,0 

3,0-8,0 

6,0 
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Germany 

3 
Amazone, 

H Weiste, 
Fortschritt 

7 Disc - 6 
Blade - 1 

11,5-20,0 
15,4 

3,0-8,0 
6,0 

United 

Kingdom 

4 
Bamlett, 
Mas-

seu-Ferguson, 

Moore, 
Hist Stanhay 

6 Disc - 6 12,0-17,5 2,2-5,2 

CIS coun-
tries, incl. 

Russia and 
Ka-

zakhstan 

5 
Red Star, 

Sibselmash, 
Belinskelmash, 

Tselinograd 
selmash, 

Kazakhselmash 

29 Disk – 14 
Narator - 5 

Arrow- 
foot - 8 

Cfltnder – 1 
Combined - 1 

15,0-22,8 
12,0-48,0 

 
22,8 

15,0 
22,8 

3,6-18,0 
6,0-12,0 

 
2,1-12,3 

3,6 
14,3 

 

 
In addition to these requirements, modern technical and operational requirements are also im-
posed on seeding machines of soil conservation: load the tractor within specified limits; on the 
preparation of sowing units for long-distance transportation and bringing it back into working 
condition, the tractor driver must spend a minimum of time and labor; have a low material con-
sumption and high productivity; should be equipped with seeding and seed level control systems in 
the containers. 
One of the ways to increase the productivity of sowing units is the use of a centralized sowing 
system (CSS). In it, the predetermined seeding rate is provided by centrallized dispenser, mounted 
on a large-capacity tanks, and distribution to thr coulters is carried out by the airflow. Implemen-
tation of this system will simplify the design of seeders, reduce the material consumption and 
traction resistance, reduce the time for seeding. In the future application CSS will allow to create 
combined units in which are sealed portion, for example, made of type trailer cultivator, may be 
used for performing other technological operations agrotechnical deadlines of which do not coin-
cide with the timing of crop. 
In cultivation of cereals and legumes on light soils by the soil composition of the soil protection 
system of agriculture, it is envisaged to use strips of small width. On them in a certain sequence, 
perennial herbs are placed, for example, grit, steam and grain crops. For sowing on stubble back-
grounds of seeds sown with very small norms and prone to the formation of vaults in the vessel, 
conventional grain-seeding seeders are not adapted. Therefore, there was a need to create a special 
grass seeder to work on stubble backgrounds. 
To implement the above requirements for seeding machines, even having developed all the mod-
ifications on one basic model, is now practically impossible. Therefore, the working conditions for 
soil protection agriculture of seeding machines, the requirements for the technological process of 
sowing, the seeds of cereals and legumes, practical recommendations on the use of seeders in dif-
ferent soil and climatic zones, etc., have necessitated the creation and use of three basic types of 
seeders. 
1 For the sowing of leguminous crops in the system of soil-protecting agriculture on a lea field 
clean from weeds and on the surface of which, after a few mechanical treatments, there remains a 
small amount of crop residues, and in the soil a sufficient amount of moisture is accumulated, it is 
advisable to use two-disk press drills with a row spacing of 15 sm. 
2 To sow the second, third, etc. leguminous crops after lea is needed by seeders-cultivators, per-
forming in a single pass the pre-sowing cultivation of soil, row seeding, introduction of mineral 
fertilizers and after-sowing pressing of the soil. 
Replacing the lancet paws on the tubular racks on the handkerchiefs, pre-sowing treatment can be 
excluded. Sowing machines for strip sowing were developed and created by replacing the working 
parts and packing devices, as well as seeders for sowing grasses on stubble backgrounds. 
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3 Seed-cultivators are used and have effect, as a rule, in drought years. For sowing of cereal crops 
on wetland soils it is better to use a seed drill, combining pre-sowing tillage, sowing and 
post-sowing leveling of the field surface. 
The technological scheme of sowing seeds by any sowing machine provides for three structur-
al-technological systems, each of which performs in a certain sequence the following functions: 
- container for continuous seeding with the seeds with a device for their individual dosing in the 
openers or one or several dispensers with seed spreaders, as well as seed pipes for supplying seed 
under the opener; 
- plowshare for formation on the necessary (given) depth of the bottom of the furrow and laying 
seeds on it and sealing them with soil; 
- device for seeding seeding or an adaptation for leveling after sowing the field surface. 
Considering the working conditions of seeding machines for soil protection agriculture and the 
requirements for the technological process of sowing seeds by them, let us consider the main pro-
visions for choosing the type and parameters specified above for constructive-technological sys-
tems. 
The capacities of seeders for seeds and fertilizers should have the optimum capacity, and evenly 
and continuously supply seeds to dosing devices, regardless of the direction of travel and the in-
clination of the seeder. 
 
3.2. Determination of the optimum capacity of seeding machines' containers 
 
To determine the capacity of the tank, it is usually recommended [55,56] to use formula 㨖 ᩛ 㨝  㨙௫  㨓ڴڵସ  㢸  㢼 Ζ 
where: 㨝 - the length of furrow carried by the drill from one filling station to another, m; Нтах - 
maximum seeding rate, kg/ha; Вр is the working width of the drill, m; γ - density of sown material, 
kg/m3; ηс - is the coefficient of filling the capacity of the sown material (≈0,9). 
The length of the container for individual dosing of the sowing material is determined by the 
formula 㨷 ᩛ 㨬㨹   ,ڵ
where:  㨬 - is the width of the aisle; n - is the number of coulters, and the cross-sectional area of the 

capacitance is 㨤 ᩛ 㨖  㨷. 
In this case, the width of the upper neck and the height of the container is recommended to be 
chosen depending on its capacity, length, cross-section shape and ease of maintenance. To ensure 
continuous supply of seeds to the outlets, the front and rear walls of the container are installed at an 
angle to the base equal to twice the friction angle (φ) of the seed material over their surfaces. 
However, these recommended formulas do not allow you to choose the optimum capacity of the 

container, since it is not clear what length of the gong 㨝 should be taken as optimal. If we take it to 
the maximum, then, naturally, there will be more mass of the material to be sown in the container. 
This will require more effort to move the machine, there will be less speed of the machine with a 
given reserve of tractor power, and, consequently, the productivity of the unit will decrease. For 
small L, the mass of the material in the vessel will be insignificant and it will have to be filled more 
often, losing more time for stopping the unit, which will also adversely affect its productivity and 
fuel consumption. Therefore, in recent years, more attention has been paid to optimizing the ca-
pacity of seed drills, taking into account its influence not only on the operational performance of 
the machine, but also on rational use when cutting sheet material. 
The paper [55,56] convincingly shows the significant influence of the capacity of the sowing con-

tainer on the productivity of the seeding unit (㨨) and provides the following formula for its de-
termination 㨨 ᩛ 㨿㣉ଷீାటாఊŦேŨ  ு௧యாఊ

￦￦￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڵڵ 
where:  㨿 - time of change,h; 㣉 - coefficient of working time use shift; 㨘 - weight of seeder, kg; 㣍 - 
coefficient of capacity filling, which varies from 1 to 0,05 during operation (0,5 is recommended); 
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㨱 - coefficient of rolling of the seeding machine under the given conditions (for seeders f ≈ 0,23); 㨟Ũ 
- traction power of the tractor at sowing, hp.; 㨿ଷ - duration of a single refueling of seeds, h. 
However, the sowing of leguminous crops is a low-energy operation, in which the tractor is loaded 
at 60-75% [57,58]. Therefore, a change in the capacity factor of the tank or a slight increase in its 
capacity should not significantly affect the performance of the unit. In addition, according to the 
formula (110), it is difficult to optimize the capacity of combined machines that combine the op-
erations of sowing seeds and applying fertilizers. Therefore, it is recommended to use the following 
expressions: 
for seeds 

㨨 ᩛ ቊ 㨓Ŧڵ ቆڴڵ㣊Ŧ  ସڴڵ  㨿㨝 ቇ  㨙 ቈ 㨖ڵ  㢸 ᦹ ቆ 㨿ଵ㢼ŵ㨹  㨖ũ㢸ũ㨢ଷᇱ㨜ቇ  㨢ଷቋڵ
ିଵ Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڵڵ 

 
for fertilizers 
 

㨨Ũ ᩛ ቈڴڵ㨓Ŧ ቆڵ㣊Ŧ  ଷڴڵ  㨿㨝 ቇ  㨙ũ ቆ 㨿ଵ㨖ũ㨹㢸ũ㢼ŵ  㨢ଷቇڵ  㨙㨢ଷ
ିଵ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶڵڵ 

 

where:㨿 - is the time taken for one turn, h; 㨝 - is the length of a run, m; 㨙, 㨙ũ - norm of sowing 

seeds and fertilizers, kg/ha; 㨖Ζ 㨖ũ - capacity of containers for seeds and fertilizers, dm3; 㢸, 㢸ũ - 
density of seeds and fertilizers, kg/dm3; nc is the number of seeders in the unit; ηя - capacity utili-
zation factor of grain ocontainers; t1 - preparatory refueling time (tanker approach, maneuver, 

etc.), h; 㨢ଷᇱ Ζ 㨢ଷ - prductivity of the loader when loading seeds and fertilizers, kg/h; 㨜 ᩛ ாũఊũுாఊுũ - the 

ratio of areas sown with seeds and fertilizers after simultaneous refueling. 
Dependence of the productivity of a three-reed aggregate (seeder SZP-3,6 or SZ-3,6) on the ca-

pacity of the seed container and the speed of motion, found by [57] according to the formula (111), 
is shown in Fig. 72. 
 The analysis shows that with the increase in the capacity of the seed compartment, the 
productivity of the seeding machine increases, and is most noticeable when working at higher 
speeds, and at low - the effect of the capacity of the grain capacity of the serial seeders is negligible. 
Thus, if doubling the capacity of cereal capacity in the range of 450-900 dm3, this will increase the 
productivity of the unit only from 4,4 to 4,6 ha/h, or by 4%, while operating at speeds of 12 - 15 
km/h - by 10 - 11%. 

Taking into account the unevenness of the curve 㨨, it is advisable to determine the optimal ca-
pacity of seed capacity on the basis of those values at which a significant increase in productivity is 
observed. For conditions where small initial fertilizer rates (0,050-0,150 t/ha) are introduced si-
multaneously with sowing, the capacity of the standard grain sowing drill is advantageously in-
creased from 450 to 900 dm3 (up to 230 dm3 per 1 m of the seeding machine width). 
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Fig. 72. Productivity of the three-reed unit in dependence 
 from the speed of its movement and the capacity of the container for seeds 

 
The change in the productivity of the seeding machine, depending on the capacity and the rate of 
application of fertilizers, found by formula (112), is shown in Fig. 73. 
The introduction of fertilizers with large norms simultaneously with the sowing of cereal crops also 
affects the capacity of the seed tank. 
With the increase in the fertilizer application rate, the optimal capacity of the fertilizer hopper also 
increases, while the capacity of the seed container decreases [57,58]. However, the total capacity of 
the drill capacities when applying fertilizers with a norm of 0,05-1,25 t/ha is 300-365 dm3 per 1 m 
of the seed machine's gripper (Fig. 74). 
It is important not only to determine the optimum capacity of the tanks for seeding machines, but 
also to choose their shape and dimensions in order to use the sheet material rationally for cutting, 
since sometimes the condition of their minimal surface is not observed [55].Using the method of 
extremal values of functions, formulas are given in this paper for determining the basic dimensions 
for the most common forms of capacitances: cylindrical; cylindrical with a truncated cone at the 
bottom; rectangular, passing in the lower part to the trapezoidal and triangular (Fig. 75). 

 
Fig. 73. The capacityof the unit, depending on 
the capacity of the tank and the rate of appli-

cation offertilizers 
 

Fig. 74. Optimal capacity of seed and fat ca-
pacity, depending on the application rate of 

fertilizers 
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Fig. 75. Forms of seed or fertilizer capacities of seeders: 

a) - cylindrical; b) - cylindrical with a truncated cone;  c) - rectangular, passing at the bottom to the 

trapezoidal;d) - a rectangular, passing in the lower part into a triangular 

 

To determine the basic dimensions of these tank shapes, formulas were used for their volume (㨧) 

and an expression relating the capacity of the tank (㨖) to the operational and technological per-
formance of the seeder: 
 㨖 ᩛ 㨨㨥㨙㢼ŵ㢸 ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷڵڵ 
 

where:  㨨 - productivity of the seeding machine, ha/h; 㨥- the duration of the machine until the 

next filling of the material, . 
Equating the expression (113) to the formulas for the volumes of each of the above container 
shapes, and taking into account the expressions of the areas of their walls, the following analytical 
dependences were obtained for determining the width, diameter, height and other sizes (see Fig. 
75) of tanks [55]: 
 
       - of cylindrical shape 

㨕 ᩛ ൬ڸ㨨㨥㨙㣅㢼ŵ㢸 ൰
భయ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦ ᩛ 㨕Ή￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڵڵ 

 

- of cylindrical shape with a truncated cone  

㨕 ᩛ ቊڸ㨨㨥㨙ቈ㣅㢼ŵ㢸 ቆڶڵ  â·³§ڶڵ  â»¸ڷڵ ￦ 㨓ଵଷں¸«ଶâቇቋ
భమ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹڵڵ 

㨯 ᩛ 㨕㨓ଵ¸«â;  㨓ଵ ᩛ ڵ  §³·â§³·âΉ 
- of rectangular shape, passing at the bottom into a trapezoidal one 

㨬ଵ ᩛ ቊڶ㨨㨥㨙ቈ㢼ŵ㢸㨷 ቆڵ  â·³§ڵ  ¸«âڶ  㨓ଷଶڶ¸«âቇቋ
భమ Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ںڵڵ 

 㨬ଶ ᩛ 㨓ଶ㨬ଵ¸«âΖ￦￦￦㨓ଶ ᩛ 㨓ଵ ᩛ ڵ  §³·â§³·âΖ 
ଵ= (WTH㢼ŵ㨷㨬ଵ)-ቂ㨬ଵଶ  㨬ଶଶ¸«âڸ㨬ଵቃ;￦

- of rectangular shape, passing at the bottom into a triangular one 
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㨬ଵ ᩛ ቊڶ㨨㨥㨙ቈ㢼ŵ㢸㨷 ቆ âଵ·³§ڵ  㨓ଷଶڸ¸«âଵ  ¸«âଶቇቋ
భమ Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڵڵ 

 㨬ଶ ᩛ 㨬ଵ㨓ଷڶ¸«âଵ  ¸«âଶΖ￦￦￦㨓ଷ ᩛ âଵ·³§ڵ  âଶ·³§ڵ  ¸«âଵ  ¸«âଶ￦Ζ 
 

ଵ ᩛ 㨨㨥㨙㢼ŵ㢸㨷㨬ଵ  㨬ଵ  㨬ଶଶڶ㨬ଵ 㨿㨲㣋ଵ  㨬ଶଶڶ㨬ଵ 㨿㨲㣋ଶΖ￦
 

where: 㨷 - is the length of the container of a rectangular shape, and the designations of the re-
maining dimensions included in the formulas (114,115,116,117) are clear from Figure 75. 
These expressions quite fully define the main sizes of containers, as they include not only the pa-
rameters of capacity, but also the main operational and technological indicators. The dimensions 
of the containers found are also rational from the point of view of the best use of sheet material, 
since they are obtained from the condition of a minimum of the total surface area oftheir walls. 
The above methods of optimizing the capacity, shape and size of containers for seeds and ferti-
lizers can be used both for seed tanks placed on the frames of seeding machines with individual 
dosing of seeds in each colter, and for centralized tanks with a common metering device for the 
whole unit or part thereof. The centralization of tanks, the loading of seeds and fat into a single 
seeder of the same width, without increasing its capacity, can increase productivity by 10,5% and 
reduce labor costs by 9% [59]. 
 
3.3 Metering, distributing and transporting systems of sowing machines 
 
The seeds or fertilizers coming from the vessel through the exit windows must be fed into the 
colters in a strictly prescribed amount, determined by the seeding rate. These functions carry out 
metering, conveying and distribution systems.  
In soil conservation agriculture on wide-seated seeding machines, two systems are used for dosing, 
distributing and transporting seeds and corn into the openers: mechanical, using individual coil 
feeders for each colter; a centralized sowing system (CSS) with a coil-type group feeder and one or 
two-stage distribution by means of a different type of dividing heads and pneumatic transport to 
the coulters [43.60]. 
When choosing the geometric parameters and operation modes of the coil type dispenser, the 
working volume of the coil is determined for each opener first, providing the seed rate set for 1 
hectare, taking into account the physic-mechanical properties of the seeds and the method of 
seeding them. 

The working volume 㨗 of the coil is the volume of seeds sown by it in one revolution. The cal-
culated values of the working volume of the coil are determined by the given agrotechnological 

(initial) requirements by the norm of sowing 㨙 (kg/ha), the row spacing a (sm), and also by the 

ratio 㨴 = 㨹Ř  㨹Š from the axis of the support and drive wheels of the seed drill to the shaft of the 

sowing units (㨹ŘŞ㨹Š - the rotational speed of the shafts of the apparatus and of the drive wheels, 
respectively) [13,45,46,47]. For one turn of the drive wheel, the planter at a given rate of H should 
sow (without taking into account the sliding of the wheels) 

 㨞 ᩛ 㣅  㨕  㨙  㨓   ଷ, g/1 wheel revolution,                         (118)ିڴڵ
 

where: 㨓 ᩛ 㨹  㨬- seed drill width, sm; n-number of colters; 㨕 -diameter of drive wheel, m. 
Each device sows the volume of seeds at a known density γ (g/sm3) 
 㨗 ᩛ 㣅  㨕  㨙  㨬  ଷϑ㢸Ζିڴڵ 㨾㨸ଷϑڵ wheel revolution,   (119) 
 

and taking into account the coefficient of sliding of the drive wheel 㢺 
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㨗 ᩛ 㣅  㨕  㨙  㨬  ڵଷϑ㢸ିڴڵ  㢺Κ     (120) 
 
For one-wheel revolution, the coil will sow iF0sm

3 of seeds, i.e. iF0 = F, there where 
 㨗 ᩛ 㣅  㨕  㨙  㨬  ڵଷϑ㢸ିڴڵ  㢺Κ    (121) 

 
If the seed drill is designed for sowing a number of crops, the seeding rate of which varies 

from㨙to 㨙௫, then, as follows from formula (121), these norms can be provided either by 
changing the working volume of the coil ati - const (by changing the working part length of the 

coil), or by changing the gear ratio i at 㨗 - const, or by changing 㨗 and i. Since the length of the 
coil is limited by the arrangement of individual dispensers under the bottom of the seed container, 
the size of its exit windows and the accepted width of the rows, the possibility of obtaining several 
gear ratios by rearranging or changing gears and asterisks is provided to increase the number of 
sown crops in the machine transmission system. 

When calculating the size of the coil that provides seed sowing in an amount of 㨗, it should be 
borne in mind that the choice of the value of the transfer ratios i is limited by the linear speed of 

rotation 㩁௧  of the coil, referred to its diameter d. Increasing the density 㩁௧  beyond certain 
limits leads to a deterioration in the quality of sowing - the uniformity of the grain jet is impaired. 

Practically suitable values for 㨴 for grain seeders can be considered㨴= 0,12-1,6. Since 㨴 ᩛ 㨹ϑ㨹 ᩛ㨕  㩁௧ϑ㨯  㩁, then for grain seeders 
 㩁௧ϑ㨯 ᩛ ڴΖڶڵڵΖں㩁ϑ㨕,      (122) 
 

where:  㩁 - forward speed of the seeder. 
The principle of operation of the coil dispenser has some features. When the coil rotates, a flow 
occurs that consists of seeds that have fallen into the grooves and seeds located in the space be-
tween the coil and the lower or upper walls of the box (active layer) (Figure 76). An active layer can 
sometimes be located and a fixed layer. 
 
 The volume of seeds fed by the coil in one turn is composed of the volume of seeds trapped in 

the grooves (㨗Ŝ) and the volume of seeds ejected from the active layer (㨗) 
 㨗 ᩛ 㨗Ŝ  㨗Κ                                              (123) 
 

If the value of 㨗Ŝ for a given coil size can be found by calculation (assuming that 㨗Ŝ is approx-

imately equal to the groove volume), then the definition of the 㨗 value is complicated by a 
number of circumstances, and primarily by the fact that the velocity of the seed movement is not 

constant in the thickness of the layer c, and the form of the function 㩁௫ ᩛ 㨿㩃  can only be de-
termined experimentally for specific conditions. The regularity of the change in the rate of 
movement of seeds is found from the dependence 
 㩁௫ ᩛ 㩁௧ ቀڵ  ௫ቁ                                        (124) 

 

where:㩁௧ ᩛ 㣅㨯㨹Řϑڴں - exponent, determined by experience. 
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Fig. 76 Diagram of operation of the coil metering 
device (lower seeding) 
 

Calculation of the working process of the coil-type metering device is usually carried out, guided 
by the reduced thickness of спр the active layer, which is also determined experimentally. The re-
lation between с and спр is expressed by the following equality 

 㨮 ᩛ 㨮㨸   Κ      (125)ڵ

 
According to experimental data, the values of the indicator m for wheat are 2,6, oats – 2,5, barley – 

2,6, millet -1,4. The value of 㨮 varies insignificantly with the change in the length of the working 

part of the coil and the speed of its rotation: for rye, it varies between 2,2 and 2,5 mm with a change 
in the working length of the coil from 20 to 30 mm, and for wheat with an increase in the working 
length of the coil from 5 up to 25 mm decreased from 5,0 to 3,2 mm [13,45]. 
The volume of seeds caught in the grooves will be 
 㨗Ŝ ᩛ 㢷  㨱Ŝ  㩅  㨷￦Ζ       (126) 

 

where:  㨱Ŝ – cross-sectional area of the groove; 㩅— number of grooves; 㨷 - working coil length; 㢷 - coefficient of filling of grooves. 

With the selected coil diameter, the cross-sectional area of the groove fж and the number of grooves 

z are determined by the shape of the groove profile. The most common are the groove profiles (Fig. 
77a, b). 

 
 

Fig. 77. To calculate the cross-sectional area of the grooves 
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In the first case 

㨱Ŝ ᩛ 㨱ଵ  㨱ଶ ᩛ 㨯ଶڼ 㢶ᇱ  ·²㢶ᇱ  㨽ଶڶ 㣋ଶ  ·²㣋ଶΖ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڶڵ 
 

where:   㢶ᇱ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮·² ௗ Ή ￦￦㣋ଶ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮·²ڶ ଶ Ή ￦￦￦㨭 ᩛ 㨯·² గ௭  㨭Ή 
∆ b- thickness of jumper between grooves. 

 
In the second case 

㨱Ŝ ᩛ 㨱ଵ  㨱ଶ  㨱ଷ ᩛ 㨯ଶڼ 㢶ᇱ  ·²㢶ᇱ  㨽ଶڶ 㣅  㢶  ·²㣅  㢶␡  

㨭ଶ  㨽§³·ଶڸ ఈଶڸ¸« ఈଶ ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڼڶڵ 
 
The grooves must be so large as to provide a uniform grain flow without a noticeable pulsation 

(usually 㩅 = 10-12). Sometimes, to reduce pulsations, the grooves are placed at an angle (usually 
up to 15°) to the longitudinal axis of the coil. 
The filling factor of the grooves depends on the shape and size of the seeds, the profile of the 

groove, the area of its cross-section. Thus, for a coil with 㩅 = 12, with vertical feeding of seeds, β 

changed from 0,7 (㨷 = 8 mm) to 0,85 (㨷 = 30 mm) for seeds of wheat, barley, oats, and for seeds 

of clover and alfalfa β  0, 9 [13]. 
The seed volume supplied from the active layer with one coil rotation is found by the formula 㨗 ᩛ 㣅  㨯  㨮  㨬  㨷 Κ(129) 

 

Consequently, taking into account the 㨗Ŝand 㨗  values, the volume of seeds emitted by the coil in 
one revolution is calculated as 㨗 ᩛ ൫㢷  㨱Ŝ  㩅  㣅  㨯  㨮ťŦ൯㨷ŦΚ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڷڵ 
The main geometric parameters of the seed box are determined by the size of the hole in the bot-
tom of the seed container through which the seeds enter the box and the dimensions of the working 
coil [61]. In Fig. 78 shows the scheme of the box and the letter symbols used in the subsequent 
exposition: the longitudinal dimension of the input window is c, the height is S, the width at the 

entrance is K, the width in the working part is p, the dimensions determining the location of the 

coil are d and e.  
 
  

 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 78. Seed Box Scheme 
 

The dimensions of the inlet must not be less than the dimensions of the opening in the bottom of 
the container. Therefore, the size of K should be taken equal to or slightly larger than the diameter 

of the window in the bottom of the container. The size c is taken considerably larger to create 
conditions conducive to stable sowing: the seeds filling the box slide along its front inclined wall 
towards the coil, fill the grooves when feeding them under some pressure. As a result of this 
feeding, not only the filling of the grooves is ensured, but also the seeds that are outside the direct 
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influence of the coil's ribs are attracted by the forces of friction. In grain seeders, the size c is usually 
taken to be approximately equal to twice the diameter of the coil. The size p should be equal to the 
design length of the working coil. The axis of the coil is located at a distance e from the top edge of 
the box, approximately equal to the diameter of the coil. 
The free space “f” between the bottom of the box and the ribs of the coil for the passage of the seeds 
carried at the bottom seeding takes more than the thickness of the active layer. At the exit, this gap 
is somewhat reduced. The distance d of the axis of the coil from the rear edge of the box at the seed 
drills is 0,60 - 0,65 of the diameter of the coil, and the total height of the box is assumed to be ap-
proximately equal to twice the diameter of the coil.  
In wide-grained seeders with a centralized sowing system, the sown materials from the tank are fed 
to a common coil type dispenser and fed into the receiving chamber, picked up by the air flow and 
fed through the distribution and transport systems to the coulters. 
To calculate the coil of a centralized batcher of the coil type (Fig. 79), the above formulas and 
procedure are applicable to seeders with a centralized sowing system. However, data on the 
thickness of the reduced active layer, the coefficient of filling of the grooves, the frequency of ro-
tation of the coil, included in these formulas, are obtained for a small diameter of the coil (≈ 59 
mm) and an insignificant length of its working part (≈30 mm). Feeding the same large volume of 
seeds with a single centralized batcher predetermines the need to increase several times the di-
ameter and length of the working part of the coil, the cross-sectional area of its grooves and the 
speed of rotation. In this regard, data on the filling ratio of the grooves, permissible coil rotation 
frequency, the degree of seed damage, etc., require experimental refinement. The analysis of the 
data (Table 12) of the influence of the rotational speed of the coil of the centralized dispenser and 
the degree of opening of the input window (the ratio of the area of the inlet window over the me-
tering device to the cross-sectional area of the coil along the axis of rotation) by the duty factor 
indicates that for any degree of opening of the input window the filling factor decreases an increase 
in the frequency of rotation of the coil [62]. Regardless of the frequency of the coil rotation, the 
filling factor increases with the opening degree of the input window. 
 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 79. Arrangement of sealing elements at the coil type 

dispenser of seeders with centralized sowing system (CSS) 

1 - sealing elements(a, β - angles of installation of ele-

ments); 
2 - coil; 3 - body. 

 

Table 12 - Changing the filling factor of grooves with seeds, depending on the degree of opening of 
the input window and the frequency of rotation of the coil 

 

Cul-
ture 

Degree of 

opening the 
entrance win-
dow 

Coefficients of filling at the frequency of  

coil rotation, s-1 

0,17 0,30 0,44 0,66 0,81 

 
Wheat 

0,62 0,48 0,44 0,43 0,31 0,26 

0,76 0,63 0,57 0,59 0,44 0,41 

0,92 0,83 0,73 0,75 0,63 0,53 

1,10 0,95 0,92 0,87 0,67 0,57 

 
Oats 

0,62 0,42 0,32 0,20 0,19 0,17 

0,76 0,51 0,46 0,37 0,27 0,25 

0,92 0,65 0,60 0,51 0,36 0,35 

1,10 0,85 0,80 0,72 0,52 0,45 
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Studies [63, 64] on the determination of the limiting angular velocity of rotation of the 
dispenser coil, at which the consistency of seeding per revolution is maintained, with 
different lengths and filling zones (l = 0,06; 0,08; 0,10 and 0,12 m) show the following. 
With increasing filling zone length from 0,06 to0,08 m in all cases, the limiting angular velocity of 
the coil increases. Further increase in the filling zone length to 0,10 m results in an insignificant 
increase in the limiting angular velocity of the coil only when the pea and barley are sown, and 
when the wheat and oats are sown, the rate decreases. 
An increase in the length of the filling zone to 0,12 m in three crops leads to a decrease in the li-
miting angular velocity of the coil, and only on pea - to an increase. For all values of the length of 
the filling zone, the smallest value of the limiting angular velocity of the coil was obtained by 
sowing oats, with its largest value being 6,28 rad/s at l = 0,08 m. Such a change in the duty cycle 

with an increase in the rotational speed of the coil of a centralized dispenser can should also affect 
the stability of the seeding rate, which is confirmed by experimental studies [40,62,63,64]. With the 
same frequency of rotation, the coil sows different cultures with different norms; when the speed of 
the coil of the dispenser is increased, the proportionality of the increase in the seeding rate is ob-
served up to a certain limit. For wheat, barley, peas and oats, this limit sets in at a coil rotation 
frequency of 0,5-0,6 s-1 (Fig. 80). With an increase in the translational speed of the seeder, and, 
consequently, of the frequency of rotation of the coil, the seeding rate will change with a constant 
length of its working part (Fig. 81). 
 

 

 

Fig. 80. The norms for sowing wheat 
seeds  

(-), barley (- - -),oats (– –) and peas (- ∙ -) 
depending on the rotational speed of the 
coil of the centralized dispenser (coil 
diameter 115 mm, working length 145 
mm, total groove volume 870 sm3) 

1 - ʋ = 8 km/h; 2 - ʋ = 10 km/h 

Fig. 81. The capacity of the dispenser, depending 
on the linear speed of rotation of the coil (diameter 
100 mm, working length 30 mm, static pressure in 
the output window of the dispenser 0,1 kPa): -x- - 
the barley; - + - -case;– without the use of air flow; 

- - - - using air flow. 

 
 

 

For each sowing culture, there is an optimal rotational speed (angular velocity) of the coil of the 
centralized batcher (Figure 82). In this case, oats are a culture that limits the limiting angular ve-
locity of the coil. It should not exceed 6,28 rad/s with a coil diameter of 110 mm, a number of 
grooves 8-10, a working coil length of 100 mm and a filling zone width of 80 mm [63,64]. 
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Fig. 82.  The limiting angular velocity of the coil of 
the dispenser, depending on the number of its grooves 
in the sowing of wheat (1), barley (2), pea (3), oats (4). 
 

A centralized coil type dispenser feeds seeds into the receiving chamber with an ejector device. In 
the latter, the seeds are captured and transported by the same air flow to the switchgear. If the 
parameters of the ejector device and the air flow created by the fan have optimal values, then at a 
minimum energy cost they ensure a high-quality performance of this process. Otherwise, a static 
head, which sharply reduces the ejection effect, can form in the receiving chamber. 
According to [63, 64], the optimum airflow velocity in front of the receiving chamber of the dis-
penser should be within 23-25 m/s, and the diameter of the ejector confuser is 60-65 mm. 
In addition to these data, practically no information is available in the literature on the results of 
the work to justify the optimum parameters of the ejector device and the air flow for wide-grained 
grain drills with centralized sowing system. Only in work [64] if the width of the rectangular 
confuser should be equal to the maximum length of the working part of the dispenser coil, the 
theoretical height of the window height sufficient for seizing and transporting seeds by the air flow 
is theoretically justified for such a confuser. For this purpose, dependencies have been proposed for 
finding the path traversed by seeds in the initial section in the direction of pneumatic transport 
 

㨩 ᩛ 㩁  㨿  㩁Řଶڶ ቊ㨷㨹 ቈڵ  㩁  㩁ţ«㨿㩁Řଶ ቋ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڷڵ 
    

and the action of gravitational forces 
 

㨪 ᩛ 㩁Řଶڶ 㨷㨹 ቌڵ 
௩Řା௩ţũ௩ି௩ţũ  ଶ௩  㨿ڵ  ௩Řା௩ţũ௩ି௩ţũ

ቍ  㨿㩁Ř»ڶ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶڷڵ 
 

where:  㩁 - speed of air flow; 㩁Ř - speed of seed wandering; 㩁ţ- seed speed in the direction of 

transportation; g - acceleration of gravity; 㩁ţũ - initial speed of seeds in the direction of the action of 

gravitational forces. 

The dependences ġ ᩛ 㨱㨩, constructed according to (131) and (132), represent the trajectories of 

the seed movement in the air flow in the initial section. Taking into account the length of the re-
ceiving chamber -xand the height of the confluence window - y (Fig. 83), it is possible to determine 

the airflow velocity flowing from it, sufficient to capture the seeds without dropping them to the 
bottom of the receiving chamber. 
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Fig. 83.  The trajectory of the seeds in the initial section of pneumatic conveying, depending on the vertical 

component, the initial velocity of the seeds υну, and the speed of the air flow υп 
 
A large vertical component of the initial velocity of the seeds entering the airflow requires a larger 
height of the cross-section of the confuser. Consequently, the seeds need to be introduced into the 
air stream with a minimum vertical component of the initial velocity, which is ensured when the 
dispenser operates with a preliminary seed flow in the gap between the coil and the body, which is 
assumed to be 0,018 m [64].  At the same time, the productivity of the sowing system without 
additional pressure losses for pneumatic transport increases by 12,5-19,7%. 
To determine the parameters of the sowing coil, depending on the parameters of the technological 
process 
 ␡㣅㨽ଶ  㨽ଶ  㨽  㨽㨓  㩅␡㨝 㣎ڶ㣅 ᩛ 㨟㣊  㨷  㨹ڴڵସ  㢸㢼 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ ڷڷڵ 
 

where: 㨽 - is the radius of the coil; 㨽 - radius of hollows of coil grooves;㨓 - is the thickness of the 

ribs; 㩅 - number of grooves;㨝 - is the length of the working part of the coil; 㣎 - is the angular ve-

locity of rotation of the coil; 㨟 - is the seeding rate; 㩁  㢸 - working speed of the seeder; 㨷 - row 

spacing; 㨹 - is the number of rows to be seeded; 㢸  bulk density of seeds; 㢼 - is the filling factor of 
the grooves. 
The foregoing has necessitated the experimental refinement of the values of the parameters and operating 
modes (OKD), the ejector device, and the air flow parameters of the seeding system of seeders with CSS [43]. 
The studies were carried out on a special installation (Fig. 84). 

The fan at the speed of rotation of the impeller ڹڻ௦షభ provided an excess air pressure (6,8-7,12) 103 

Pa, and the air supply - 1277-2282 m3/h. 
The pressure in the receiving chamber was measured at three points: to the right and left of the 
airflow between the confuser and the diffuser near the lower part of the coil that emerges into the 
receiving chamber of the dispenser and was registered with a specially developed ten-membrane 
pressure transducer. 
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1 - inlet nozzle of the fan; 2 - the electric motor of the fan drive; 3 - fan; 4 - valve;  

5 - bunker; 6 - batcher; 7 - the receiving chamber;8 - confuser; 9 - diffuser; 10 - reducer;  
11 - drive; 12 - pneumatic conveyingsystem 

Fig. 84 Installation for the investigation of the OKD and the receiver of the ejector type 
 

At the first stage, experiments were carried out to select the optimal sizes and operating modes for 

the OKD - diameter (㨩ଵ), the length of the working part (㨩ଶ), the number of grooves (㨩ଷ), the coil 

speed (㨩ସ) and the airflow velocity (㨩ହ), and the second stage for the ejector receiver - the diameter 

of the confuser (㨫ଵ), the diameter of the diffuser (㨫ଶ), the distance between the diffuser and the 

confuser (㨫ଷ), the length of the diffuser (㨫ସ), and the length of the confuser (㨫ହ). 
To study the effect of these factors on the operation of the OKD and the receiver of the ejector type, 
the experimental design method was used [65, 66]. Eight variants of OKD and eight variants of an 
ejector receiver were made. Numerical values of the lower and upper levels of their parameters and 
operating modes are taken from the analysis of published sources (Table 13). 

 

Table 13. Conventional designations, name and level of variation of parameters and modes of 
operation of the OKD and the receiver of the ejector type 

Phase 
of re-
search 

Symbol 
of 

factors 

Name of 
factor 

Dimen 
sion 

Variation levels 

lower upper 

I X ,  Coil diameter mm 100 150 

х 2 Coil length mm 120 200 

Х 3 Number of coil grooves pc 6 12 

х 4 Coil frequency s-1 0,35 1,5 

х 5 Air speed m/s 12,0 41,0 

II Z ,  Diameter of confuser mm 36 90 

Z 2 Diameter of diffuser mm 40 95 

Z 3 Distance between diffuser and 
confuser 

mm 40 80 

Z4 Length of diffuser mm 95 130 

Z5 Length of confuser mm 150 180 

 

The used half-replicas ڶ௬௫ହିଵ иڶ௬௭ହିଵ  were completed to an orthogonal order plan [66, 67], and the 

investigated processes were modeled by second-order regression equations of the form 

 

㩄ො ᩛ 㨭 㨭ହ
ୀଵ 㩃 㨭ହ

வ 㩃㩃 㨭ହ
ୀଵ 㩃ଶ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڷڵ 

 

where:  㩃 , 㩃 - are the values of the factors; 
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㨭 - is the free term; 㨭 - coefficients of regression of the relevant factors showing the level of influence of one or another 
of them on the object under study; 㨭 - regression coefficient of the corresponding factors of pair interaction; 㨭  - are the coefficients of quadratic effects. 
 
After implementing the experiments on the matrix of the second-order orthogonal plan, the coef-
ficients of the quadratic regression model were determined, and their significance was estimated. 
Using the F-test Fisher checked and confirmed the adequacy of the equations obtained for real 
processes [65,66,67]. To study the response surface, the obtained quadratic regression equations 
for the OKD were reduced to the canonical form and had the following appearance during sowing:
  
 
wheat ũො  㩄௦ ᩛ 㨩ଵଶڽڸڶΖڴ  㨩ଶଶڸڹΖڴ  㨩ଷଶڷڸڸΖڴ  㨩ସଶڻڻڶΖڵ   㨩ହଶΉ (135)ںڶڵΖڵ

 
barley ũො  㩄௦ ᩛ 㨩ଵଶڼڹΖڵ  㨩ଶଶڼڵΖڴ  㨩ଷଶڻΖڴ  㨩ସଶڽڻΖڴ   㨩ହଶΉ (136)ڹںΖڴ

 
peas ũො  㩄௦ ᩛ 㨩ଵଶڻڽڵΖڴ  㨩ଶଶڼڵڽΖڴ  㨩ଷଶڵڷΖڴ  㨩ସଶڹڶΖڵ   㨩ହଶΉڵںڼΖڴ

 

(137) 

oats ũො  㩄௦ ᩛ 㨩ଵଶڶڹڹΖڴ  㨩ଶଶڻڸڶΖڴ  㨩ଷଶڶڴڷΖڴ  㨩ସଶڷڶڼΖڴ   㨩ହଶΚڽڸڼΖڵ
 

(138) 

In these equations, the eigenvalues of the characteristic polynomials have different signs. There-
fore, the response surfaces studied are surfaces of the "minimax" type and have the form of 
two-band hyperboloids. An investigation of the response surface of this type was carried out using 
two-dimensional cross sections [66].At the same time, limitations of the a priori information were 
superimposed on the operating modes of the metering system - the frequency of rotation of the coil 
should not be more than 0,8 s-1, the air speed should be at least 34-41 m/s.  As a result of these 
studies, the following optimal values of coil parameters were chosen: 
- diameter of the coil should be at least 115 mm for sowing seeds of peas, wheat and barley, and for 
sowing oats - lie within 135-150 mm; 
- working length of the coil should vary from 200 to 280 mm; 
- the number of coil grooves is 10, and their total volume should lie in the range from 0,908∙10-3 to 
2,77∙10-3 m3. 
Very often, the known methods of searching for an extremum lead outside the permissible region 
(D), and the most universal method of two-dimensional sections requires, as experience has 
shown, the optimization of the OKD parameters, a large amount of calculation and graphical 
work. Therefore, in finding the optimal receiver parameters, the ejector type, we used the opti-
mization algorithm of sliding tolerance [67]. This allowed us to recommend optimum values for 
the parameters of the intake chamber of the ejector type for each kind of seeds and application rates 
(Table 14). 
 

Table 14. Optimal values of the parameters of the intake chamber of the ejector type 
Parameters, their conditional 

designation and dimension 

Maximum and minimum rates of seed sowing, kg / ha 

wheat oats peas 
beans 250 100 250 100 300 100 

Z1- diameter of confuser, mm 66 66 90 90 66 66 

Z2- diameter of diffuser, mm 98 98 98 98 98 98 

Z3 - distance between confuser and 

diffuser, mm 

68 68 68 68 68 68 

Z4 - length of diffuser, mm 130 130 118 118 130 130 

Z5 - length of confuser, mm 180 180 168 168 180 180 

 
From Table. 14 it follows that for the same parameters of the ejector type receiver, the maximum 
and minimum rates of sowing of wheat and pea are ensured. To ensure the same rates of sowing 
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oats, due to its physico-mechanical and aerodynamic properties, the parameters of the ejector re-
ceiver must be different. In this case, there are two possible solutions: the receiver of the ejector 
type on the tank must be removable, replaceable; change the shape of the cross-sections of the 
confuser and diffuser, which affects the degree of ejection [68]. 
In seed drills with a pneumatic sowing system, the air-seed mixture of a certain concentration 
flows from the intake chamber through pipelines to distribution and transport devices. 

The velocity of the air carrier (㨧), corresponding to the beginning of the transportation of the grain 

in the suspended state, is usually called the minimum speed of sustainable transportation (㨦). To 
maintain a steady flow of a two-component flow in a pipe of a certain length, it is necessary to 

create a differential pressure (㨡), which is equal to the sum of the pressure losses due to the fric-
tion of the moving air about the pipeline wall (∆Рв) and the presence of solid particles (∆Рm)  

 
∆Р=∆Р в + ∆Рm .     (139) 

 
 Knowing these components and the speed of sustainable transportation, you can not only 
calculate the required power for the fan drive, but also the minimum (critical) velocity of the carrier 
of the medium [69] 㨧 ᩛ 㨡ϑ㣁㣆㨦,       (140) 

 

where: 㣁 -  mass flow rate concentration of the material in the flow (concentration coefficient); 㣆 – density of air. 
It is generally accepted [69] that it is impossible to establish a general regularity of the boundary of 
the speed of sustainable transportation, regardless of the properties of the seeds, the concentration 
of the airsense stream, the direction of transportation, the number of outflowing streams from the 
distribution devices, their orientation and branching. In this regard, for the experimental studies to 
determine the steady speed of transportation and pressure losses in pneumatic lines, an installation 
was developed using a two-stage distribution system according to the 1x8x9 scheme, i.e. on 72 
openers (Fig. 85a). 
The air-seed flow along the vertical pipeline Ø120 mm was supplied to the switchgear (7) of the 
first stage, divided into four outlet nozzles (6). Subsequently, flows through horizontal pipelines 
Ø67 mm came to distributors (8) of the second stage, and then, after dividing by 9 streams, the 
seeds through the Ø32 mm (9) vasicle ducts entered the collection tanks (21). Variations in the 
speed of the air carrier were made by changing the position of the flap (4). 
 

 
a - diagram of the installation; b - diagram of the device for measuring the velocity of grain flow in 

material pipes 

Fig. 85. The installation for the investigation of the process of seed pneumotransportation 
 

For each selected position of the shutter, a dynamic pressure (㨙ௗ) was measured at several points 

along the vertical cross-sectional area along the vertical (㨝Ř) and horizontal (㨝ř) sections of the 

pipeline. Then the formula㨧 ᩛ -ඥ㨙ௗ  determined the speed of the air flow (the carrier meڽڶΖڵ

dium). Pressure measurement in mm of alcohol column was made by cup micromanometer with 
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the help of Pitot tube at distances of more than 7- 8 pipe diameters from the beginning of the ver-
tical or horizontal section, i.е. at steady speed of an air stream. 
To measure the speed of movement of seeds in the air flow, a radiometric method was used (Fig. 
85b). From the polymer material, pea and wheat models (18) were made that were close in shape, 

mass, and speed to natural seed samples. They inserted a source of ionizing radiation of the ne-
cessary activity and intensity. The velocity of the seeds was determined from the distance traveled 
and the time of flight of the charged seed, which was introduced into the air-seed stream by a 
special device (17) during the steady-state regime. 
At a distance of 7-8 pipe diameters from the hole intended for inserting the grain model into the 
flow, the first curtain is mounted on the outer wall of the pipeline, and at a certain distance from it 
the second shutter (11) for the screening of the detectors (10), powered by high-voltage units (12). 
The distance between the detectors was taken at 1,29m for the vertical pipeline Ø120 mm and 2,7m 
for the horizontal pipeline Ø 67mm. 
When passing by the first detector (10), the radioactive radiation from the model falls on it and is 
converted into electric pulses arriving at the input of the first integral discriminator (13) and further 
into the first intensimeter (14). It produces one signal from which an electronic time meter is 
triggered (15). When the model passes by the second detector (10) and the second intensifier (14), a 
signal is also generated, stopping the time meter. Knowing the distance between the detectors and 
the time of movement of the labeled grain particle, its mean velocity in the air-seed flow is deter-
mined. 
The loss of pressure of the carrier stream during the transportation of the seeds on the vertical (1,0 
m) and horizontal (2,5 m) pipeline sections was determined by measuring the static pressure drop 
when passing a clean air stream first, followed by an air-seed mixture. The pressure was measured 
with a cup micromanometer. The studies were carried out using pea seeds at seeding rates of 100, 

200 and 300 kg/ha and wheat at seeding rates of 110, 180 and 250 kgϑha. In the air duct leading to 
the metering device on the vertical section of the pipeline, the speed of the air-bearing medium 

varied from 15,9 to 31 m/s, and in each of the four horizontal sections - from 8,8 to 22 mϑs. At the 

same time, the air flow varied in the vertical section from 528 to 1180 m3ϑh, and on horizontal level 

- from 114 to 291 m3ϑh. 
With known seconds of supply of air mass, seeding rates and the speed of movement of the unit (Vа 

= 7,2 kmϑh), the values of the concentration coefficients in the vertical section of the pipeline at the 

velocity of the carrier medium V = 15,9-31,0 mϑs varied in limits 0,32-1,68 at sowing of peas, and 
at sowing of wheat - 0,36-1,32. On horizontal sections of pipelines, the concentration coefficients 
for sowing peas at the velocity of the carrier medium V = 10,9-22,0 m/s varied from 0,36-1,95, and 

when the wheat was sown – 0,40-1,47 (see Table 15). 

 

Table 15. The speed of transportation of pea seeds (Vг) and wheat (Vп), concentration coefficients 
(μ г  and μп ) at different seeding rates and flow velocities (V) 

Pipe 
line 

Carrier 
speed 

flow (V), 
m/s 

Peas Wheat 

Transport speed and concentration coef-

ficients (Vrϑμ г ) at seeding rates 

(kg/ha) 

Transport speeds and concentration 

factors (Vпϑμп ) at seeding rates 

(kg/ha) 

100 200 300 110 180 250 

Vertical 

120 mm 

31,0 9,56/0,32 8,10/0,64 7,84/0,96 13,68/0,3

6 

12,25/0,5

8 

11,90/0,

80 29,0 9,00/0,34 7,59/0,68 7,27/1,02 13,20/0,3

9 

11,37/0,6

2 

11,06/0,

85 27,0 8,70/0,37 6,93/0,72 6,65/1,09 12,7/0,41 10,20/0,6
7 

9,74/0,9
3 25,0 7,06/0,40 6,50/0,80 6,00/1,20 11,7/0,44 8,90/0,72 8,64/1,0

0 21,5 5,58/0,43 4,80/0,86 4,50/1,29 9,80/0,51 8,40/0,84 8,18/1,1
7 20,0 4,81/0,48 4,26/0,96 4,03/1,44 8,40/0,55 7,60/0,90 7,50/1,2
5 19,0 - - 3,09/1,68 7,0/0,58 6,50/0,95 6,26/1,3
2 18,0 3,94/0,58 3,46/1,16 *) - 5,56/1,00 * )  

 16,4 2,59/0,61 2,98/1,22 * )  5,20/0,67 *) * )  

15,9 2,10/0,63 * )  * )  4,70/0,69 * )  * )  
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Horizon-  
tal 
67 mm 

22,0 8,53/0,36 7,50/0,72 6,85/1,08 11,22/0,4
0 

9,60/0,66 9,05/0,9
2 20,2 8,20/0,40 7,15/0,80 6,42/1,20 10,70/0,4

4 
9,0/0,72 8,92/1,0

0 18,6 7,06/0,43 6,0/0,86 5,46/1,29 9,87/0,48 8,26/0,78 8,06/1,0
8 17,1 6,43/0,47 5,71/0,94 5,10/1,41 9,30/0,52 7,45/0,85 7,46/1,1
8 14,7 5,30/0,51 4,98/1,02 3,96/1,53 8,70/0,56 6,45/0,92 6,58/1,2
8 13,6 4,80/0,59 4,10/1,18 3,29/1,77 7,60/0,65 4,92/1,06 2,77/1,4
7  12,3 - - 2,23/1,95 5,80/0,72 3,36/1,18 *) 

 11,7 4,02/0,69 3,31/1,38 *) - 2,66/1,24 *) 

 11,2 3,44/0,72 2,32/1,44 *) 4,50/0,79 *) *) 

 10,9 2,98/0,74 *) *) 3,40/0,81 *) * )  

*) - sustainable transportation stops. 

 

Analysis of the data of Table 15 shows that in the vertical section of the pipeline the transportation 
of peas at the maximum seeding rate ceases at a velocity of the carrier medium V <19 m/s and μг> 
1,68, and when sowing the average norm V <16,4 m/s and μг> 1, 22. In both cases, the speed of the 

pea in the flow during steady transportation was approximately Vг> 3,0 m/s. The transportation of 

wheat at the maximum seeding rate ceases at a velocity of the carrier medium V <19 m/s and  
μп> 1,32, and when sowing the average norm V <16,4 m/s, and μп> 1.0. The speed of movement 

of wheat seeds in a stream with stable transportation for these rates of sowing of wheat lies within 

Vп> 5,56-6,26 m/s. 
On horizontal sections of pipelines, the transportation of peas at the maximum seeding rate ceases 
at V <12,3 m/s and μг> 1,95, and when sowing the average at V <11,2 m/s and μг> 1,44. The 
speed of movement of peas in the flow with stable transportation for these rates of sowing Vг> 2,3 
m/s. The transportation of wheat at the maximum seeding rate ceases at V <13,6 m/s and μп> 

1,47, and at an average seeding rate, respectively, V <11,7 m/s and μп> 1,24. The speed of 

movement of wheat in the flow with stable transportation for these seeding rates Vп> 2,7 m/s. 

On the vertical section of the pipeline, with an increase in the velocity of the carrier flow from 15,9 
to 31 m/s and the seeding rates of pea and wheat seeds, the total specific pressure loss (ΔP) in-

creases by 1,5-2 times (per 1 m of path) (Table 16). In the event that the pressure losses ∆Рг and ∆Рп 
make up 40 - 50% of the total pressure loss ΔР, the stable transportation of seeds is violated. With 

an increase in the velocity of the carrier medium from 15,9 to 31 m/s, the pressure losses ∆Рг and 

∆Рп, regardless of seed seeding rates, have a minimum value at V = 21,5-27,0 m/s, i.е. in this case, 

sustainable transportation of seeds is carried out with minimal energy costs. 
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Table 16. The total pressure loss in the grain-air flow (ΔР) and due to the presence of pea seeds 

(∆Рг) and wheat (∆Рп) at different speeds of the carrier medium and seeding rates 
Pipe 

line 

The 

speed 
of the 
carrier 

medium, 
(V), m/s 

Peas Wheat 

The specific pressure loss of 
ΔР/∆Рг(Pa) at seeding rates (kg/ha) 

The specific pressure loss of 
ΔР/∆Рг(Pa) at seeding rates (kg/ha) 

100 200 300 110 180 250 

Vertical, 
 

120 mm 

L = 1,0 m 

31,0 248,6/30,
5 

288/58,6 303/81,3 252,6/13,8 276/42.
9 

288,6/60,
6 29,0 230/21,7 263/48,3 286/70,5 243,5/10,4 257,4/3

5,0 
271,4/46,
5 21,0 204,5/16,

3 
243/40,0 267/58 212/6,2 230,3/2

9,7 
248,8/35,
7 25,0 182,6/15,

5 

221/37,4 247,3/49,

0 

187/3,6 213/29,

3 

228/33,6 

21,5 145/16 183,2/46,
0 

216/73,2 167,8/6,8 192/31 205,2/39,
3 20,0 125,4/19,

4 
170,4/53,
6 

204,7/83,
1 

137/6,0 163,5/4
0,5 

179,3/54,
7 19,0 120/26,7 – 212,3/97,

4 

126/10,8 149/47,

7 

188/74,9 

18,0 – 162,4/68,
5 

*) – 152,3/5
7,8 

*) 

16,4 116,3/35,

0 

166/82,7 *) *) *) *) 

15,9 
 

117,2/39,
6 

*) *) *) *) *) 
  

Hori- 
zon- 

tal 
67 mm 

L = 2,5 m 

22,0 178,6/1,6 182,4/4,3 201,4/12,

0 

171,5/1,0 175,9/2,

9 

183,6/6,4 

20,2 158,7/2,7 164/6,0 187/16 152,5/1,5 155/3,7 162/7,2 

18,6 143/4,4 148/8,0 172,8/19 135/1,5 140,1/4,
1 

161,2/9,1 

17,1 127,1/3,1 135,1/12,

3 

161,4/21,

6 

119,5/1,9 125,4/5,

4 

139/10,4 

14,7 98,5/4,2 107,4/14,
0 

137,4/28,
2 

105,9/2,6 113/6,3 122,1/13,
2 13,6 88/6,7 101,1/18,

4 

127,8/33,

8 

83,8/4,8 89,3/9,3 99/17 

12,3 - - 132/40,6 71,4/6,9 79/14 104/23,4 

11,7 74,7/7,0 87,7/20,4 *) – 81,5/18,
0 

*) 

11,2 72/16,4 89/35,7 *) 66,5/11,0 *) *) 

10,9 72,8/20,8 *) *) 68/14 *) *) 

*) - sustainable transportation stops. 

 

With an increase in the velocity of the carrier medium from 10,9 to 22 m/s and the rates of seed 
sowing in the horizontal section of the pipeline (see Table 16), the losses of the total specific 
pressure (at 2,5 m) increase by 1,5-2,5 times and most intensively at lower seeding rates. In the 
event that the fraction of pressure loss ∆Рг and ∆Рn is 22-40% of the total pressure loss, the process 

of seed transportation ceases. Such ratios ∆Ргϑ∆Рand ∆Рпϑ∆Р regardless of the seeding rates were 
obtained at a carrier flow velocity of less than 13,6 m/s. 
Thus, with the accepted most common seed distribution scheme for a seeder with a 1x8x9 CSS and 
pipeline parameters, the values of the critical velocities of the carrier medium (U) at which seed 
transportation ceases, in a vertical section of 120 mm will be within the range of 16-19 m/s, and on 
horizontal sections 67 mm within 11-12 m/s. 
To ensure the specified rates of seeding of peas and wheat with minimal energy inputs for the 
distribution and transportation of seeds to the plowshares, the optimal velocity of the carrier me-
dium in the vertical section of the pipeline should lie within the limits of 21,5-27,0 m/s, and in 
horizontal sections of pipelines 17-19 m/s. 
From the ejector, a seed flow of a certain concentration flows through pipelines to distribution 
heads, in which the seeds are divided by their outlet nozzles and through connecting pipelines are 
fed either directly to the coulters (single-stage distribution) or to the distribution heads of the 
second stage (two-stage distribution). By experiments and practice it is established that at 30 - 36 
openers in a seeder unit, a single-stage seed distribution is usually used, and with a larger number 
of openers it is advisable to use a two-stage distribution [70]. 
The two-stage seed distribution can be performed according to two schemes: 1х n x m (Fig. 86), or ڶū ଶ 㩃㨸(Fig. 87), where the first number means the number of heads of the first stage of distribu-
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tion; n - is the number of output nozzles of the heads of the first stage of distribution, equal to the 
number of the dividing heads of the second stage; m - is the number of outlet nozzles at the heads 
of the second stage of distribution. 
For the distribution of seeds according to the scheme 1x7x9 (n = 7, m = 9), studies were carried out 
to select the shape of the distribution head of the CSS and to justify the parameters of the pneu-
matic network [71].  As a result of the analysis of the flow patterns in the pilot versions of the dis-
tribution heads, the most rational model was chosen, for which a steady flow of the stream, the 
absence of vortices and stagnant zones are characteristic. 

 

 
 
1 - fan; 2 - batcher; 3 - container for seeds; 
4, 7 – distributive  heads  of the 1st and 2nd 
stage of distribution; 5, 6 - conical rings in 
front 
 of heads of  the 1st and 2nd stage of distribu-
tion; 8, 9 - divisible cone  heads; 10 - expan-
sion chamber 
 

Fig. 86. Variants of seed distribution according to the scheme 1х8х9, 

 

 

 
 
1 - fan; 2 - batcher; 3 - container for seeds; 

4,7 - distributive heads of 1st and the 2nd  
stage of distribution; 5, 6 - conical rings before the 

heads of the 2nd stage of distribution;  
8, 9 - separating cones of heads; 10, 11 –expan 
sion chambersbefore the heads of the 1st and  
2nd stage of distribution 

 

Fig. 87. Variants of seed distribution according to the scheme 2х8ϑ2х9 
 

As a criterion for optimizing the parameters of the pneumatic system of the CSS, the specific 
energy consumption of seeding and the actual second seed supply were taken [72,73]. The specific 
energy intensity of the process of seed transportation and distribution depends on the pressure in 

the Psʋ system and the air-seed mixture flow concentration, which is characterized by a coefficient μ 

equal to the ratio of the second air supply to the second seed supply. The pressure loss in the 
pneumatic network of the centralized sowing systemPsʋ (Fig. 88) increases with increasing μ, and 

the specific energy intensity decreases. Minimum power consumption Nуд corresponds to μ = 

2,0-2,5. With a further increase in μ, precipitation of the sown material in the connecting pipelines 
is observed. 
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Fig. 88. Pressure loss Psʋ (1) and specific energy 

consumption of seeding Nуд(2) depending on the 

air-seed mixture concentration: 
– ∆ – – oats; – о – – peas; –х–  – wheat 

 

Therefore, the following values of the centralized sowing system pneumatic network parameters 
are recommended:  
- the diameter of the air ducts from the fan to the receiving chamber of the dispenser should lie 
within the limits of 100 - 125 mm; 
- the diameter of the pipeline of the distributor of the first stage according to the scheme 1 x n x m 
should be equal to 180 mm; 
- diameter of pipelines between the heads of the first and second stages of distribution - 65 - 75 mm; 
- the diameter of the ovules to the openers - 32 mm. 
In order to increase the uniformity of seed distribution in the cross section of the pipelines, 5-6 
conical rings with an internal diameter of 160 mm with a spacing of 25-30 mm are set before the 
pneumatic head of the first stage of distribution, and rings with an internal diameter of 55-60 mm 
and before the heads of the second stage of distribution 4 the distance between them is 15-20 mm. 
The slope of the generatrix of the conical surface of the rings is recommended to be equal to π/4. 
It should be noted that the pressure loss and velocity in the pneumatic system of the CSS are de-
termined not only by the concentration of the air-seed flow, but also by the adopted distribution 
scheme and its parameters. Thus, for example, according to the data of [40], when the seeds are 
distributed according to the 1x8x9 scheme (see Fig. 86, variant 2), significant losses of airflow 
pressure and a drop in its velocity are noted (Table 17) in the heads of the first and second stages of 
distribution. Consequently, the adopted parameters of the dividing heads can not be fully consi-
dered optimal, although they are provided with an allowable unevenness in dividing the seeds and 
transporting them to the openers. 
Using the recommended parameters of the distributor heads and the pneumatic network, 
experimental studies were carried out to compare the two patterns of seed distribution (see Figure 
86,87) for 72 openers (1x8x9, 2x8 / 2x9) and various devices for improving seed distribution with 
pneumatic heads [40]. 
 

Table 17. Changing the pressure and speed of the airflow of the centralized sowing system 
pneumatic system (distribution according to the scheme 1х8х9) 

 

Place of measurement 

Total cross-sectional 

area of the pipeline at 

the measuring points, 
sm2 

Dynamic 

airflow 

pressure, Pa 

Air 

speed,  

m/s 

At the output of the fan 175,5 2070,0 58,20 

Before the expansion chambers of the 
heads of the 1st stage of distribution 

190,0 735,4 34,66 

At the output of the expansion chamber 190,0 723,3 34,34 

At the outlet of the nozzles of the heads 
of the 1st stage of distribution 

312,6 257,2 20,28 

Before the expansion chambers of the 
heads of the 2nd stage of distribution 

308,0 247,6 20,16 
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At the output of the expansion 
chambers of the heads of the 2nd stage 
of distribution 

308,0 220,5 18,99 

At the outlet of the nozzles of the heads 
of the 2nd stage of distribution 

410,4 149,9 15,63 

 
The installation options, assembled according to the scheme 1x8x9, are as follows (see Fig.86): 
1 - before the heads of the 1 st and 2 nd stage of distribution there are conical rings; 
2 - before the head of the 1st stage of distribution there is an expansion chamber, and before the 
heads of the second stage of distribution - conical rings. 
The variants of the installation, assembled according to the scheme 2х8ϑ2х9 are as follows (see Fig. 

87); 
3-before the heads of the 1st stage of distribution, expansion chambers are installed, and in front of 
the heads of the second stage straight tubes, the length of which is equal to the height of the ex-
pansion chambers; 
4-differs from 3 by installing the heads of the 2nd stage of distribution of conical rings in the supply 
pipelines; bends from one head of the first stage of distribution; 
5 - before the heads of the second stage of distribution, expansion chambers are installed; 
6-differs from 4 in that the doubling of the bends from the heads of the second stage of distribution 
was carried out not from one head, but from two. 
The main results of a comparative evaluation of various devices for leveling the air-seed flow 
density in the cross sections of pipelines in front of the dividing heads are given in Table 18. 
 
Table 18. The results of the evaluation of the effectiveness of the installation of rings in the supply 

pipeline and the radial movement of the distribution cone in the head housing 
 
 

Culture 

 
 

Sowing rate, 

 t/ha 

The coefficient of variation, % 

conduit with conical rings piping without conical rings 

the cone is 
centered 

optimal 
cone posi-

tion 

the cone is 
centered 

optimal 
cone posi-

tion 

Wheat 

0,110 6,50 2,70 6,70 1,80 

0,180 4,40 2,10 4,40 1,90 

0,250 4,00 3,20 3,70 3,20 

Barley 

0,110 5,50 2,00 5,50 1,80 

0,180 3,80 2,20 3,50 1,80 

0,250 2,90 1,90 2,60 2,40 

Oats 

0,110 11,80 4,60 9,60 1,30 

0,180 13,40 5,70 13,50 4,50 

0,250 13,20 5,30 12,90 7,80 

Peas 

0,100 10,00 7,50 7,00 5,40 

0,200 9,50 5,00 10,20 4,00 

0,300 7,50 3,30 7,50 3,90 

Millet 
0,010 12,90 6,40 9,30 10,00 

0,030 10,10 9,60 8,50 8,10 

 
An analysis of the data of this table shows that the installation of conical rings in the supply line 
practically does not improve the distribution of seeds along the head outlets. More effective in 
these experiments was the radial displacement of the distributive cone inside the head housing, 
which enabled in all experiments to reduce the coefficients of variation. However, this adjustment 
is very laborious and practically impossible in production conditions. 
Another method of improving the uniformity of seed distribution by the head of the first stage of 
distribution is the doubling of its branches. The effectiveness of this method was tested when the 
seeds were distributed according to the 2×8/2×9 scheme (variants 4, 6). The doubling of the outlet 
bends was carried out through 90°, 135° and 180° only for each head of the first stage of the dis-
tribution separately (variant 4). Doubling the output branch pipes from two adjacent heads did not 
have a significant effect (variant 6). 
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To equalize the density of seed distribution over the cross-sectional area ofthe pipelines, it was 
proposed to install expansion chambers in front of the heads of the first and second distribution 
stages. Studies [40] have found that the rational form of the expansion chamber is two truncated 
cones, connected by large bases. The smaller diameters of the truncated cones should be equal to 
the diameters of the supply and discharge pipelines. For heads of the first stage of distribution, the 
rational form of the expansion chamber is conical asymmetric, and its cone with a higher height 
should be installed in the direction of the distribution head. The rational form of the expansion 
chamber for pipelines of the second stage of distribution is a conical symmetrical one. The rec-
ommended values for the parameters of the expansion chambers are shown in Fig. 89. 
 

 
Fig. 89. Recommended parameters of expansion chambers for different diametersof material pipes 

and seed distribution schemes: 
1 - for a pipe with a diameterof 180 mm (1st stage of distribution according to the scheme 1х8х9); 

2 - for a pipeline with a diameter of 110 mm (1st stage of distribution accordingto scheme2x8ϑ2x9); 
3 - for pipelines with a diameter of 67 mm (for heads of the 2nd stage of distribution) 

 
The doubling of the taps of the heads of the first stage of distribution among themselves, which is 

possible with the distribution of seeds according to the scheme 1хnхm, and the installation of ex-
pansion chambers with the recommended parameters before the heads of the 1st and 2nd stages 
makes it possible to reduce in the laboratory conditions the uneven distribution of seeds across 72 
openers of the wide-spread seeder (Table 19). 

 

Table 19. Uneven seeding in the openers with tools to improve seed distribution under different 
distribution schemes 

 

Culture 
Sowing 

rate, 
 t/ha 

The coefficient of variation, % 

Scheme 1х8х9 Scheme 2х8 / 2x9 

variant 1 variant 3 variant 4 variant 5 

Wheat 

0,110 1,52 2,53 5,43 1,67 

0,180 3,46 2,19 5,23 1,73 

0,250 3,01 2,58 6,38 1,50 

Barley 

0,110 3,88 2,52 5,74 3,67 

0,180 4,04 2,83 7,24 2,72 

0,250 3,98 4,34 7,74 2,36 

Peas 

0,100 6,24 7,13 3,86 4,18 

0,200 4,00 7,34 1,99 1,67 

0,300 4,20 6,15 2,76 
1,99 
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Oats 

0,100 9,03 9,90 10,04 1,66 

0,180 10,83 15,43 7,24 2,63 

0,250 9,26 17,67 12,54 4,22 

 
The length of the pipelines from the distribution heads of the 2nd stage to the openers, for un-
derstandable design reasons, will be different - than the colter farther from the distributor head, the 
longer the pipeline. This increases the uneven distribution of the seed material across the openers, 
since more will enter the openers with shorter pipelines, since the pressure loss in them of the 
supporting medium is less. 
During the movement of the unit along the unevenness of the field surface, the frames of the 
seeders oscillate in different planes. The pipes leading multicomponent mixture to distributing 
heads, having internal diameters from 70 to 180 mm and rigidly connected to the seeder frame, 
deviate from the vertical position, increasing the unevenness of the flow distribution over the area 
of their cross-section. In order to reduce the negative effect of the deviation of the central pipe from 
the vertical on the uniformity of the distribution of the sown material over the branches of the 
chord heads, it is recommended [68] to use a horizontal high-loaded distributor in which the sown 
material supplied by the airflow is divided by the edge of the partition into two parts. In the first 
part, performed on the principle of the diffuser, a preliminary distribution of the flow takes place. 
Reflecting from the front plates, the air-seed-fat mixture enters the upper and lower plates of the 
second part, made on the principle of confusor, and, coming off them, the flows are mixed and fed 
to the outflow pipelines. 

The rates of sowing of cereals and leguminous crops and fats lie in the range of 50-300 kgϑha. 
Pneumatic transport of such quantity of material is carried out by an air stream with speed not less 

than 15-30 mϑs. With such a quantity of feed material and air flow velocity values, the concen-
tration coefficient of even a two-component mixture flow is in the range 0,32-1,95. In this case, in a 
two-component flow in a horizontal material conduit of a horizontal divider, the solid particles 
move along its lower part of the cross-sectional area [43, 69]. Therefore, the edge of the partition, 
which is in the center of the supply pipe of the horizontal divider, can not divide the flow of the 
mixture evenly, which adversely affects the uniformity of the material distribution at the outlet 
nozzles. At the same time, as mentioned above, its share in the uneven distribution of the sown 
materials between the openers will make a significant difference 1,5-2,0 times the length of the 
pneumatic lines due to the position of the seed coulters with respect to each of the heads of the 
second stage of distribution, as well as the different values of the losses in their pressure.  
It is practically impossible to eliminate the above-mentioned drawbacks, especially when the 
seeders are working with the centralized sowing system in the field, since it is necessary, depending 
on the velocity of the carrier stream, the type of seeds and the rates of their seeding, etc. constantly 
changing the length and diameters of the air lines during operation.  
It is for these reasons that, in the field, wide-seated seeders with centralized sowing system, see-
mingly with valid parameters and operation modes of the sowing systems, do not provide an al-
lowable (± 6%) uneven seed distribution between the openers (Table 20). 
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Table 20. Uneven distribution of seeds in open areas in field conditions produced by different firms 

sowing machines 
 
Indicators 

Sowing machines and crops 

"Connor Shia" "Flexi-Coll" СЗС-14 

wh
eat 

ba
rl
ey 

oats wh
eat 

barl
ey 

oats wh
eat 

barl
ey 

oat
s 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Minimum 

seeding rate, 
kg/ha 

installation  

rate-actual 

 

 
50,0 

48,8 

 

 
- 

- 

 

 
80,0 

79,2 

 

 
50,0 

23,1 

 

 
50,0 

51,0 

 

 
50,0 

49,3 

 

 
50,0 

52,7 

 

 
50,0 

50,4 

 

 
50,0 

47,7 

Uneven dis-

tribution of 
seed between 
openers, % 

7,4  7,6 10,91 10,37 19,13 10,0 12,7 14,0 

Average 
seeding rate, 

kg / ha 
nstallation 

rate - actual 

 

 
130,0 

134,4 

 

 
- 

- 

 

 
130,0 

138,0 

 

 
130,0 

132,6 

 

 
150,0 

151,0 

 

 
130,0 

132,0 

 

 
130,0 

125,0 

 

 
150,0 

142,0 

 

 
130,0 

123,2 

Uneven dis-

tribution of 
seed between 

openers, % 

4,7  7,8 10,45 11,78 21,29 11,3 10,0 13,5 

Maximum 
seeding rate,  

kg/ha: 
Installation 

rate - actual 

 

 
250,0 

200,0 

 

- 
- 

 

 
250,0 

160,0 

 

 
250,0 

252,1 

 

 
250,0 

248,5 

 

 
250,0 

173,0 

 

 
250,0 

245,0 

 

 
250,0 

236,8 

 

 
250,0 

202,0 

Uneven dis-
tribution of 

seed between 
openers, % 

5,8 - 7,2 12,3 12,1 16,5 8,1 11,3 15,3 

 
Since the wide-seated seeding machines with CSS eliminate the drawbacks for the above reasons, 
in principle, it is not possible to use a combined pneumo-mechanical sowing system on such 
seeders (Fig. 90), which allows using the positive qualities of the sowing systems of seeders with 
individual seed dosing and seeders with a CSS [60]. 
The proposed combined pneumo-mechanical sowing. The system contains: centralized tanks for 
seeds (4) and fats (5), each of which has common coil type metering devices (3) and (6); receiving 
chambers (2) consisting of a confuser and a diffuser (14); two high-pressure fans (1), driven by the 
PTO of the tractor and gearbox (13); two horizontal high-loaded seed distributors (15) and fats (19) 
supplying the material to the second distribution stage with material pipes (7) and (8). Horizontal 
distributors of seeds and fats have the number of outlet nozzles equal to the number of narrow-cut 
soil-cultivating-sowing modules-sections. 
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a) - side view; b) - top view 

Fig. 90. Combined pneumo-mechanical system 
 

As the second stage of distribution, conventional grain containers (compensators) for seeds (12) 
and fats (10) with individual coil metering devices (16) and (17) are used, the number of which is 
equal to the number of coulters of the module-section. 
On the grain tanks (compensators) of the second distribution stage, the discharge cyclones (9) and 
(11) of the corresponding capacity are installed to divide the air flow and the materials to be sown. 
Individual coil dispensers of grain containers supply seeds and fats to the vanes, which, under the 
action of gravity, enter the openers (18). 
To reduce the uneven distribution of the mixture between the outlet nozzles of the horizontal 
high-loaded seed distributor and the fat, changes were made to it, compared with the proposed 
[68], based on the following considerations [74]. 
The rates of sowing of cereals and leguminous crops and fats lie in the range of 50-300 kg/ha. 
Pneumatic transport of such quantity of material is carried out by an air stream with speed not less 
than 10-30 m/s. With this quantity of feed material and air velocity values, the concentration 
coefficient of the two-component mixture flow is in the range 0,75-2,5. In this case, in a 
two-component flow in a horizontal material conduit, solid particles move along its lower part of 
the cross-sectional area [69]. Therefore, most of the sown material will flow into the lower part of 
the horizontal divider (Fig. 91), which will not allow evenly distributing them between the outlet 
nozzles (3).  
The proposed horizontal distributor [74] (see Fig. 91) consists of an inlet branch pipe 1 and outlet 
nozzles 3, a housing 2, a rhombic partition 6 installed at a height of 0,5 of the diameter of the inlet 
pipe and dividing the inner cavity into the upper and lower parts. The distribution plates 4 and 5 
with spherical reflectors 9 are installed on the air-seed-fat mixture facing the flow 7 of the shell 
walls 2 and the partition 6. The inlet pneumatic duct 8 is connected to the inlet branch pipe 1. 
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Fig. 91. Scheme of a horizontal distributor of loose materials with turbulators to pneumatic or 

combined pneumo-mechanical sowing systems of wide-spread seeding machines. 
 
The inlet branch pipe 1 is provided with annular turbulators 10, made in the form of a truncated 
hollow cone and installed at certain intervals with each other. At the same time, the turbulators 
face the flow of a mixture of large diameters of the truncated cone rings, which, in order to reduce 
the trauma of the seeds, is equal to the internal diameter of the inlet branch pipe. Moreover, at the 
first input side of the flow direction of the turbulizer mixture stream 11, the smaller diameter of its 
truncated cone has a greater value than the smaller diameter of the output turbulator 12. 
The air-seed-flow-stream 7, flowing along the pneumo-material-duct 8, whose solid particles move 
along the bottom of the pneumatic duct, enters the inlet pipe 1 with turbulators 10, which increase 
the turbulence of the flow. Since the smaller diameter of the truncated cone at the inlet ring tur-
bulizer 11 is larger than that of the output turbulator 12, the solid particles of the multicomponent 
flow 7 are centered and more evenly distributed over the cross-sectional area of the outlet opening 
of the inlet pipe 1. Therefore, the rhombic baffle 6 of the proposed horizontal bulk material dis-
tributor which will unlike existed ones divide the flow of the mixture into practically equal parts 
between the lower and upper cavities of the distributor, creating in them approximately the same 
conditions for the movement of seeds and fats, which makes it possible to reduce the uneven dis-
tribution of the flow between outlet nozzles 3. 

The proposed sowing system [60] will function normally only if the number of seeds and fat (㨢, 
kg) fed by the central coil metering devices is equal to the consumed amount (㨢, kg) of seeds and 

fats by individual coil units of technological modules [75], i.e. 㨢= 㨢.                          

The necessary amount of seeds and fodders supplied and consumed is regulated by the agrotech-
nical rate of their application per 1 hectare (kg/ha). 
Practice has shown that the individual coil-type feeders used in seeding machines provide prede-
termined rates of seed sowing with an overall seeding ± 2%, which practically does not negatively 

affect the fulfillment of the condition 㨢= 㨢.                          

In the combined pneumo-mechanical sowing system, the uneven distribution of seed and fat be-
tween the output channels of the horizontal dividing head (the first stage of distribution) can reach 

10-15%. In this case, the condition 㨢= 㨢 Ζ￦will not be fulfilled for some capacities of technological 

modules. In order to reduce the probability of failure to fulfill the condition 㨢= 㨢, the capacities 

of process modules are designed to play the role of compensators, i.e. before starting work, they 
should be filled with seeds and fat by about 2/3 of their total volume. However, if the unit is op-
erated for a long time, the difference in the number of seeds and fats supplied and consumed can 
lead to an overflow of the compensating grain containers of some modules or to their complete 
emptying. 
In this connection, it becomes necessary to determine the minimum time period for which an 

overflow (㨥) or emptying (㨥) of some of the compensation capacitances of process modules 
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㨥 ᩛ 㨖㨢௫  㨢 ￦￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڸڵ￦ 
       

 㨥 ᩛ 㨖㨢  㨢௫ ￦￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶڸڵ 
 

where: 㨢௫ , 㨢  - the maximum, minimum number of seeds (tukov) fed by one of the output 

channels of the horizontal dividing head into the capacity of the technological module; 㨢௫
, 㨢

 - the maximum, minimum quantity of seeds (tukov) consumed by individual sowing 

units of the coil type with the capacity of the technological module; 㨖 - working number of seeds in the compensatory capacity of the technological module, i.e. 㨖 = 0,67 
of the total number of seeds (tukov) in the module's capacity. 
In general, the number of seeds fed and consumed, for example, is determined by a given seed rate per 

hectare (㨟, kg/ha). Therefore, taking into account the instability of the general rate of seeding by the 
centralized coil metering device, the maximum, minimum number of seeds entering into one module 
will be equal to  

 㨢௫ ᩛ 㨟  㨟ΌڹڵΖڴ 㨢 ,ں ᩛ 㨟  㨟ΌڹڵΖڴ  ڷڸڵΚ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ں
 

Individual coil apparatuses of the tanks of technological modules provide an instability of the 
general seed sowing rate within ± 2%, i.e. the maximum and minimum number of consumed seeds 
will beequal to  㨢௫ ᩛ 㨟   㨟￦ΖڶڴΖڴ

(144) 㨢 ᩛ 㨟   㨟￦ΚڶڴΖڴ
 

Define 㨥 and 㨥 for the case of the maximum seeding rate of wheat seeds (250 kgϑha) and the 

speed of the aggregate 㩁 = 10 km/h with a capture width (㨓 equal to 12 m. 
The capacity of the unit in this case per hour of net working time will be equal to 㨨 ᩛ ڵΖڴ  㨓  㩁 ᩛ ڵΖڴ  ڶڵ  ڴڵ ᩛ  .¬ϑ¥¬￦ڶڵ
 
Then, in the ideal case, the quantity of seeds Q must be supplied and expended in 1 hour of oper-
ation of the unit 
 㨢 ᩛ 㨨  㨟 ᩛ ڶڵ  ڴڹڶ ᩛ  ϑ¬Κ»¯￦ڴڴڴڷ
 

At the same time, 3000:6 = 500 kgϑh of wheat seeds should flow into each of the six branch 
channels of the horizontal divider. However, taking into account the general instability of the norm 
of sowing by the centralized coil metering device  
(± 2%) and the uneven distribution of seeds between the horizontal divider channels [± (10-15%)], 
the amount of seeds supplied to each capacity of the technological module, according to (143) 
equals to 
 㨢Κ௫ ᩛ ڴڴڹ  ڹڵΖڴ  ڴڴڹ ᩛ  ϑ¬Ζ»¯￦ڹڻڹ

 㨢Κ ᩛ ڴڴڹ  ڹڵΖڴ  ڴڴڹ ᩛ  ϑ¬Ζ»¯￦ڹڶڸ
 

i.e. the difference from the established rate of its sowing will be 75 kgϑh. 

The amount of seeds 㨢, consumed per hour by a single technological module at 㨓Ţ = 2 m and 㨧 

= 10 km/h and a rate of application of 250 kgϑha will be: 
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 㨨Ţ ᩛ ڵΖڴ  㨓Ţ  㩁 ᩛ ڵΖڴ  ڶ  ڴڵ ᩛ ϑ¬Ζ 㨢¥¬ڶ ᩛ 㨨Ţ  㨟 ᩛ ڶ  ڴڹڶ ᩛ  ϑ¬Κ»¯￦ڴڴڹ
Then 

 ￦㨢Κ௫ ᩛ ڴڴڹ  ڶڴΖڴ  ڴڴڹ ᩛ ϑ¬Ζ 㨢Κ»¯￦ڴڵڹ ᩛ ڴڴڹ  ڶڴΖڴ  ڴڴڹ ᩛ  ϑ¬Κ»¯￦ڴڽڸ
 

Thus, in the case of 
 㨢Κ௫  㨢Κ ᩛ ڹڻڹ  ڴڽڸ ᩛ ϑ¬Ζ 㨢Κ»¯ڹڼ  㨢Κ௫ ᩛ ڹڶڸ  ڴڵڹ ᩛ ڹڼ￦¯«ϑ¬Κ 

 
With a grain capacity capacity of the technological module 276 dm3 and density of wheat 800,0 

kgϑm3, the number of seeds in the box will be 
 

800,0∙0,276 = 220,8 kg. 
 

In the event that one-third of this quantity of wheat seeds (73 kg) is used as compensation, the 
"working" number of seeds will be E = 148 kg. This number of seeds according to (142) is sufficient 
for the operating time of the unit at   
 㨢௫  㨢

,  㨥 ᩛ ڹڻڹΌڼڸڵ ᩛ  ,¬￦ںڶΖڴ

 

thus, when   㨢  㨢௫
,   㨥 ᩛ Όڼڸڵ ڹڶڸ ᩛ  Κ¬￦ڹڷΖڴ

 
In the first case, the seeds accumulate 22,10 kg (85∙0,26 = 22,1 kg), which may eventually lead to 
overflow of the module capacity, and in the second case, their quantity will decrease by 29,7 kg 
(-85∙0, 35 = - 29,7 kg), which predetermines the possibility of complete emptying of the module 
capacity. Since the "working" amount of seeds in the module's capacity is 148 kg, the grain ca-
pacity will overflow after 6,7 hours of operation (148:22,1 = 6,7), and emptying after 5,0 hours 
(148:29.7 = 5,0). 
Overflow of capacity after 6,7 hours and emptying after 5,0 hours of net work time of the unit will 
occur only if: 
- the general instability of the norm of sowing by centralized coil metering devices will constantly 
increase (+2%) or decrease (-2%); 
- the unevenness of the distribution between the output channels of the horizontal divider will be 
15%, with each of the output channels receiving more seeds (+ 15%) or less (-15%); 
- the general instability in the rate of sowing of individual coil units of process modules will con-
sistently consume more seeds (+ 2%) or less (-2%). 
The complete coincidence of these events during the operation of the unit is virtually eliminated, 
since the general instability of the norm of seeding by the central coil metering device, the uneven 
distribution of the horizontal dividing head along the output channels, the general instability in the 
rate of seeding of the technological modules by individual coil apparatuses are random processes in 
which the numerical values of it constantly vary greater or lesser than the average. 
Consequently, it is been assumed that overflow or complete emptying of grain containers of 
process modules does not occur during the entire time of the shift (10 hours). In case of a change, it 
is necessary to check the level of seed filling and fertilization of the module's capacities and ap-
proximately to align them manually. Installed in the capacity of the modules, the level sensors of 
their filling allow controlling the time of overflow or emptying in case of clogging (malfunctioning) 
of the pneumatic distribution system. 
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cent one-centimeter layers was 81,8%. Those have not been seeded into the soil after passage of 
SKBM-12 are absent. 
After passing the packing rollers of technological modules, the average height of the unevenness of 
the surface of the field was 4,8 sm with an allowable 5,0 sm. Ring-shoe rollers provide soil strip 

compaction to 1,18 gϑsm3 in the seed arrangement, which corresponds to a given soil type 1,1-1,2 

gϑ·m3. 
After passage of SKBM-12, the content of erosion-hazardous particles in the upper soil layer 0-5 sm 

is reduced by 6.9%, which corresponds to the requirements - the number of erosion-hazardous 
particles should not increase. 
SKBM-12 provided 99,1% of weed cropping at the required - not less than 97%. 

In the process of testing, premature emptying or overflow of capacitor-compensators of technolo-
gical modules was not observed. 
The block-modular principle used in the SKBM-12 allows, unlike foreign seeding complexes, to 

form the factory to the manufacturer at the request of consumers aggregates of different width of 
capture to tractors of class 2,3,4 and 5. 
According to the applications of the consumers, SKBM can be completed by the manufacturer with 
opener paws and rolling compactors for row or belt sowing. 
SKBM-12 are equipped with: 

- sensors of the level of seeds and fat in the tanks of the CSS and in each container-compensator of 
technological modules; 
- sensors controlling the operation of centralized coil dispenser’sCSS and supplying seeds and fat in 
the tank-compensators of technological modules; 
- sensors controlling the operation of the sowing apparatus of capacitances-compensators of 
technological modules. 
The indicators of all sensors are output to the alarm panel installed in the tractor driver's cab. Cost 
SKBM in comparison with similar in the width of seizure sowing complexes far abroad is in 1,4-1,6 
times less. The use of SKBM-12 in comparison with the sowing unit SZTS-12 allows to reduce 

operating costs by 14,1% and to receive an annual economic effect of 416,9 thousand Tenge. 
 

3.4 Selection and justification of parameters of constructive-technological scheme of a seeder for 
cultivationof agricultural crops by comb technology 

 
Under certain soil and climatic conditions, in order to create optimal conditions for the growth and 
development of crops, to preserve soil and its fertility, and to reduce material and financial costs, 
the comb technology of their cultivation is applied.The main methods of resource saving with the 
comb method of sowing are carrying out sowing with simultaneous cutting of irrigation furrows, 
fertilization and formation of ridges, increasing the uniformity of irrigation, reducing the cost of 
irrigation water; carrying out of call-up water-charging and early vegetative watering; reduction of 
unproductive discharges and erosion of soils; ensuring the uniformity of irrigation techniques for 
all crops of field crop rotation and reduction of the seeding rate up to two times [77]. 
A combination of comb-like technology and zero tillage, that is, cultivation of crops along "per-
manent ridges and furrows", is particularly effective. The main principle of the new technology is 
the use of permanent ridges for cultivating crops under irrigation conditions [77].  The essence of 
the technology is that the crests formed during the cultivation of winter wheat are used for 5 or 
more years for direct sowing of subsequent crops, thereby ensuring the preservation of soil fertility, 
rational use of land and water resources, saving energy and resource costs, protecting the envi-
ronment environment. 
Especially important is the role of permanent ridges in preventing water erosion and lodging of 
plants. The new technology is fundamentally different from the existing technologies for culti-
vating crops under irrigation that is based on the following principles [77]: 
- cropping on permanent crests for 5 years or more; 
- exclusion of basic and pre-sowing soil treatments (plowing, harrowing, leveling and compaction 
of soil layer) by direct sowing into the ridges along the stubble of the previous crop; 
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- watering of plants on permanent furrows, providing a sharp reduction in irrigation water con-
sumption, preventing irrigation soil erosion; 
- rational use of fertilizers by local introduction of them into ridges of furrows; 
- preservation and increase of fertility of irrigated arable land, environmental protection. 
For formation of soil ridges and sowing of seeds of agricultural crops, special combination ma-
chines are used, for example, a seeder-cultivator for comb seeding (Murzaev F.F., et al. // Agri-
culture, 1989, No. 5, p. 67-68); combined seeder from WAZONER (India); a seeder combined for 
sowing crops and forming a ridge field surface (Patent 2110903, Russia IPC.5 A01B 49/04, Far 
Eastern Agricultural Research Institute., 27.02.96, published on May 20, 1998). 
The main disadvantages of these machines are: 
- it is generally known that the average height of the unevenness of the fields is ± (2 - 4) sm, so that 
the paw hills can not in principle operate at a depth of 1-2 sm and therefore it is not possible to 
provide an even seed depth by forming over the seeds an even layer of soil; 
- in the case of coulters sowing in uncompacted soil ridges, the seeds are also unevenly embedded 
in depth, the specified profile of the cross section of the ridge is violated, and its resistance to de-
gradation decreases with time; 
- in both cases, the light weight of the squeezing crest-comber does not allow, despite the presence 
of a spring mechanism, to create the necessary pressure on the soil and form crest-resistant crests. 
The last drawback was eliminated in the crest - the zero seeder СГНММ 2,8-НИИВХ [77]. In it, 
instead of the spring mechanism, the comb-forming rollers use the part of the seed mass that comes 
with them. 
To eliminate these drawbacks, a sowing comber was proposed (preliminary patent No. 17400 of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan, SPA "Kazselkhozmechanization", filed on 22.11.2004, published on 
June 15.2006) containing a frame, seed and fat capacity, paw hills, coulters for co-location of seeds 
and two rows of ridge-forming rollers, the first of which is set behind the hillers, and the second 
behind the openers, a mechanism for adjusting the depth of the path of the hoe-pushers and 
transferring the seeder to the transport position. The coulters place the seeds together with the fat in 
the ridges, preformed by the hillsides and the front row of the rink. In this case, the coulters quite 
significantly loosen and destroy the profile of the ridge. The open crests of the coulters are pre-
formed and compacted by the second row of the ridge roller as they have the same shape and 
cross-sectional profile with the rollers of the front row and are located on one longitudin-
al-horizontal axis. At the same time, the gravity from 2/3 of the total mass of the seeder and the 
seeds and fats located in its tanks is divided into two rows of ridge rollers, and 1/3 to the front 
support wheel, which allows, without additional mechanisms, to form, compact and create stable 
to the destruction of soil ridges. 
However, this seeder-comber also has several drawbacks: 
- seeds and fats are co-located in the soil crest; 
- regardless of the type and suspension of the opener, they are not able to provide a precisely de-
fined depth of seeding, since they operate under conditions of a loose and insufficiently compacted 
crest formed only by the front roller-comb; 
- in the transport position, the planter-comber is supported by the front support wheel and the rear 
roller-comb forming machine, which does not exclude the possibility of its deformation and 
breakage, especially when turning the unit at the end of the pen and during long transportation. 
To eliminate the shortcomings of seeder-combers mentioned above, a comb-forming machine with 
separate placement in the crests of seeds and fat was proposed (Innovative patent No. 24793 Re-
public / Kazakhstan by KazNIIMESH LLP, declared 08.02.2011, published on November 
15.11.2011). The comb forming machine (Figure 93) consists of a frame 1, a seed and a fertilizer 
tank 2, lap-hillers 3, a front 4 with deformers 7 and a rear row 5 of ridge rollers, coulters with vanes 
and otkartachami 8, tubular racks with handrails 9, front the self-aligning support wheel 10, the 
rear support wheels 11 and the adjustment mechanism 12 of the loosening depth of the pawl car-
riers and the transfer of the machine to the transport position. 
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a- the upper surface of the ridge. b - the bottom of the furrows с - working position. d- transportnoe 

position.e - the cultivation depth of the mouldboard. q -the height of the ridge. 

Fig. 93. - Ridge-forming machine with separate placement in the crests of seeds and fats 
 

During operation, tubular racks with drums (Figure 94), installed in the same row and between the 
paw pens 3, feed the fat to the surface of the untreated field. The soil that descends from two ad-
jacent paw-hills covers the fat and forms a trapezoidal crest above them with arbitrary parameters. 
Following the first roller 4 forms the given profile of the ridge and the deformers 7 form two open 
grooves, the distance between them and their depth exactly correspond to the row and the depth of 
sowing, stipulated by the agrotechnical requirements of the sown crop. The colter struts 6, located 
above the open grooves, guide the flow of seeds into them. The openers 6 of the openers 8 fixed on 
the stand seal the furrow with seeds, and the second roller 5 finally forms and compacts the 
crest-resistant crests, the profile of which is shown in Fig. 95. 
When transferring the machine to the transport position, the rear wheels 11 fall to the surface of the 
field and the machine will have three support points. This makes it possible not only to withdraw 
the ridge rollers from contact with the soil, but also to automatically switch off the sowing seeds 
and fat devices as they have been driven from the rear row of the rink 5. 
In order to unify the units and parts, reduce the labor costs and the means to manufacture such a 
combined comb-forming machine, it is advisable to develop on the basis of the technological 
modules of the existing seed drill unit SZC-6/12 or the block-modular SKBM-12 cultiva-
tor-cultivator created in recent years. This predetermines the need to maintain the kinematic 
scheme and the diameter of the rollers (550 mm) in the developed comb forming machine. 
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Fig. 94. Scheme of the arrangement of the working elements of the comb-forming machine in plan 

 
Fig. 95. The cross-section of the profile of the formed crests 

 
With the adopted kinematic scheme and the diameter of the ridge-forming roll 550 mm, the di-
ameter of the smooth roller forming the horizontal surface of the ridge should be 230 mm to form 
the maximum height of the crest 160 mm provided by the agricultural requirements. 
Mounted at a depth of loosening of 80-160 mm, the hind legs ahead of the front rink with an in-
terval of 700 mm spill the soil onto the surface of the field, forming a certain height of the trape-
zoidal mound in the transversely vertical plane. Tapered rollers with a diameter of 550 mm roll 
over the bottom of the groove formed by the hillsides and form the lateral inclined sides of the 
trapezium of the ridge, and smooth cylindrical rollers with a diameter of 230 mm should compact 
the mound to a certain height, i.е. 160 mm. It should be noted that the height of the ridge may be 
more than 160 mm due to the relaxation of the deformed soil. 
To determine the condition (criterion) of compacting the soil with a smooth cylindrical roller 
without soil unloading, let us consider the forces arising during their interaction (Fig. 96) [79,80]. 
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Fig. 96. Forces arising from the interaction of a smooth cylindrical roller with soil 
 

From the action of the force P there is a frictional force F2 between the rim of the rink and the ob-

stacle from the soil, and also the force F1 between the soil obstacle and the soil surface directed in 

the direction opposite to the direction of the roller's motion. 
The pinching of the soil obstacle between the soil surface and the surface of the roller takes place if

  

 㨗ଵ  㨗ଶ  㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨡ᇱΖ     (145) 
 

where:  㨡ᇱ - is the horizontal component of the force P equal to the obstacle; ɑ - is the angle be-
tween the horizon and the tangent to the circumference of the rink held at point E of its contact 
with the obstacle. 
Wherein, 㨡ᇱ ᩛ 㨡  㨾㨴㨹㢶Ή ￦㨗ଶ ᩛ 㨡  ¸«㢶ଶΉ￦㨗ଵ ᩛ 㨟  ¸«㢶ଵΖ    (146) 

 

where:  㢶ଵΖ - is the angle of internal friction of the soil; 㢶ଶΉ￦is the angle of friction of the soil over the 

metal; 㨟 - is the normal pressure of the roller on the soil, which is equal to  
 㨟 ᩛ 㨡ᇱᇱ  㨗ଶ  㨾㨴㨹㢶  㨡  㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨡  ¸«Éଶ  㨾㨴㨹㢶  (147) 

 
When substitute the values (146) and (147) into (145), we obtain 

 㨡  㨮㨺㨾㢶  ¸«㢶ଵ  㨡  㨿㨲㢶ଶ  㨾㨴㨹㢶  ¸«㢶ଵ  㨡  㨿㨲㢶ଶ  㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨡㨾㨴㨹㢶Κ￦￦￦￦￦(148) 
 
Reducing (148) by P and dividing by cos a, we obtain 

 ¸«㢶  ¸«㢶ଵ  ¸«㢶ଶڵ  ¸«㢶ଵ  ¸«㢶ଶ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڽڸڵ 
 

or 㨿㨲㢶  ¸«㢶ଵ  㢶ଶ. 
 
Thus, the soil will not be unloaded by a smooth cylindrical roller provided 
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 㢶௧  㢶ଵ  㢶ଶ.     (150) 
 
An integral part of the comb-forming machine is its conical parts, in which the working surfaces 
are inclined to the horizon at an angle approximately equal to the angle of internal friction of the 
soil (see Fig. 94). 
The nature of soil compaction by wedge-shaped rollers will be somewhat different than under the 
action of a smooth roller [79,80]. Wedge roller with its ribs triangular profile deforms the soil not 
only in the vertical and longitudinal, but also in the transverse direction. However, in the machine 
being developed, the tapered parts of the rollers roll over the compacted bottom of the furrow 
formed by the paw blade. In connection with this, and the fact that the angle of the wedge of the 
rollers is approximately equal to the sum of the two values of the angles of internal friction, then 
with a certain assumption it can be ignored in further analysis of the process of interaction of the 
comb-forming roller with the soil. 
To find the values of the angle a (see Fig. 96), it is necessary to determine the thickness of the soil 
thrown by the paw-hills on the surface of the field Нн, depending on the depth of loosening of the 

soil h (Fig. 97). At the same time, with a certain assumption, we will not consider the volume of the 
soil thrown by the stubble during the movement of the machine, but only the cross-sectional area of 
the embankment in the transverse-vertical plane of CENC1, and in the longitudinal plane the length 

of the mound shall be equal to unity (mm, sm, m, etc.). 

The cross-sectional areas of the soil 㨒㨓㨔㨕and 㨒ଵ㨓ଵ㨔ଵ㨕ଵ㨤 and 㨤ଵ cut by the paw-hills are practi-
cally equal and are 

 㨤 ᩛ 㨒㨕  Ζ(151) 㨤ଵ ᩛ 㨒ଵ㨕ଵଵΖ 
 

where:  - is the established depth of loosening of the paw-hills; 㨒㨕 = 㨒ଵ㨕ଵ  0,5 of the width of capture of the paws-hillers and is equal to 㨒㨕 = 㨒ଵ㨕ଵ ᩛ11,25 sm. 
 

 
Fig. 97 - To the formation of the cross section of the profile of the ridge 

 
Then the total cross-sectional area of the soil lifted by two paws-hillers at a depth of loosening of 8, 
12 and 16 sm will be equal to 

 㨤଼ = (11,25х8)∙2= 180 sm2,  ￦￦￦￦￦￦㨤ଵଶ = (11,25х12)∙2 = 270 sm2, (152) 㨤ଵ = (11,25x16)∙2 = 360 sm2.  
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Assuming that the cross-sectional area of the embankment, taking into account the angle of in-
ternal friction of the soil, takes the form of the trapezium CENC1 (㨤 and will be equal to the 

cross-sectional area of the soil lifted by the hillers, i.e. 㨤  㨤.The cross-sectional area of the 

trapezoid is 
 㨤 ᩛ 㨖㨟  㨔㨔ଵڶ  㨙ţΖ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷڹڵ 

        

where:㨖㨟= 40 sm, 㨔㨔ଵ= 70 sm-2㨒㨕=70 sm-2∙11,25=47,5 sm. 
 
Then   

 㨤 ᩛ ڴΖڴڸ  ڶڹΖڻڸ  㨙ţ ᩛ ڹڻΖڷڸ  㨙ţΖ￦￦￦Ŗ 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨙ţ ᩛ 㨤  㨤ڷڸΖڹڻ ᩛ 㨤ڷڸΖڹڻ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڹڵ 
 

Substituting in (154) the values of 㨤ଵ  from (152), we obtain that at a depth of loosening of the 
paws-hillers h = 8 sm, the height of the embankment 㨙ţଵ will be 4,11 sm, for h = 12 sm 㨙ţଶ = 6,17 

sm and for h = 16 sm 㨙ţଷ = 8,23 sm. 

Thus, the loose compacted soil should be compacted to 4,11; 6,17 and 8,23 sm at a depth of loo-
sening of the hind legs, respectively, 8,12 and 16 sm. 

Knowing the height of the embankment 㨙ţ, you can determine the length of the circumference of 

the roller, in contact with the soil, the chord and the angle of the circular segment of the 㨖㨠㨔 (see 
Fig. 96). 

From the rectangular triangle 㨖㨠㨞 we find 
 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ēĚ ᩛ ටĜēଶ  ĜĚଶ,   (155) 

 

where: 㨠㨖 - is the radius of a smooth cylindrical roller, equal to 11,5 sm;ĜĚ ᩛ 㨠㨔 㨙ţ, but 㨠㨔 ᩛ 㨠㨖 ᩛ  .±·￦ڹΖڵڵ
Since the depth of loosening of the hawse-foot is 8,12 and 16 sm, the height of the soilmound is 

equal, 㨙ţ respectively 4,11; 6,17 and 8,23 sm, then ĜĚ ᩛ  .2 = 5,33 sm and ĜĚଷ = 3,27 sm(ОМ) ;±·￦ڽڷΖڻ

Then ￦ēĚଵ ᩛ ඥڵڵΖ ଶڹ  ଶ= 8,7 sm;  ￦￦￦￦￦￦ēĚଶڽڷΖڻ ᩛ ඥڵڵΖ ଶڹ  ଶڷڷΖڹ ᩛ Ή                          (156) ēĚଷ±·￦ڽڵΖڴڵ ᩛ ඥڵڵΖ ଶڹ  ଶڻڶΖڷ ᩛ   Κ±·￦ڴڴΖڵڵ

 

From the right triangle 㨖㨖ଵ㨔 we find the chord of the circular segment 㨔㨖 i  

 

￦ğē ᩛ ටēēଵଶ  ēଵğଶ,    (157) 

 

where:ēଵğ ᩛ ēĚ Ζ but ēēଵ ᩛ 㨙ţ. 
Therefore, when: 
 㨙ţଵ = 4,11 sm￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ğēଵ ᩛ ඥڸΖ ଶڵڵ  Ζڼ ଶڻ ᩛ Ή  ￎţଶ= 6,17 sm    ￦￦￦￦￦￦ğēଶ±·￦ڶںΖڽ ᩛ ඥںΖ ଶڻڵ  ଶڽڵΖڴڵ ᩛ  Ή (158)±·￦ڽΖڵڵ
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ￎţଷ= 8,23 sm    ￦￦￦￦￦￦ğēଷ ᩛ ඥڼΖ ଶڷڶ  Ζڵڵ ଶڴ ᩛ   ±·￦ڸڻΖڷڵ

 
According to the sine theorem, we have from the triangle СОЕ 
 

§³· 㨬 ᩛ ēĜଶ￦  Ĝğଶ  ğēଶڶ  Ĝē  Ĝğ Κ￦
 

(159) 

Then 

￦￦§³·Éଵ ᩛ Ζڵڵ ￦ଶڹ  Ζڵڵ ￦ଶڹ  Ζڽ ڶଶڶں  ڹΖڵڵ  ڹΖڵڵ ᩛ  ΉںΖڴ
 

 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦§³·Éଶ ᩛ Ζڵڵ ￦ଶڹ  Ζڵڵ ￦ଶڹ  Ζڵڵ ڶଶڽ  ڹΖڵڵ  ڹΖڵڵ ᩛ  ΉںڸںڸΖڴ
 

(160) 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦§³·Éଷ ᩛ Ζڵڵ ￦ଶڹ  Ζڵڵ ￦ଶڹ  Ζڷڵ ڶଶڸڻ  ڹΖڵڵ  ڹΖڵڵ ᩛ   ΚڶںڼڶΖڴ

 

Therefore 㨬ଵ 49°; 㨬ଶ  Ήڶں ￦㨬ଷ   Κڷڻ
Depending on the type of soil and its minimum and maximum moisture content, the coefficient of 
internal friction is 0,7 and 1,15, respectively, and the soil friction coefficient for steel is 0,40 and 
0,75 [81]. 
Assuming that the soil should be treated at the optimum humidity, the value of which is ap-
proximately between the minimum and maximum humidity, then the average value of the coeffi-
cient of internal friction can be taken equal to 0,975, and the external friction – 0,575, i.e. 㨬ଶ  Ήڷڸ 㨬ଵ 30°. 

Then, according to (150), the critical value of the angle㢶௧ is equal to 
 㢶௧   Κ       (161)ڷڻ

 

Comparing the angles аi, obtained for different depths of loosening of the soil by pawl-paws, with 

the critical angle 㢶௧, we see that at a depth of loosening of the soil by hills 8 and 12 sm, a smooth 

cylindrical roller Ø 230 sm will not unload it ahead of itself. At a depth of loosening 16 sm, this 
roller can unload the soil. Therefore, for the proposed comb-forming machine, the maximum 
permissible depth of loosening of the paw-hills is 16 sm. 
In order to find the pressure of a smooth cylindrical roller on the soil, it is necessary to know the 
total interaction area Sвз (contact) of the roller with soil, which is determined from expression 

 㨤ŘŝΚ ᩛ 㨝ா  㨓Ζ      (162) 
 

where: 㨝ா is the arc length of the circular segment of the EOC (see Fig. 96); 㨓– is the length of the cylindrical part of the rollers of the comb forming machine. 

The value㨝ா is determined using the known formula for calculating the area of the circular 
segment of the EOC 
 

ୡ ᩛ 㨠㨔ଶ㨬ڶڵ  㨾㨴㨹㨬 ᩛ 㨠㨔ଶڶڵ￦ ቆ㨝㣅ڴڼڵቇ  㨾㨴㨹㨝￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷںڵ 
 

where: 㨬Ş㨝 the angles of the circular segment (160), respectively, in degrees and radians;   㨠㨔 - is the radius of a cylindrical roller, which is 11,5 sm. 
Thus ୡଵ ᩛ ଵଶ 11,52 (0,8552 - 0,7547) = 6,65 sm2;  

￦￦￦￦￦￦ୡଶ ᩛ ଵଶ 11,52 (1,0647-0,8829) = 12,02 sm2; (164) 
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￦ୡଷ ᩛ ଵଶ 11,52 (1,2741 - 0,9563) = 21,01 sm2.  

   
Knowing the area of the circular segment (164), we find the length of its arc, using the well-known 
formula 
 

￦￦￦￦￦ୡ ᩛ Ĝğ␡㨝ா  㨔㨖␡  㨒㨓  㨔㨖ڶ ￦￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹںڵ￦￦￦ 
 

where: 㨒㨓  height of the circular segment, which is equal to ОВ - (ОА)i 

ОВ– radius of the roller, 11,5 sm; 㨔㨖 the chord of the circular segment, the values of which are given in (158). 

 We find the value ĜĎ from the right triangle OAC (see Figure 96):   
 

㨠㨒 ᩛ ඨ㨠㨔ଶ  ቆ㨔㨖ڶ ቇଶ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ںںڵ 
Thus 
 

㨠㨒ଵ￦ ᩛ ඨڵڵΖڹଶ  ቆڽΖڶںڶ ቇଶ ᩛ   Ζ±·￦ںڸΖڴڵ

㨠㨒ଶ ᩛ ඨڵڵΖڹଶ  ቆڵڵΖڽڶ ቇଶ ᩛ  Ζ (167)±·￦ڹڼΖڽ

㨠㨒ଷ￦ ᩛ ඨڵڵΖڹଶ  ቆڷڵΖڸڻڶ ቇଶ ᩛ   Κ±·￦ںڶΖڽ

 
Thus 
 㨒㨓ଵ ᩛ11,5-10,46=1,04 sm,  㨒㨓ଶ=11,5-9,85=1,65 sm,  (168) 㨒㨓ଷ=11,5-9,24=2,26 sm.  

 

Taking into account the values 㨔㨖 (158), 㨤ڸںڵΖ 㨠㨒(167) and 㨒㨓(168), we find from 
(165) the arc length of the circular segment 
 

ڹںΖں ᩛ 㨝ாଵ␡ڹΖڵڵ  ␡ڶںΖڽ  ڸڴΖڵ  ڶڶںΖڽ ￦￦Ζ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨝ாଵ ᩛ  ±·ڵڴڽΖڽ

ڶڴΖڶڵ ڽںڵ) ᩛ 㨝ாଶ␡ڹΖڵڵ  ␡ڽΖڵڵ  ڹںΖڵ  ڶڽΖڵڵ ￦￦Ζ 㨝ாଶ ᩛ  ;±·￦ڼڶΖڶڵ
 

ڵڴΖڵڶ ᩛ 㨝ாଷ␡ڹΖڵڵ  ␡ڸڻΖڷڵ  ںڶΖڶ  ڶڸڻΖڷڵ Ζ 㨝ாଷ ᩛ  .±·￦ڽںΖڸڵ
 

According to the scheme (Fig. 95), the total length of smooth cylindrical rollers of the first and 
second rows will be equal to 
 

В = (3∙40)∙2 = 240 ·±. 
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Then, taking into account the values of the arc length of the circular segment 㨝ா(169), the 
total interaction area of a smooth cylindrical roller with soil is given by formula (162) 
 㨤ŘŝΚଵ ᩛ ڵڴڽΖڽ  ڴڸڶ ᩛ ଶΖ  ￦￦￦￦￦￦㨤ŘŝΚଶ±·￦ڸΖںڻڷڶ ᩛ ڼڶΖڶڵ  ڴڸڶ ᩛ ଶΖ (170) 㨤ŘŝΚଷ±·￦ڶΖڻڸڽڶ ᩛ ڽںΖڸڵ  ڴڸڶ ᩛ   ଶΚ±·￦ںΖڹڶڹڷ

 
The pressure (surface load) of a smooth cylindrical roller on the soil is found by expression 㣆 ᩛ 㨡㨤ŘŝΚ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڻڵ      

 

where:  㨡- the weight of the comb-forming machine with seeds and fats filled with containers, 
falling on two rows of rollers. According to the adopted scheme of the comb-forming machine (see 
Fig. 93), both rows of rollers will account for 2/3 of the total weight of the machine with seasoned 

seeds and fat, i.е. 㨡 ᩛ￦0,67P. Since 㨡 ᩛ 1962 kGs, then 㨡Š= 1308 kGs. 

Assuming that the weight 㨡 will be uniformly distributed between two rows of rollers, we obtain 
 㣆ଵ ᩛ ڸΖںڻڷڶڼڴڷڵ ᩛ  ￍ·ϑ·±ଶΖ¯￦ڹڹΖڴ

 ڶڻڵ 
 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㣆ଶ ᩛ ڶΖڻڸڽڶڼڴڷڵ ᩛ  ￍ·ϑ·±ଶΖ¯￦ڸڸڸΖڴ

㣆ଷ ᩛ ںΖڹڶڹڷڼڴڷڵ ᩛ  ￍ·ϑ·±ଶΚ¯￦ڵڻڷΖڴ
 
In the process of the comb-forming machine, the ridges will form the first row of rollers, and the 
second row of rollers will correct the tops of the crests, which have been destroyed by the sowing 
holes and their seals. Therefore, the surface load of 1308 kGs will be perceived practically by the 
first row of the roller, the length of the cylindrical part of which will be 120 sm. Therefore, the 

interaction areas of a smooth cylindrical roller with soil 㨤ŘŝΚwill be equal 
 㨤Řŝᇱ ଵ ᩛ ڵڴڽΖڽ  ڴڶڵ ᩛ ଶ,  㨤Řŝᇱ±·ڶڵΖڼڼڵڵ ଶ ᩛ ڼڶΖڶڵ  ڴڶڵ ᩛ  㨤ŘŝᇱڷڻڵଶΖ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ ±·ںΖڷڻڸڵ ଷ ᩛ ڽںΖڸڵ  ڴڶڵ ᩛ   ଶΚ±·ڼΖڶںڻڵ

 
Then 㣆ᇱଵ ᩛ ڶΖڼڼڵڵڼڴڷڵ ᩛ  ￍ·ϑ·±ଶΖ¯ڵΖڵ

ڸڻڵ ￦￦￦￦￦￦㣆ᇱଶ ᩛ ںΖڷڻڸڵڼڴڷڵ ᩛ  ￍ·ϑ·±ଶΖ¯ںڻڼڼΖڴ
㣆ᇱଷ ᩛ ڼΖڶںڻڵڼڴڷڵ ᩛ  ￍ·ϑ·±ଶΚ¯ڶڸڻΖڴ

 
It is known [79,80] that when the soil is compacted, the maximum contact pressure (kGs / sm2) 
should not exceed the limit of its strength, the value of which, when the smooth cylindrical roller is 

interacting with the soil, lies within 3-6 kGs/sm2. The values of 㣆ᇱ, which are given in (174), 
satisfy this condition. 

It is also known that to obtain a soil density of 0,9-1,1 kGsϑsm3, set by agro-demand, it is necessary 

to apply a contact pressure of 0,6 ÷ 0,9 kGsϑsm2 to soil, for example, southern carbonate black 
earth [52, 82]. Practically the values of (ϭ') lie within these limits. 
The obtained research results are used as a basis for the constructive-technological scheme of the 
seeder-comber SGS-4,2, intended for cultivating soy and other tilled crops by comb technology in 
the irrigated zone of Southern Kazakhstan. 
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The results of preliminary acceptance tests showed that theSGS-4,2 was satisfactorily aggregated 

with the T-150 tractor at speeds of 7,5 kmϑh. The seeder formed a trapezoidal crest resistant to 
destruction, 16 sm in height and a horizontal platform width of 37,5 sm and with a distance be-
tween the centers of the crests of 70 sm. Two rows of seeds with a spacing of 15 sm were placed on 
the ridge, and they were buried at a depth of 4,8 sm. Fertilizers with a given norm were applied to 
the crest separately from the seeds. 
Compared with single-purpose machines used for soybean cultivation under these conditions, 
SGS-4,2 provides an annual economic benefit of 180-220 man-hours and a decrease in operating 

costs by 25-30%. 
 
3.5. Working organs of sowing machines for introducing seeds into the soil into a given depth  

 
The fulfillment of agrotechnical requirements for the uniform placement of seeds in the furrow and 
at the same depth from the surface of the field depends on how the furrow forms and how the seeds 
come in, that is, the shape and size of the grain flow when they fall to the bottom of the furrow. 
Thus, the overall picture of the opener is characterized by the combination of two independent, but 
interrelated processes - the arrival and distribution of seeds in the space bounded by the working 
surfaces of the opener, and furrow formation. 
After several mechanical treatments of stubble fumes, the soil on them is sufficiently loosened and 
there is practically no stubble left on the surface of the field. As a rule, a significant supply of 
moisture accumulates on the steam fields, which makes it possible to carry out sowing in a narrow 
row. Therefore, it is recommended to sow theSZP-3,6 seed drill with the soil protection system of 

agriculture on the fallow fields. The working body of this seed drill is a two-disc coulter, which 
presents less stringent requirements to the quality of soil cultivation and the state of the field. 
Dimensions and shapes of the groove, opened by the opener, depend on the relative position of the 
disks, characterized by the angle between them and the height of the location of the joint points of 
the edges of the disks, operating modes and physical and mechanical properties of the soil. These 
factors determine the nature of the movement of soil particles under the influence of the disc, and, 
consequently, the colter's ability to form a furrow of the required size and lay the seeds to a given 
depth. 
Double disc coulters spread the soil to the sides with a small displacement of its particles and 
compact the walls and bottom of the groove. The width of the groove b between the lower points of 

the cutting edges, both disks, is determined as follows (Fig. 98). 
The opener discs are placed one at the other at an angle ѱ = 10 - 110 and touch the edges at the 

point m located at an angle α to the vertical. If the vomer is cut with the plane 㨸ڴ㨸ଵ passing 
through the center of the discs, then in the section we get the true value ѱ of the disk mounting 

angle. Having designed the point M by the radius m0, we get the point B, and projecting the latter 

onto the middle line m01, between the disks, we get the point c: 
 㨮㨓 ᩛ 㨸㨓  㨾㨴㨹￦ㅕϑڶ ᩛ 㨭ϑڶΚ 

 

Since 㨸㨓= 㨸ڴ  㨓ڴ ᩛ 㨣  㨣㨮㨺㨾㢶 ᩛ 㨣ڵ  §³·㢶then 㨮㨓 ᩛ 㨣ڵ  §³· 㢶  㨾㨴㨹￦ㅕϑڶ ᩛ 㨭ϑڶΖor 㨭 ᩛ ڵ㨣ڶ  㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨾㨴㨹￦ㅕϑڶ.  
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Fig. 98. Scheme for determining the width of the groove formed two-disc colter 

 
With known values of the angle and radius of the disc R, it is easy to set the optimal values for the 
groove width b at the maximum depth of the disc travel. At the same time, the larger the angle α, 

the greater b, and at 㢶 = 45-50°, the width of the groove becomes so great that the discs begin to 
work separately, carrying two separate burrs between which a ridge is formed. In this case, 
wide-seed sowing becomes impossible. But this circumstance was successfully used when creating 
a two-disc coulter for narrow-row seeding (Bogachov'scolter). 
Two-disc coulters push the soil aside, at the same time lightly lift it up and shift it forward. As a 
result, a pre-coulters soil hill is formed in front of the opener, the width of which determines the 

placement of the openers in one row in the transverse direction, i.e. 㨬 ᩢ 㨓௫, where㨬 - is the dis-

tance between the vomers and 㨓௫  is the width of the pre-coulters soil hill. At 㨬 ᩢ 㨓௫ , the 
pre-coulters soil hills join to form a continuous felling of the soil, soil is congested, contributing to 
plowing. The process of furrow formation is disrupted. 
The depth of seed filling, flowing into the groove cavity, will depend not only on the depth of the 
colter's stroke and the width of the groove, but also on the nature of the scree of soil mass that 
occurs under the opener [45]. 
During the colter's progress in the soil at any depth in the subsurface cavity, an inclined surface is 
formed from the crumbling soil, and the slope of this surface is directed towards the tip of the 
opener. The incoming seeds will be located on this inclined surface and be closed at different 
depths. With the increase in the speed of movement, the process of soil screeping the soil in the 
sub-coulters space proceeds more intensively, which, apparently, increases the unevenness of the 
seeding of the seeds in depth. This pattern is observed with a constant depth of the coulters (they 
were hardened on the frame of the laboratory installation) with an increase in the speed of 

movement from 9 to 15 kmϑh. Different depth of seed embedding is explained not only by the 
effect of translational velocity, but also by the influence of soil particles moving upward along with 
the surface of the rotating discs when leaving the groove. This phenomenon was established by the 
method of radiography and high-speed shooting [83]. 
The analysis of the scheme and designs of the two-disc coulters made it possible to establish that 
the following factors affect the uniformity of the seed placement in depth: the location of the guide 
relative to the axis of the discs; seed supply direction; presence of reflector. A method of dispersion 

analysis revealed [83] that at working speeds of the seeder 2,2-3,3 mϑs, the effect of the seed supply 
direction in the double disc colter on the quality of seeding in depth is 3,2-10,2%; the direction of 
the guide relative to the axis of the disks is 8,3-26,6%, the reflector is 47,3-69,8%. 
The uniformity of the laying of seeds improves with the direction of their flow in the direction 
opposite to the movement of the opener, and into the area where the disks enter the soil. When the 
seeds are fed to a seed hopper located in the front of the opener, the discs, at the time of entry into 
the soil, carry the seeds to the lower layers and help to lay them on the bottom of the furrow. Part 
of the seeds from the total flow directed to the side, which is opposite to the movement of the 
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opener, enters the bottom of the furrow with a lower incidence rate. For this reason, the number of 
seeds in the upper soil layers from the bottom of the furrow decreases. 
A vomer with a funnel located in front of the axis of rotation of the discs and feeding the seeds to 
the side, in reverse, significantly improves the quality of sowing, laying the seeds in three 
one-centimeter horizons. However, with an increase in the speed of the seeding unit from 9 to 12 

kmϑh, the unevenness of the laying of seeds increases so much that even changing the direction of 
their feeding (against or along the way) does not correct this. There is a need to introduce reflectors 
in the vomer to hold seeds at the bottom of the sulcus. The lamellar flexible reflectors proposed by 
the NGO VISKHOM and the Kirovohrad PKI for tillage and seeding machines [84] were blocked 
from the rear between the discs and from the top between the groove walls at a distance of 15 mm 
from the bottom, with a 270 mm extension of the back of the reflector back beyond the discs from 
their axis. In laboratory conditions, with a seeding depth of 8 cm and seeding rates of 9 and 12 
km/h, the standard deviation values for the standard opener were 0,83 and 0,88 sm, respectively, 
and when equipped with an elastic reflector, the mean square deviation was reduced to 0,57-0,62. 
The number of seeds in a one-centimeter layer, located at a given depth of 8 sm, increased from 
38-56% to 59-65%. The total number of layers with seeds decreased from five to three. 
The uniformity of the seeding depth is also strongly influenced by the depth of the colter stroke, 
which depends on the coulter attachment system to the frame, and on the size and direction of the 
acting forces. The system of fastening two-disc coulters of grain seeders is individually-driven and 
single-hinged. 
Typically, the action of colter forces under this suspension is presented in a simplified form, as-
suming that the forces acting on the opener can be reduced to three forces: the weight G of the 
opener with leashes (including the additional force from the spring pressure), the thrust force P and 

the resultant of all the forces of resistance 㨣. For equilibrium, it is necessary that 㨘ى  + 㨡ത + 㨣ത ᩛ  .ڴ

However, due to the variability of 㨣, the colter's equilibrium is continuously broken and this con-
dition can be considered as an instant one, therefore it is possible to estimate the stability of the 
colter's progress and the influence of the opener's parameters and the speed of the seeder's motion 
on the basis of an analysis of the dynamics of the colter's movement in the soil. 
In simulating the effect of soil on the opener, the coefficients of proportionality of the change in the 

positional force K1 and the damping 㨔ଵ of the rheological model of the soil are chosen as generalized 

parameters of the equivalent idealized mechanical system of the soil-colter-weigher and colter pene-
tration mechanism (П-C-MНЗC) [85], and also reflecting all the design features of the MНЗС of various 

types, the generalized mass of the system 㨸 and the stiffness coefficient of the МНЗС (the stiffness 

coefficient of the equivalent elastic element) 㨜ଶ, reduced to the center of inertia (center mass colter) 

(Fig. 99). 
The coefficient of proportionality of the change in the positional force can be expressed by 㨜ଵ ᩛ 㨣Řϑ㨬, 

where㨣Ř - the vertical component of soil reaction; a is the depth of the colter. 

 
Fig. 99.  The scheme for replacing the parameters of МНЗС and disturbances on the part of the soil 

by the generalized parameters of the П-C-MНЗС system: a) - the design of the МНЗС; b) - equiva-

lent idealized mechanical system with generalized parameters; c) - is a diagram of forces acting in 

an idealized mechanical system 
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However, the change in the vertical component of the reaction of the soil when the vomer moves 
along the unevenness of its surface depends not only on the depth of the stroke, but also on the 
speed of its relative displacement. The action of the soil on the vomer in the idealized system is 

supplemented by a damping force C1, that is, by the magnitude of the change in the force per unit 
of change in the relative velocity of the vertical vane displacement. 
The stiffness factor K2 of the МНЗС can be expressed in terms of the stiffness coefficient 㨜ଷ of the 

elastic suspension element 㨜ଶ ᩛ 㨜ଷ㨝ଶϑ㨝ଵଶ, 

 

where:  㨝ଵ-the action arm of the vertical component R of the soil reaction relative to the hinge of the 

leash; 㨝ଶ - the arm of the action of the force of the elastic element with respect to the hinge of the leash. 

Using the numerous data on the unevenness of the soil surface (spectral densities), it was con-
cluded that, in order to obtain the required uniformity of the seeding depth, the coulters of grain 
drills must copy irregularities with an amplitude of 20-50 mm and a pitch of 1,4-3,0 m, because the 
irregularities with an amplitude of less than 20 mm are crushed by the opener, and unevenness 
with a step of more than 3 m is copied by the seeder, rather than by individual openers. 
Taking the perturbations of the unevenness of the soil surface as periodic, the analytical expression 
for determining the relative displacement of the opener is expressed as (85): 
 

㩄 ᩛ 㨸㣎ଶ 㨜ଶ㩄ଵ·²￦㣎㨿  ㅕඥ㨜ଵ 㨜ଶ 㨸㣎ଶଶ  㨔ଵ㣎￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹڻڵ 
 

where: 1y - amplitude of unevenness of the soil surface; ω - is the angular frequency of the dis-

turbing effects of the unevenness of the soil surface, equal to the angular velocity of rotation of the 
vector representing harmonic oscillations. 
The angular frequency can be found from expression 
 㣎 ᩛ 㣅ڶ  㩁ϑ㨷Ζ                                                                                  (176) 

 

where:  㩁 - speed of the seed unit; l - is the step of unevenness of the soil surface. 

The angle 㣍 is proposed by the formula  

 㣍 ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮㨿« 㨔ଵ㣎㨜ଵ 㨜ଶ 㨸㩁ଶ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڻڵ 
.       

      
Dependence (177) is proposed for the experimental determination of the damping coefficient 㨔ଵ in 

terms of the magnitude of the phase displacement of 㣍 vibrations of the coulters under investigation 

with respect to artificial soil irregularities. Based on the operating conditions, the speed regime and the 
parameters of the openers, a nomogram is constructed that allows to determine the optimum parameters 

of the МНЗС taking into account the unevenness of the fields (Fig. 100). 

In the upper part of it horizontal lines are plotted, corresponding to the agrotechnical tolerance 

according to the depth of seeding ± 10 mm. Atġ1 = 50 mm, the tolerance is 1/5 of the scale ġ, with ġ1 = 40 mm - 1/4 of the ġ scale, and so on. 
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Fig. 100. Nomogram for determining the optimum parameters of the МНЗС and the speed of the seed 

unit: 㨔ଵ = 0,3 kNs/m; 㨜ଵ = 4,0 kNs/m;ġଵ:  1 - at m = 12 kg, 2 - at m = 6 kg; 3 - Δy = f (ġଵ) 

 
The nomogram shows an example of determining with its help the capabilities of two openers with a 

mass of 12 and 6 kg installed on the sameМНЗС with a stiffness factor 㨜ଶ = 980 N/m at ġଵ = 50mm and 㨷= 1,5m. If, as the nominal seed rate of the aggregate to take 㩁 = 8 km/h, then at￦㨷 = 1,5m  㣎 ᩛ  = 㣅㩁ϑ㨷ڶ

9,2 rad/s, which can be established without resorting to calculations, and using the lower part of the 

nomogram. The stiffness coefficient of the serial seeder is SZ-3,6 㨜ଷ  = 4,9 kN/m, and 㨜ଶ ᩛ㨜ଷ㨝ଶϑ㨝ଵଶ ᩛ  ￔϑ± The vertical corresponding to 㣎 = 9,2 rad/s crosses the curve (1) at 㨜ଶ = 1¯￦ڵ

kN/m, corresponding to the mass of the vomer, m = 12 kg, almost at the level of the zero mark of the y 
axis, and curve (2) corresponding to the mass of the opener m = 6 kg, slightly lower. Moving upwards to 

the right along the curves (1) and (2) to the intersection with the horizontal, denoting agro-admission at 

the deviation of the seeding depth from the unevenness set at the amplitude ġଵ = 50 mm, and then down 

to the intersection with the beam l = 1,5 m, and to the left before crossing with the speed scale, it can be 

verified that for the colter m = 12 kg, the speed limit is 11,5 kmϑh, and for the colter m = 6 kg - 17 kmϑh. 
As a result of the studies carried out [85], the following parameters of the MNSA for a two-disc colter 

are recommended: m = 12 kg, the limits of the change in the bending force applied to the colter 200 ... 

400N, the stiffness factor 㨜ଶ = 1,86 kN/m, the spring action lever of the 㨝ଶ levers for the front row of 

coulters 280, and the back of the coulters - 485 mm; have adjustment of the deeper force from 0 to 0,3 

kN with an interval of 0,05 kN and a stiffness coefficient ranging from 0,6 to 2,2 kN/m with an interval 

of 0,1 ... 0,2 kN/m. 

If there is a significant amount of stubble on the surface of the field, seeders with double-disc 
coulters are ineffective - they are clogged with stubble residues and deformed soil, they do not 
deepen on compacted soil. Therefore, with many crop residues and high soil moisture for sowing 
cereal crops, it is recommended to use a LDS-6 seed drill, in which the working bodies are spher-
ical discs assembled into batteries attached to the drill frame by means of a pivotal-radial suspen-
sion and spring-loaded. The seeds along the guide-vas deferens are fed into the furrow formed by 
the disc, from the side of the convex sphere. The seeds coming off the next disc are closed. 
However, for all positive qualities, it has two significant drawbacks: a large unevenness of the 
seeding of the seeds in depth, i.e., practically the seeds are distributed throughout the thickness of 
the treated soil layer, and intensive spraying of the treated layer on light soils in mechanical 
composition that can cause wind erosion. Unfortunately, almost no one is working to remove 
these shortcomings in our country. 
In ordinary years, that is, when the soil has the optimum moisture content, the sowing of cereals 
with the soil protection system of agriculture is carried out by seeders with tubular coulters 
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equipped with napkins, without overlapping with the pre-sowing soil treatment, or by a seeder 
with tubular openers, in which the napkins are replaced by a flat-edged lancet paw small width of 
capture. In this case, the seeding and pre-sowing operations are combined. 
Tubular vomer with cultivator point and lancet paws is row cultivation with a spacing of 23 sm, 
and when placed in the sub-satellite space of special switch-gears - a wide strip to 12 - 13 sm or a 
continuous scattered crop.  
The geometrical parameters of the tubular colter with the nose-piece (pipe diameter, width of the 
nose-piece, etc.) were not substantiated, but were accepted mainly based on strength and con-
structive considerations, from the condition of free passage of seeds and fertilizers along its internal 
diameter and the formation in the soil of a groove of the necessary width and depth. 
For the selection of the optimum values of the geometrical parameters of the lancet flat-paw to the 
tubular colter (pawter), the same principles and provisions are used that are used to justify the op-
timal values of the geometric parameters of the wide-cut planar paws described in Section 2.2.1. 
Features of the opener paw:   treatment of moist soil to a shallow depth, in which the processes of 
soil sticking the working surfaces of the paw and the enveloping of its blades by plant roots inten-
sify; the need to create a subsatellite space of the right size for the implementation of scattered 
sowing; Strict requirements for the uniformity of seeding the depths cause a more careful choice of 
its geometric parameters. 
Many researchers recommend the following values of their geometric parameters: the angle of the 
solution is 60 - 65°, the angle of placement of the share to the bottom of the furrow is 20 - 28°, the 
width of the seizure is 290 - 450 mm and the height of the formation is 25 - 40 mm. 
The penetration of seeder-cultivators when working on stubble backgrounds, as well as an-
ti-erosion cultivators, depends on the parameters of placement of the paws on the frame. Studies 
[52] found that the passability of the seeder-cultivator with opener paws, whose parameters are 
within the above limits, is ensured with a distance between the legs in the row of not less than 450 - 
600 mm, and between the rows of 500 - 700 mm. Therefore, to obtain the minimum possible row 
spacing, the coulters on the frame of the seed drill are placed in 2-3 rows. This makes it possible to 
obtain a spacing of 23 sm at the width of the foot of 290 mm, which ensures the passability and 
efficiency of the cultivator on stubble backgrounds. But with the inter-rowing and the large seeding 
rate there is a thickening of the seeds in a row, and with a separate harvesting method, sagging is 
noted up to the soil surface, which entails an increase in losses, especially with a small number of 
plants per 1 sq. Km. In addition, the placement of the paws in three rows predetermines different 
conditions for their work: in the first row they work under conditions of non-free cutting, in the 
second row - semi-free, and in the third row - under conditions of free cutting. Accordingly, the 
amount of soil support changes, causing a large shift of the soil with the third row of openers in the 
sides. Therefore, as shown by experiments, the difference in seed depth between the first and third 
rows can reach 3 - 5 sm. 
The difference in the depth of the seeding of seeders between cultivators between the first and third 
rows of paws can also be obtained since the feet of the first row, working in conditions of not free 
(blocked) cutting, have greater resistance compared to the third row operating under conditions 
free cutting. Since the racks of the opener coulters are hinged and spring-loaded to the frame, the 
first-row openers can deviate in the longitudinal-vertical plane by a larger angle from the vertical 
than the third, which leads to a deep-seated embedding of the seeds (Fig. 101). 
To determine the maximum allowable tilt angle of the opener paw relative to the surface of the 
field in the longitudinally vertical plane, a formula is proposed [87] 
 㢽ௗ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮㨾㨴㨹 ڶ  ¸«￦㢸㨜  㨭ඥ¸«㣋¸«￦㢸 ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڼڻڵ 
 

where:  Δh - tolerance of seed placement by depth allowed by agricultural demand; 㢸 - half of the angle 

of the colter opener; 㣋- is the angle of the natural slope of the soil; 㨜 - is a coefficient that depends on 

the operating conditions and characterizes the conditions for seed distribution in the soil (㨜 ￦0,9); 

b - working width of the opener paddle without taking into account overlap between adjacent paws,  
that is, b = B - (30...40 mm); B - constructive width of the paw-opener. 
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Fig. 101. Seed arrangement in soil in case of deviation of paw-opener in the longitudinal-vertical 

plane by an angle 㢽>0 
 
With the optimal parameters of the opener paw, the set seeding depth (taking into account the 

agrotechnical tolerance) is maintained at 㢽ௗ 3°. Uniform distribution of seeds along the width 

of the sown strip is preserved at 㢽ௗ = 0-60.  And further increase in the number of seeds increases 

the concentration of seeds to the axis of symmetry of the opener paw, when it is unevenly sown, it 
turns into a ribbon belt, and when the belt is sown, the width of the belt decreases so much that the 
crop turns into a row seed. 
It is possible to avoid seed filling of the seeds between the first and third rows of the paws due to the 
change in their spring stiffness - greater stiffness should have the first-row openers, the smaller - the 
second and the even smaller - the third. Unfortunately, there was not enough research on this 
topic. In [25], studies on the determination of the main parameters of the suspension - the working 
organs of seeder cultivators (Fig. 102) - were summarized, Table 21. 

 
Fig. 102. Schemes and parameters of the suspension of working bodies 

 seeder-cultivators: a) - moving the paw-opener;  

b) - SZS-6/12; c) -SZS-2,1; d) -SU-279 (Canada) 
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Table 21-Parameters of hangers of working bodies 

Suspension parame-
ters, m 

 

Variants of values of suspension parameters, m 

SZS-6/12 SZS-2,1 SU-279 

1 2 5 3 4 

Spring:      

length 0,470 0,300 0,340 0,300 0,240 

diameter 0,067 0,069 0,065 0,069 0,061 

diameter of the wire 0,012 0,014 0,014 0,014 0,012 

Н  0,852  0,660 0,860 

h  0,720  0,526 0,650 

S  0,050  0,100 0,120 

R  0,510  0,60 0,590 

г  0,240  0,100 0,110 

а  0,095  0,120 0,025 

b    0,075 0,110 

 
From the analysis of the results of studies of suspension variants (Fig. 103) it follows that the 
suspension of SZS-6/12 with the experimental spring (Curve 1) has the required elastic properties. 

It begins to actively deform at a load of 0,5-0,7 kN. In this case, the value of the angle 㢽, which is in 
expression 
 㢽 ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮¸« ଷ￦  ଶ㨷ଷ  㨷ଶ ￦ Ζ￦

 

does not exceed the permissible value￦㢽 ≈2°. 
Suspensions with springs from SZS-2,1 (curves 2 and 3) (Fig. 103) showed unsatisfactory results in 
view of the high rigidity of both the spring and suspension in general. Springs began to actively 
deform at a load of 1 kN, which adversely affects their ability to perform safety and damping 
functions, which can lead to deformation or breakage of the paw when it hits the obstacle. The 
vertical displacement of the toe of the paw, depending on the horizontal movement of the paw, 
depends on the horizontal movement of the paw at the suspension SZS-2,1 (Curve 3) in the 

working load area (0,5-0,7 kN), 8 mm deep, and the angle￦㢽 exceeds the permissible value. This is 
due to the kinematics of the suspension (the hinge is located behind the toe of the paws), which in 
the field can lead to breakage of the working organs and their dehiscence. 
Suspension of cultivator paws SU-279 (Curve 4) has a nonlinear elastic deformation. This is due to 
the presence in it of two elastic elements - springs and pillars. The best performance for the sus-
pension SZS-6/12 (Options 1 and 5). It can respond to fluctuations in the load, and the values 㢽and h do not exceed the allowable limits. 
In order to ensure a steady movement along the depth of the working organs of seeder cultivators 
or seedbeds, the suspensions of which are made according to the above schemes (see Fig. 102), the 
ratio of the decay moment from the compression force of the spring and the receding moment from 
the soil resistance of the paw plays an important role. 
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Fig. 103. Angular deviations of the paw a and horizontal movementher 

 toe b depending on the load: 1- SZS-6/12 with an experimental spring; 

 2 - SZS-6/12 with a spring from SZS -2,1; 3- SZS -2,1; 4- SU-279 (Canada);  
5 - SZS-6/12; c changing the height of the toe of the feet with different 

 parameters of the suspensions depending on their horizontal displacement 
 
The use of insufficiently rigid springs or other resilient elements leads to a frequent exit of the 
working bodies from a stable operating mode and to a violation of a given depth of seed sowing or 
tillage. Excessive tightening of them is unacceptable, since the working element will not be deeper 
when the obstacle is hit and thus will be susceptible to breakage.  The working organ of the seed-

er-cultivator SZS-6ϑ12 consists of a stand with a cultivator paw, which is pivotally connected to a 
bracket rigidly fixed to the beam of the frame, a compression spring with a guide rod, which 
connects the stand to the bracket. The guide rod is fixed to the stand of the working element at a 
point lying along a straight line passing through the geometric center of the contour of the culti-

vator foot 㨕ᇱ and the point of connection of the rod and the bracket (Fig. 104). 
As shown above, the operating element with this suspension worked more stably than the rest of 
the suspension schemes. 
However, the direction of the axis of the rod through the geometric center of the paw of the 
working member does not ensure a stable position of the paw of the working organ when moving 
in the soil and a guaranteed return to its original position with a sharp increase in the resistance of 
the soil to the movement of the paw. The reason for the lack of this is that the component of the soil 
resistance force is constantly acting on the compression spring of the working element 㨣௫௬ᇱ  (see 

Fig. 104), pushing the spring upwards and preventing the working element from holding it in a 

stable equilibrium, and also the presence of a large (not optimal) leg 㨷ଶᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଵᇱ  㨷ଵᇱ  for which the 
depressing moment 㨞Κŝ ᩛ 㨡ᇱ  㨷ଶᇱ  created on his shoulder becomes less than the deeper moment 㨞ΚŘ. This action of forces and moments on the working organ does not ensure its steady move-
ment in the soil at a given depth of loosening. In order to eliminate this drawback, a working body 
is proposed, the scheme of which is shown in Fig. 105, and the scheme of action in the process of 
work of forces and moments in Fig. 106. 
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Fig. 104. The scheme of the forces on the 
worker organ of seeder-cultivator SZS-6/12 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 105. Scheme of the proposed 
working tool for seeder-cultivators or pre-seeding 

tillage tools 

Fig. 106. The scheme of the forces in the 
process of work on the   proposed work-

ing body 
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The working body (Fig. 105) includes a rack 1 with a cultivator foot 2 connected by a hinge 3 
(point 0) to a bracket 4 rigidly fixed to the frame bar No. 5. The post 1 is additionally connected 
pivotally at point B to the bracket 4 via a compression spring 6 with a length-adjustable guide rod 7 
such that their axis extends perpendicularly to the resultant force of the soil resistance Rxy to the 

working member at the point D of its application to the foot 2. In this case, the force Rxy acts on the 

paw 2 of the working element at an angle ѱ = 18 - 24°. The guide rod 7 in the operating member is 

connected to the bracket 4 with the possibility of moving along its axis with respect to the bracket 
No. 4. 
Stabilization of the position of the proposed working organ during its movement in the soil occurs 
as follows. When the working element is mounted on the frame of the seeder-cultivator or on the 
implement for the pre-sowing treatment of the soil, the spring 6 is pre-compressed by changing its 

length by the rod 7. Compression is carried out to the force 㨡 ensuring compliance with the 

condition (Fig. 106) 

 㨡  㨷ଶ  㨣௫ũ  㨷ଵ;                                                         (179) 

 

or     㨞Κŝ ᩛ 㨞ΚŘ,            (180) 
 

where:  㨡- force of compression of a spring 6; 㨷ଶ- the lever between the points O and B; 㨣௫௬ - resistance of soil; 㨷ଵ - the lever between the hinge B and the point of application of the resistance force  D; 㨞Κŝ ᩛ 㨡  㨷ଶ - deepening of paw 2 moment; 㨞ΚŘΚ=㨣௫௬  㨷ଵ- extending paw 2 moment 

 
Under the conditions (179) and (180), the paw 2 is in a position of stable equilibrium and stable 
movement in the soil at the established depth of loosening. In this case, the ratio of the arms will be 㨷ଵϑ㨷ଶ ᩛ1. If the resistance of the soil to the working element increases, then the deepening moment 㨞ΚŘalso increases, which, when at 㨣௫௬>㨡 tending, tends to turn it relative to the hinge 3 (point 

O). At the same time, the resistance of the soil will increase sharply, as the angle of entry of the paw 

2 into the soil increases. At the same time, the force of compression 㨡 of the spring 6 is increased, 

and a moment comes when the bending moment 㨞Κŝ becomes greater than the depressurizing 

moment 㨞ΚŘ and the working member returns to its original position. Thus, at 㨷ଶϑ㨷ଵ ᩛ1 the system 
ensures the movement of the working member at a fixed depth in the stable equilibrium mode. 
In the working organ SZS -6/12 (see Fig. 104), the axis of the spring and rod passes through the 

geometric center of the paw of the 2 working elements (see Fig. 105, point 㨕). The resultant 

force￦㨣௫௬ᇱ ᩛ 㨣௫௬ ￦Ζ acting￦㨣௫௬řభ  at point 㨕 and decomposing into components acts on this working 

element (see Fig. 104) and￦㨣௫௬Řభ  the force ￦㨣௫௬řభ  creates a deeper moment 㨞ŤŘ ᩛ ￦㨣௫௬řభ  㨷ଶᇱ , where 㨷ଶᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଶ  㨷￦￦￦, and the component ￦㨣௫௬Řభ  acts along the axis of the spring, compressing it. 

The equilibrium condition of the system (the stable path of the paw) will be 
 㨡  㨷ଶᇱ ᩛ ￦㨣௫௬řభ  㨷ଵᇱ  .       (181) 

 
Because the 㨷ଵᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଵ, but 㨷ଶᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଶ  㨷 and 㨡 ᩛ 㨡 we have 

 㨡㨷ଶ  㨷)=￦㨣௫௬řభ ·㨷ଵ,      (182) 

 

or        㨞ŤΚŝ ᩛ 㨞ŤΚŘ ,    (183) 

 

where: 㨡- force of compression of a spring; 
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￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨷ଶᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଶ  㨷–the shoulder between the points 㨠 and 㨓; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨣௫௬řభ   - component of the resistance force 㨣௫௬, creating a deeper moment; ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨣௫௬Řభ - component of the resistance force 㨣௫௬, creating a force on the spring; ￦㨷ଵᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଵ  㨷 – the shoulder between the points 㨓 and 㨕; 㨞ŤΚŝ ᩛ 㨡￦㨷ଶ  㨷- deepening moment of the paw 2:
 㨞ΚŘ ᩛ 㨣௫௬řభ  㨷ଵ- receding moment of the paw 2. 

If the conditions (182), (183) are satisfied, the claw 2 of the CZS-6ϑ12 moves in the soil in the un-

stable equilibrium mode, since 㨷ଶϑ㨷ଵ ᩛ 㨷ଶᇱ  㨷, i.e.㨷ଶϑ㨷ଵ ᩢ  Κ This is explained by the fact that inڵ

this case the increase in the shoulder 㨷ଶᇱ ᩛ 㨷ଶ  㨷, and the reduction due to the force ￦㨣௫௬Řభ  acting on 

the paw of the force from the preliminary compression of the spring 㨡￦ will accelerate the out-

ward growth of the receding moment with increasing 㨣௫௬ and the output of the working member 

beyond the boundaries of equilibrium motion and will not allow it to return in the shortest possible 
time to initial position. 
Thus, the proposed operating element, due to the choice of the optimum direction of action of the 

compression force of the spring 㨡, ensures the movement of the working element in the soil with 

a sharp increase in its resistance in the stable equilibrium mode. Therefore, it is advisable to es-
tablish a proposed working body for them when developing new models of seeder-cultivators or 
tools for pre-sowing tillage. 
To reduce the negative properties of seeders-cultivators, due to the wide spacing (22,8 sm), dis-
tributing devices are placed at the outlet of the seed flow from the tube-vas-deferens in the sub-
surface space, which, depending on their type and parameters, allow for the same placement of the 
paws on the same The frame of the seed drill should be planted in a wide strip or in a spreading 
manner. The use of scattered or banded sowing allows to distribute the seeds more evenly than in 
the case of a row seed, according to the area of nutrition, and hence the yield increases, the wee-
diness decreases, and so on. 
It should be noted, however, that in the literature about the advantages of scattered (or striped) 
sowing before the row, experts of an engineering profile more often approve. Analysis of the results 
of research by agronomists on this issue does not give an unambiguous answer. Unfortunately, 
such a trend, when only mechanical engineers are engaged in determining the influence of a 
technological process or process on crop yields, for example, the effect of soil compaction, 
root-mean-square deviation in depth during basic tillage, etc., on yield, is increasingly spreading in 
us in the country. From our point of view, these works must necessarily be carried out together 
with soil scientists and crop growers. 
In connection with the foregoing, adaptations to the paws in the form of switch-gears in the 
sub-stem. space should be mainly considered as a means of increasing the universality of the use of 
seeder-cultivators depending on weather and climate conditions, such as soils, seeding rates, cul-
ture, predecessor. 
Almost all the devices for distributing seeds to the seeder-cultivators for spreading the opener paw 
use the energy of free fall of seeds. Seeds falling on the distributor installed in the subsatellite space 
are reflected and distributed at the bottom of the furrow along the width of the shovel. 
The shape and parameters of the distributor are chosen mainly based on two considerations: how 
to use the energy of free fall of seeds with a high efficiency and how to inscribe the flight trajectory 
of the seeds reflected from the seed distributor into a space that is limited in height. The height of 
the latter is determined by the stringent requirements for the working capacity of the opener paw as 
the working organ for pre-sowing soil cultivation, i.e. geometric parameters - the width of the paw 
knife and the angle of its inclination relative to the furrow bottom. Numerous studies have estab-
lished that the height of the sub-satellite space for spreading should not exceed 0.4 - 0.6 depth of the 
opener. 
Currently, the passive distributors of the paws of seeders in cultivators are divided into two types: 
with rectilinear (cones, prisms) and curvilinear generators (in the form of brachistochrone). The 
advantage of the latter is shown, and their parameters are determined [86]. 
In some works [88] it is indicated that the trajectory of the flight of seeds does not intersect with the 
vault of the sub-satellite space, if the velocity of the seeds after descent from the distributor is di-
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rected horizontally. In addition, the fact that the seeds from the vas-deferens do not fall just at the 
top of the distributor, but also at some distance from it, is not taken into account, which is one of 
the reasons for the significant deviation of the actual trajectory from the calculated one. At the 
same time, the seeds that changed the calculated trajectory create obstacles for those seeds that 
slide along the brachistochrone. 
A theoretical analysis of the seed distribution process in the real conditions of the sub-satellite 
space was also carried out [86,89]. It is established that, taking into account the parameters of the 
arch of the longest flight range, the seeds are reached at 
 

㣊 ᩛ ඨ«±ଶ㨶ଶ  㨸ڶڵ  㨮㨺㨾ଶ㨬 ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڼڵ 
 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦¸«㨬 ᩛ 㨶ڶ  㨸㨸 Ζ￦
 

where: 
 
 

㨶 ᩛ 㨙  㨮㨺㨾㢽㨓 Ή￦
 

㨸 ᩛ 㨙  㩃￦㨙㨮㨺㨾㢽㨓 Ή￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹڼڵ 
㨙  - the height of the arch in the middle part of the paw-opener; 2B - the width of capture of the 

paw-opener; х0 is the radius of the base of the seed distributor; 㢽 - the angle between the plane of 

flight of the extreme seeds and the direction perpendicular to the direction of movement of the 
aggregate; g - acceleration of gravity. 
When using the energy of free fall of seeds, the limit of initial speed control is small (practically the 
speed is not regulated, and it is about 1,6 m/s). Therefore, it is necessary to vary the parameters of 
the opener, although they can also be changed in insignificant limits, and the distributor, achieving 

the required values of the angle 㢶and the width of the seed distribution l (Fig. 107). 

 
Fig. 107. Seed distribution in the socking space of the paw-opener: a and b - the trajectory of the 

seed flight when using the valves, respectively, without plates and with them. 
 
Half the dispersion width l2 is recommended to be determined taking into account the free flight of 

the seeds after descending from the distributor by expression 
 

㨷ଶ ᩛ 㩁ଶ  㨾㨴㨹ڶ㢶ڶ«  㩁ଶ« ට㩁ଶ㨾㨴㨹ଶ㢶  »ڶ  㩃￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ںڼڵ 
 

where:  - is the height of the distribution base from the bottom of the furrow. 
It is believed that the flight range of seeds under conditions of the subsatellite space can be signif-
icantly increased, and, consequently, the uniformity of their distribution is improved if the free 
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flight of seeds is replaced after descending from the distributor by sliding along a smooth surface 

(see Fig. 107, section 㨔㨕). At the same time, part of the kinetic energy accumulated by seeds 
during free fall, which was previously lost when the seeds hit the soil, will be used to increase the 
range of their flight. In this case, it is recommended to determine half the width of the dispersion by 
the formula  

㨷ଷ ᩛ 㩃  㩁ଶڶ㨱«￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڼڵ 
 

where:￦㨱 - is the coefficient of friction of seeds against the surface of the distributor. 
However, in this case, the "smooth surface", which should be located at a height h from the bottom 
of the furrow, practically closes the bottom of the bottoms from below, forming a narrow gap for 
the seeds to escape, which can be clogged not only by large-grained impurities entering the seeds, 
but also by the soil when the paws -openers, etc. 
In connection with the design difficulties in creating a simple and reliable distributor, which would 
evenly distribute the seeds across the entire width of the opener, currently used distributors, pro-
viding a sowing strip with a width of 12 - 13 sm. 
The uniformity of seed placement by depth with the opener paws depends also on the type of 
suspension mechanism on the seeder-cultivator frame. 
An analysis of the experimental data shows [89] that the paw colter with different suspension 
mechanisms reacts differently to the variation of numerous perturbing factors. The greatest values 
of the root-mean-square deviations of the variations in the depth of the stroke (Table 22) are ob-
served in the paw with the radial suspension mechanism ± (4,0 - 4,3)sm and the smallest - with the 
hinge ± (2,1 - 2,6)sm. 
 

Table 22.  Performance indicators of the paws with different suspension mechanisms 

Type of sus-
pension 

The speed 
Speed 

of movement,  
km/h 

Indicators of depth of seeding 

m, sm 㣆, sm 㩁Ζܫ 

Radial 4.6 9.9 4.0 40.4 

 5.2 9.6 4.3 44.7 

 6.6 9.4 4.3 45.7 

 8.4 8.3 4.2 50.6 

Parallelogram 4.6 10.3 3.1 30.1 

 5.2 9.9 3.4 34.3 

 6.6 9.9 3.4 34.3 

 8.4 9.0 3.2 35.5 

Hinged  4.6 11.4 2.6 22.8 

 5.2 11.4 2.2 19.6 

 6.6 11.5 2.1 18.6 

 8.4 11.7 2.4 20.5 

 
With an increase in the speed of motion to 8,4 km/h, the values of the root-mean-square deviations 
change insignificantly. This is explained by the fact that with increasing speed, the frequency of the 
influence of the disturbing factors acting on the paw-opener is also increasing. The paw-opener, 
having damping properties due to the rigidity of the safety springs, works as a low-frequency filter, 
smoothing out high frequency disturbances. Virtually the paws with open-link mechanisms do not 
copy the irregularities of the microrelief but cut them off. 
From the character of the flow of the amplitude-frequency characteristics (Fig. 108), it is evident 
that the greatest swing of oscillations from the action of soil resistance forces is observed in the paw 

with the radial suspension mechanism (A 2,4 sm), and the smallest at the opener paw with the 

hinge mechanism (㨒 1,0 sm). The differences in 㨒㣎 determined the corresponding mean 
square deviation and seed depth (see Table 22). 
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Fig. 108. Amplitude-frequency characteristics 
of the paw-opener with various suspension 
mechanisms: 
1 - radial; 2 - parallelogram; 3 - hinged 
 

It should be noted that the articulated linkage of the paw colters in the frame of the SZS-2,1 and 
SZS-2,1L seeders, as mentioned above, has not been designed correctly: the toe of the opener is 
much forward along the seed drill with respect to the seed drill projection of the hinge axis on the 
horizontal plane. When encountering an obstacle or with a short-term increase in resistance, the 
leg should bend back in the longitudinal-vertical plane, with its toe immediately beginning to grow 
deeper. However, carrying the toe of the paw forward with respect to the hinge does not allow it to 
do so, and in order to tilt backward over a certain angle, the toe of the paw must at the initial 
moment become even more dense. In this case, not only the traction resistance of the opener is 
sharply increased, but also the angle of inclination in the longitudinal-vertical plane relative to the 
field surface increases, which, as indicated above, leads to a deep-seated embedding of the seeds. 
The diameter of the opener paw pipe (≈60 mm) promotes a sharp increase in tractive resistance, 
especially at increased speeds. In this regard, work was carried out to clarify the parameters of the 
paws and the scheme of its suspension of seeders-cultivators SZS -2,1 for work at higher speeds. 
The results of the research made it possible to reasonably decrease the angle of the paw knife set-
ting relative to the bottom of the furrow, to reduce the thickness of the opener paw, to remove the 
hinge of the paw hitch mechanism in front of its sock. Opener paws with specified parameters are 
used on seeders-cultivators SZS-6, SZS -12, SZS -8 and SZS -14. 
However, these working bodies, which have a suspension scheme (see Fig.102-b), have several 
shortcomings, as indicated above. In this regard andas proposed a new working body for seeders or 
cultivators of pre-sowing soil, which is appropriate to use on newly developed machines and tools. 
 
3.6. Working organs of sowing machines for post-sowingfield leveling and soil compacting 

 
After the seed drill passes behind their working organs, which form grooves in the soil and seal 
seeds in them, the ridges and furrows of unacceptable dimensions remain on the surface of the 
field. This sharply reduces the uniformity of seed distribution in depth, leading to a decrease in 
field germination by 40 - 50%. For leveling ridges and furrows or bringing their size to the per-
missible agrotechnical (initial) requirements of the limits, seeded anti-erosion machines are 
equipped with leveling devices. 
Cultivated plants show the highest productivity only at optimal soil density. Both low and high 
density impairs the water and air regimes, the conditions for germination of growth and devel-
opment of crops. It is assumed that the optimal seed density of different soils varies between 0,9-1,1 
g/sm3. However, this is not entirely correct, since, for example, the initial density of sierozem of 
sandy loam (south of Kazakhstan) lies in the range 1,1-1,3 g/sm3. Therefore, it is expedient and 
necessary to carry out work to justify the optimal density for the main soil types when sowing ce-
reals. Such work for the southern carbonate chernozem of Northern Kazakhstan during the sowing 
of spring wheat was carried out at the All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Plant Protection 
[82]. Its main results are as follows: 
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- compaction of southern carbonate chernozem improves the contact of seeds with soil, promotes 
the acceleration of seed swelling; 
- the best conditions for seed germination are added at a density of the super-seed soil layer of 
0,95-1,0 g/sm3 for narrow-band (5sm) sowing, and 0,9 g/sm3 for broadband (8 sm) and clusters;  
- with increasing soil moisture, the negative effect of over-consolidation increases. Practically, at a 
moisture content of 30% of the PPV, there is no need even for light packing. The most complete 
and amicable shoots of wheat are obtained at a soil density of 0,9-1,0 g/sm3 - the average daily soil 
temperature in the 0-10 sm layer in a ten-day period after sowing was 1,3 degrees higher in the 
compacted row than in loose soil. 
Based on these studies, it is recommended that: 
- density of the soil of southern carbonate chernozem in the sowing layer should be 0,95-1,00 g/sm3 
at row packing, at a continuous one – 0,90 g/sm3; 
- in anti-erosion seeding machines, it is necessary to provide for the possibility of removing rollers, 
as when sowing in moist soil, the packing process disappears, and the rinks only complicate the 
sowing. 
Unfortunately, for other types of soils and species of sown crops, similar studies have not been 
carried out in the soil protection system of agriculture. 
The main requirements for seeding machine rollers for soil protection agriculture are not only to 
compact the seed layer of soil to the optimum density, but also to keep the maximum amount of 
crop residues on the field surface, spray the top (0-5 sm) soil layer, mixed with stubble residues, and 
do not clog. 
Due to the variety and complexity of the processes occurring in the soil under the deformers and a 
large number of empirical coefficients in the formulas proposed for calculation, the theoretical 
justification for the type of rollers and their parameters ensuring the optimal density of the seed 
layer of the soil is not available today. 
In order to choose the most promising, comparative tests on light (Southern Kazakhstan) and 
heavy (Northern Kazakhstan, Krasnodar territory) on the mechanical composition of soils of the 
following skating rinks were carried out: ring-shaped with a wedge-shaped rim; ringed with an 
oval-shaped rim; annular with a round rim shape and a distance between the rings of 70, 95 and 
114 mm; closed ringed with a round rim shape with a pitch of 95 mm; ring-chain; ring-spar; ring 
with a rubberized rim (roller of atmospheric pressure).  
Their evaluation was carried out according to the degree of soil compaction in the layer 0-5 and 
5-10 sm; spraying the soil; preservation of stubble, sticking of the rollers with soil and clogging, 
traction resistance. The tests were carried out at speeds of 6-7; 8-9; 5 and 11-13 km/h. 
Analysis of the results of the studies [90] showed that each of the rollers has advantages only in 
separate indicators, completely none of them meets the requirements of the agro-requirements, 
they are more responsive to the ringed, wedge-shaped rim, annular with a round rim shape and 114 
mm, ring-sparrow.  
A laboratory study of the compaction process by these three types of rollers was carried out [91] 
using a radiometric method for measuring soil density. The experiments were carried out with 
loads on the ring of the roller 6 and 9 N/sm2 and the speeds of 6,3; 10 and 13,6 km/h on light and 
heavy in texture soils. The initial moisture content and density of the soil were adjusted to values 
corresponding to the conditions of operation of seeders when sowing on these types of soils. 
Density measurements were carried out along a grid (0,04x0,04 m) to a depth of 0,24 m, away 
from the axial line of the ice rink - up to 0,20 m. 
The results of determining the degree of soil compaction (for sierozem sandy loam), depending on 
the type of roller, the speed of movement, the load on its ring and the type of soil are shown in Fig. 
109;110 and 111. Similar curves were obtained for heavy soils with a mechanical composition. The 
best working out of a layer of soil in a zone of arrangement of seeds both on easy, and on the heavy 
ground on a mechanical structure, is provided with a ring-shaped rink with a round form of a rim. 
The ring-spiral roller gives deeper than a ring-shaped rink with a round rim shape, the location of 
the zone of maximum compaction of the soil, but the lowest was observed behind the ringed rink 
with a wedge-shaped rim. 
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Fig. 109. The degree of compaction of the soil 

with a ring-shaped rink with a round rim 
shape (soil - light sandy-loamy sierozem) 

Fig. 110. The degree of compaction of the soil 
with a ringed roller with a wedge-shaped rim 
of the ring (the soil is light sandy-loamy sie-

rozem) 
 
With increasing load on the roller ring from 6 to 9 N/sm2, the degree of soil compaction behind all 
the rollers increased by 25-30%, with the maximum compaction zone being located deeper than 
7-8 sm. 
With an increase in speed from 6,3 to 13,6 km/h, the degree of compaction is reduced by 20-25%, 
and the depth of working the soil is reduced by 15-20%. 
When investigating the technological process of row dressing of crops with annular rollers, its op-
timal parameters and operating conditions are justified [52]. It has been established that the op-
timal parameters for the rows for rowing are: diameter of the roller 450-550 mm; the width of the 
rim is not less than 40 mm; The shape of the working surface of the rim is spherical (drop-shaped). 
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Fig. 111. The degree of compaction of the soil is ring-sporinated 
roller (soil-light sandy-loamy sierozem) 

 
To obtain the density given by agrotechnological (initial) requirements, it is necessary to act on the 
soil (southern carbonate black earth) with a surface load of 6 - 9 N/sm2. Application of higher 
pressures leads to excessive compaction and adversely affects the field germination of wheat and its 
further development. 
The contact time of the crochet with the selected parameters should be at least 0,15-0,16 s, as 
otherwise the packing effect will decrease. 
The traction resistance of the roller ring with a surface load of 6 N/sm2 is 120 - 160 N. 
The results of these studies were used to create the seeding devices for seeders-cultivators SZS-2,1, 
SZS-6, SZS-12 and SZS-8 for row soil coiling simultaneously with sowing. 
In case of spreading or broadband sowing, the row-wise method of soil compacting is unaccepta-
ble. Analysis of the zones and depth of compaction of the soil under the influence of various types 
of rollers [91] allowed us to recommend ring-shaped skating rinks with a round rim for compacting 
the soil in spread or broadband sowing. With a roller diameter of 550 mm, the diameter of the ring 
rim should lie within 28-32 mm, and the distance between the rings is not less than 114 mm. These 
parameters practically provide not only a continuous compaction of the seed layer of the soil in the 
zone of seed deposition along the width of the sown strip, but also the drillability of the seeder 
along stubble backgrounds. 
Rollers with such parameters were used to create a seeder-cultivatorSZS -2,1Л. However, it should 
be noted that the diameter of the rink is not justified, but adopted, based on the parameters of the 
kinematic scheme of seeders-cultivators SZS -2,1. This predetermines the need for research to de-
termine the optimum diameter of the roller for stubble seeders. 
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Ring-shaped rollers with a wedge-shaped and round-shaped rim for row and broadband packing of 
crops not only compact the soil to optimum density, but also smooth the surface of the field, 
forming a shallow-grained surface. Such a surface improves the uniformity of the seeding depth 
and helps reduce the wind speed in the surface layer, thereby protecting the soil from wind erosion. 
It should be noted that the seeding device of the seeder-cultivators has one significant drawback: 
they not only fulfill the function of compacting the soil, but also are the supporting and driving 
devices of seeders in operation and in transport. Therefore, when sowing on waterlogged soils, 
when it is not advisable to roll up the crops as mentioned above, it is practically impossible to 
remove the rollers and replace them with a screed device, since in this case it is required to change 
the basic kinematic and constructive scheme of the seeder. Research and development work on 
finding a new scheme for seeder-cultivators, which would allow for the replacement of the sup-
porting and packing on a simple leveling device without significant expenditure of labor and time, 
are still under way. 
Sealing of the soil after the passage of the lumberer-seeder LDS-6, working with high soil moisture, 

is impractical. Therefore, after the passage of the serfic discs of the LDS-6 seeder, the field surface is 
only leveled by the flat discs those have been assembled in the batteries at an angle to the direction 
of travel. It is possible to change the angle of attack of disks depending on working conditions. 
 

4. Machines for intrasoil application of mineral fertilizers for soil protection agriculture 

 
4.1 Basic agrotechnological (initial) requirements for machines 
 
 At present, the introduction of mineral fertilizers is one of the main ways to increase the yield of 
agricultural crops and preserve soil fertility. Therefore, work is continually being carried out to 
develop technologies and technical means to improve the efficiency of their application in the 
cultivation of a crop in specific soil and climatic conditions. 
The introduction and development of grain-steamed crop rotations with short rotation, the field of 
pure steam with wings from high-stemmed crops, the strip placement of crops and vapors, the 
abandonment of dumping plowing and the transition to non-waste tillage by new machines that 
keep stubble on the surface of the field provide both effective protection of soils and crops from 
wind erosion, and significantly improve the moisture supply of plants. In the steam and other fields 
of crop rotation under this system, the plants make maximum use of mineral substances to form 
the crop. In the northern regions of Kazakhstan, where in the vast majority of ordinary and 
southern chernozem, as well as dark chestnut soils, there is a lot (especially in pure vapors) of 
available nitrogen and assimilable forms of potassium. This amount is sufficient to obtain a high 
yield of spring wheat. At the same time, here everywhere there is a lack of mobile forms of phos-
phorus, which determines the phosphorus starvation of spring wheat [44,92]. 
The soil protection system of agriculture improves the moisture content of plants, enhances the 
processes of nitrification and accumulation of nitrate nitrogen in the soil, and increases the mo-
bility of soil phosphates. All this regulates the nitrogen-phosphorus regime, contributes to the fuller 
utilization of the accumulated moisture on the formation of the crop. 
With the soil protection system of agriculture excluding the rotation of the reservoir, the conti-
nuous surface spread of mineral fertilizers followed by the imposition of soil tillage machines did 
not yield positive results. Such introduction of the main dose of mineral fertilizers and subsequent 
multiple cultivation of soil by cultivators-plane cutters contribute to their placement in the 0 - 6 sm 
layer. But as this layer of soil dries quickly, the efficiency of the fat significantly decreases [93]. 
Local application of fertilizers provides for their incorporation into the soil at a given depth in the 
form of a continuous screen, tape, stitch, row or nests. These methods imply a much smaller mix of 
fertilizers with soil, which contributes to a more efficient use of their plants and an increase in the 
yield of all crops, including cereals, by 0,2-0,5 t/ha. 
An analysis of the results of studying the various methods of introducing mineral fertilizers in the 
arid conditions of virgin areas (according to the data of the All-Russian Research Institute for 
Experimental Research and Experimental Stations of Northern Kazakhstan) during the cultivation 
of grain crops shows [92] that: 
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- surface application of fertilizers with subsequent embedding by a complex of flat cutting ma-
chines is inferior to the effectiveness of deep, especially in dry years; 
- in connection with the uneven use of phosphorus from various soil layers, the depth of applica-
tion of fertilizers has a significant effect on phosphorus nutrition and the yield of spring wheat. 
Under the soil protection system of agriculture in the conditions of Northern Kazakhstan, the op-
timum depth of sealing the main dose of super-phosphate into the steam when applied under the 
first flat-topped treatment was 10-12 sm depth, and in the fall under deep loosening - 20 sm. For 
example, on an average for four years, the additional collection of grain of spring wheat from su-

per-phosphate deposited at a depth of 10-12 sm amounted to 0,36 tϑha, for 20sm – 0,3 tϑha, and for 

25sm – 0,25 tϑha; the uniform distribution of fertilizers is more efficient than the belt. On average, 
over the years of research, the yield increase of spring wheat with uniform application was 0,34 

tϑha, and for tape – 0,17 tϑha. 
The effect of super-phosphate, added to the steam in the form of the main fertilizer dose in the soil 
conservation system, is not limited to one year. The aftereffect was noted throughout the rotation 
of the four-field cereal crop rotation. So, for example, when applying the main dose of super-

phosphate 0,060-0,080 tϑha to the pure vapor of the active substance to a depth of 15-25 sm, the 

yield of spring wheat increases by 0,25 - 0,35 tϑha in the first year of operation, and taking into 

account the two-year after-effect, the yield increase reaches 0,8-1,0 tϑha. Coupled fertilizers have a 
long aftereffect, which continues throughout the period. 
In soil-protecting agriculture, we also apply a row-wise method of introducing fertilizers in small 
doses simultaneously with the sowing of grain crops by combined seeders. According to the data of 

the All-Union Scientific Research Institute, the annual application of 0,020 tϑha of granulated 
super-phosphate by the active ingredient contributed to the formation of the same gross harvest for 

rotation of rotation as for the main application of 0,060 tϑha of super-phosphate in pure lea field. 
At the same time, paying 1 kg of the active substance of phosphorus fertilizers with grain in a 
four-field grain-crop rotation is obtained practically the same. 
With a row application of fertilizers with small doses, you can get a return in the first year on a 
much larger area. However, due to the small depth of fertilization in the soil in dry years, the effect 
is practically absent. In addition, the row method is associated with additional time and, most 
importantly, is tied to a period of intense spring sowing. Fertilizers in pure lea field are introduced 
once for rotation in a freer summer-autumn period.  
Thus, under the soil protection system of agriculture in the conditions of Northern Kazakhstan, it 
is recommended to make the main doses of phosphorus fertilizers in the steam field at a given 
depth with a continuous screen, and in moist years - additionally in rows simultaneously with the 
sowing of cereals for the second and subsequent crops after the lea [92]. 
The main requirements for the technological process of introducing mineral fertilizers in rows 
simultaneously with the sowing are set out in the section above. Anti-erosion seeding machines 
such as SZS-6 and SZS -12, SKBM-12, as well as press grain seeders of type SZP-3,6 are designed 
with these requirements in mind and satisfy them. 
When cultivating winter wheat under conditions of insufficient moisture [53,92], the efficiency of 
using mineral fertilizers and the technical means used for their superficial application are also es-
tablished, which meet the requirements for them. 
Machines for intra-soil application of the basic dose of mineral fertilizers in the soil protection 
system of agriculture must satisfy the following requirements: 
- to apply the basic dose of granular mineral fertilizers locally intra-soil to a depth of 12 - 25 sm 
simultaneously with soil-free tillage; 
- to ensure the introduction of mineral fertilizers with a continuous horizontal screen or ribbon 
with the size of an unfertilized strip between the bands not more than 15 sm; 

- to ensure a dose of 0,1-1,6 tϑha in the physical weight. If higher doses are required, mineral fer-
tilizers are recommended for subsequent soil treatments; 
- deviation from the specified rate of fertilizer application can not exceed 8 - 10%; 
- uniformity in the distribution of the width of the applied fertilizer band does not exceed 20 - 25%. 
In addition, these machines must also meet the specific requirements for soil-tillering machines of 
soil conservation, which were discussed in previous chapters. 
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The technological process of the main intra-soil application of mineral fertilizers is carried out by 
machines with two structural-technological systems, each of which performs the following func-
tions in a certain sequence: 
- capacity for the continuous filling of the machine with fertilizers with a device for their dosing 
and feeding them to the working bodies along the fuel lines; 
- working organ for the formation of the bottom of the furrow at a given depth and the uniform 
distribution of fertilizers on it and their sealing with soil. 
Taking into account the requirements for the technological process of the intrusion of mineral 
fertilizers and the operating conditions of machines designed to perform this process, let us con-
sider the main provisions for selecting the type and parameters of the above-mentioned structural 
and technological systems. 
 
4.2. Containers and dispensers of machines for intra-soil application of the main dose of mineral 
fertilizers 
 
In combined or fertilizer seeders for seeding (row) application of small doses of granular fertilizers, 
a dowel-coil seeder with non-movable coils, i.e., the constant length of its working part, is used as a 
dispenser. A special-shaped coil (Fig.112) with a diameter of 60 - 63 mm with two rows of pins 
arranged along the generator coil in staggered order. It is placed between the cheeks of the body 
attached to the back wall of the grain container. The length of the coil is constant – 34,5 - 35,5 mm. 
 

 
Fig. 112. Non-movable coil of the fat-seeding tractor 

 
In the development of combined or fertilizer drills for the application of the main dose of mineral 
fertilizers, either tray-scraper devices or coils are used as dispensers. When choosing the parame-
ters and operating modes of the coils, the manifold physical and mechanical properties of fertilizers 
are necessarily taken into account. 
The working process of the bowl-scraper seeder can be divided into three successive phases: re-
moval of fertilizers from the container to the working surface of the plate; transportation of ferti-
lizers with a dish from the seeding hole to the point of discharge; dropping fertilizers from the dish 
into the sown windows [13]. 
The process of removal of fertilizer from the tank, assumed that there is no piling in it, is based on 
the law of the flow of loose material through the hole. With regard to the disk type fat seeder, this 
process proceeds as follows. When the plate rotates, the linear velocities of the fertilizer particles 

along the radial hole length are not the same and change (Fig. 113) from 㣊ଵ ᩛ 㨽ଵ㣎￦￦till 㣊ଶ ᩛ 㨣㣎Κ 
 

The average velocity of the fertilizer layer is defined as 㩁ŧŦ ᩛ 㣎㨽ଵ  㨣ϑڶΚ     (188) 

 
Sowing hole area   㨗 ᩛ 㨣  㨽ଵΖ                                                    (189) 
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where:  - is the height of the fertilizer layer (depth of the dish). 

The second removal of fertilizers 㨼 by a dish from the container depends on the cross-sectional 
area of the sowing hole and the average linear velocity of the fertilizer layer 㩁ŧŦ 㨼 ᩛ 㣆௬㨗㩁ŧŦΖ     (190) 

 
where:  㣆௬ – density of fertilizers, kgϑ·m3. 

Then, taking (188) and (189) into account, formula (190) takes the form 
 

㨼 ᩛ 㣆௬㣎㨣ଶ㨽ଵଶڶ ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڽڵ 
       

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 113. The scheme of re-
moval of fertilizers by a plate: 

a) - scheme of removal; 

b) - the side of the plate 

The machine for the internal application of fertilizers with the width of grip 㨓Ţ at the translational 

speed㣊Ţ (m/s) and at the set fertilization rate 㨢ţ (kg / ha) should make the following amount (kg / 
s) of fertilizers 㨼 ᩛ ସିڴڵ  㨢ţ㨓Ţ㩁Ţ 
 
and each plate 㨼ᇱ ᩛ ସିڴڵ  㨢ţ㨓Ţ㩁Ţϑ㩅    (192) 

 

where:  㩅 - number of plate dispensers on the machine. 

Equating 㨼 and 㨼ᇱ , we obtain 
 

㣀 ᩛ 㣊ŧŦ㣊Ţ ᩛ ڶ  ସ㨢ţĐŢ㩅ିڴڵ  㣆௬㨣␡ڵ  భమோమ␡￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷڽڵ￦
 

where:  㣀  some kinematic index. 

This indicator connects the operational parameters υср, υм and constructive R, 㨓ŢΖ 㨽ଵΖ ,  and de-

pends on the values of the velocities 㣊ŧŦ, 㣊Ţ and the depth of the plate .However, the increase in 

the rate of 㣊ŧŦ   is limited to the velocity of the 㣊௫Κ  of fertilizer through the seed hole. The 

cross-section of the sector of the plate is filled with fertilizer at 㣊ŧŦ ᩢ 㣊௫Κ. Therefore, at a given 

speed of the machine, the indicator 㣀 can be changed at the expense of speed, but only up to a 
certain limit and by establishing the optimum depth of the dish. 
The depth of the plate is found by its working volume, by which should be understood the volume 

of fertilizers 㨨(m3), discarded by a plate in one turn. Consequently, the plate can ensure the 

supply of fertilizers in the amount 㨼ᇱ  (kg/s) only if 
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where:  㨹Ũ - frequency of rota
Taking into account (192), w
 

 
The volume of a plate, if its 
volumes of two concentric ri

 
Equating the right-hand side


Since the agrotechnological (

0,6 t/ha in physical weight, i
of the speed υср should also b
the dish. 
During the operation of the
fertilizer particles can not spo
Let us assume that the side o

(Fig. 114), and its upper edg

particle 㨸«, the centrifugal s

tional force￦㨗. 

The force 㨥, which tends to p
 

 
It is prevented by the friction

where 㣋 - is the angle of frict

Fig. 114. Force acting on 
 

Consequently, the particle can
the form 

 

Where:㨜 is the limiting val

aphs 
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㨨 ᩛ 㨼ᇱϑ൫㣆௬ڴں  㨹Ũ൯Ζ   

otation of the plate, rpϑm. 
, we obtain 

㨨 ᩛ ں  ଷ㨢ţ㨓Ţ㩁Ţϑ൫㣆௬ିڴڵ  㨹Ũ  㩅൯Κ  
its side is represented as an inclined plane (see Fig. 
c rings and is equal to 

㨨 ᩛ π[㨨 ᩛ 㣅␡㨽ଶଶ  㨽ଵଶ  㨣ଶ  㨽ଶଶ␡ϑ
ides of (195 and 196) and solving with respect to h, we

 

 ᩛ ں  ଷିڴڵ  㨢ţĐŢ㣊Ţ㣆ũ  㨹Ũ  㩅  గଶ ␡㨽ଶଶ  㨽ଵଶ  㨣ଶ  㨽ଶଶ␡￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦
 

al (initial) requirements envisage the application of fe

t, in the design of the machine the changes in the ind
o be provided for a wide range of changes in the rot

the plate-type dispenser, the plate must rotate at a 
 spontaneously descend from it. 
e of the plate is a rectilinear plane inclined at an an

edge is removed from the axis of rotation by a dist

l sider 㨸㩁ଶϑ㨣, and the normal reaction caused by t

to push the particle up along the inclined plane of th

㨥 ᩛ 㨸㩁ଶϑ㨣  㨮㨺㨾㢶 㨸«  ￦㨾㨴㨹ÉΚ 
ional force F directed along the inclined plane down㨗 ᩛ 㨿«㣋␡㨸㩁ଶϑ㨣㨾㨴㨹㢶 㨸«㨮㨺㨾㢶␡Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦
riction. 

 
n a particle of fertilizers locatedon the inclined plan

 can only rise under the condition TF. This inequal

㨜 ᩛ 㩁ଶϑ«㨣  ¸«㢶  㣋Ζ  
g value of the kinematic regime. 

  (194) 

  (195) 

g. 113), consists of the 

 ϑڶΚ  (196) 

, we obtain 

￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڽڵ￦
f fertilizers from 0,1 to 

 index 㣀 at the expense 
rotation frequencies of 

 a frequency such that 

 angle a to the horizon 

istance 㨣. The gravity 

y them act 㨟 and fric-

 the bead, will be 

   (198) 

wnwards, i.e., ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڽڽڵ 
    

lane of the bead side 

uality can be written in 

  (200) 
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 With 㨜 ᩢ 㨜spontaneous dropping of fertilizer particles from the dish into the sown windows 

will not occur. Therefore, the limiting velocity 㩁 forward at the beginning of the drop is (94) 

 㩁  ඥ«㨣㨿«É  â                                                                 (201) 

 
Because the 㩁 ᩛ 㣅㨹㨣ϑڴڷ, то 

㨹  㣅ڴڷ ඨ«¸«㢶  㣋㨣 Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶڴڶ 
Consequently, that the fertilizer particles are not spontaneously dropped from the tray into the 

sown windows, its rotation speed should be less or equal 
ଷగ ට୲ఈାఝோ . 

Fertilizers from the plates are dumped into the sowing windows with the help of a special device - 
ejectors, the parameters and setting of which ensure a complete dropping of the fertilizers supplied 
to them; uniformity of seeding; additional intensive grinding of fertilizer lumps and mixing of 
particles. 
For a more even supply of fertilizers, a divider is installed in front of the right ejector to each ejector 
above the plate, dividing the total flow of fertilizers into two equal parts (Fig. 115). 

 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 115. Diagram of fertilizer 
flow dividers 
 

Assuming that the thickness of the fertilizer layer h on the plate is the same and that the volumes of 
carried out fats by each ejector are equal 
 㩁୪ୣ୲㨤  㨽ଵ ᩛ 㩁୰୧୦୲㨣  㨤,     (203) 

 

where:㩁୪ୣ୲и㩁୰୧୦୲ - are the average velocities of the fertilizer layers applied to the left and right 

spreaders. The velocities of the movement of fertilizer layers are expressed as 
 ￦￦￦￦￦㩁୪ୣ୲ ᩛ 㣎㨤  㨽ଵϑڶ￦Ζ 

(204) 㩁୰୧୦୲ ᩛ 㣎㨣  㨤ϑڶΚ) 
 

Substituting (204) into (203) and solving with respect to S, we obtain  
 㨤 ᩛ ඥ㨣ଶ  㨽ଵଶϑ(205)                                           . ڶ 

 
Thus, the installation of a divider at a distance S from the axis of rotation of the plate ensures that 
each ejector releases the same amount of fertilizer. 
It is possible to achieve a uniform and stable sowing of fats by a disk-scraper dispenser only if 
continuous forced feeding of fertilizers to the sowing windows is ensured. This feed can be 
achieved with active tedder, rotating a little faster than the sowing disk. 
Active mowers are proposed (95) to be made from spiral-bent fingers fixed on a vertical shaft. Both 
the tedder and the disk are rotated from the same worm gear (gear ratio 0,078 and 0,063 respec-
tively) so that they rotate counter-clockwise during operation. Together with the disk, the lower 
layer of the corks also rotates. Since the frequency of rotation of the tedder is greater than the ro-
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tational speed of the disc, the spiral fingers move the particles of this layer from the center of the 
container to the periphery, where the guide scrapers push them through the seed windows into the 
funnels of the track lines. The fingers of the mover are in different horizontal planes, so that the 
particles of the lower layer move. Thus, when the dispenser operates, the particles of the lower 
layer of fat are forcibly moved to the seeding windows and this ensures the stability of the seeding 
process. In this case, the rods of the wagon are curved along a logarithmic spiral. 
The unobstructed movement of particles along such a spiral occurs when the angle between the 
radius vector and the tangent to the helix exceeds the friction angle of the feces about the material 
of the mover. Installation of such a tedder allows 10-15% to increase the productivity of the dis-
penser and increase the uniformity of seeding in a larger range of fertilizer application rates. 
The principle of operation of the disk-type tractors is to move the fertilizer to the sowing windows 
or slits due to the rotation of the plates. The displacement is caused by the action of frictional forces 
arising as a result of the pressure of the mass of fertilizers on the disk of the traction apparatus. The 
pressure of the mass of fertilizers on the plate from its center to the belt of the container for one 
complete cycle is not constant. 
On conventional dish-mounted fertilizer containers, fertilizer containers were installed with a 
small capacity of 0,025-0,035 m3, as the pressure of the fertilizer mass on the plate increases in 
tanks with larger capacity, which can adversely affect not only the reliability of the machine, but 
also its quality parameters - seeding rate, unevenness, and so on. 
When a dish-scraper dispenser mounted on a container of considerable capacity was operated, it 
was established that the regularity of the amount of sowing remained to the height of the fertilizer 
above the plate 300-350 mm (Fig. 116) [93]. 

 
Fig. 116. Number of fertilizers sown and quality of sieving depending on the filling capacity 

 
Further unloading leads to a decrease in the number of sown materials, i.e., the equilibrium vault is 
broken, and the changing hydrostatic pressure starts acting on the plate. This phenomenon is ex-
plained by the property of loose materials to form a balance of equilibrium. The code consists of 
many small arches, which, closing one another, form one common, assuming the gravity of the 
overlying material. The disappearance of the arch occurs when the proportions between the cor-
responding quantities that determine its presence are violated. Therefore, to prevent the distur-
bance of seeding stability, it is necessary to maintain the indicated level of fertilizers above the plate 
in the container. Such quantity of fertilizers (0,023 - 0,027 tons per each device) does not allow to 
use all capacity of the container and causes premature loading of the machine. 
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In the process of operation of the traction apparatus mounted on containers of considerable ca-
pacity, at the end of discharge in the tank, larger fractions predominate with respect to the initial 
granulometric composition (Fig. 117). 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 117. Redistribution of fertilizer particles 
under the influence of the fertilizer during the 

unloading of the 

containerпричастицразмером￦1-2 mm;  

2-3 mm;  3-5 mm 
 
 

This phenomenon is explained by the presence of the active layer, i.e., by the fact that part of the 
fertilizers is mixed and rotated together with the plate under the influence of the plate and the 
tedder. Stirring of the particles helps to compact them and "float" larger ones into the upper layers. 
To maintain the stability of the seeding rate, hydrostatic pressure should be taken as a basis, which 
must be kept constant throughout the entire operation cycle, for which a special device (stabilizer) 
is installed in the area of the vault's equilibrium, which assumes the gravity of the vault, and the 
plate will act on the plate only the weight of the fertilizers located under the stabilizer. 
Fig. 118 shows the change in the number of sown fertilizers depending on the filling of the con-
tainer when the stabilizer is installed above the plate at a height of 100, 160, 200 mm. 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 118. Number of sown fertilizers 
depending on the capacity of the tank 
when installing the stabilizer above 

the plate 

 

As a control, a full discharge of the tank without a stabilizer is taken. It can be seen from the graphs 
that the stability of sowing is practically not disturbed to the height of the stabilizer above the plate, 
i.e., practically at full discharge of the container. The installation of the stabilizer prevents the re-
distribution of mineral fertilizer particles by fractions to the end of the container discharge. 
Thus, in order to prevent the disturbance of the stability of seeding and the redistribution of ferti-
lizer particles when the bowl-scraper seeder operates with capacities of considerable capacity, it is 
necessary to install a cone stabilizer in the zone of the arch of equilibrium above the plate. The gap 
between the side walls and the periphery of the stabilizer should be 20 mm. 
Serial plate-scraper fat seeding devices have significant drawbacks: they are material-intensive, 
have not quite satisfactory indicators for uniformity and stability of seeding. The construction of 
the device is cumbersome (two pairs of cylindrical and two pairs of bevel gears), the bracket, belt 
and other details are not technologically advanced, it is difficult to withstand a gap of 0,5-1,0 mm 
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between the sowing disk and the belt along the entire circumference. Each machine has two seed 
dosage adjustments, which complicates maintenance and care. Therefore, work continues the se-
lection of the type and parameters of the new fat-sowing apparatus [96]. Table 23 shows the tech-
nical characteristics of the serial, modernized and new tractors. 
 

Table 23- Technical characteristics of fat-sowing apparatus 
Indica-
tors 

ATD-2 ATD-2A TsVA-2С TVP-2 ATTs-1 ATP-1 

Device  
Disk-scraper 

Chain Spiral 
Screw 

Chane Palmate 

The level 

indicator of 
the fat 

Float No Float No No 

Treadmill 
reaper 

Palmate Palmate No No Pendu-
lum 

Mechanism 
of transfer 

Toothed Chain No Chain Worm 

Weight, kg 26,5 34,0 27,5 15,4 15,0 30,6 

Number of 
sowing 

windows 

2 1 1 1 1 

 
The highest and stable quality of seeding by the TVP-2 apparatus, in which the seed rate is changed 
by the gearing mechanism, i.e., by varying the rotation speed of the seeding mechanism with a 
constant value of the seeding windows. However, the process of sowing the fats from the tank at 
TVP-2 is pulsating: the diffuser of the flow consists of one or two fingers with a diameter of 1 mm 
and makes an oscillatory motion that is insufficient to equalize the flow. 
When using the energy of free fall of mineral fertilizers to feed them from the dispenser to the 
embedding working bodies, the flow lines - the installation angle to the horizontal plane, the 
geometric dimensions, the material, etc. - have a significant effect on the seeding. This is explained 
by the fact that for most mineral fertilizers with a change humidity parameters of their basic 
physical and mechanical properties vary within a wide range [94]. The slope of the pipeline to the 
horizontal surface must be at least 60°. 
Currently, there is a steady trend in the world for using electronic devices in mineral fertilizer 
machines to control the fertilizer application rate using the GPS system and JSOBUS communi-
cation facilities, to introduce precision agriculture technology with differential differentiation of 
optimal fertilizer doses and electronic documentation of the work performed [97 ]. 
The aforementioned drawbacks of the machines for the application of mineral fertilizers, as well as 
the use of their free-fall energy to supply a uniform distribution over the area, do not allow meeting 
the requirements of the above-mentioned world trend in the development of machines for the in-
troduction of fat. Therefore, is carried out studies on the choice of the layout scheme of the ma-
chine for soil application of mineral fertilizers with the use of CSS and the rationale for the types 
and parameters of its dosing, distribution and transport systems. 
The technology of differentiated application of mineral fertilizers presupposes a higher accuracy of 
their dosage and a multiple change in the preset dose within the field being treated. Successful 
implementation is possible only if uniformity and stability of dosing of fats are ensured. The ter-
mination of the expiration of mineral fertilizers due to the formation of static vaults in the reservoir 
above the outlet window, or the unstable flow of fertilizers due to the periodic formation of static 
and dynamic arches, as well as fertilizer outflows with uneven exhaustion predetermine the need 
for them. preparation before feeding to dosing devices [97]. 
Analysis of possible ways of solving the problem of preparation of fertilizers for differentiated ap-
plication has revealed the expediency of using spring-helical cylindrical and conical tedderers that 
have a conveying capacity that allows continuously feeding fertilizers to the screening windows, 
while fertilizers are transported to the outlet window along a screw line with a certain angle of 
inclination, which leads to a constant supply and excludes its pulsation. The location of the screw 
tedder above the seeding windows allows using their "sifting" effect. 
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For the purpose of substantiating the basic parameters of the tedder, the interaction of the ele-
mentary volume of mineral fertilizers with the screw surfaces of the cylindrical and conical tedder 
was examined [97] and dependences were obtained for determining the path of displacement of an 
elementary volume of fertilizers along the coil of a tedder: 
- cylindrical (S) 
 

㨤 ᩛ 㨕㨹 㨿  㨕㨹ଶ 㨬 ൬㨰ି￦ೌ௧  ൰ڵ  㨶㨬  㨱㨹·²㨶㨿  㨹  㨶㨱㨬·²㨶㨿㨶ଷ㨬ଶ  㨶㨹ଶ ￦￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ںڴڶ 
    

where: 

㨕 ᩛ 㨓㣎ଶ㨽ସ㨔  㨮㨺㨾 గ଼
㨿㨲 ቀగସ  㣋ଶቁ  㨕ଵ  㨕ଶ 㨮㨺㨾 గ଼

㨾㨴㨹 ቀగସ  㣋ଶቁ  㨱ଶ㨶ସΉ ￦￦㨔 ᩛ 㨾㨴㨹㢶  㨱ଵ㨮㨺㨾㢶 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨕ଵ ᩛ 㨾㨴㨹 㣅ڼ  㨱ଵ㨮㨺㨾 㣅ڼ Ή￦￦㨕ଶ ᩛ §³· ቀ㣅ڸ  㣋ଶቁ  㨱ଵ ·² ቀ㣅ڸ  㣋ଶቁ Ή￦
 

㨓 ᩛ 㣅ଶ㢼ଶￜڵ  㨱ଶ㨮㨺㨾ଶ㢶Ή￦￦㨶ସ ᩛ 㣎ଶ㨽« Ή ￦￦㨶 ᩛ ڵ  㢼㣎Ή￦￦￦￦ 
 

- conical (㩃) 
 

￦￦￦㩃 ᩛ ୡ୭ୱకଶఠୱ୧୬ ቈୡ୭ୱకଶఠ ቆ㨷మഘౙ౩  ቇڵ  㨿 ୡ୭ୱక൫మఠାభୡ୭ୱకିଶమఠ൯ఠమ௦మకାସమ   

 

 ቈ§³·㣃ڶ㨱 ቆ㨷మഘౙ౩  ቇڵ 㨾㨴㨹㣎㨿  㨮㨺㨾㣎㨿  㣎ଶ㨮㨺㨾ଶ㣃ڵ  㨱ଶڸ  㨱␡ڶ㨱㣎ଶ㨽  㨼§³·㣃ڵ   ڻڴڶ㨱ଵ␡Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶ
 

Equations (206) and (207) allow one to determine the ways of moving an elementary volume of 
mineral fertilizer through the coil of a screwdriver spiral depending on its relative speed and the 
most important design and technological parameters, such as the angle of the cone forming its axis 
(ξ), the angle of the helix (㢶), the radius of the helical surface (㨽), the coefficients of the inner (㨱ଵ) 

and outer (㨱ଶ) friction of the fat and the angular velocity (㣎).  Varying each of these parameters, 
you can choose their optimal combination to ensure effective tedding. 
To work in conditions of automatic modification of the dose of fertilizer application, it is necessary 
to have simple, reliable and reliable traction apparatuses. The pin coil is most suitable for these 
requirements, where the coil pins are made in the form of tetrahedral truncated pyramids located at 
the intersection of the crossing left and right multi-thread helical lines, Fig. 119. 

 
Fig. 119. The proposed reel-pin dispenser for mineral fertilizers 

 
The execution of the pins in this form excludes the "passive zones" inherent in serial coil-pin de-
vices, and their location at the intersection of the left and right multi-thread helical lines with an 
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angle β equal to the friction angle of the particle with the surface of the coil pin or the friction angle 
between the particles does not give fertilizers to stick. 
The number of fat-fed by the proposed traction apparatus depending on the frequency of rotation 
of the coil and its width is determined by the formula 
 㨢ଶ ᩛ 㣅㨝㢸㨹 ቄൣ㨣  ଶ  㨣ଶ൧  ଵଷ㨜ଵ㨬ଶ  㨭ଶ  㨬㨭  ൣ㨣    㨔௦௧ଶ  㨣 ଶ൧ቅ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦  (208) 

 

where: 㨝 - is the length of the coil; 㨹 the frequency of rotation of the coil, rpm;￦㢸 - density of 

fertilizer, g/sm3; 㨣 - is the radius of the coil base; - is the height of the pin;㨜ଵ - is the number of 

pins; 㢶 and 㨭 are the length of one side of the upper and lower bases; 㨔௦௧   

The analysis (208) shows that the theoretical supply of the number of fats with the proposed coil 
spring-making machine is linearly dependent on its width and rotation speed. Search experiments 
have shown that the less flowability of fats, the smaller the thickness of the active layer of granules 
and the sifting of mineral fertilizers is possible only through the forced removal of granules by the 
pins of the apparatus coil. 
To ensure the planned yield on a particular field, taking into account the variability of the NPK 
food elements, the machine dosing system must provide a differentiated application of fertilizers in 

the entire range of required doses from 㨕 to 㨕௫ and must satisfy the condition 

 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨓  㩁  㨕ϑ㨹  㨼  㨓  㣊  㨕௫ϑ㨹Ζ￦(209) 

 
where: 㨓Ζ - width of the machine, m: 㩁 - speed of the machine, mϑs; n - number of fat sowing 

units installed on the machine; q - second feed of fat, kgϑs. 
The valuesof 㨕и㨕௫, taking into account the planned yield, are predetermined by the varia-

bility of the batteries in a particular field. Under certain conditions, with a relatively high soil fer-
tility potential, 㨕→ 0. The valuesof 㨕௫  are due to the presence of zero sections with a 
minimum content of nutrients and the number of nutrients that must be introduced to obtain the 
planned yield. The analysis performed, the variability of the basic elements of nutrition in the 
experimental field of the Kazakh Agrotechnical University named under S.Seyfulina showed that 

the deviation of 㨕௫ from the average dose of 㨕௩ can reach 80 - 90%. These data were used to 
justify the requirements for the lower and upper limits of the second delivery of the dosing system 
(Fig. 120). 
For example, to ensure differentiated doses in the range 0- 400 kg / ha with a working width of the 
unit of 2,0 m and the speed of the fertilizer machine 6-12. km/h, the specific productivity of the 
dosing system should vary between 0-300 g/s. 
 

 
Fig. 120. Dependences of the second supply of the number of carotene system carcasses from the 

dose of application D and the speed υм of the machine 
 

To substantiate the optimal parameters of the pin coil, a central [97] composite rotatable 
second-order scheduling was used. When sowing granular super-phosphate, the influence of the 
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angle of inclination of the lateral surfaces of the pin on the vertical and horizontal surfaces (β), the 
pitch between the pins (S, mm) and the height of the pin (h, mm) on the unevenness of seeding 

between the apparatuses (ġଵ) and the seeding instability (ġଵ)) and the following regression equa-
tions are obtained: 
 ġଵ=3,549+0,241㩃ଵ+0,102㩃ଶ 1,640㩃ଷ+0,96㩃ଵ㩃ଶ–0,687㩃ଵ㩃ଷ– 

– 0,275㩃ଶ㩃ଷ +0,379㩃ଵଶ  +0,651㩃ଶଶ+ 2,271㩃ଷଶ;                                         (210) ġଶ=4,12+0,322㩃ଵ+0,158㩃ଶ 0,336㩃ଷ+0,462㩃ଵ㩃ଶ   0,275㩃ଵ㩃ଷ– 

– 0,671㩃ଶ㩃ଷ + 0,789㩃ଵଶ  + 0,594㩃ଶଶ+ 0,487㩃ଷଶ;                                         (211) 

 

the analysis of which allows us to justify the optimal values 㢷=40-450, S=12-13 mm and h = 

7,5-7,7 mm. 
The experimental verification of the efficiency of the proposed tedder and coil-pin dispenser 
showed the following [97]. The serial pin coil with humidity (W%) of fertilizer 8,2% is practically 
no longer sowing, and the use of tedder allows to increase the moisture limit of fats for serial coils 
up to 12%. With a further increase in the humidity of fertilizers, the technological process of dosing 
stops, because the coils have turned into "cylindrical rollers". The proposed coil when sowing fer-
tilizers of different humidity works more steadily, as the moisture content of the material increases, 

the number of sown crops (㨢 g/min) gradually decreases (Fig. 121). The number of sown crops 
with the use of tedders at the same humidity is more 1,5-1,7 times than when working without a 
tedder. The use of agitators also increases the indices of instability of the sown crops (Fig. 122). 
 

 
 

I - Serial pin coil 
II - Proposed pin coil 

 

–-•–-            nk=1,05s-1 

--ᵒ--ᵒ--       nk= 2,09s-1 

–· – –·nk = 3,14s-1 

–··–▪–··–    nk= 4,19 s-1 

–··–х–··–   nk= 5,23 s-1 

Fig. 121. Dependences of the amount of 
powdered superphosphate being sprayed on 
moisture and the frequency of rotation of the 

coil 
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I - Serial pin coil 
II - Proposed pin coil 

 

–-•–-            nk=1,05s-1 

- -ᵒ- --       nk= 2,09s-1 

–· – –·nk = 3,14s-1 

–··–▪–··–    nk= 4,19 s-1 

–··–х–··–   nk= 5,23 s-1 
 

Fig. 122. Dependences of the instability of 
seeding powdered super-phosphate on 

humidity and the frequency of rotation of 
the coil 

 

 
4.3. Working bodies for the intrusion of mineralfertilizers at a given Depth and their distribution at 
the bottom of the furrow 

 
On sowing machines of soil conservation, which provide for the possibility of introducing mineral 
fertilizers in small doses simultaneously with sowing, the intra-soil application of fodder is carried 
out by the same working organs as the sowing of cereals. 
With the soil protection system of agriculture, the main dose of mineral fertilizers should be ap-
plied, as indicated above, simultaneously with the planing of the soil - this determines the use of 
flat cutting feet as working tools. The values of their geometric parameters, found on the basis of 
working conditions and specific requirements for soil-cultivating machines for soil conservation, 
have already been considered by us. Therefore, the main task is to apply a flow of mineral ferti-
lizers to a limited sublacial space after the dispenser and, with allowable agricultural demands, 
distribute them unevenly along the width of the seam at the bottom of the furrow. 
Technical solutions providing the distribution of fertilizers in a limited in height sub-space, a lot is 
known. The simplest, reliable and universal working body is a passive cone-shaped or 
wedge-shaped distributor (Fig. 123a).  
Fertilizers flowing by gravity through the pipeline 1 are reflected from the working surfaces of the 
distributor 2 and are dispersed in the sub-space 3. The main disadvantages of such a switchgear are 
the clogging of a massive distributor under the fuel line with mineral fertilizers and the formation 
of a "hard" on the working surfaces of the distributor.  At the height of the sub-pile space 30 - 40 
mm, the width of the sieving band does not exceed 150 - 200 mm. A wider sieving band is formed 
by working elements with a vibrating distributor (in Fig. 123b a vibratory line is not shown). But 
the vibration drive very complicates the design and reduces its reliability. 
 

 
Fig. 123. Devices for the distribution of mineral fertilizers in the soil with the width of the claw:  
a) - with a passive distributor; b) - with a vibrating distributor;c) - with a mechanical distributor;  

d) - with pneumatic conveying and sieving; e) - with pneumomassive 
 

Working organs with a mechanical (screw) distributor (Fig. 123c) reduce the uneven distribution 
of fertilizers to 10-12% [98,99]. However, in the case of a change in the application rate, the phy-
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sico-mechanical properties of mineral fertilizers that vary widely, or the modes of operation of the 
screw, the unevenness of the distribution increases sharply. To the drawbacks of mechanical dis-
tributors is the drive mechanism, which complicates the design of the machine and creates a lot of 
difficulties in maintenance and operation. 
Technical solutions that ensure the supply of mineral fertilizers and their sifting with air flow 
should be considered more successful and promising. Let's consider two of them: the first one with 
pneumatic conveying and sieving (Fig.123d), the second one with mechanical feeding of the fat 
into the cavity of the rack and pneumomassing them in the sub-paw space (Fig. 123e). 
In the first variant, the fat conduit I is divided into two horizontal channels 5, the shape of which 
can be box-shaped (most often) or as a trough with an open rear wall. Fertilizers move along the 
channels together with air and pass through the open side or into the gap in the sub-space. The 
shape and cross-sectional area of the channels greatly influence the uniformity of the distribution of 
fertilizers along the width of the claw, which narrows the scope of application of such a technical 
device, the parameters of which are usually calculated for a certain mode of operation, the norm 
and the physico-mechanical properties of fertilizers applied to the soil. In addition, mineral ferti-
lizers can adhere to the surface of the ducts, especially at the beginning of the horizontal channels. 
Another drawback of such devices is that a change in the air resistance at the outlet under one wing 
of the paw increases its flow under the other wing, which increases the unevenness of the distri-
bution. 
The second variant lacks the drawbacks inherent in the former, since the air stream is brought to 
the top of the distributor in the sub-space. Fertilizers that flow through separate channels to the 
working surfaces of the distributor 2 are entrained and ejected by air jets under the wings of the 
plane-cutting paws. Placement of the pneumatic nozzle at the top of the distributor allows to in-
crease the flight range of fertilizer particles in the sub-space, since the energy of the air jet is used 
most fully. 
However, if the pneumatic nozzle is positioned directly at the top of the distributor, the necessary 
uniformity of dispersion will be achieved only if the flow of mineral fertilizers in the cross-section 
of the track line is uniform. With the simultaneous supply of air and fertilizers to the track, the flux 
density in its cross section becomes more uniform. In this case, the qualitative performance of the 
dispenser on the uniformity of dispersion is improved. 
The range of flight of the fertilizer particle after leaving the edge of the distributor, which has some 
form of a reflecting surface, is determined, as is known, by expression as 
 㨷ଵ ᩛ 㩃  㣊ඥڶϑ«￦Ζ                                                                 (212) 

 

where:  㩃 - is the distance of the edge of the reflecting surface of the distributor from the axis of the 

track line; 㣊- is the initial velocity of the fertilizer particle movement after leaving the surface of 

the reflector;  - is the height of the sub-space; g - acceleration of gravity. 
It can be seen from formula (212) that the range of flight of fertilizer particles can be increased by 
removing the edge of the reflecting surface of the distributor from the axis of the track, increasing 
the height of the sub-foil space, or by increasing the initial velocity. 
The large removal of the edge of the reflector surface of the distributor from the axis of the conduit 
is fraught with dangerous consequences, since it can turn out that most of the energy of free fall of 
a particle or air flow will be expended to overcome the frictional forces arising from the movement 
of the fat along the surface of the switchgear. It is not possible to increase the height of the 
sub-space, since in this casethere may be a process of soil unloading, and, consequently, the 
technological process of tillage is disrupted. 
When using free fall energy to feed the fat to the distributors of wide-grasping paws, the particle 

velocity in a strictly vertical flue pipe is insignificant and does not exceed 3,0-3,5 mϑs [93]. Such a 
speed is not able to provide a high initial velocity of free flight of particles after impacting them on 
the reflecting surface of the distributor. 
Therefore, to increase the speed of flight of fertilizer particles in the track, an air flow is used (Fig. 
124). 
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Fig. 124. The scheme of the action of 
forces on a particle of fertilizers in the 

track of the workingmember of the flat-
tening fertilizer. 

 From the fertilizer feeder, the fertilizer particles enter the track and, in the section,㨒㨓, they 
acquire a certain speed by the force of gravity when they meet the air flow. In the dispersed part 㨓㨔of the aircraft, the velocity of the fertilizer particles increases with the action of the air flow (Fig. 
125). 
 

 
Fig. 125. The velocity of super-phosphate particles at the end 

 acceleration section of the flyway㨓㨔, depending on the speed air flow:  
1 - granules measuring 1 - 2 mm; 2 - 2 - 3 mm; 3 - 2 - 5 mm:  

 4 - calculated for granules 1 - 2 mm 
 

At the time of meeting with the air flow, large particles (2 - 5 mm) have a high speed. Then the 
particles of size 1 - 2mm catch up and overtake the larger ones. 

To determine the velocity of particles at the end of the accelerating section, υчс with (at point￦㨓㨔), 
the following formula is proposed [93]. 
 

㣊ŧ ᩛ 㣊Ř  㣊Ř  ቊ㣊Ř  ቀ ଶೣఊௌቁ
భమ  ¸« ቈቀೣఊௌଶ ቁభమ  㨿ቋ

ڵ  ቀೣఊௌଶ ቁభమ  㣊Ř  㣊Ř  ¸« ቈቀೣఊௌଶ ቁభమ  㨿￦￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷڵڶ 
 

where: в - speed of air flow; 㣊Ř- the velocity of the fertilizer particle before it meets the airflow; P 

is the particle gravity; g - acceleration of gravity; γ - density of air; S is the area of the particle's 
projection onto a plane perpendicular to the direction of flow; t is the time the particle is in the air 
stream; Кх- coefficient of drag 
 㨜௫ ᩛ 㨡«㢸㨤㣊ଶ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڸڵڶ￦

AIR FROM 

THE FAN 

FAT PIPE 

FAT 
DISPENSER 

DISTRIBUTOR 

JUNCTION BOX 
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where:  㣊 - critical speed (speed of wobbling). 

The ratio «ϑ㣊 characterizes the sailness of the fertilizer particle. The values of the coefficients of 
sail and critical velocities of particles of the main types of fertilizers, depending on their dimen-
sions, are given in Table 24 [100]. 
The calculated values of the velocities of the fertilizer particles (super-phosphate) at the end of the 
accelerating section of the track line, found from the formula (213), agree satisfactorily with the 
experimental data (see Fig. 125, curve 4). 
 
Table 24. Aerodynamic characteristics of some types of mineral fertilizers depending on the size of 

their particles 
 
Indicators 

Particle sizes, mm 

super-phosphate 
ammonium 
nitrate 

potassium 
salt 

1 2 3 4 5 1,47 0,93 

Critical 
speed, m/s 

 
3,7 

 
6,3 

 
8,8 

 
9,6 

 
11,3 

 
6,7 

 
4,9 

Coefficient 

of sail 

 

0,73 

 

0,24 

 

0,12 

 

0,10 

 

0,07 

 

0,22 

 

0,41 

 
Increase the initial velocity of the free flight of fertilizer particles after their descent from the dis-
tributor can be due to a rational choice of the shape of its reflecting surface. The particle has the 
greatest velocity when leaving the generator of the parabola (Fig. 126) [101]. 
In order to create a distribution device that ensures a stable uniform distribution of fertilizers, a 
universal method for constructing the reflecting surface of the distribution box based on the com-
plex motion of the curvilinear generator has been developed. The essence of the method is as fol-
lows (Fig. 127). 
 

 
Fig. 126. The velocity of a material particle moving along generators 

 in the form of a parabola (1), a hyperbola (2), an exponential curve (3), 
 and an arc of a circle (4) 
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Fig. 127. The scheme for constructing a reflecting surface  

of fat distribution box 
 

On the vertical axis, a segment of 㨠㨜 is plotted, equal to the height of the generatrix of the surface. 

From the point 㨜 a straight line parallel to the 㨠㨩 axis is drawn, and the segment 㨜㨢, the edge of 

the fat distribution box, is deposited on it. The segment 㨠㨢ଵ is the projection of the edge onto the 

axis 㨠㨩. The leader of the corks (fat-drive) is placed above the distributor in such a way that the 

longitudinal axis of its projection on the horizontal plane coincides with the axis￦㨠㨩. 

The segment 㨠㨢 and the segment 㨜ଵ㨢ଵ equal to half the sieving width are divided into the same 

number of parts, and the division points are connected by the lines 㨠㨜ଵ; 㨝㨝ଵΉ ￦㨞㨞, etc. Let us 
assume that these lines are projections onto the horizontal plane of the trajectory of the motion of 
fertilizer particles. It is assumed that in the fat particle path the move vertically. Then, with the 

angle of inclination of the tangent to the curvilinear generator to the vertical 㢸<10°, the trajectory 
of the motion of each particle after reflection will lie in a vertical plane passing through the normal 
to the reflecting surface at the point of its collision with the particle. 
The actual trajectories will be close to the expected ones if each projection of the generator to the 
horizontal plane coincides with the projection of the proposed trajectory. In this case, the particles 

passing through the section of the conduit bounded by the quadrilateral㨠㨝ᇱ㨝ଶᇱ 㨜ଶᇱ will be sown 

through the section㨜ଵ㨝ଵ, the particles passing through the cross section 㨝㨞ଵ will be sown through 

the section㨝ᇱ㨞ᇱ㨞ଶᇱ㨝ଶᇱ , etc. Therefore, if the areas of the elementary quadrilaterals and the unifor-
mity of the flow are equal in the fertilizer line the fertilizers will be evenly distributed along the 
width of the sifting. 
The presented method of constructing a reflecting surface is universal and can be used in the design 
of various fat spreading devices. Depending on the specific conditions of the problem, generators 
of various shapes can be used to construct reflective surfaces. 
For convenience of practical application of the proposed method, it is necessary to compose the 
equation of the reflecting surface of the distributor. In the design scheme, some design parameters 
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of the switchgear are taken into account: the sieving angle 㣆, the sieving width b1 the length of the 
edge of the tug distributor l1. Since any point of the projected onto the horizontal plane divides the 
projection of the edge into the same plane and half the width of the sieving by proportional parts, 
we have 
  㩄 ᩛ 㨭ଵϑڶ㨷ଵ  㨷ଵ  㩃ଵΖ    (215) 

 

where:㩃ଵ  㨷ଵ ￦is the coordinate of the point located on the edge of the fat-distributor. 

From the triangle 㩃ଵ㩄㨢ଵwe have 
 㨿«㣆 ᩛ 㩄ϑ㨠㨢ଵ  㩃Κ    (216) 

 
Taking into account (215), the formula (216) takes the form 
 ¸«㣆 ᩛ 㨭ଵϑڶ㨷ଵ㨷ଵ  㩃㨠㨢ଵ  㩃 ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴ ᩢ 㣆 ᩢ  ڻڵڶ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڼڵ

   

Knowing the angle￦㣆, the relationship between the coordinates 㩄 and 㩃 of the points of the re-

flecting surface can be written in the form 
 㩄 ᩛ ൫㩃  㩃൯  ¸«㣆￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦(218) 

     

 Substituting (217) into (218) and taking into account that OQ'=㨭ଵϑڶ¸« ఘଶ 

we get: 

㩄 ᩛ 㨭ଵ൫㩃  㩃൯  㨷ଵ  㩃ڶ㨷ଵ ൬ భ
ଶ୲

ഐమ  㩃൰ ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڽڵڶ￦
. 

If㨷 is the length of the projection of the generator onto the horizontal plane, then 㩃  㩃  㨷  㨷ଵΉ ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ 㨷ଶ ᩛ 㩄ଶ+൫㩃  㩃൯ଶ;   㨷   Κڵ
 Then 

㨷 ᩛ 㩃  㩃




ڵ  㨭ଵଶ㨷ଵ  㩃ଶ

㨷ଵଶڸ ቆ భ
ଶ୲

ഁమ  㩃ቇ





భమ
￦￦￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڶڶ￦

 
Using the formula (220), we can obtain an expression for determining the coordinates z of the 
points of the reflecting surfaces with generators of different shapes. For a reflecting surface formed 
by the motion of a parabola,  
we have: 
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Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڶڶ 
According to this technique, reflecting surfaces formed by the motion of the parabola y = ax2 with 

different values of its coefficient, and various valuesof the design parameters of the distributor-the 
length of the base, the height, the angle of sifting, and the length of its rib [101] were constructed for 
the distribution device to wide-cut planar paws. The necessary stability and uneven distribution of 
fertilizers is ensured with the following values of the parameters of such a distributor: the parabola 
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coefficient a = 0,9 -1,1; base length㨷 = 30 - 40 mm; height Z = 90 - 150 mm; sieving angle 㣆 = 96 - 

160°; rib length 㨷ଵ = 10-25 mm. 

Thus, it is possible to significantly increase the initial speed of flight of fertilizer particles after 
leaving the surface of the reflector both by using the air flow in the track line and by selecting and 
constructing a rational reflective surface of the distributor. But, even a significant increase in the 
initial velocity of the fertilizer particles after leaving the surface of the reflector will not allow them 
to overcome the distance from the middle to the edge of the paw because of the low height of the 
sub-lobe space only by dropping the pellets onto the bottom of the furrow. Therefore, it becomes 

necessary to install a box (plane) at an angle of 㣆ଵ 10° to the horizon in the sub-lacial space 
(perpendicular to the movement of the aggregate), the material of which would have a lower 
coefficient of friction than the soil. 
The distribution device developed with the use of the proposed method and the installation in the 
sub-crustal space of the box allow the fertilizer to be sifted along the width of the gripper of the 
flat-paw with a non-uniformity of 13 - 15% over a wide range of application rates and pressure 

head (Fig. 128). With a head pressure of  㨡= 60 N/m2 and application rates of up to 320 kg/ha, a 

stable distribution of the main types of mineral fertilizers and their mixtures is achieved. 
 

 
 

Fig. 128. The uniformity of sieving tocharacterdata with the proposed 
parameters depending on the dynamic pressure of the air flow and 

application rates 
 

a) in the sifting of super-phosphate when application rates 50,160 and 320 kg/ha; 
b) for the sifting of various fertilizers and mixed fertilizers with a rate of  

application of 320 kg/ha 

 
4.4 Selection of the type and parameters of the working element for the subsoilapplication of her-
bicides to combat the bitter creeping (pink) 

 
 In modern agricultural production, chemical plant protection products play an important role in 
increasing production and improving the quality of crop production. However, they have an ex-
tremely negative impact on the environment. As a result, the natural composition of the atmos-
phere, water, soil, etc., is gradually but inevitably changing. 
 Machines for plant protection are primarily hook-on, hinged and self-propelled rod sprayers, as 
well as special equipment for them. The firms Berthoud, Norac (Canada), Tecnoma, RDS France, 
Hardi-Evrard S.A. (France), MB M. Beyn, Delvano (Belgium), John Deere, Amazonen-Werke SA 
(Germany), and others produce the full range of spraying equipment that allows timely, 
high-quality and low-impact on the surrounding environment to protect agricultural plants from 
pests and diseases [5,6]. 
Leading European manufacturers of spraying equipment in the development and improvement of 
modern structures are guided by the legislative base, based on the draft of the model rules on the 
further application of plant protection products presented by the EU Commission. One of the main 
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requirements considered is the protection of the environment and the health of consumers. In this 
regard, the main trends of their further development are directed [6] to:  
- minimization of their negative impact on the environment in accordance with international 
quality standards; reducing the costs of herbicides, insecticides, fungicides and pesticides per unit 
of treated area without reducing the efficiency of their application by automating the control and 
management of technological processes and the use of information technology; Increase in prod-
uctivity due to increased working width and their load capacity; creation of highly unified and 
automated separate assembly units and units that allow them to be used on machines of other 
firms; 
- equipment for working with the satellite navigation system (GPS), systems for creating an air curtain to 
prevent the drift of pesticides by wind. 
Well-known technologies and technical means of introducing means of chemical protection of 
plants by spraying them are also applicable for soil-protecting agriculture. However, in 
soil-protecting agriculture, the most acute problem is the introduction of so-called soil chemical 
protection of plants. 
Currently, soil herbicides are introduced in two ways: 
- herbicides are sprayed by sprayers on the field surface and their subsequent incorporation into the 
soil by soil cultivating machines for small loosening of the soil (by harrow lappers, etc.); 
- intra-soil application of herbicides simultaneously with soil treatment or sowing. 
The first method of introducing soil herbicides in the system of soil conservation agriculture is 
practically unacceptable because of the specific requirements specified in Section 2 for tillage 
machines. The second method is most promising, as it is in principle acceptable not only to con-
ventional tillers and implements, but also used in soil-protecting agriculture. 
So, for the introduction of herbicides simultaneously with the cultivation of soil, the production of 
attachments has been created and mastered, for example, OKZh-5,6 (Agro-Tech LLC, Rostov 
Region), which is installed on various tillage machines, and allows the supply of a specified vo-
lume (100 - 120 liters) herbicide solution per hectare. 
Taking into account the specific nature of soil conservation agriculture, Research and development 
work was carried out to develop machines for intra-soil application of herbicides on the basis of a 
rod cultivator and a flat-cultivator [102,103]. The extensive economic tests of these machines in the 
conditions of Northern Kazakhstan have confirmed the effectiveness of their application. How-
ever, during their operation, frequent sticking of the outlet holes on the rod is noted because of the 
constant contact of the outgoing solution with the soil, and the unevenness of the distribution 
along the width of the claw capture during various operating modes of the planar cut increases. 
Research studies on the choice of the type and substantiation of the parameters of working organs 
for the intrusion of herbicides continue, especially in connection with the tightening of environ-
mental requirements for technologies and technical means for the use of chemical plant protection 
products [104,105,106,107]. 
As is known, the quarantine weed bitter creeping causes a tremendous damage to agricultural 
production, which is spread in the Russian Federation by 400 thousand hectares, Ukraine - 500 - 
600 thousand hectares, Armenia more than 15 thousand hectares [104,106,108,109]. 
According to the data of the RSE "Phyto-sanitary", the bitter creeper is distributed in all 14 regions 
of Kazakhstan and its total area from 650 thousand hectares in 1965-1970 increased to 2,6 million 
hectares by 2005 [110,111]. As a result of such clogging of crops and agricultural lands, creeping 
annual losses of products amount to more than 3 billion Tenge. 
In the struggle against bitter creepers, such agrotechnological methods as plantation plowing, 
numerous mechanical processing of steam, semi-steam, meliorative fields (from 8 to 15 treatments) 
are used. However, due to their high cost and labor intensity, these methods of struggle have not 
found wide circulation. 
According to the data available in the literature, the best results on combating smartweed give a 
combination of applying herbicides with methods of deep-till soil cultivation, since it has been 
established that segments of bitter roots less than 5 cm practically do not survive [112,113]. 
When developing an integrated system for combating bitter cropland on agricultural crops in 
conditions of rain-fed farming in the southeast of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kazakh Institute 
of Plant Protection and Quarantine has substantiated the expediency of simultaneously loosening 
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㨯௭㨯㨷 

 

with zero in (223), and, transforming, we find 

௭ ᩛ 㩁ଶڶ«  㨾㨴㨹ଶ㢶 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹڶڶ 
     
In the formulas (224) and (225), the velocity of the soil, which is cast at an angle to the horizon, for 

the flat-topped paw, is equal to its relative velocity along the surface of the paw knife, i.e. 㩁. 
According to the experimental and calculated data (see Section 2.2.1) for a flat-topped foot with 

parameters 㢶= 250, 㢸 = 350,  = 35 mm and its translational speed of 2,17 m/s (≈ 7,8 km/h), the 

relative speed the displacement of soil along the surface of the blade knife is 
r

  about 1,7 m/s.  

The angle 㢶 formed by the vector of relative velocity of soil movement along the surface of the 
knife with a horizontal plane near the flat-topped paw (see Fig. 129) is the actual cutting angle and 
is found by formula  

 㨿㨲￦㢶 ᩛ 㨿㨲￦㢶  㨾㨴㨹㢸ᇱ                                     (226) 
 

where:  㢸ᇱ- the angle between the projection of velocity 
r

  on the horizontal plane and the blade 

of the knife of the oblique wedge and is equal to  
 㢸ᇱ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮￦㨿㨲㨮㨿㨲￦㢹  §³·㢶                          (227) 

      

The angle 㢹 characterizing the deviation of the velocity vector of the soil movement along the 
surface of the knife from the perpendicular to its blade (see Fig. 128), with the above parameters of 
the paw and the speed of its translational motion, will be approximately 450. Then, according to 

(227) and (226), the angle  㢸≈ 410, and the actual cutting angle 㢶 will be ≈ 170. 
The angle ε characterizing the deviation of the vector㩁ى  from 㩁ى on the surface of the knife is de-
termined from relation  
 㢺 ᩛ ڴڽ  㢷  㢹Ζ                                          (228) 
 

where: 㢷  - the angle of the cut of the knife of the paw and is determined by the known 

la㨿㨲￦㢷 ᩛ ௧ఊୡ୭ୱఈబ  and at 㢸 = 350 and 㢶= 250㢷 will be 370. Then,  

according to (228), the angle ε will be 80; the soil layer will move toward the longitudinal axis in the 

horizontal plane of the paw axis when leaving the paw 㢸 ᩢ 㢸. 
To determine the time t of the soil from the point M to the point A (see Fig. 130), we substitute the 

value 㨷 (224) into the first equation of system (222) and transform 㨿 ᩛ »㣊ڶ  㨾㨴㨹￦㨬 ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڽڶڶ 
 

At ￦㨬= 170 and 㣊= 1,7 m/s according to (229), (224) and (225) 㨿 = 0,1 second, the path 㨷= 16,5 

sm and the height of h z = 1,2 sm. 

Knowing the length 㨷= 16,5 sm and angle 㢺 ᩛ 80, it is possible to construct an assumed contour 
of the line of intersection of the spray of the sprayed herbicide solution with the lower plane of the 
soil formation. Depending on the speed of movement of the aggregate and the physical and me-

chanical properties of the soil, the descent of the soil from the point 㨞 can occur both from the 
surface of the rear contour of the girder, at a low speed of movement of the aggregate, and from the 
upper point of the paw knife at a higher value of this velocity. To construct an assumed contour 
line of intersection, we take arbitrary closely spaced points of the formation from the teardrop and 

postpone the path length ХАl  = 16,5 sm in the direction r , we obtain the line 㨒㨒 (Fig. 131). 
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Experimental studies to determine the effectiveness of the proposed system for uniformity in the 
distribution of the herbicide solution over the width of the claws were carried out on a special 
bench (Fig. 132), the results of which are given in Table 25. 

 

 
Fig. 132.  An installation for determining the uniformity of the distribution of the working solution 

of herbicides along the width of the claw of the cultivator-plane cutter 
 
Table 25 - Uniformity of the distribution of the working solution of herbicides along the width of 

the claw of the cultivator-plane cutter 

 

No. of injector -i 

The volume of liquid, (see the cube) 

fed into the i-th nozzle by replicas 

The volume of 

liquid supplied 
by the i-th noz-
zle for all rep-

licates 

Average repli-

cates of fluid 
volumes of the 

i-th injector Repetition-n 

1 2 3 

1 400 410 400 1210 403,3 

2 440 400 430 1270 423,3 

3 400 390 400 1190 396,7 

4 550 550 540 1640 546,7 

5 400 410 410 1220 406,7 

6 340 340 330 1010 336,7 

7 420 410 400 1230 410,0 

The sum of all injectors 
of the n-th repetition 2950 2910 2910 8770 2923,4 

 
Analysis of the data given in Table 25 showed that the non-uniformity of the supply of the volume 
of liquid between the nozzles was 9.21%, and the instability of feeding the fluid along the width of 
the cultivator's paw was 6%. According to the agrotechnical (initial) requirements for this opera-
tion, the given indices of unevenness and instability of the distribution of the working fluid of 
herbicides by nozzles along the width of the claw of the cultivator-plane are in the range of ac-
ceptable values. 
Taking into account the results of the research, a cultivator-planer was developed for 3-tier soil 
cultivation (10 - 12 sm, 14 - 16 sm, 18 - 20 sm) with simultaneous application of herbicides to the 
working organs of the second tier. The principal constructive scheme of the proposed tool is shown 
in Fig. 133. 
The tool consists of a frame 1, tillage working bodies 2, support-adjusting wheels 3, a container 4 
with the appropriate equipment for introducing herbicides. Aggregated with a 50kN class tractor. 
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wings from high-growth cultures on pure vapors; strip seal of snow; stubble scenes and mulching 
[117]. 
The stern performs two functions - it protects the soil from wind erosion and contributes to the 
accumulation of snow in the fields. The snow immediately begins to be deposited and spread 
evenly over the area. When the stubble was left at a height of 12-15 sm, the thickness of the snow 
cover averaged 14,7 sm on average over two years; at 20-25 sm – 22,3 sm; at 35 - 40 sm – 30,8 sm. 
The average height of stubble is usually 15 - 18 sm. After the autumn tillage of cultivators with 
flat-top cultivators and deep-ripper plowshares, many raised blocks with stubble forms on its sur-
face. As a result, the total height of the stubble increases somewhat, and the average thickness of 
the snow cover reaches 20-25 sm. 
With a snow density of 0,3 g/sm3, the water reserve will be 60-75 mm, and considering that only 
2/3 of snow water is absorbed from the general moisture reserve, we will get an increase in 
moisture by 40-50 mm. Summing this moisture with a reserve of soil moisture before leaving for 
the winter, we get a moisture reserve in the meter layer of only 80-130 mm, i.e., the moisture deficit 
remains on average 50-100 mm. Consequently, the stubble of the usual cut, improving the water 
regime of the soil, does not allow to eliminate the deficit of productive moisture due to accumu-
lated snow. 
It can be eliminated through the production of snow shafts. The work of snowfalls is possible only 
with a snow cover of 12 - 15 sm in height. Such a layer occurs in the initial period of winter only on 
stubble backgrounds. Consequently, the abandonment of cereal crops on the fields does not ex-
clude but predetermines the possibility and necessity of using snowfalls. The use of snowfalls 
makes it possible to bring the thickness of the cover up to 40-50 sm with a twofold (more rarely a 
single) snow retention, which ensures optimal moisture charging of the fields. 
The stern wings 30-35 sm high and 1,5-2,0 m wide through 4,0-5,5 m provide snow accumulation 
of the same power as a continuous high stubble [117]. However, their wide introduction is ham-
pered by the following: with a low-growth grain, it is not possible to obtain stubble wings of the 
required height; when harvesting by direct combining, it is necessary to create a special header that 
allows harvesting crops at a high cut without loss of grain and ears. 
Small doses of straw (1 - 2 t/ha) remaining on the field after harvesting, with a single mulching do 
not affect the water regime and the yield of spring wheat. Positive results were obtained from ap-
plying large doses of straw (4 - 8 t/ha), which can not be obtained from the harvest of one year. The 
accumulation of straw on the same site for several consecutive years improves the water permea-
bility of the soil and reduces the evaporation of moisture, so that the reserves of productive mois-
ture in the meter layer increase by 13,3-19,9 mm compared to the control. With an annual appli-
cation of straw at a dose of 1-2 t/ha on average over a period of 10 years, the yield increases in 
comparison with the control by 0,10-0,13 t/ha. 
Due to the absence of continuous snow cover on the fields and the impossibility of using snowfalls, 
wings from various high-stemmed crops are used. The best rocket culture in the steppe conditions 
is the mustard of the grade Neosypayaschy-2. It grows rapidly, has a vegetation period of 80-85 
days. Consequently, it can be sown later - in early July, after two or three surface treatments have 
been carried out on the steam field for the preliminary cleaning of the field from weeds. By the 
autumn the wings of mustard reach a height of 1,0-1,10 m, branch well, have time to grow stronger 
and serve as a reliable means of snow retention. 
The difference in moisture reserves between clean and wedge pairs after snow retention is 80-100 
mm. However, for example, in Northern Kazakhstan, from the snowfall to the sowing of spring 
wheat, a lot of time passes (1-1,5 months), during which intensive evaporation of moisture takes 
place, and by the time of sowing wheat, the difference in moisture accumulation in favor of the 
wings is 30-50 m, which affects, in the final analysis, the productivity of spring wheat. 
However, the accumulation of the necessary thickness of the snow cover on the field surface does 
not yet mean that the deficit of productive moisture will be eliminated without additional agro-
technical measures for the use of thawed snowmelt by the soil. Assimilation of snow water largely 
depends on the water permeability of the soil (thawed or frozen). It is noted that the autumn 
moisture accumulates in the upper half-meter layer and is better preserved in the fields with the 
autumn planing of the soil. However, deep soaking of the soil (up to 1,0-1,5 m) occurs due to as-
similation of winter precipitation [117]. 
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From deep layers of soil (1,0-1,5 m) moisture is extracted by a well developed germinal (primary) 
root system, therefore it is used more productively. Summer rains soak the soil to a great depth 
(20-0.25 sm) and are largely spent for evaporation. At the same time, the moisture of summer rains 
can be effectively used by the nodal (secondary) root system penetrating into the soil at 30 sm 
[117]. 
The influence of the methods of autumn soil tillage on the accumulation of snow, the reserves of 
productive moisture in it and the yield of spring wheat was determined by the All-Union Scientific 
Research Institute of Plant Protection in 1971-1974, on the southern carbonate chernozem of the 
Tselinograd region [119]. The results are shown in Table 26. 
Analysis of the data in Table 26 shows that soil cultivation by flat-cutting machines improves the 
absorption of meltwater by 25,2-31,1%, which increases the yield of spring wheat by 0,17-0,34 t/ha 
as compared to options without autumn tillage and treated with an autumn harrow BIG-3A. 
 
Table 26 - Influence of methods of autumn tillage on accumulation of winter precipitation, stocks 

of productive moisture and spring wheat yield 

Experiment Options 

Amount of 
delayed pre-
cipitation, 

mm 

Reserves of productive 
moisture in a meter layer of 

soil, mm 
Yield of 
spring 
wheat, 
t/ha 

before leav-
ing for the 

winter 

before 
sowing 

Cutting on 12 - 14sm 71,4 66,4 122,7 1,22 

Cutting on 25 - 27sm 70,0 69,1 138,2 1,34 

Processing by harrow 
BIG-3A 68,1 65,8 106,5 1,00 

Without autumn 
processing 

63,2 69,4 104,2 1,05 

 
Thus, in the steppe arid agricultural regions of the country, slicing snow rolls on stubble back-
grounds in combination with flat-topped autumn tillage and sowing on the stubble pairs can 
eliminate the deficit of productive moisture in the soil due to winter precipitation and sharply re-
duce the negative effects of drought. 

 
5.2 Technology of snow retention, coulis sowing and basic agrotechnological (initial) requirements 
to the means of mechanization 
 
The winter period in arid zones of agriculture is characterized by increased wind activity and the 
predominance of sub-zero temperatures. The wind speed here reaches 10-15 m/s and more. The 
total number of days with a snowstorm is 25- 30 days. The air temperature in the winter months 
varies mainly from -5 to-30 ° C. The snow is constantly transferred and denser with wind 
(snowstorm). It has a diverse structure and physico-mechanical properties, which depend on its 
"age" and state. By the beginning of work on snow retention (on open backgrounds this is the 
second half of December, and on stubble backgrounds - an earlier time), the thickness of the snow 
cover reaches 10-15 sm, and to the period of massive snow retention - 15-25 sm. 
Firnization ("aging") of snow is observed in the first month of winter. Snow cover has a pro-
nounced layered structure: near the surface of the soil, it usually consists of individual large grains; 
above is grainy snow, loosened by the action of fusion processes; the upper layer is most often a 
fine-grained frozen snow - a windmill, in some places, covered with freshly-laid snow (spots) 
[119,120]. 
The thickness of the wind table reaches 10-12 sm. In the snow, ice layers formed during thaws are 
sometimes observed. More intense firnification of the snow and its evaporation (with the forma-
tion of voids at the surface of the soil) is noted on stubble backgrounds, where usually the snow is 
laid by a looser layer. 
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The lower layers of the snow cover have a density of 0,25-0,35 gϑ·m3, the wind speed is 0,30-0,50, 
and the freshly-deposited snow is 0,15-0,27 g/sm3. The average density of the snow cover is 
0,3-0,35 g/sm3, during the winter it varies insignificantly. 
Dense snow at low temperatures has considerable strength and hardness: the hardness of the upper 
layer reaches 2 MPa and more, and the individual layers sharply oscillate, starting from 0,03 MPa. 

Resistance of snow to the shift 㣉, for example, in the zone of Northern Kazakhstan, varies within 
the range of 0,005-0,02 MPa, the tear resistance 㣆ŤŨŦ is 0,004-0,016 MPa, and the compressive 

strength σсж is 0,015-0,18 MPa. In all cases, at minus temperatures 㣆ŧŜ>㣆ŤŨŦΚ￦This indicates that the 

snow here is mostly in a fragile state and only when thaws it acquires plastic properties. 
High density and hardness of snow, as well as constant winds, determined the following tech-
nology for the creation of snow rolls: cracking of the snow crust, formation of snow blocks and 
laying them in rolls. The unevenness of the walls and the top of the rolls contribute to the twist of 
the snow-air flow and the settling of snow by a long train, and the voids between the blocks con-
tribute to the production of high shafts. The lumpy structure gives the roll stability against infla-
tion. Experience has shown that this technology of making snow rolls doubles the accumulation of 
snow in comparison with pre-chopped snow and subsequent sealing it directly in the roll. 
Snow compaction is effective only if many snow falls in a short period of time, in windless weather 
and at an air temperature close to zero [118]. This combination of circumstances in the open steppe 
areas is extremely rare. Snowstorm, which prevails here at low temperatures, does not condense. 
The snow, which is composed of loosely interconnected grains, is also not compacted at low 
temperatures, but is crumbled under the action of a sealant. 
The bulk of the snow (up to 92%) is carried by a snowstorm in the surface  
layer up to 10 sm. On this basis, some researchers [121] come to the conclusion that for snow re-
tention there is no need to make high rolls and that the best snow-retaining capacity is not in the 
form of rolls, but in the form of trenches formed in the snow cover. However, it is not possible to 
make a deep trench in shallow snow, while a large capacity for accumulating snow forms between 
the high snow rolls, and the rolls themselves serve as a reliable obstacle in the way of snowstorm. 
Cutting trenches causes multiple retention of snow, which is unacceptable because of the huge cost 
of working hours and the amount of work, since snow retention is carried out on many millions of 
hectares. 
During snowstorms, the snowflakes fall out of the snow-wind flow when the wind speed decreases 
sharply. Snow blades, cut with a snowfall, being blow-back obstacles, effectively reduce the wind 
speed at a distance equal to fifteen-fold the working part of the roll (exceeding the roll over the 
snow cover). At the height of the working part of the roll 30-35 sm, the uniform accumulation of 
snow in the intervalue spaces occurs when the rolls are cut atadistanceno more than 4-5 m between 
their centers (Table 27). 
In practice, different methods of cutting snow rolls are known. Some experts mistakenly believe 
that the figured methods (cross, spiral, zigzag, etc.) are more effective than cutting the rolls in one 
direction - across the dominant wind direction. Such a representation is based on the fact that in 
figured ways, the effect of changing the direction of the wind on the accumulation of snow in the 
fields is excluded. However, figured methods do not have an advantage over cutting the rolls 
across the dominant direction of the winds in winter and are less economical than the latter (Table 
28). 
 

Table 27-Snow accumulation depending on the width of the inter-rollersspaces 

(averages for 1978-1979) 

Distance between centers 
 of rolls, m 

Snow cover thickness, 
sm 

Stock of water in 
snow, mm 

Without snow retention (control) 25 77,3 

12 27 82,5 

8 31 95,1 

5 43 136,0 

3 46 142,4 
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Table 28 - Efficiency of different ways of cutting snow rolls (СВУ unit - 2,6 + ДT-54) 

 
Variants of the ar-
rangement of rolls 

 

The thick-
ness of the 
snow cover 
on 
 April 4, sm 

Thickness of 
additional 
accumu-
lated snow, 
sm  

Productivity 
per hour of 
clean work, 
ha 

Fuel con-
sumption, 
kg/ha 

Across the prevail-
ing wind direction 

43 3 6,4 1,23 

Cross 38 18 3,2 2,46 

By the unfolding 
spiral 

39 19 5,8 1,36 

Zigzagging 43 23 5,7 1,42 

Without snow re-
tention (control) 

20 - - - 

 
The operating mode of the tractor unit in winter depends on the combined interaction of the tractor 
propellers and the snow-covered machine. With the increase in the thickness of the snow cover, the 
maximum traction power of tractors К-701, К-700, which are mainly used for snow retention, is 
sharply reduced. Thus, with a snow cover thickness of 8; 15 and 22 sm (snow density 0,33-0,34 

gϑsm3), the maximum traction power of the tractor К-701 is 101,9, respectively; 93,8 and 64,8 kW. 
With a snow cover thickness of 40 sm and a snow density of 0,30 g/cm3, the K-701 tractor can not 
move even without a traction load. Local snow deposits thick 30-40 sm are found on the fields 
quite often [122].  Therefore, to improve traction and coupling properties of the tractor when 
working with snows, it is desirable that the snow is cleared from the tractor's propellers and used to 
form a swath. 
In connection with the technology adopted for the manufacture of snow rolls and the conditions of 
snowfalls, the following basic requirements are imposed on them. 
Snow should be used on soils of all types and in fields with dump and flat cutting, on crops of 
winter crops and perennial grasses, on meadows and pastures. 
The minimum height of the snow cover at which the machine can be used is 12- 15 sm (at least 
15-18 sm on winter plow and winter crops). The average height of the roll with the minimum snow 
thickness (12 sm) is not less than 40 sm. The distance between the centers of the rolls should not 
exceed 5 m. When working on the fields of winter crops and perennial grasses, leave a protective 
layer of snow 8-10 sm thick. 
To ensure reliable traction between the tractors and the soil, the implement installed in front of the 
tractor must ensure that the strip is cleaned of snow before them. 
The design of the snow trap should provide for the possibility of its use for cleaning the on-farm 
roads from snow. 
The technology of seeding of rocking crops also has its own specificity, which takes into account 
zonal features. Mustard is sown in the middle of summer (from June 25 for Northern Kazakhstan), 
so that the plants can grow, blossom, grow strong and not fall in the fall under the influence of 
frost. The consumption of mustard seeds is small - 500-600 g per 1 ha of lea field. Like other 
small-seeded crops, it should be sown to a shallow depth. If by the time of sowing in the soil there is 
a sufficient supply of moisture, then the depth of seeding should be 3-4 sm. However, if the top 
layer of the soil is drained, then they must be sealed to a depth of 5 - 6 sm with mandatory packing. 
In this case it is necessary to carry out furrow sowing. 
The wings are sown in a row-wise manner. For most areas of the steppe zone, two-three-row wings 
with a width of between rows of 15-23 sm are recommended, thickening in a row - 30-40 plants per 
1 m. 
The width of the interclusal spaces should correspond to the multiplicity of the passage of the til-
lage tools and aims to ensure a uniform accumulation of snow. When preparing lea field for spring 
wheat, the width of the interclusal spaces should be used equal to 12 m. After receiving the shoots 
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of the wings and the germination of the weeds, the interclusal spaces are treated in the same way as 
in the usual pure pair: flat-top cultivators or rod cultivators. 
Seeding of the wings is sometimes suggested to be combined with surface treatment of steam, but 
this method can be acceptable only in selected cases. The fact is that the period of lea field treat-
ment can be long, and the wings must be sown within one decade. Difficult is also the issue of 
combining the processing time of steam and the timing of sowing the wings. As is known, the 
vapors are treated depending on the germination of weed vegetation, sometimes earlier or later 
than the optimal period of sowing the wings. Hence, the combination of these two operations is 
inconvenient both for organizational reasons and for technological reasons. Therefore, it is ad-
visable to carry out seeding of the rocking plants with a special rocker. 
The technology of seeding of rocking crops and working conditions of seeders determined the 
following agrotechnological (initial) requirements for them: 
- the seeding device of the seed drill must provide seeding of conditional seeds of mustard 30-40, 
maize, sunflower 8-10, hemp, safflower 15-20 pieces per 1 m row - with a deviation from the set 
seeding rate not more than ± 10% with an allowable instability ± 10% ; 
-  grinding of seeds can not exceed 0,3%; 
- the drill is equipped with a removable furrower and working elements for the destruction of weeds 
in the protective zone of the row;  
- seeds are sown to the bottom of the furrow evenly one-two rows with a distance between them 10 
- 20 sm;  
-the depth of seeding is regulated within 3-10sm, with at least 80% of seeded seeds to be embedded 
in the horizon corresponding to a given average depth and two adjacent 1,0 sm horizons; 
- layer of soil in which the seeds are located, is rolled up. 
The theoretical and experimental positions and conclusions used in the development of seeding 
machines for soil protection agriculture (see Section 3) are applicable to selecting the type and 
substantiating the parameters of the main structural systems of the rocking seeder. 
 
5.3 Snowploughs 

 
Working conditions and physical and mechanical properties of snow caused the choice of tech-
nology for the manufacture of snow rolls, the essence of which, as indicated above, is as follows: 
crumbling of dense snow on large blocks that are not blown by the wind; lifting and moving them 
to the middle of the machine (to form one roll) and placing the upper blocks in a stable position 
close to the vertical one. 
This technology is best ensured by a ring-dump type of a snow trap with two dumps working in the 
fall [120]. 
The optimal values for the parameters of the snowfall pile are regulated by the following condi-
tions: minimal crumbling of the snow layer; uniform motion of snow blocks on the dump (without 
loading); good car reclamation; minimum traction resistance. 
In connection with the variability of the properties of snow, depending on its structure, density and 
temperature, it is most likely to expect different types of snow deformation by a blade, based on a 
skewed wedge. When the wedge acts on freshly fallen snow, its deformation will be like the de-
formation of loose sand [118]. Such snow, with anenough depth of the wedge and a small angle of 
crumbling, loosens and moves up the wedge or is loaded ahead of it. 
Deformation of the compacted snow cover, which is a connected mass with a certain strength, can 
occur both in the form of detachment and shear. At a snow temperature close to 0°C, when it is 
more plastic, and at large angles of crumbling, it is necessary to expect a predominance of shear 
deformation, and at low temperatures, when snow is more fragile, and small corners of crumbling, 
the predominance of deformation of the separation is prevalent. 
The maximum traction resistance of the wedge with snow shear is [120] 
 㨡řௗ ᩛ 㣉  㨙  㨭㨮㨺㨾㣋ଵ·²￦㨬  㣋ϑ㨮㨺㨾ଶ 㨬  㣋  㣋ଵڶ ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڴڷڶ￦
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It can be seen from the analysis (230) that the maximum traction resistance of the wedge 㨡řௗ) 

increases in proportion to the snow resistance τ0, the depth of the wedge H and the width of its 

capture b. The resistance 㨡řௗ) increases with increasing cracking angle - 㢶. The effect of the 

friction angle of snow on steel φ is insignificant, since it varies in a relatively narrow range, for 
example, in the conditions of Northern Kazakhstan - within the range of 0,03-0,12. Great value 

in this case has an angle of internal friction of snow 㣋ଵ = arc sin ൬ఙŧŜିఙŤŨŦ
ఙŧŜାఙŤŨŦ൰. With increasing 

density of snow and a decrease in its temperature, the difference between 㣆ŧŜ and 㣆ŤŨŦ increases 

angle㣋ଵΖ, which causes an increase in 㨡řௗ). 

With this type of deformation, the length of the piece of snow that is cleaved by a wedge (on the 
top) is determined by the formula 
 㨷ௗ ᩛ 㣉㨙  㨭§³·â  §³·âଵ  §³·㣋  㣋ଵ  㨬ڶ ϑ㣆ŧŜ§³·ଷ 㨬  㣋 㣋ଵڶ ￦Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵڷڶ￦ 
 

A large value of 㨷ௗis to be expected with an increase in the temperature of the snow, when it 

sharply decreases 㣆ŧŜ and decreases, 㣋ଵ and also with an increase in the crumbling angle㢶. 
The deformation of a dense snow layer under the influence of a wedge proceeds in the following 
sequence: the wedge, penetrating the snow, crushes it in a certain area until the ultimate balance of 
forces occurs within the formation, after which a crack appears at a small angle to the horizon, 
advancing forward and upward. Moving on, the wedge turns off the torn piece, mixes it on its 
surface and simultaneously cleans the bottom, making small chips. At a certain thickness of the 
stripping layer, the formation of small chips is stopped, and the cycle is repeated. 
The traction resistance of the wedge at the time of occurrence of a snow cracks in the layer is equal 
to 
 㨡řŤŨŦΚ=㣆ŧŜ·k·H ·bsin(a + φ)sina·cosφ.    (232) 

 

From this expression, it is clear that 㨡řŤŨŦΚincreases in proportion to the strength of the snow -￦㣆ŧŜ, 

the depth of the wedge - 㨙, the width of its capture b and the coefficient 㨶 ᩛ ଵϑ㨙( ଵ- the height of 
the wedge-shaped snow volume), which for each specific case is determined experimentally. 
The traction resistance of the wedge after the appearance of a crack in the snow is found by the 
formula 

 㨡řŤŨŦΚᇱ ᩛ 㣆řŤŨŦΚ  㨭㨙ଶ  㨾㨴㨹㣍  㨿«㢶  㣍ϑں㨷,   (233) 

 
where:  㣍 - is the angle formed by the tangent to the leading crack and the horizontal; l- is the 

distance from the blade of the wedge to the center of application of the reduced forces separating 

the layer of snow from the massif. 㨡ŤŨŦΚᇱ  has a maximum value at the minimum 㨷, i.e., when a crack 

occurs. 
When the tear is deformed, the length of the piece of snow (at the top) is given by the formula 㨷ŤŨŦΚ ᩛ 㨶 㨙  §¸«㢶  §¸«㣍Κ 
In connection with a sharp decrease in ctg㢶, with an increase in the angle 㢶, we should expect a 

decrease in 㨷ŤŨŦΚ, i.e., an increase in the crushing ability of the wedge. 

Since one of the main technological requirements for snowfalls is the minimal crumbling of the 
snow layer, the choice of the most profitable type of deformation is determined in this case by the 

condition of the least possible crumbling of snow. If for a given snow 㨷ŤŨŦΚ ᩢ 㨷ௗ , then the optimal 

angle of crumbling will have a wedge operating in the tear-off mode. Conversely, for 㨷ௗ ᩢ 㨷ŤŨŦΚ, 
the technological requirements are better fulfilled with shear deformation. 
The deformation of the detachment will predominate as long as the tear resistance is less than the 
shear resistance. The boundary condition for the transition of one type of deformation to another is 
expressed by the dependence [120] 
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㨡řŤŨŦΚᇱ ϑ㨡řௗ ᩛ 㣆ŧŜ·k·  cos2ାఝାఝభ
ଶ

ϑτ0 sina·cosφ· cosφ1=1,                 (234) 

 

or taking into account 㣆ŧŜ ᩛ ఙŤŨŦ Ζ where 㨹  㣆ŤŨŦ￦ϑτ0 = n· sina·cosφ· cosφ1ϑ㨶 cos2ାఝାఝభ ڹڶΖڴڴڵΖڴ
ଶ

Κ  (235) 

 

Analysis of business trends shows the following. A definite relation 㣆ŤŨŦ/τ0, characterizing the 

state of snow, corresponds to its own boundary angle aгр. A wedge with a crumbling angle a>aгр 

produces a shear, and with aᩢaгр - the separation of a piece of snow from the monolith. 

For snow of different structure but having close values of￦￦㣆ŤŨŦΚϑ㣉, we should expect the same li-

miting angles aгр, which is confirmed by experimental data (Table 29). 

 
Table 29 - Characterization of snow deformation by wedges with different cutting angles 

Type of snow cover, den-
sity 

Snow 

temper-

ature, 
degrees 

C 

㣆ŤŨŦΚϑ㣉 

Snow 

cover 

thick-
ness, sm 

Type of deformation of 

snow (O-detachment, 

C-shear) at the angle of 
crumbling 

Estimated 

boundary 

angle, 㢶, 
deg. 

150 300 450 600 

A dense windmill, -19 0,65 8 О О О С 54 
ρ = 0,37-0,42 g/sm3 -7 1,05 8 О С С С 24 

Fine-grained frozen snow 
ρ = 0,31-0,35 g/sm3 

-22 0,73 8 О О О ОС 50 

-16 0,83 4 О ОС С С 46 

        

-16 0,83 8 О ОС ОС С 46 
 -16 0,83 12 О О О ОС 45 
 -10 1,0 8 О ОС С С 35 

Granular, loosened -19 0,70 8 О О О ОС 52 

the action of firnification         
ρ = 0,28- 0,32 g/sm3 -10 0,94 8 О ОС С С 44 

 
Hence,qualitative changes in the nature of the deformation of snow have occurred under certain 
conditions: with a change in the snow state, the transition from deformation to breakage defor-

mation occurred at different angles of crumbling. Thus, in a dense wind bed at 㨿ŧţ = –19°С, the 

shear deformation was observed only at 㢶 = 60°, and at tsn= –7°С for all angles starting at 㢶 = 30°. 
This is due to the fact that at -7°С snow acquired plasticity. A decrease in the boundary angle was 
also observed in the deformation of fine-grained frozen snow and granular snow, loosened by the 
action of firnification, when its temperature rose to -10°C. For the most characteristic conditions of 

snowfall operation 㣆ŤŨŦ￦ϑ㨽< 0,9 and snow cover thickness 㨙> 8sm, the deformation of the de-

tachment will occur under the action of a wedge with a crushing angle 㢶< 45°, and for 㢶> 40° - 

shear deformation. Larger blocks were obtained at 㢶 = 300, which is optimal for snowfall piles. 
The crushing ability of the blade largely depends on the angle of its setting to the direction of mo-

tion - 㢸 (field experiment, ρ = 0,34 g/sm3, 㨿 = -12°C, 㨙 = 15 sm, 㢶 = 30°, b = 0,50 m). At different 
angles of setting the wedge to the direction of motion - 15°; 30°; 45°; 60°; 75°, the length of the 
snow blocks is equal to: 0,76; 0,53; 0,35; 0,24 and 0,19 m. With the decrease of this angle, the size 
of the lumps increases in the direction of the blade of the blade (length of the lump of snow). 
Consequently, the snow blade must be installed at a minimum angle to the direction of travel. 

Admissible crumbling of the snow layer is ensured at 㢸 = 15 - 30°. 

In general, the initial position of the choice of angle 㢸 by the condition of uniform displacement of 

blocks along the blade is 㢸<90 - φ. Since the angle of friction of the snow along the steel, as men-

tioned above, fluctuates in a small limit and is approximately 10 °, this condition is satisfied at 㢸 = 
80°. But we need to take into account the more stringent restrictions imposed on the selection of 

the angle by the 㢸 crumbling ability of the blade. Proceeding from this condition, the angle 㢸 
should not exceed 30°. 
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width of the two dumps. In this case, the cropped snow mass will not be retained in the window 
formed by the snow roll. In the case of snowfalls on the first snow retention, when the thickness of 
the snow cover is insignificant (15 - 18 sm), the cross-sectional area of the forming window should 
be reduced accordingly. For this purpose, the design of the snow trap provides for the possibility of 
installing additional adjustable openings on the dumps or the rear parts of the small-sized dumps 
are connected to the main ones by means of vertical hinges with the possibility of fixing them in the 
desired position. 

The upper cut of the back part of the blade, made at an angle of 30° in projection to the horizontal 

plane and with a bend of 㢺 =- 25°, ensures the operation of the snowplough without spilling snow 
blocks through the heap. To increase the strength of the front cut the blade is executed in a plane 
perpendicular to the blade of the blade of the blade. The height of the front cutoff of the blade must 
be somewhat higher than the maximum thickness of the snow cover and is approximately 0,50 m. 
The main parameters of the working organ of the snowfall obtained as a result of the research 
carried out are realized in the snowplough-dump snowmobiles SVU-2,6 and SVSh-10. 
 
5.3.1 Selection of a rational scheme for wide-graspingsnowplough-rake 
 
In connection with the multi-purpose designation and the need to create a tool that would be ag-
gregated with tractors of different classes, there were great difficulties in selecting the concept and 
design of the snow trap, which meets all modern agrotechnical, technical, economic and opera-
tional requirements. In addition, the development of the construction of the snowfall is compli-
cated by severe winter working conditions; acting on the machine with dynamic loads due to the 
frozen unevenness of the field microrelief; fluctuations in the depth of the snow cover and its he-
terogeneity both in structure and in density. Low coupling properties of tractors on snow, espe-
cially wheeled, predetermine great difficulties in developing the design of wide-grab snag-swaths, 
because there is a need to clean the snow ahead of the tractor, i.e., before the propulsors. 
Taking into account the difficult operating conditions of the snow retention units, conflicting 
opinions on the choice of the snowmobile scheme, the test results of the prototype of the hinged 
wide-spread snowplough created by the Tselinna MIS, it was decided to develop and conduct 
comparative tests of snowplough in various schemes and with various working bodies at the 
All-Russian Research Institute [123]. 

Scheme 1. In the unit for working with tractors of the K-700 type (Fig. 135), there is a blade front 
wedge 1, which is attached by pushing rods to the front of the tractor, and a trailing part consisting 
of two wedges 2, the same as the front, rigidly fastened to the frame-farm of the quadrangular form 
3 and the sains 4. The working capture of one wedge is 3,9 m, and the entire unit is 14,5 m. In one 
pass the unit forms two rolls and two half-rolls. At a neighboring arrival the half-roll is shaped by 
an extreme blade of the wedge. 
Each wedge rests on 3 skis of the plate type. They are equipped with a special mechanism and a 
hydraulic cylinder for lifting the wedge on skis. Trailing part of the unit has the ability to climb on 
skis at the corners of the unit, as well as to leave a protective layer of snow. 
For a long move to the frame-farm are mounted two rolling pneumatic wheels with a hydraulic 
cylinder for lifting. When the unit is moved from the working position to the long-distance 
transportation position, the tractor is disconnected from the trailed part of the implement and at-
tached to the end of the frame-truss by means of an automatic coupler; trailing part of the unit rises 
on transport wheels; the front wedge rises on skis and moves on them. 
With tractors of class 3, one wedge is attached to the front hitch of the tractor, while the unit forms 
two half-rolls. To connect the wedge in front of the tractor, the serial equipment used for hitching 
the bulldozer onto the tractor DT-75M is used. 
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Fig. 135. Schemes of snowploughs: 1 - front wedge for cleaning snow before propulsion;  

2 - angle piece for the formation of rolls and half-rolls; 3 - frame-farm; 4 - hitch frame; 
 5 - supporting ski; 6 - dumps; 7 - mechanism of hitching the tractor; 8 - side section; 9 - hitch 

coupler; 10 - automatic coupler; 11 - wedge of the middle section; 12 - additional blade 
 
 

Scheme II. The unit includes a dump wedge 1, hung in front of the tractor of traction class 5, and a 
trailed tool. The width of the cannon is 14,06 m, in one pass it forms four rolls. 
The trailing part of the unit has a rigid frame-truss 3, consisting of four equal parts, connected to-
gether by means of flanges and bolts. To the frame are rigidly fastened four ring-dump snowplows. 
The cannon used snow blades of SVU-2,6, elongated in front. Due to this, the working grip of each 

rider is increased from 2,6 to 2,75 m. Each rigger is equipped with four slides (as in SVU-2,6) to 
control the thickness of the protective layer of snow. 
The frame-truss is supported by two skis 5, which have a considerable area of the supporting sur-
face. Suspension of supporting skis to the frame is parallelogram. For lifting the implement on skis, 
hydraulic cylinders are used (2 for each ski). The skis are installed in the intervals between the ridge 
and go along the untouched snow and must seal it. On skis the machine rises on transport wheels; 
the front wedge rises on skis and moves on them. 
For moving to long distances, the trailing part of the snowplough is equipped with two pneumatic 
wheels and an additional lowering 4 fixed to the end of the frame. On wheels the machine rises 
with the help of two hydraulic cylinders. 
The wedge attached to the front of the tractor using push rods serves, as in Scheme 1, to clean the 
snow in front of the tractor propulsors. Working wedge 3,5 m. The wedge is raised with the help of 
two remote hydraulic cylinders. To clean the snow, one front wedge is used. 
The aggregation of the machine with tractors of class 3 in this version has not been decided. 

Scheme III. The aggregate with a traction class 5 tractor consists of a wedge, hung to the front of 
the tractor, two modules, a frame-truss connecting the modules and hitch tongue. 
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The front wedge 1 has two heaps, connected at the front and rigidly fixed to the frame. Two 
pneumatic wheels are attached to the frame of the front wedge. In work, they serve as a support for 
the back of the wedge. With the help of the same wheels and a remote hydraulic cylinder, the 
wedge rises to the transport position. In front of the wedge rests on a ski with screw adjustment of 
the thickness of the protective layer of snow. 
The module of the trailed part consists of two left and two right dumps, in which the angle of 
crumbling from the nose to the wings increases. Behind the dumps go into the forming chamber, 
the exit window of which has a triangular shape. 
The front parts of the adjacent module piles are connected and fixed to the frame. The extreme 
snowplough piles are connected to the frame of the modules by articulation and can be lifted up-
wards with the help of hydraulic cylinders to reduce the working width of the unit to 4,4 m. The 
articulated fastening of the extreme dumps provides for lifting them when snow accumulates. Two 
cross-sectional areas of the exit windows do not change in the two middle formations of the snow 
trap. 
The unit of the two modules has two front and two rear skis. Suspension of each ski is parallelo-
gram. With the help of these mechanisms and four hydraulic cylinders, the implement rises on skis 
during bends and for transportation. The supporting surface of the front skis attached to the 
frame-farm is installed below the blade blades of the dumps for the thickness of the protective layer 
of snow left by the piles. Back skis go along the cleared dumps of the trail. 
The frame-farm of the snow trap consists of three sections rigidly connected to each other. The 
wedge is connected to the frame-truss hinge and is transferred to the position of long-distance 
transport by means of a tractor. They transport the car for long distances on skis in the transverse 
direction. 
For working with tractors of class 3, one snowplough module is used. The front wedge is assem-
bled from two internal dumps of the module. These dumps are rigidly connected to each other in 
the bow and a bar in the middle part. The wedge is attached to the tractor by means of beams. To 
fix the pushing beams to the DT-75 tractor and to raise the wedge, the serial equipment used for 
hitching the bulldozer onto this tractor is used. To the mechanism of hitching the tractor is at-
tached frame, on which are fixed two sealing chambers and side dumps. In one pass the machine 
forms two rollers. The road from the snow is cleared of the front wedge. 

Scheme IV. A tool for a Class 5 tractor consists of two hinge-sectional modules 8 and a hinged 
coupling 9 (Scheme IV a), and according to scheme IVb, the gun consists of one module. 

Modules (scheme IVb) consist of middle and two side sections, pivotally attached to the middle. 

The working organs of the snowflake are cylindrical dumps placed at an angle of 㢸 30° to the 
direction of travel. In the middle section, two dumps form a wedge, which is rigidly connected to 
the frame. On the side sections are attached one blade so that together with the wedge heaps they 
form two ridgers forming snow rollers. The transverse area of the exit window of the pit is regu-
lated by additional dump extensions. When working in shallow snow, extensions extend, the exit 
window narrows and the roller forms higher, and when working on deep snow, the wings are re-
tracted, the width of the exit window increases, which prevents the car from clogging with snow. 
The middle wedge rests on three skis 5, adjustable in height relative to the plane of the blade 
blades. This ensures the necessary thickness of the protective layer of snow. 
To use the module in an aggregate with a class 5 tractor in an attached version, it isequipped with 
an automatic coupler 10 (Scheme IVb). 

Due to the hinge attachment of the side sections, the relief is copied by a wide-sweeping machine in 
a transversely vertical plane. To reduce the machine width in the transport, the side sections are 
lifted by means of lever mechanisms and hydraulic cylinders. In the hinged version, the snow is 
transported by the lifted mechanism of the linkage of the tractor 7, with folded in the trans-
verse-vertical plane and fixed side sections. In the trailed version (two modules + coupling), each 
module is transported on four wheels, which are rigidly attached to the frames of the side sections. 
In operation, the wheels are placed above the snow and do not interfere with the formation of snow 
rolls. When the machine is moved to the transport position, the side sections are raised by hy-
draulic cylinders; At the same time, the wheels fall, which, leaning against the soil, raise all the 
snow to a given height. 
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The hinge-section hitch 7 consists of the middle part, attached to the tractor hitch mechanism, and 
side openings. The module is attached to the coupler openings using a swipe and a stretcher. In 
work, the hitch is based on skis. When the unit is moved to the long-distance transport position, the 
coupler openings are lifted by hydraulic cylinders in the transverse-vertical plane and fixed. 
To attach the middle section of the module in front of the tractor DT-75, equipment is used to at-

tach the bulldozer to this tractor. For this purpose, snow is additionally equipped with pushing 
rods. 
The test conditions that were carried out in the Tselinograd region were as follows: the field was 
processed in autumn by flat-saw machines; the snow cover had a relatively stable thickness of 
20-25 sm; the snow was redeposited by the wind and had a density of 0,23-0,26 g/sm3; structure of 
snow grainy; the air temperature during the test period fluctuated sharply from -5° to -30°C. Such 
conditions of tests of snowfalls can be considered typical for the second snow retention in the 
thickness of the snow cover. 
When testing the snowfall, performed in accordance with scheme 1, its inoperability was revealed, 
because the trajectory of the trailing part of the unit in the horizontal plane is unstable. Because of 
the deflection of the angles from the rectilinear motion, the snow half-wains formed by the front 
wedge were not shaped to the full roll by the rear modules, that is, the technological process of 
formation of the rolls was broken. In addition, according to this version, it was noted that the unit 
has a large mass of 6000 kg; The rigid frame of the trailing part of the snowplough and the rigid 
attachment of the angles to it on a large span (about 14 m) complicate the copying of the field relief 
in a transversely vertical plane; the front gon (wedge) is supported by skis during transportation, so 
it is difficult to transport the unit over long distances, and it is not possible to cross the railroads.    
Based on these shortcomings, this option was removed from the snowploughs. 
Snow Schemes II worked more steadily, although here there were fluctuations in the trailing part 
of the snowfall in the horizontal plane. The unit is maneuverable - it can be turned on skis and 
transported from the field to the field. Long distance travel on wheels is reliable. During the tests, it 
was established that on skiing the trailing part of the unit slips from unevenness (frozen ground 
clumps, compacted snow crust), while the opposite end of it rises and the conditions for forming a 
complete snow roll are generally worsened. This is explained by the fact that there is no copying of 
the field in a transversely vertical plane by the terrain aggregate, since the trailing part of the 
snowplough has a rigid frame on a large span (about 14 m) and a rigid fixing of the ridge piles to 
the frame. Two middle dumps of the trailed part of the unit do not participate in the formation of 
snow rolls, as they follow the track of the front wedge cleared of snow. The depth of immersion of 
supporting skis is unstable due to the different state of snow on the field; it is possible to "float" the 
unit on skis when driving on a firm snow crust. On hard snow, the drivers are blocked, since there 
is no possibility of cleaning the machine from snow, i.e. the exit windows of the drivers have a 
constant cross-sectional area. The role of large skis, like snow compressors in this zone at a width 
of 15 m, is minimal - the unit leaves only two shallow strips of 1 m wide. 
Trailing part of the unit has a large mass - 7000 kg. In this construction, the question of aggregation 
with tractors of class 3 has not been solved. 
In the case of a snowfall made in accordance with scheme III in the trailed variant, a stable course 
in the horizontal plane is noted, a stable height of snow rolls (h = 53 sm). The car did not clog on 
loose snow. The articulated connection of the modules of the side dumps to the frames ensured 
their raising and the transmission of snow through the side forming chambers. However, on 
compacted snow, it is possible to block the machine with snow, especially the two middle forming 
chambers, which have constant cross-sectional areas of the exit windows. 
The unit, raised on skis, is maneuverable - it turns and can move on them for short distances. 
When checking the unit in the field, it was noted that the middle wedge of the trailed part (two 
dumps) is practically not involved in the formation of snow rolls, since it follows the track of the 

front wedge cleared of snow. A large angle of setting the dumps to the direction of motion 㢸 ᩛ 35° 
causes intensive crumbling of the snow layer. The module of this snowplough, hung on a class 3 
tractor, satisfactorily complied with the requirements for technological processes of snow roll 
formation and road cleaning. 
Testing the unit of two hinge-sectional modules and a hinged coupling (Scheme IV a) showed that 
it can not work on a snow cover of 25 sm or more in thickness. Such an aggregate was supposed to 
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be used on the first snow retention, when the thickness of the snow cover on the average does not 
exceed 12 - 15 sm. 
In deep snow, the tractor's propulsors had low coupling qualities, and therefore the hook force was 
insufficient to move the unit at a uniform speed. The unit was unstable in the horizontal plane. 
Remote hydraulic cylinders with hydraulic hoses, spaced at great distances from the tractor, did 
not work because of the solidification of oil in them, so it was impossible to lift the modules on the 
wheels, and also to raise the side sections when it was required to clean the snow-clogged machine. 
On this basis, the trailing version of the snowplough, carried out according to scheme IV a, was 

removed from the tests.  
In the hinged version of the snow (SVSh-10), performed in accordance with the scheme IV b, 

formed snow rolls of height ￦௩ = 57 sm, which meets the agrotechnical requirements. This unit 
is free to move and turn, the tractor can transport the machine lifted by the linkage mechanism, on 
any roads at high speed, which is of great importance when working in harsh conditions. The unit 
worked satisfactorily on cleaning roads from snow drifts. 
Effective snowfalls were used to experiment with the accumulation of snow in the fields (Table 30) 
and determine their energy intensity (Table 31). As a control, a serial snowploughSVU-2,6 were 
adopted. Both experimental snowfalls satisfy the agrotechnical (initial) requirements imposed on 
the process of forming snow rolls. The largest resistivity per 1 m of capture is observed in the 
snowshoe, made according to Scheme III, and the smallest - for the serial snowploughSVU-2,6. 

This is since the snowfall according to Scheme III is followed by the first grinding of the snow, and 
then the compaction in the decoration chambers. 
 
Table 30 - Parameters of snow rolls formed by experimental and serial snowfalls, and the thickness 

of snow accumulated by the end of winter (OPA VNIIZH, 1981) 
 

Snow-
plough 

Height of 

snow roll for 
laying expe-

riments, m 

Width at 

base, m 

Thickness of 

protective 
layer of snow, 

sm 

Distance 

between 
rollers, m 

The thickness of the 

accumulated snow 
cover at the end of 

winter (2nd of 
March), m 

Scheme III 
(hinged) 

0,53 1,14 5,8 3,60 3,53 

Scheme IV 

b (hinged) 

0,57 1,26 3,8 4,50 3,60 

СВУ-2,6 

(control) 

0,36 0,98 4,4 3,70 2,65 

 
Table 31 - Specific resistance of experimental and serial snowshares (APC VNIIZH, 1981) 

Snowplough Operational 
speed, m/s 

Specific resistance per 
1 m of grip, N/m 

Scheme III (hinged) 

1,95 1262,0 

2,31 1405,0 

2,47 1775,6 

Scheme IV b (hinged) 

1,68 1186,7 

1,92 1211,0 

2,34 1213,6 

2,49 1315,7 

СВУ-2,6 (control) 

1,75 930,7 

2,13 907,7 

2,55 957,5 

2,80 1180,7 

 
Analysis of the results of comparative tests showed the following. 
1. It is inappropriate to develop a single snow to tractors of different traction classes, as the mass of 
the unit sharply increases, and during the reconfiguration part of this mass is not used; it is prac-
tically impossible to carry out readjustment in the harsh weather and climatic conditions of winter; 
an extended network of oil lines contributes to the thickening of oil in them and the failure of the 
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hydraulic system; The design of joining the front wedge to the tractor for snow clearing before its 
propulsors becomes more complicated; transportation of long wedges on the front wedge on skis 
(or wheels) is unsafe and difficult when moving ditches, roads, etc. 
2. All the above-mentioned difficulties of constructive and operational nature, as well as the for-
mation of a snow roll, are satisfactorily solved when creating hinged (semi-mounted) snow-
ploughs-swaths, maximally unified among themselves for tractors of Class 3 and 5. 
Subsequent preliminary tests of experimental snowfalls confirmed these provisions and were fur-
ther refined; Snowfall scheme III has not changed much; in the snowfall according to scheme IV b, 
additional dumps were removed on the side sections, and dumps equal to the dumps of the middle 
wedge were placed on the side sections to increase the width of the capture of the snowflake. 
 
 
5.3.2 Stability of the unit consisting of a tractor K-701and a hinged wide-grab snack-rake 

 
When developing a snow-plow-rake to the tractor К-701 according to the scheme IV b, it becomes 
necessary to check the stability of the unit when moving over long distances. Due to the need to 
ensure the normal loading of the tractor engine and the formation of snow rollers of a given height, 
the width of the capture of the snow must be at least 8-10 m, and its mass is 2500-3100 kg. 
When the side sections are raised in the transport position, the vertical coordinate of the center of 
gravity (CG) from the reference surface increases, which may reduce the stability of the unit. 
The diagram of the aggregate consisting of the tractor К-701 and the hinged sectional snowshoe in 
the transport position, as well as the accepted designations of the gravity and coordinates of the 
tractor's CG and snowfall are shown in Fig. 136, and their numerical values in Tables 32 and 33. 
Using the method described in [124] and the data of these tables necessary for calculating [125], we 
find that the coefficient of longitudinal stability of the aggregate (0,189) is much lower than the 
allowable (0,4). The load on the front axle of the tractor wheels lies in the range 71475-75625 N, on 
the rear 90375-94525 N. The limiting values of the angles characterizing the longitudinal and 
transverse static stability of the aggregate are respectively 48043ꞌ and 38043ꞌ. 

However, these data should be regarded as tentative, since in their determination, the limiting 
values of the angles are not taken into account, the magnitude of which is due to the slip of retarded 
propellers along the snow surface on the slopes and can be much smaller than those obtained. The 
need is to determine the limiting angles of longitudinal and transverse slip of the tractor K-701 
when working on snow-covered slopes is obvious. When determining the angles, it is necessary to 
take into account that the frame of the tractor K-701 is articulated. 

 
Fig. 136. The design diagram of the unit consisting of the tractor "Kirovets" 

 and hinged hinge-sectional snowplough 
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Table 32 - Coordinates of the center of gravity of the mounted hinged sectional snowplough and 

the forces acting on it 

Options Notation Value  
of parameters 

Gravity of snowplough, H Gc 28000 
Coordinates of snowplough CT hanging on 
tractor hitch, m: 
transport position of the snowplough: 

  

- longitudinal from the rear axle of the tractor 㨬 1,80 

-vertical against the support surface   1,80 
the operational position of the snowplough 
(not shown in Fig. 136): 

  

-longitudinal against suspension axis 㨬ŧᇱ  0,50 
-vertical against suspension axis ŧᇱ  0,76 

 
Table 33 - Active forces and coordinates of the center of gravity of the tractor K-701 and the unit 

K-701 + hinged snowplough 

Options Notation 

Value of parameters 

for 
К-701 

for К-701 + hinged 

snowplough 

Gravity of the tractor (unit), H:     
- general Gт 135000 166000 

- motor section of the tractor Gм 89500 89500 

- cargo section of the tractor Gг 42500 73500 

- the central hinge of the tractor G0 3000 3000 
Coordinates of the center of gravity,   

tractor (unit), m: 

   

- longitudinal axis of the wheels of the trac-
tor's load section 

 㨬Ũ  
2,160 

 
2,160 

vertical against the support surface      

- motor section of the tractor Ũ 1,220 1,220 

- longitudinal axis of the wheels of the trac-

tor's motor section 

 

ам 
 

0,168 

 

0,168 
- vertical against the support surface     

cargo section of the tractor hм 1,390 1,390 

- longitudinal axis of the wheels of the trac-
tor's load section 

 
ar 

 
0,077 

 

- vertical against the support surface    
the central hinge of the tractor hr 0,890 Variables that depend 

on the design of the 

snowplough㨬ŧᇱŞ￦ŧᇱ 
- longitudinal from the vertical axis of the 
hinge of the tractor 

 㨬  

 
0,726 

 
0,726 

- vertical against the support surface   0,850 0,850 

Longitudinal tractor base, m l 3,200 3,200 
Track of tractor support wheels, m b 2,115 2,115 

Radius of the tractor's drive wheels, m rк 0,800 0,800 

Distance from the vertical axis of the central 
hinge of the tractor, m: 

   

- to the axis of the wheels of the motor sec-
tion of the tractor 

lм 1,600 1,600 

- to the axis of the wheels of the load section 
of the tractor 

lr 1,600 1,600 

 
Scheme of the tractor with articulated frame allows to improve the maneuverability of the unit 
provided that the load distribution on the wheels and the stability of the tractor are correctly dis-
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 ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦㨣ସũସ  㨘ũ  㨣ଷũଷ 㨞Ş  ·²Ê  §³·Íඥ§³·ଶÊ  ·²ଶ￦Ê§³·ଶÍ  㨣ũோ ᩛ Ή 㨣ڴ  㨣ଷ  㨣ସ  㨘 ᩛ  Ήڴ
 㨣ଷ㩃ଷ  㨣ସ㩃ସ 㨞Ş  ௦ఉඥ௦మఉା௦మ￦ఉ௦మఊ  㨘㩃  㨣㩃ோ ᩛ Ή                                                   (238) 㨣ڴ  㨣ଵ  㨣ଶ  㨘Ţ  㨘 ᩛ  Ήڴ
 㨞Ş  §³·Êඥ§³·ଶÊ  ·²ଶ￦Ê§³·ଶÍ  㨣㩃ோ  㨘Ţ㩃Ţ  㨣ଵ㩃ଵ  㨣ଶ㩃ଶ  㨘㩃 ᩛ  Ήڴ
 㨞Ş  ·²Ê  §³·Íඥ§³·ଶÊ  ·²ଶ￦Ê§³·ଶÍ  㨣ଶũଶ  㨘ŢũŢ  㨣ଵũଵ  㨣ũோ  㨘ũ ᩛ  Ζڴ
 
where: 㩃ଵ ᩛ 㨷Ţ §³·㢶  㢷  㨭ڶ ·²㢶  㢷 Ή 
 

㩄ଵ ᩛ ␡㨷Ţ ·²㢶  㢷  
ଶ
§³·㢶  㢷␡㨮㨺㨾￦㢸; 

㩃ଶ ᩛ 㨷Ţ §³·㢶  㢷  㨭ڶ ·²㢶  㢷 Ή 
 

㩄ଶ ᩛ ␡㨷Ţ ·²㢶  㢷 㨭ڶ §³·㢶  㢷␡㨮㨺㨾￦㢸Ή 
㩃ଷ ᩛ 㨷§³·㢷  㨭ڶ ·²㢷 Ή 

 

㩄ଷ ᩛ 㨷·²㢷  㨭ڶ §³·㢷㨮㨺㨾￦㢸 Ή 
㩃ସ ᩛ 㨷§³·㢷  㨭ڶ ·²㢷Ή 

 

㩄ସ ᩛ 㨷·²㢷  
ଶ
§³·㢷㨮㨺㨾￦㢸; 

 㩃Ţ ᩛ 㨷Ţ  㨬Ţ §³·㢶  㢷; 
 

㩄Ţ ᩛ 㨷Ţ  㨬Ţ ·²㢶  㢷㨮㨺㨾￦㢸  Ţ 㨾㨴㨹㢸; 

  㩃ோ ᩛ 㨬§³·㢷Ή ￦㩃 ᩛ 㨬  §³·㢷Ή ￦㨬ோ ᩛ 㢶Ή 
 

㩄 ᩛ 㨷  㨬 ·²㢷  㨮㨺㨾㢸   㨾㨴㨹￦㢸; 

 㩄ோ ᩛ 㨷 ·²㢷  㨮㨺㨾￦ÍΉ 
 ￦㩄 ᩛ 㨬 ·²㢷  㨮㨺㨾￦Í  㨾㨴㨹￦Í 
 
The solution of the system (238) can be represented in the form 
 㨣 ᩛ 㨒  㨓㨿«ÍΖ      (239) 

 

where: 㨴 = 1,2,3,4 - numbers of the tractor wheels (see Fig. 137).  The coefficients 㨒and㨓for 
specific values of i are determined by the formulas: 
 㨒ଵΖଶ ᩛ ଵŢାೝ௦ఈ ቄ㨘Ţ㨬Ţ㨷Ţ ቂ 

ଶŢ ቀڵ  ೝ

Ţ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ 
ଶŢ ቀڵ  ீೝೝீŢŢ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ ቀೝ

Ţ  ீೝೝீŢŢቁ 㨾㨴㨹㢶ቃ 㨘㨷  㨬  ቀଶ 㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨷Ţ㨾㨴㨹㢶ቁቅ;                                (240) 
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㨓ଵΖଶ ᩛ  ଵŢାೝ௦ ቄ㨘ŢŢ  㨘 ቂ㨷Ţ§³·￦㢶  㢷  
ଶ
㨾㨴㨹㢶  㢷  㨷㨮㨺㨾㢷ቃ 㨘 ቀଶ 㨮㨺㨾㢶 㨷Ţ㨾㨴㨹㢶ቁ 㨾㨴㨹㢷ቅ Ή      (241) 

 㨒ଷΖସ ᩛ ଵ
ଶ
ቄ㨘Ţ ቂீೝீŢ ቀڵ  ೝ

Ţ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ 㨷Ţ  㨬Ţ ቀڵ  ீೝೝீŢŢ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁቃ 㨘㨷Ţ  㨬㨮㨺㨾㢶ቅ ￦￦￦￦￦  

￦￦￦￦￦ 㨷Ţڵ  㨷㨮㨺㨾㢶 Ή￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڶڸڶ ￦
 㨓ଷΖସ ᩛ  ቄீೝೝ ቀڵ  ೝ

Ţ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ 㨷Ţ㨮㨺㨾㢷 㨘ŢŢ ቂቀڵ  ீబబீŢŢቁ 㨾㨴㨹㢶  㢷  ீೝೝீŢŢ 㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨾㨴㨹㢷ቃቅ   ￦
￦￦￦￦￦ 㨷Ţڵ  㨷㨮㨺㨾㢶 Ή￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڷڸڶ ￦

 
In formulas (240), (241), (242) and (243), the upper signs "plus" and "minus" are used in calcu-
lating the coefficients A and B for odd wheels (i= 1,3), and the lower ones - even (i =2, 4). 

The condition for maintaining the stability of the aggregate is written in the form Ri  Κ Equatingڴ

the reaction on the wheels to zero, we write down for each wheel the critical state by detaching it 
from the support surface 㨣 ᩛ 㨒  㨓㨿«ÍΖ      (244) 

 
Solving (244), taking into account the expressions for determining 㨒  and 㨓 with respect to Í, we 
obtain 

㢸ଵΖଶ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮￦¸«


 㨘Ţ㨬Ţ㨷Ţ ቂ 

ଶŢ ቀڵ  ೝ

Ţ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ 
ଶŢ ቀڵ  ீೝೝீŢŢ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ￦￦�㨘ŢŢ  㨘  ቂ㨷Ţ§³·￦㢶  㢷  

ଶ
·²￦㢶  㢷  �� 

� �ቀೝ
Ţ  ீೝೝீŢŢቁ ·²㢶ቃ  㨘㨷  㨬 ቀଶ §³·㢶  㨷Ţ ·²㢶ቁ�㨷㨮㨺㨾㢷␡ 㨘 ቀଶ 㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨷Ţ ·²㢶ቁ 㨾㨴㨹㢷 ቑ ￦ Ή ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڹڸڶ 

 

㢸ଷΖସ ᩛ 㨬㨽㨮￦¸« ቐ㨘Ţ ቂ
ீೝீŢ ቀڵ  ೝ

Ţ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ 㨷Ţ  㨬Ţ �ቀڵ  ீೝೝீŢŢ  㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁቃ￦ڶ� ீೝೝ ቀڵ  ೝ

Ţ 㨮㨺㨾㢶ቁ  㨷Ţ§³·￦㢷  㨘ŢŢ  � 
� ￦㨘㨷Ţ  㨬㨮㨺㨾㨬 ቂቀڵ  ீబబீŢŢቁ  ·²￦㢶  㢷  ீೝೝீŢŢ 㨮㨺㨾㢶  㨾㨴㨹㢷ቃቑ Κ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ںڸڶ 

 
These dependencies make it possible to determine the slope angle at which one of its wheels starts 
tearing away from the support surface, both for the tractor and for the unit, depending on the 
coordinates of the center of gravity and the orientation angle of the unit on the slope. In this case, 
the load section of the tractor and the hinged snow are considered as a single whole, i.e. with a 
common gravity and the coordinates of its application. 
For a given width of capture of a hinged snowfall, its material capacity is determined mainly on the 
basis of the provision of the required strength and to a lesser extent depends on the structural 
scheme. When developing the design of a mounted snowplough to a tractor of the Kirovets type 
according to scheme IVb (see Fig. 135), it is possible to vary the coordinates of the center of gravity 

of the snowfall within a wider range, and consequently, the coordinates of the center of gravity of 
the tractor's load section with the hanging machine, i.e., the coordinates are 㨬и. 

Using the dependences (245) and (246) and the data required for the calculation from Table 33 the 
changes in the critical angle of the slope γкр for the aggregate are determined as a function of the 
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coordinates аг and hr,, the values of which vary, respectively, within 0,8-1,3 m and 0,8-1,4 m. 
When calculating the angle of folding of sections of the tractor K-701 was assumed to be minimal 
(α = 0) and maximum (α = 35°), and the orientation angle of the aggregate on the slope β varied 

from 0 to 360° with an interval of 10°. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 138. The influence of the 
common coordinates of the CG of 
the tractor's load section and the 

hinged snowplough (㨬ꞌ  and ꞌ  
the critical angle of the slope (㢸ŠŦ) 
 
 

Analysis of the results of calculations carried out on a computer shows (Fig. 138) that with an in-

crease in the coordinates 㨬 (absolute value) and , the angle 㢸ŠŦ decreases, and at a maximum 

angle of folding of the tractor frame α = 35°, the decrease in 㢸  occurs more intensively. Thus, 

with increasing аr from 0,8 to 1,3 m and  = 1,4 m at α = 0, 㢸ŠŦ decreases from 26°30' to 22°42', 

and at α = 35° it decreases from 20°6' up to 13°24'. Removing the common center of gravity of the 

tractor's load section with the snow from the axle of the tractor's load section (㨬) towards the 
snowfall affects more the critical slope angle than the change in the overall vertical coordinate of 

the center of gravity of the snowplough and the load section (). Therefore, when developing the 
design of a hinged snowfall according to the adopted scheme, it is necessary to place the suspen-
sion axis as close to its center of gravity, i.e., closer to the bow part of the wedge of the central 
section, as far as the solution angle of the blades in the plan allows. In this case, it should be borne 
in mind that when lifting the side sections of the snowfall in a transverse-vertical plane, they do not 
touch the tractor cab and do not reduce the view to the tractor driver. 
The hinged sectional snowshoe to the tractor K-701 weighs 3100 kg, and the longitudinal coor-
dinate of the center of gravity of its ax relative to the axis of the tractor's rear wheels in the transport 

position of the unit with the raised side sections and the vertical coordinate  from the reference 
surface is -1,8 m. Then The total mass of the cargo section of the tractor with a suspended snow-

plough is estimated at 7,350 kg, and the coordinates of the center of gravity 㨬ꞌ  and ꞌ  are respec-
tively 1,3 and 1,4 m. Substituting these data into formulas (245) and (246), and also from Table. 33 
the influence of the orientation angle β of the tractor without a snow trap and with it at a maximum 

α = 35° and the minimum α = 0 angles of folding of the tractor sections is determined, by the 
magnitude of the critical angle of the slope γкр (Fig. 139). 
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Fig. 139. The limiting values of the angles of the slope (γ°) of the tractor K-701 㢸 and an aggregate 

consisting of К-701 + snowplough (㢸ସ), dependingon the orientation angle and the folding of 

tractor sections 
 
From the analysis of these data it follows that the critical angle of the slope γкр for the tractor K-701 

without the folding of its sections (α = 0) is 33°36', and with the maximum insertion of them (α = 
35°) - decreases to 28°48'. Mounted on the tractor and raised in the transport position of snow-
mobiles reduces the stability of such an aggregate. For uncharacteristic operating conditions of the 
unit, i.e. when the tractor sections are completely folded up to 35° and the unit is positioned on the 
slope at an angle of approximately 40°, the critical angle of the slope decreases to 13024'. Without a 
snow tractor attached to the tractor K-701, the critical angle of the slope at α = 35° is approximately 
30°. 
For the most characteristic operating conditions, that is, at small angles of folding the tractor sec-

tions and placing the aggregate approximately across the slope (㢷  and 㢷 ۂڴڶ  -Ζ the critiۂڴڼڵ
cal angle of the slope lies within 20° - 25°. 
 
5.3.3 About the loading of traction motors on snow retention 
 
In most cases, the tractor "Kirovets" is aggregated with only one snowploughSVU-2,6A. This is to 
some extent explained by the absence of a special coupling, with which it would be possible to 
compile aggregates of two or three SVU-2,6A snowshoes, as well as the complexity of operation of 
such an aggregate at low air temperatures and high wind speeds, especially when driving rolls 
"windows" with snow. The main reason for К-701 aggregation of only one SVU -2,6A is that with 

the increase in the thickness of the snow cover, the maximum tractive effort and traction power of 
the tractor, as indicated above, sharply decrease. This decrease is explained by large losses of 
power for self-movement and slippage of the propellers, which is confirmed by the energy evalua-
tion of the snow retention unit consisting of the tractor К-701 and one SVU-2,6A, or К-701 and 

special coupling and two or three SVU-2,6A [127]. So, at speeds of 797 to 11,7 km/h, snow cover 
thickness of 20 - 38 sm and snow density of 0,180-0,310 g/sm3, the power consumed to overcome 
the resistance of snows of SVU-2,6A is 23,65- 45,16% of the effective engine power, self-movement 
31,32 - 54,00%, on slipping 6,00 - 33,40% and for mechanical losses 11,00 - 13,00% (Fig. 140). 
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Fig. 140. Energy performance of snowploughs during snow retention 

 
Thus, self-movement and slippage of the tractor К-701 when working with 1-3 snows of SVU-2,6A 
expends 42,32-65,35% of the engine power, and the efficiency is very low – 0,103-0,210.  
The design of the hinged hinge-sectional snow bag to the tractors "Kirovets", made according to 
the scheme IVb, allows dramatically improving the power parameters of the unit due to snow 
cleaning from under the wheels of the tractor. Thus, under the same conditions and operating 
conditions as for the K-701 with SVU-2,6A snows, the aggregate consisting of the K-701 and the 
hinged sectional snowshoe, the capacity to overcome the resistance of the snowfall was 55,04% 
from the effective power of the engine, to self-movement – 26,35, to slippage – 5,87 and to me-
chanical losses – 12,80%. 
The application of a hinged snowplough, implemented in accordance with the scheme IV b, with 
the tractor К-701 allows, in comparison with the SVU-2,6A, to increase the use of traction power in 

1,22-2,33 times, to reduce power losses on slipping and self-movement in 1,31 - 2,03 times and to 
increase the tractive efficiency to 0,382, i.e., 1,82 - 3,71 times [127]. 
Energy performance during operation of the К-701 with the middle section of the hinged sectional 
snowshoe on clearing the on-farm roads from snow is practically the same with the same indicators 
when special road-cleaning machines are used in this operation (Fig. 141). 
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Fig. 141 Energy performance of the middle section of a hinged snowplough and special 
road-cleaning machines for clearing roads from snow 

 

According to the IIA, the load factor of the К-701 tractor engine on snow retention with a hinged 
snowfall was 9,5 m wide and was within 40-60% (on average 49,1%), which experts consider in-
sufficient. Such a belief is based on the available normative data on the loading of tractors' engines 
on plowing (78-94%) or on sowing and planting (85-96%). Data on the value of the rational load of 
the engine К-701 on snow retention are not available to date. In connection with this, we tried to 
determine the optimal value of the load factor from the following considerations. 
It is known that the permissible load factor of a tractor engine depends more on the nature of the 
technological process performed by the agricultural unit [34,128]. Changes in traction resistance of 
the snowfall, superimposed on continuous changes in the resistance to the movement of the trac-
tor, lead to unstable operation of the unit and affect the degree of utilization of engine power. The 

latter, under unsteady loads 㨞can be determined by the formula 

㨟 ᩛ 㨟 ቆڵ  㨼ᇱ㢺㨹ௗ௩  㨼㨞㢹㨧 㨸 ቇ ￦Ζ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڻڸڶ 
 

where:  㨟  - engine power for stand test (calculated);㨼ᇱ, 㨼 - are the experimental coefficients 

characterizing the engine design, 㢺P- is the degree of unevenness of the regulator, 㨹ௗ௩- is the av-
erage engine speed of the crankshaft, Мсс- is the average moment of resistance on the motor shaft, 㨧 -  is the reduced moment of inertia of the unit, 㢹ŧ - is the degree of unevenness the moment of 

resistance on the motor shaft, 㨸 - is the frequency of the change of the moment of resistance on the 
motor shaft. 
This equation shows that the higher the average load and the degree of unevenness of the resis-
tance, the lower the developed engine power. The expression in parentheses of the equation is 

taken as the correction factor￦㨬to the value of the calculated power [34, 128], that is, 
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㨟 ᩛ 㨟  㨬Κ     (248) 
 

The value of the coefficient 㨬 is found experimentally for various conditions and shows the re-
duction in engine power due to the unsteady operating mode, i.e.,  㨬< 1. 

The degree of unevenness of the resistance on the motor shaft (㢹ŧ) is determined mainly by the 
degree of unevenness of the traction resistance of the agricultural machine. Under normal condi-
tions, small oscillations of the traction resistance of the agricultural machine will be overcome due 
to the kinetic energy of the unit. Large fluctuations of the traction resistance of agricultural ma-
chines can be overcome only due to some reserve of power (engine torque). Therefore, the second 

correction factor is introduced into the formula (248) b<1 126], т. е.㨟 ᩛ 㨟  㨬  㨭. The coeffi-

cient b shows how much the real power of the 㨟 engine can be used with variations in the trac-

tion resistance of the agricultural machine. The value of b depends on the value of the coefficient of 

adaptability of the engine 㨶ௗ௩and the degree of unevenness of the traction resistance 㢹 or its 

standard deviation from the average㣆 Κ To find the value of b, the dependences [128] 

 㨭 ᩛ 㨶ௗ௩ڵ  㢹ŧڹΖڴ ￦￦￦śŧšŞ￦ 㢹ŧڶ ᩢ 㨶ௗ௩  ￦ڽڸڶΉ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵ
￦㨭 ᩛ 㨶ௗ௩ڵ  㢹ŧϑ㨡௩￦ ￦￦￦śŧšŞ￦ 㢹ŧڶ ᩢ 㨶ௗ௩   ڴڹڶΚ￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦￦ڵ

 
Condition (249) is possible when plowing dry or stony soils and in other similar cases. The nature 

of the oscillations of the resistance on the motor shaft 㢹ŧ is different than the oscillation of the re-

sistance of the working parts of the machines 㢹and 㣆ŦΚ However, it is also recommended to take 

into account 㢹ŧ  㢹 and 㣆ŧ  㣆 for the calculation, since there are areas that are more unfavor-

able in unevenness than the average in the field. To determine 㢹Ŧ offered the dependence [34]: 

 

㢹 ᩛ 㨡௫  㨡ϑ㨡௩￦,                                                  (251) 

 

where:㨡௫ Ζ㨡Ζ㨡௩￦ - accordingly the maximum, minimum and average value of traction re-
sistance of an agricultural machine. 
The degree of unevenness of the traction resistance of the snowfall depends not only on the pa-
rameters of its working organs and operating modes, but also on the operating conditions-varying 
snow cover thickness, snow density and field background. In this case, the background of the field 
can have a decisive influence on both the magnitude of the traction resistance and the degree of 
unevenness. When the SVU-2,6A snowfall was dynamo-measured on various background fields, it 

was found that the deviations of the mean maximum resistance values from the total average value 
were within the limits of: 10-40% in the fields of winter crops and perennial grasses, and 80-170% 
on uneven ground [120]. In the latter case, the large unevenness of the traction resistance is due to 
the fact that the share of the snowplough meets frozen ridges and bumps of soil in its path. To 
determine the maximum, minimum and average values of the traction resistance of the hinged 
sectional snowplough to the tractor K-701, its strain gauging was performed on the fields of the 
OPC VNIIZH (Tselinograd region). Background - the field after the wheat, processed in the au-
tumn flat-cut to a depth of 12 - 14sm. The thickness of the snow cover varied from 5 to 40 sm 
(average 22,4 sm), and snow density from 0,109 to 0,400 g/sm3 (mean 0,300 g/sm3). The air 
temperature is 22°C, the wind speed is 10 - 12 m/s. 
The analysis of the obtained data showed that, with an increase in the speed of the unit from 4,39 
to 9,47 km/h, the maximum forces in the left and right lower links of the linkage mechanism of the 
tractor K-701 lie, respectively, in the range: 38,32 - 57,48 kN and 23,03-75,01 kN, and the mini-
mum effort is 1,67-2,49 kN and 2,30-4,60 kN. In this case, the average values of the forces in the 
left and right lower links of the linkage lie respectively in the range 19,98-29,80 kN and 13,16-39,48 
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kN. According to these data and formula (251) for a hinged snowfall, the degree of unevenness of 

the traction resistance is determined 㢹Ŧ, which is within the range 1,70-1,83. 

The coefficient of adaptability of the engine characterizes its ability to overcome temporary over-
loads due to the reserve of engine torque and is in relation to [128] 
 㨶ௗ௩ ᩛ 㨞ௗϑ㨞ௗ,        (252) 

 

where:  㨞ௗ - maximum engine torque;  㨞ௗ- is the torque corresponding to the maximum effective power and normal engine speed. 

Based on the results of the control braking on the MIS of the ЯМЗ-240B engines, which have 
worked for 100-800 hours, the coefficient of their adaptability lies in the range 1,217-1,270 (aver 㨶ௗ௩= 1,242). 

The value of the coefficient b for the hinged snowfall, found by the formula (249), since
ఋŧ
ଶ
 ఋŦ

ଶ
ᩢ㨶ௗ௩-1 lies within the range of 0,647-0,671. Consequently, 㨟 ᩛ 㨟  㨬 (0,647-0,671). If 㨬 = 1 is 

assumed (ideal case, although it is always < 1), then for the mounted snowfall the maximum ra-
tional load of the K-701 tractor engine will be approximately 60-70%, which is clearly lower than 
the standard adopted at the MIS. The values of the load factors of the engine of the tractor К-701, 
obtained at the MIS, when they are mounted with a hinged snowfall made according to the scheme 
IVb, are close to our calculated ones. 

 
5.3.4. Pressure in the hydraulic cylinders controlling the turning of the tractor K-701 when working 
with a hinged wide-spread snowplough 
 
When developing a wide-spread hinged snowman to the tractor К-701 according to the scheme IV 
b, there is a concern that the hydraulic cylinders controlling the tractor's turning can cause pressure 
exceeding the permissible value. If the pressure is close to the maximum, it can be assumed that 
this will adversely affect the wear and durability of the entire control mechanism, including the 
hinge connecting the cargo and motor sections of the tractor. The test to determine the pressure in 
the hydraulic cylinders for controlling the turning of the tractor K-701 during the assembly of the 
hinged wide-spread snowplough was carried out [129] under the same conditions as for the de-
termination of forces in the lower links of the weigher mechanism [127]. 
To measure the pressure in the steering hydraulic cylinders, pressure sensors TDD-200 were in-

stalled in them. To measure the angle of the folding of the motor and cargo sections of the К-701, a 
special sensor was installed in the articulation points. The process of changing the pressure in the 
hydraulic cylinders by turning and the angle of folding the sections of the tractor K-701 were rec-
orded on the tape with the help of the H-700 oscilloscope. Power, amplifying and balancing blocks, 
as well as an oscilloscope were installed in the tractor cab. 
The change in the pressure in the steering cylinders and the angle of the folding of the sections were 
fixed both in place (without movement), with buried snowfall, and during the movement of the 
unit, i.е. when performing a technological operation (snow guard). The test results showed the 

following. The maximum pressure in the pressure cavities of the hydraulic cylinders controlling the 
turning of the tractor К-701 in place with a buried snow trap when the sections are folded up to 320 
and back to zero does not exceed 6,2 MPa (Fig. 142). 
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Fig. 142. The pressure in the hydraulic cylinders controlling the rotation of the tractor K-701 when 

the section is folded up to 32°C () and back ( ￦with the recessed hinged snowfall in place 
(average of 5 replicates) 

 
This case is the most unfavorable and not typical for the operation of such an aggregate. It can 
occur only in the case of complete slippage of the unit (stopping) when overcoming snow drifts of 
great depth or when crossing ravines, ditches, etc. 
During the operation of such an aggregate on snow retention at speeds of 4,39 to 9,47 km/h, the 
average pressure in the hydraulic cylinders controlling the rotation of the tractor K-701 varied 
between 0,47-1,65 MPa, and the maximum 2,40-5,66 MPa (Table 34). 
 
Table 34 - Pressure in the hydraulic cylinders controlling the rotation of the tractor K-701 when the 

hinged hinge-sectional snowplough is mounted 

Indicators 
Traveling speed, km / h 

4,39 4,72 4,86 7,49 8,57 9,47 

Pressure in the hy-
draulic cylinders of 
tractor turning control, 
MPa 

      

a) in the right:       

maximum 3,198 5,058 4,058 3,944 4,428 1,968 

moderate 0,861 1,476 1,551 1,022 0,990 0,615 

b) in the left:       

maximum 3,150 3,150 2,400 4,950 4,200 4,500 

moderate 0,753 0,469 0,629 0,825 0,900 1,650 

 
The nature of the pressure changes in the hydraulic cylinders controlling the rotation of the tractor 
K-701 in these cases is shown in Fig. 143. Thus, at angles of folding sections up to 35° and vice 
versa, the maximum pressure in the hydraulic steering cylinders does not exceed 5 MPa. 
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Fig. 143. Pressure in the hydraulic cylinders controlling the turning of the tractor K-701 while 

folding its section on snow retention with a hinged snowplough up to 35° () and back ( ) 
(speed of movement – 4,72 km/h;1 and 2 are repetitions) 

 
Thus, even in the most unfavorable and uncharacteristic operating conditions, i.e. when the К-701 
tractor's cargo and motor sections are folded in place with a recessed hinged wide-spread snow-
plough,  
the maximum pressure in the hydraulic cylinders is 38% less than the maximum permissible (the 
bypass valve is adjusted to 10 MPa). When carrying out the same technological process of snow 
retention with a hinged wide-swivel hinge sectional snowshoe, the pressure in the hydraulic con-
trol cylinders of the turn K-701 is less than the maximum permissible by 50%. 
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